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Abstract

A novel photonic crystal (PhC) cavity design is presented, for which the location of the cavity

mode is determined by laser patterning of SU-8 – a commercially-available negative photoresist

– on top of a conventionally-fabricated PhC waveguide. This method aims towards the goal of

achieving deterministic coupling between a self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) and

a PhC cavity mode using in situ all-optical techniques. The experimental and theoretical work

presented in this thesis focus on developing the technique to a stage at which it is ready for

this intended application. The devices are designed to operate at a wavelength λ0 ∼ 1.3 µm to

be suitable for integration with telecommunications systems using commercially available optical

fibres.

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations are performed to investigate key attributes

of the SU-8 PhC cavities, which are believed to operate via a mode gap confinement mechanism, due

to an alteration of the modes supported by the PhC waveguide beneath the SU-8 structure. Real

devices are fabricated with high yields (generally exceeding 80%) and characterised predominantly

using micro-photoluminescence (µPL) mapping techniques. The viability of the design is first

demonstrated experimentally for cavities defined by exposing a disk of SU-8 on the waveguide,

which yields fundamental cavity modes with a quality factor (Q) in the range 2300–7400 and a

predicted mode volume V0 ∼ 1.44(λ0/n)3. The Q of the cavity mode is found to be critically

depend upon the thickness of the SU-8: in general, a thickness of ∼ 100 nm or less is preferable

for optimal Q factors.

An improved cavity design is devised which defines the cavity by a strip of SU-8 written

perpendicular to the PhC waveguide. Higher Q factors up to 8700 are measured from fabricated

devices and analysis suggests that cavity parameters are achieved which would be suitable for

observing the strong coupling regime with a QD. The increase in Q factor is attributed primarily

to the less stringent alignment requirements of the SU-8 strip cavity design. An investigation is

also conducted into the effects of altering the width of the SU-8 strip, which allows the Q to be

increased beyond 104 and also enables some control over λ0. However, it is expected that these

results are ultimately limited by e-beam fabrication imperfections of the PhC waveguides.

Finally, coupled cavities (known as photonic molecules) formed from two SU-8 strips written

on the same waveguide are investigated through FDTD simulations and experiments. It is shown

that the coupling strength between the two cavities can be tuned by controlling the separation

between them. The coupled supermodes of the system are characterised and the coupling strength

is estimated from measurements of the coupling-induced mode splitting and delocalization of the

modes. Confocal µPL measurements are used to explicitly show optical coupling between two

cavities.
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1

Introduction

Quantum technologies which exploit coherent quantum mechanical phenomena, such as in quan-

tum information processing and quantum communication protocols, are expected to pave the way

to a new generation of devices which significantly outperform their classical counterparts. For

example, quantum computers show promise to simulate quantum systems and perform certain

operations much more efficiently than a conventional computer [2]. Likewise, quantum key dis-

tribution protocols can guarantee secure sharing of cryptographic keys using methods that are

not possible via classical means [3, 4]. Many possible candidates are currently being explored as

potential hardware for quantum technology [5]. Among these are systems which employ single

photons as qubits, which have been used to successfully demonstrate simple quantum logic gates

and algorithms [6, 7, 8, 9], in addition to quantum key distribution [10, 11, 12, 13], in a laboratory

environment. Such applications often rely on light sources with the ability to emit exactly one pho-

ton on demand. This has driven the development of single photon sources (SPSs), which have seen

significant advances in recent years – particularly in solid state media incorporating self-assembled

semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) [14]. Such devices typically rely on light-matter coupling be-

tween a single QD and an optical microcavity structure, which enables efficient generation and

collection of single photons [15, 16, 17] by exploiting the effects of cavity quantum electrodynamics

(CQED) [18].

One of the main barriers to scaling SPSs based on coupled QD-microcavity structures to larger

systems and real-world applications is the difficulty of reproducibly fabricating such devices. Pre-

cise spatial alignment, typically on the scale of tens of nanometres, is required between a single

QD and the microcavity in order for photons emitted by the QD to couple efficiently to a cavity
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mode [19, 20]. Unfortunately, the self-assembled growth mechanism typically results in QDs lo-

cated at random positions with a distribution of sizes [21, 22], which makes overlapping a single

QD with a cavity mode a significant technical challenge. Further to this, spectral resonance must

be achieved between an optical transition of the QD and a cavity mode, which is complicated by

random variation of the emission wavelength between individual QDs, due to their size distribu-

tion. The randomness of these factors makes deterministic fabrication of a coupled self-assembled

QD-microcavity system particularly difficult; the development of techniques which facilitate the

necessary levels of precision is currently an area of active research [20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The

work of this thesis comprises the development, characterisation and optimisation of a novel cavity

fabrication method, which is designed for the purpose of deterministic coupling to a single self-

assembled semiconductor QD, with the ultimate goal of deterministic fabrication of SPSs which

operate at telecommunications wavelengths. The success of this technique holds the potential for

scalable fabrication of on-demand SPSs, which would be compatible with commercially-available

optical fibres – a necessity if single-photon-based technologies such as quantum key distribution

are to be operated over the long distances required for practical applications.

This thesis focuses on long wavelength (∼ 1.3 µm) self-assembled InGaAs QDs [29, 30, 31] em-

bedded in photonic crystal (PhC) cavity devices: a type of structure with a periodic refractive

index that can exploit a photonic band gap to confine light to cavity modes on a scale similar

to its wavelength [32, 33, 34]. We employ a novel cavity design which is created using all-optical

techniques to pattern SU-8 photoresist (a commercially available, negative photoresist [35]) on top

of a conventionally-fabricated PhC waveguide [36, 37]. A cavity mode is created in the waveguide,

localized at the position of the SU-8, enabling deterministic placement of the cavity mode. The

advantage of this technique is that the exposure process applied to set the cavity position can

be performed in-situ using micro-photoluminescence (µPL) experimental apparatus, which can

be used in conjunction with µPL measurements to visualize the embedded QDs. The technique

therefore holds the potential for deterministic coupling between a cavity and self-assembled QD,

by first locating a single, randomly positioned QD in the PhC waveguide using µPL techniques,

then proceeding to pattern an SU-8-defined cavity at this position. The work performed during

this project aimed to develop this novel SU-8 cavity fabrication technique up to the point at which

it is ready for this intended application.

The thesis begins in Ch. 2 by covering the fundamental physics of 2D PhC slab devices, using finite-

difference time-domain (FDTD) techniques as a tool to examine their properties. Simulations of
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well-established PhC cavity and waveguide structures are first performed to demonstrate their

favourable properties and verify the validity of the FDTD results. Initial simulations are then

presented of the novel SU-8 defined cavity structure as a proof of concept, which is expanded upon

in the chapters that follow.

In Ch. 3, a summary of CQED effects, in addition to QD properties and growth methods, are

presented. The state of the field is examined with respect to achieving cavity-QD coupling and

single photon sources, including an analysis of the requirements to achieve the strong coupling

regime. Finally, we present the experimental apparatus and techniques relevant to the project,

especially for experimental implementation of the SU-8 defined cavity. This mostly consists of µPL

techniques performed at cryogenic temperatures.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 focus on the experimental implementation of the SU-8 cavity, presenting

experimental results complemented by additional FDTD simulation results. Characterisation of

the fabricated structures is performed predominantly using high resolution µPL mapping mea-

surements and AFM scanning techniques. Ch. 4 covers the first successful implementation of the

SU-8-defined cavity: the simplest cavity design, which involves exposing a disk of SU-8 on top of

the PhC waveguide. Ch. 5 aims to improve upon the cavity design, replacing the SU-8 disk with an

SU-8 strip running perpendicular to the waveguide, which is patterned using a moving laser spot.

This design circumvents alignment issues which limit the performance of the original SU-8 disk

cavity design and enables high quality factor cavity modes to be more reliably manufactured. Mea-

surements of these cavities also include time-resolved photoluminescence techniques. The latter

part of Ch. 5 seeks to optimise the cavity design further by altering the SU-8 strip dimensions.

The final experimental chapter – Ch. 6 – investigates optical coupling between two SU-8 strip

cavities patterned onto the same PhC waveguide. This system is commonly referred to as a

photonic molecule (PM) [38], owing to similarities between the coupled optical modes and the

electron orbitals of diatomic molecules. The fundamental physics of PMs and the state of research

into this topic are summarised. FDTD simulation results of PMs formed from two coupled SU-

8 strip cavities are presented, followed by successful experimental realisation of the structures.

Coupling between the two cavities is characterised using similar µPL methods to chapters 4 and

5, in addition to confocal measurement techniques.
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2

Finite-difference time-domain

simulations of photonic crystal

microcavities

2.1 Introduction to photonic crystals

A photonic crystal (PhC) is a structure which, in analogy to the periodic electric potential of a

conventional crystal lattice, has a periodic refractive index in one or more dimensions. One of the

simplest and most well-known examples of a PhC is the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), which

is a one-dimensional PhC consisting of alternating layers of two dielectric materials with different

refractive indices, n1 and n2 [see Fig. 2.1(a)]. When the thickness of the layers, d1 and d2 of the

two materials respectively, is selected so that the optical path lengths are equal (n1d1 = n2d2),

then light with a wavelength close to λ0/4 = n1d1 = n2d2 (where λ0 is the wavelength of the

light in vacuum) will destructively interfere. This destructive interference suppresses propagation

of the light through the structure and, in the case of an ideal infinite 1D structure, is able to

completely prohibit transmission. This is the simplest example of a photonic band gap: a range of

frequencies of light for which propagation through the PhC is forbidden, analogous to the concept

of an electronic band gap in a conventional crystal lattice. More details about the DBR can be

found in Ch. 4 of Ref. [39].

For the case of a DBR, the photonic band gap is useful because frequencies in the photonic band

gap are reflected, enabling the DBR to act as a high reflectivity mirror. A similar concept can also
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2.1. INTRODUCTION TO PHOTONIC CRYSTALS

x

z
y

n1
n2

d1
d2

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.1: Examples of PhCs with periodicity in one and two dimensions. (a) Schematic diagram
of a 1D PhC: a stack of alternating layers of material. (b) Schematic diagram of a 2D PhC cavity,
formed by etching a periodic array of air holes into a thin slab. An optically-active layer of QDs can
be embedded in the centre of the slab. (c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 2D PhC
fabricated in GaAs. Figs. (b) and (c) are taken from Ref. [19].

be applied to PhCs with periodicity in two or three dimensions, which can be engineered to exhibit

a photonic band gap in a 2D plane [40, 41] or in all three spatial dimensions, respectively [42, 43].

By exploiting the photonic band gap in more than one dimension, light can be confined to high

quality factor, small mode volume cavity modes [44, 45, 46, 47], which are ideal for light matter

coupling experiments (see Ch. 3). This project focuses on 2D PhC slab structures defined by a

periodic array of air holes in a thin slab of dielectric material [see Figs. 2.1(b) and 2.1(c), which

show a 2D PhC slab cavity from Ref. [19]], which have seen much interest due to their ease of

fabrication and excellent performance for making optical cavities [32, 33, 34, 48].

In this chapter, photonic devices based on 2D hole-in-slab PhCs are introduced and characterised

using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation techniques. The FDTD method and simu-

lation methodology are detailed, which are then applied to various PhC structures. Simulation re-

sults including photonic band structures and cavity mode parameters are presented, which provide

an insight into the optical properties of the devices. Finally, a novel hybrid cavity incorporating

SU-8 negative photoresist on top of a 2D PhC slab is introduced, which forms the basis of the rest

of the work in the thesis.
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2.2. THE FDTD METHOD

2.2 The FDTD method

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation method is a powerful tool for the modelling

of optical devices with wavelength-scale features, such as micropillar DBRs and PhC cavities. The

technique computes the time-domain evolution of electromagnetic fields injected into a structure

(by a source, such as an electric or magnetic dipole) according to a finite difference approximation

of Maxwell’s equations. By tracking the fields and their Fourier transform, vital information

such as quality factors (Q) and mode volumes of cavity modes or photonic band structures of

PhCs can be extracted from FDTD simulations, making them an invaluable tool in the design and

optimisation of PhC microcavities. FDTD simulations in this work were performed using Lumerical

FDTD Solutions software from Lumerical Inc. [49], which applies a variant of the standard FDTD

algorithm detailed in section 2.2.1.

2.2.1 The FDTD algorithm

The most commonly used algorithm for performing FDTD simulations was initially proposed by

K. Yee [50], which we cover the principle of here. First, we consider Maxwell’s equations in an

isotropic medium with no free charges or currents:

∇ · [ε(r)E(r, t)] = 0, ∇×E(r, t) = −µ(r)
∂H(r, t)

∂t
,

(2.1)

∇ · [µ(r)H(r, t)] = 0, ∇×H(r, t) = ε(r)
∂E(r, t)

∂t
,

where ε(r) and µ(r) are the permittivity and permeability of the medium, respectively, at position

r. Evidently, the time evolution of the fields is encapsulated by the two curl equations, which

we wish to apply a finite-difference approach to. In Yee’s algorithm, the fields are propagated in

discrete time steps, ∆t, using a “leapfrog” approach: the E field is updated at integer time steps,

n∆t, and the H field is updated at half-integer time steps, (n + 1/2)∆t. The fields are therefore

updated according to
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2.2. THE FDTD METHOD

En+1(r) = En(r) +
∆t

ε(r)
∇×Hn+ 1

2 (r), (2.2)

Hn+ 1
2 (r) = Hn− 1

2 (r)− ∆t

µ(r)
∇×En(r), (2.3)

where, for example, En represents the value of E recorded at time step n. A finite difference

approach is also required in the spatial domain, in order to calculate the curl of the fields. The two

curl equations from 2.1 can be divided up to give 6 equations, one to govern the time-dependence

of each field component:

∂Hx

∂t
= − 1

µ

(
∂Ez
∂y
− ∂Ey

∂z

)
,

∂Ex
∂t

=
1

ε

(
∂Hz

∂y
− ∂Hy

∂z

)
,

∂Hy

∂t
= − 1

µ

(
∂Ex
∂z
− ∂Ez

∂x

)
,

∂Ey
∂t

=
1

ε

(
∂Hx

∂z
− ∂Hz

∂x

)
, (2.4)

∂Hz

∂t
= − 1

µ

(
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex

∂y

)
,

∂Ez
∂t

=
1

ε

(
∂Hy

∂x
− ∂Hx

∂y

)
,

and so a finite-difference approximation can be made to update the field components from these 6

equations. The novelty of Yee’s FDTD algorithm was to devise a particular lattice geometry which

allows an efficient and effective finite-difference approach to evolving the fields. Space is divided

up into cells, often referred to as Yee cells, of dimensions ∆x×∆y ×∆z, which record individual

field components at specific locations, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Many Yee cells build up a simulation

mesh in which the E and H field components are recorded at interlaced positions, so that a given

field component can be calculated from the relevant components half a cell spacing away. This

allows a finite difference approach to the 6 equations (2.4) to be applied in order to update each

field component. If we use the indices (i, j, k) to represent the position (i∆x, j∆y, k∆z), then two

examples of updating the Ex and Hx field components via the finite-difference approach are:
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En+1
x (i+ 1/2, j, k) = Enx (i+ 1/2, j, k)

+
∆t

ε∆y

[
Hn+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2, k)−Hn+1/2

z (i+ 1/2, j − 1/2, k)
]

− ∆t

ε∆z

[
Hn+1/2
y (i+ 1/2, j, k + 1/2)−Hn+1/2

y (i+ 1/2, j, k − 1/2)
]
,

Hn+1/2
x (i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2) = Hn−1/2

x (i, j + 1/2, k + 1/2)

+
∆t

µ∆z

[
Eny (i, j + 1/2, k + 1)− Eny (i, j + 1/2, k)

]
− ∆t

µ∆y
[Enz (i, j + 1, k + 1/2)− Enz (i, j, k + 1/2)] .

(2.5)

A similar approach can be applied to the other 4 field components; more details about the FDTD

algorithm, including expressions for the other field components, can be found in the textbook by

Taflove and Hagness [51].

(i, j, k) (i + 1, j, k)

(i + 1, j +1, k)

(i + 1, j + 1, k + 1)

Ex

Ey

Ez

Hy

Hx

Hz

x

z

y

Δx

Δz

Δy

Figure 2.2: The Yee cell used to construct the simulation mesh for FDTD simulations, which records
field components at specific points.
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Ex Ez Hx HzEy Hy

Symmetric

Anti-
symmetric

Figure 2.3: Transformation of the E and H field components under symmetric (black dashes) and
anti-symmetric (red dashes) reflection about a z-plane of symmetry.

2.2.2 Symmetry

Symmetry plays a key role in the physics of PhCs, and can be exploited in FDTD simulations to

select for certain modes, in addition to reducing the computational requirements. If we consider

a structure with reflection symmetry about the plane z = 0, the fields can either transform sym-

metrically or anti-symmetrically about the plane of symmetry. A rigorous mathematical proof of

this can be found in the textbook by Joannopoulos et al. [39](Ch. 3, pp. 37–39). The appropriate

transformations of the E and H field components under symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric (AS)

reflection about z = 0 are shown in Fig. 2.3. Note that as H is a pseudovector, its components

transform inversely to the E field components.

The S and AS reflection rules have far-reaching consequences for the modes supported by a struc-

ture with reflection symmetry about z = 0, such as the 2D PhCs that are of interest in this project

(see Fig. 2.5, for example). As the fields cannot be discontinuous, certain field components are

constrained to be zero in the plane of symmetry. A mode with S symmetry about z = 0 must have

Hx = 0, Hy = 0 and Ez = 0 at z = 0, whereas a mode with AS symmetry must have Ex = 0,

Ey = 0 and Hz = 0 at z = 0. Thus, due to z-symmetry, a mode can either be transverse-electric

(TE) polarised at z = 0, with only Ex, Ey and Hz components in the plane of symmetry, or

transverse-magnetic (TM) polarised at z = 0, with only Hx, Hy and Ez components in this plane.

If the structure extends infinitely in z, then it possesses reflection symmetry about any choice of

z-plane. As a result, each mode is restricted to being either solely TE or solely TM polarised. The

TE and TM modes are completely orthogonal, which prevents interaction between them, and is

9
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crucial to the operation of a 2D PhC, which typically possesses a photonic band gap for either TE

or TM modes, and not both (see Ch. 8 of the textbook by Joannopoulos et al. [39]).

In the case of a finite PhC slab with z-symmetry, such as the one examined in section 2.3.4, the

reflection symmetry only applies at the centre of the slab (which we choose as z = 0) and the

modes are only restricted to TE and TM polarisation in this plane. However, away from z = 0, it

is possible for the modes to still possess predominantly TE or TM field components, accordingly,

due to field continuity. The modes are then described as TE-like and TM-like, possessing mostly

orthogonal components to each other, which enables PhC slabs of finite thickness to operate with

a photonic band gap for TE-like or TM-like modes only.

In FDTD simulations, S or AS symmetry conditions can be applied, which copy the fields under

the corresponding reflection transformation in a given plane. This not only cuts the computational

time by half per symmetry plane (particularly important for FDTD simulations, which are highly

demanding computationally), but allows us to select for certain modes that we wish to focus on.

For example, by applying an S or AS symmetry condition at z = 0, TE/TE-like or TM/TM-like

modes can be selected for, respectively. Similarly, symmetry of the structure can be exploited by

applying S or AS symmetry conditions at the x = 0 or y = 0 planes. However, care must be taken

when applying symmetry conditions, in order to prevent non-physical results. Both the structure

and the sources must possess the reflection symmetry, so the source must be chosen carefully. In

this work, an electric or magnetic dipole source is used with an appropriate orientation that obeys

the symmetry conditions. More details about the application of symmetry conditions to PhC

cavity simulations are provided in section 2.4.1.

2.2.3 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are required at the edges of the FDTD simulation mesh, which can either be

used to emulate the effects of the surrounding media, or as a tool to simulate periodic structures.

Two types of boundary conditions are used in this work, the first of which is the perfectly matched

layer (PML) boundary condition. A PML refers to an artificial layer of material, usually placed

at the edge of the simulation region, which is designed to absorb incident electromagnetic fields

with minimal reflections [52]. PML boundary conditions are used to model open boundaries, as

if the media at the edges of the simulation mesh extend beyond the simulation boundaries. PML

boundaries were typically applied in this work when modelling any device with a finite extent, so
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that electromagnetic radiation propagating away from the device was not reflected at the simulation

edges. This provides a good match to the physical situation of the real PhC slab devices, for

which the surrounding air/vacuum and substrate extend much further than the dimensions of the

simulation mesh. The default settings of the Lumerical FDTD Solutions software were used to

configure the PML boundary conditions: a PML thickness of 8 cells.

Where PML boundary conditions were used around a structure, so-called “padding” regions were

also inserted: regions of uniform cladding or substrate, which prevent the PML boundaries from

interacting undesirably with evanescent fields in the structure. Unless stated otherwise, the thick-

ness of each padding region was λ0/2, where λ0 is the wavelength of the cavity mode in air. A

thickness of λ0/2 was chosen based on the general rule that the PML boundaries should be sit-

uated at least half of the longest wavelength (of the simulated electromagnetic fields) away from

the structure [52].

Boundary conditions can also be used as a tool to simulate infinitely repeating structures, by

applying periodic boundary conditions at the edges of the simulation region. This is relevant to

the photonic band structure simulations performed for the PhC structures in this work, which

make use of Bloch boundary conditions – a special type of periodic boundary condition. The

application and function of the Bloch boundary condition is explained in section 2.3.2, where it is

applied in photonic band structure calculations.

2.2.4 Resolution

The Lumerical FDTD Solutions software includes functionality for an automatically-generated,

non-uniform simulation mesh. The size of the Yee cells is allowed to vary across the simulation

volume, which enables structures to be simulated with optimal computational speed and accuracy.

A finer mesh (optimal accuracy) can be applied in regions of the structure where fine details in the

geometry and interactions of the fields are expected to be critical, whereas a coarser mesh (optimal

speed) can be used away from these areas, where the interactions of the fields are less important.

In the simulations performed, a mesh override region is applied over the PhC slab, which forces

each Yee cell to be identical, with cell dimensions set by the user. The rest of the simulation mesh

is non-uniform and set by the software’s algorithms.

For a PhC slab defined in the x-y plane, centred at z = 0, with a thickness zslab [see Figs. 2.5(a)

and 2.7], the mesh override region is set between −zslab/2 and zslab/2 in z, and set to cover the
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extent of the periodic pattern of the PhC in the x-y plane (excluding the padding regions). We

choose not to use cubic Yee cells, so that the mesh can better fit the simulated structure. To

ensure that the mesh provides a good fit, we apply the constraints that the mesh must follow

the same periodicity as the PhC lattice in x and y, and there must be an integer number of cells

across the z-extent of the slab. Three mesh resolution parameters, ρx, ρy, and ρz are defined; ρx

and ρy correspond to the number of cells per period of the PhC lattice in the x and y directions,

respectively. Therefore, in the override region:

∆x = ax/ρx, ∆y = ay/ρy, (2.6)

where ax and ay are the period of the PhC lattice in the x and y direction. The definition of

ρz is slightly more complicated: if we consider a situation in which we set ρx = ρy = ρz, then

intuitively we wish to have mesh cells with ∆x ≈ ∆y ≈ ∆z, except for the constraints discussed

previously. For the structures considered, zslab is considerably smaller than ax and ay, so if we

chose the seemingly obvious definition ∆z = zslab/ρz, then a mesh with ρx = ρy = ρz would not

have ∆x ≈ ∆y ≈ ∆z. Instead, it is useful to define ∆z relative to ax or ay – we choose to define

it relative to ay because it is smaller than ax for the structures simulated. We therefore wish to

define a relation between ∆z and ρz so that ∆z ≈ ay/ρz, but which also assures an integer number

of cells across the z extent of the slab. These conditions are met using the definition:

∆z = zslab

[
ceil

(
ρzzslab

ay

)]−1

, (2.7)

where ceil is the ceiling function, which rounds a non-integer argument up to the nearest integer.

Using this definition, setting ρx = ρy = ρz yields a mesh with ∆x ≈ ∆y ≈ ∆z, as desired.

The rest of the simulation mesh, away from the override region, is non-uniform and determined

via the software’s algorithms. The cells gradually increase in size the further from the override

region they are, reaching a typical maximum size of 30 nm× 30 nm× 90 nm at the furthest point

from the structures simulated (with a = 340 nm). In addition to automatic meshing, Lumerical

FDTD Solutions applies proprietary “Conformal Mesh Technology” [53], which accounts for sub-

cell structural variations through application of integral forms of Maxwell’s equations near structure

boundaries, to improve simulation accuracy.

The temporal resolution of the FDTD simulation is automatically handled by Lumerical FDTD
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Solutions, based on the time stability condition:

Cf <
nmin√
d
, Cf =

c∆t

δ
, (2.8)

where Cf is the Courant factor, nmin is the minimum refractive index in the simulation, d is the

number of spatial dimensions and δ is the smallest cell dimension in the entire simulation mesh.

This stability criterion is derived from the maximum propagation speed of fields in the simulation

volume [54](Ch. 3, pp. 163–164), and puts a theoretical maximum, ∆tmax, on the time step:

∆tmax =
nminδ

c
√
d
. (2.9)

In the simulations performed in this work, the time step was set to ∆t = 0.99∆tmax – the default

for the software.

2.3 Photonic band structure of a photonic crystal slab

In this section, the photonic band structure of a hexagonal hole-in-slab PhC is simulated using

FDTD methods. This PhC structure forms the basis of the nano-scale optical devices studied in

this work. We first review the properties of hexagonal lattices and the corresponding reciprocal

lattice, followed by the general method of performing band structure calculations using FDTD

simulations. Finally, the technique is applied to calculate the band structure of the hexagonal

PhC slab relevant to this work, first as a simplified 2D structure and then as a full 3D PhC slab.

2.3.1 The hexagonal lattice

To calculate the band structure of a hexagonal PhC slab, we first need to identify the unit cell of

the real lattice and the first Brillouin zone of the corresponding reciprocal lattice. We consider a

slab of GaAs with a hexagonal lattice of circular air holes etched into it (with lattice constant a),

as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). A choice of unit cell and primitive lattice vectors, a1 and a2, is shown.

The primitive vectors are given by

a1 = a

(
1

2
,

√
3

2

)
, a2 = a

(
−1

2
,

√
3

2

)
, (2.10)
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Figure 2.4: 2D hexagonal hole-in-slab PhC and the corresponding first Brillouin zone. (a) Schematic
representation of the PhC slab: a hexagonal array of air holes (white), with lattice constant a, is etched
into a GaAs slab (grey). A choice of unit cell is shown in blue (3 are shown), in addition to two choices
of primitive lattice vector, a1 and a2. (b) First Brillouin zone of the corresponding reciprocal lattice,
with two choices of primitive lattice vector, b1 and b2, shown. Annotations Γ, M and K indicate
high-symmetry points.

and as the hexagonal lattice is a Bravais lattice, any lattice point can be obtained by an integer

combination of these vectors.

Analogous to the Bloch wavefunctions of electrons in a crystal lattice, the periodic refractive index

of the PhC gives rise to Bloch modes of the form

Ek(r) = eik·ruk(r), (2.11)

uk(r) = uk(r +R), (2.12)

where Ek(r) is the electric field of the Bloch mode with wave vector k and uk(r) is the periodic

component of the Bloch mode with the same periodicity as the lattice. The lattice vector, R,

is a discrete combination of primitive lattice vectors, which always corresponds to a point in the

lattice. In general, for a 3D Bravais lattice, the lattice vector is defined by

R = n1a1 + n2a2 + n3a3, (2.13)

where ni are integers and ai are the primitive lattice vectors. A useful concept when working

with a Bravais lattice is its reciprocal lattice, which represents its Fourier transform and is itself a

Bravais lattice. An important consequence of the periodicity of the lattice is that the Bloch modes

within the same band with a k vector that differs by a reciprocal lattice vector, G, are identical:
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En,k = En,k+G, (2.14)

G = m1b1 +m2b2 +m3b3, (2.15)

where n denotes the band index, mi are integers and bi are the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors.

As a result of this, the band structure can be fully described by k vectors in the first Brillouin

zone, which is the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice. To find the first Brillouin zone, we first find

the primitive vectors of the reciprocal lattice. In general, the primitive vectors of a 3D reciprocal

lattice are given by:

b1 =
2π (a2 × a3)

a1 · (a2 × a3)
, b2 =

2π (a3 × a1)

a1 · (a2 × a3)
, b3 =

2π (a1 × a2)

a1 · (a2 × a3)
. (2.16)

As the PhC is a 2D lattice, which can be considered homogeneous in the z-direction, we are free to

choose a3 = (0, 0, 1), the unit vector in the z-direction. Therefore, for the 2D hexagonal reciprocal

lattice, two possible choices of primitive vector are:

b1 = b

(√
3

2
,
1

2

)
, b2 = b

(
−
√

3

2
,
1

2

)
,

(2.17)

b =
4π√
3a
,

where b is the lattice constant of the reciprocal lattice. The first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal

lattice, in addition to these two choices of primitive vector, are shown in Fig. 2.4(b). It is evident

that the reciprocal lattice is another hexagonal lattice, rotated by 30°. In the band structure

simulations that follow in this chapter, we wish to calculate the allowed frequencies of the Bloch

modes for k vectors within the first Brillouin zone. Specifically, k are chosen along the directions

of the high symmetry points Γ, M and K, labelled on the Brillouin zone. More details about

the reciprocal lattice and the Brillouin zone can be found in the appendices of the textbook by

Joannopoulos et al. [39].
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2.3.2 Applying the FDTD method

Simulating the photonic band structure of a PhC using the FDTD method requires the Bloch modes

to be excited and measured. We wish to obtain the frequencies, ω(k) at which the Bloch modes

are permitted for each value of k within the first Brillouin zone (as this completely characterises

the band structure). This is achieved with the FDTD method by performing multiple simulations

– each one for a different k – and measuring the frequency response, for example by using multiple

dipole sources to excite the Bloch modes. A unit cell of the PhC is simulated with periodic Bloch

boundary conditions enforced at the boundaries of the cell, which replicates an infinitely repeating

structure through which the modes can propagate. The Bloch boundary conditions apply a phase

correction to the fields at the edges of the simulation region according to the wave vector, k,

assigned to the simulation. For example, Bloch boundaries at xmin and xmax, the minimum and

maximum bounds of the simulation in the x dimension, perform the operations:

E(xmin, y, z) = e−iaxkxE(xmax, y, z) (2.18)

E(xmax, y, z) = eiaxkxE(xmin, y, z), (2.19)

where ax is the width of the unit cell in the x dimension and kx is the x component of k. Similar

logic applies for y and z Bloch boundaries and for the magnetic field. These conditions are necessary

to correctly conserve the phase of the simulated Bloch modes, which would not be the case if the

field was simply duplicated at the boundaries.

In the band structure calculations that follow in this chapter, simulations are run using multiple

dipole sources with principally random phase and orientation (apart from constraints due to sym-

metry) to excite the Bloch modes. The resulting electric field is monitored in the time domain at

multiple randomly selected positions and the frequency response at each location is obtained from

the Fourier transform of the temporal signal. To calculate the allowed frequencies of the Bloch

modes, the spectra from all of the locations are summed together and peak fitting is performed

on the resulting spectrum. This is performed for multiple k vectors within the first Brillouin zone

and the results are compiled to give the band structure, such as the one shown in Fig. 2.6. The

band structure calculation method detailed here was adapted from examples included with the

Lumerical FDTD Solutions software.
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Figure 2.5: Schematics of the FDTD simulation region used to calculate the band structure of the
2D hexagonal PhC. (a) The choice of supercell used as the simulation region (shaded orange), with
Bloch boundaries shown in blue. (b) Schematic diagram demonstrating the 4 unit cells of the hexagonal
lattice intersected by the supercell. A dipole positioned at the blue point must be duplicated and offset
by primitive lattice vector a1 (purple point) to ensure that all unit cells of the hexagonal lattice are
excited identically. A phase correction must also be applied.

2.3.3 Band structure of a 2D hexagonal photonic crystal

We first simulate the PhC in two dimensions only, which can be considered as extending infinitely

in the z-direction. In this case, the modes of the PhC are pure TE and TM modes, which are

orthogonal. Hole-in-slab PhCs generally exhibit a band gap for TE modes (whereas dielectric rods

surrounded by air generally exhibit a TM mode gap), so we calculate the TE band structure of

the PhC.

We simulate a slab of GaAs, with refractive index nslab = 3.33 at cryogenic temperatures [55], with

a hexagonal lattice of circular holes etched into it, containing air or vacuum (refractive index 1).

A lattice constant of a = 340 nm and a hole radius of r = 0.27a were chosen, based on favourable

parameters for PhC-based cavities presented in the literature [19, 34, 56, 57] and also on target

cavity mode wavelengths close to 1.3 µm in the experimentally-realised devices.

The simulation region for the band structure calculation is shown in Fig. 2.5(a), which spans a

distance a in the x-direction and
√

3a in the y-direction. Bloch boundary conditions are applied to

the edges of the simulation region, as discussed in section 2.3.2. As the unit cell of the hexagonal

PhC lattice is not square or rectangular, it is not possible to simulate only one unit cell in the

simulation region, which must fit the rectangular Yee cells of the FDTD method. Instead, we

simulate a rectangular supercell, which contains multiple unit cells [as shown in Fig. 2.5(b)]. The

supercell chosen is just one possible choice.
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When simulating a supercell, care must be taken not to introduce artificial band folding to the

band structure by incorrectly treating the supercell as the unit cell. We must ensure that each

unit cell of the structure is excited identically, with a phase correction applied according to the

Bloch wave vector. It can be seen in Fig. 2.5(b) that the supercell intersects 4 unit cells, and

contains 2 complete unit cells in total. For a given position within the supercell, there is only one

other position inside the supercell that corresponds to the same point in the unit cell. This is

illustrated by the blue and purple points in Fig. 2.5(b) - all other equivalent positions in the unit

cell lie outside of the supercell. Therefore, in order to excite each unit cell identically, a dipole

source placed in the simulation region was duplicated (including its phase and orientation) at the

equivalent unit cell position by offsetting it by the primitive lattice vector a1 (as long as this new

position was also inside the simulation region). Additionally, a phase correction, ∆φ = k ·a1, was

applied to the duplicate dipole. Three electric dipole sources were placed in the supercell in this

manner to excite the Bloch modes, with a total number of 6 dipoles after duplication and phase

correction. The orientation and phase of the original dipoles was random, except all were oriented

perpendicular to the z-direction so that the dipoles oscillate in the plane of the PhC and excite

TE modes only. Placement of the dipoles was such that both the original and duplicate were at

least 20% of the simulation span away from the Bloch boundaries, to prevent problems with field

injection.

The 2D TE band structure was simulated by running a simulation sweep over the desired in-

plane wave vectors, which we label k‖, of the Bloch modes. Each simulation had a duration of

tsim = 1000 fs and mesh resolution parameters of ρx = ρy = 30, as defined in section 2.2.4. The

resolution parameters were chosen based on convergence testing of cavities in hexagonal PhC slabs

covered in sections 2.4–2.6. Broadband sources were used to excite the modes, covering a frequency

range from 1 THz to 500 THz. 20 k‖ points, evenly spaced along each of the high symmetry

directions, Γ-M, M-K and K-Γ, were simulated. The bands at each k‖ vector were obtained by

measuring the electric field in the time domain at 10 random locations in the simulation region.

Gaussian apodization was performed on each field-time signal using a Gaussian window centred

at 0.5 tsim, with a FWHM of 0.25 tsim, in order to remove edge effects from the sources at the

start of the simulation and also from cutting off the Bloch modes at the end of the simulation.

Each apodized signal was Fourier transformed to obtain a frequency-domain spectrum and the

contributions from each of the 10 locations were summed. Peaks in this combined spectrum were

then identified for each of the k‖ vectors to provide a calculation of the band structure, the results
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Figure 2.6: TE band structure obtained from 2D FDTD simulations of the hexagonal hole-in-slab
PhC. Bands (blue points) are identified from FDTD simulations for multiple in-plane Bloch wave
vectors, k‖, in the first Brillouin zone. A TE band gap is exhibited.

of which are presented in Fig. 2.6.

From the simulation results in Fig. 2.6, clear bands of the TE Bloch modes can be seen, which

exhibit a band gap between ω = 0.210a/2πc and ω = 0.260a/2πc. Between these frequencies,

light is forbidden from propagating through the PhC due to destructive interference of the Bragg

reflections at the refractive index boundaries. Therefore, the structure can be used to confine TE

modes at these frequencies, for example to create optical cavities. We will see in section 2.3.4 that,

combined with index-guiding in the z-direction, this allows TE-like modes to be confined in the

plane of a PhC slab with a finite (but thin) z-extent.

As each of the data points in the band structure in Fig. 2.6 is obtained from peak fitting of the

frequency response, they cannot definitively be attributed to a particular band. The bands are

therefore not connected. An evident limitation of the technique is that some bands have missing

data points, due to peaks not being correctly identified. This is often the case when multiple bands

are close together in frequency-space or if artefacts from the Fourier transform (due to incomplete

decay of the modes) contribute too much background noise to allow easy identification of the less

intense peaks. However, this is often not an issue for the bands of highest interest, near the band

gap.
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Figure 2.7: Side profile of the PhC slab (not to scale). Bloch boundary conditions are drawn in blue
and PML boundary conditions are drawn in orange.

2.3.4 Band structure of a hexagonal photonic crystal slab

We now calculate the band structure of a hexagonal PhC structure with a finite z-extent: a 3D

slab with a 2D hexagonal lattice of air holes etched into it. It will be shown that this structure

can also exhibit an in-plane band gap, which is facilitated by the vertical confinement provided by

index guiding (total internal reflection), due to the refractive index contrast at the top and bottom

of the slab.

We consider a 200 nm-thick slab (zslab = 200 nm) surrounded by air. The side-profile of the slab

is shown in Fig. 2.7 and the top-down view is the same as in Fig. 2.5(a). The choice of slab

thickness is a balance between being thin enough to guide the fundamental mode (with a single

node in the z-direction), while still being thick enough to guide the modes effectively (see Ch. 8 in

Joannopoulos et al. [39] for more details). A slab thickness of ∼ 200 nm is typical for air-membrane

PhC structures [19, 32, 33, 57, 58, 59] and is the target thickness for experimental devices in this

work.

The finite z-extent of the PhC slab means that it possesses z-reflection symmetry only through

the plane z = 0. A consequence of this is that the Bloch modes cannot be purely TE or TM

polarised, as was discussed in section 2.2.2. However, as long as the slab is z-symmetric and thin,

it still supports TE-like and TM-like modes, with predominantly their respective components. At

the centre of the slab (z = 0), these modes are purely TE or TM polarised, but can have any field

components away from z = 0, due to the effects of confinement from the slab. Despite this, as

a result of field continuity, the modes largely maintain their TE-like or TM-like character when

confined to a narrow slab. This means that the TE-like and TM-like modes are mostly orthogonally
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polarised to each other and interact little, making it possible for the TE-like band gap expected

from a hole-in-slab type PhC to still provide in-plane confinement.

The x-y dimensions of the supercell used for the FDTD simulation were the same as those used for

the 2D simulation [Fig. 2.5(a)]. The z-extent of the cell is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. PML boundary

conditions were placed a distance zpadding = 1.5 µm away from the PhC slab, to absorb fields

propagating away from it. As explained in section 2.2.3, padding distances should be set to at

least half of the longest wavelength in the simulation. The z extent of the supercell would be

unfeasibly large if it was matched to the source limit of 1 THz (a wavelength of ∼ 300 µm), so

instead the value of 1.5 µm was chosen as a compromise. This meant that wavelengths up to 3 µm

could be simulated reliably, which is well below the band gap.

Band structure simulations were performed for the same in-plane wave vectors in the first Brillouin

zone, k‖, as those for the 2D simulation in section 2.3.3. Unless stated otherwise, simulation

parameters were the same as for the 2D simulation. The same rules were used for placement of the

dipole sources for exciting TE-like modes (oscillating in the x-y plane); to excite TM-like modes,

the dipoles were set perpendicular to the x-y plane instead. S or AS symmetry conditions were

set at the z = 0 plane to select for TE-like or TM-like modes, respectively. The z positions of the

10 dipoles were set randomly between the middle (z = 0) and top (z = zslab/2) of the slab and

were appropriately duplicated to the bottom half of the slab according to the applied symmetry

boundary conditions (this is handled automatically by the software). The frequency response was

measured by the same method as for the 2D simulation, except the field was measured at 20 points,

with z-positions randomly selected between z = 0 and z = zslab. This range included a region

above the slab, to ensure that modes which leak out of the slab (or have a high field concentration

just above the slab) would be recorded. Resolution parameters of ρx = ρy = ρz = 30 were used.

The results of the photonic band structure calculation for the PhC slab are shown in Fig. 2.8,

which shows the TE-like and TM-like Bloch modes. Compared to the band structure of the 2D

structure in Fig. 2.6, the bands are generally shifted up in energy and the band gap now occurs

for TE-like modes between ω = 0.260a/2πc and ω = 0.319a/2πc, corresponding to wavelengths

of approximately 1.31 µm and 1.07 µm. This covers the ∼ 1.3 µm target wavelength, at which we

wish to create optical devices, and we will see that the combination of the band gap and index

guiding can be used to confine light at this wavelength. As for the 2D simulation, it is evident that

some data points from the bands are missing, but again this is not the case for the most important
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Figure 2.8: Photonic band structure of a hexagonal PhC slab, calculated from 3D FDTD simulations.
The TE-like modes are shown by blue points; TM-like modes are shown by red points. The structure
exhibits a band gap for TE-like modes. The light cone is shown, with leaky modes in the orange region
above it.

bands, close to the band gap.

For a finite slab, the light cone, which is plotted in Fig. 2.8, is an important concept. It represents

the boundary between modes which are either guided by the slab or leak into the surrounding

air. Only k‖, the in-plane component of the wave vector, is plotted in the band structure, but

the kz component of the wave vector must also be considered. Recalling from Eq. 2.11 that Bloch

modes have an eik·r dependence, it is clear that a mode with a real kz component would propagate

away from the slab, which we refer to as a leaky mode. On the other hand, a mode with a purely

imaginary kz is confined to the slab by index guiding and has an evanescent, exponentially-decaying

field in the z-direction. These modes are referred to as guided modes. The light cone is defined by

ωLC(k‖) =
c
∣∣k‖∣∣

ncladding
, (2.20)

where ncladding is the refractive index of the surrounding medium and ωLC(k‖) is the frequency

of the light cone. In our case, ncladding = 1, since the slab is suspended in air or vacuum. If we

consider light outside the slab with ω(k) > ωLC(k‖), it follows that c |k| > c
∣∣k‖∣∣, which implies

kz is real. Therefore, modes with frequencies above the light cone are leaky. Conversely, modes
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with ω(k) < ωLC(k‖) have an imaginary kz and are guided by the slab. We will see in section

2.4.4 that mode leakage to the air is often a limiting factor in PhC cavities, and the device design

is frequently optimised to minimise these losses.

The photonic band structure calculated for the hexagonal PhC slab is generally in good agreement

with similar structures presented in other work. Examples from the literature [60, 61] and in Ch. 8

of the textbook by Joannopoulos et al. [39] for hexagonal PhC slabs with different hole radii and

slab thicknesses to those presented here still exhibit similarly shaped bands, especially near the

band gap. Good agreement is found with the TE-like band structure in the work by Vučković

et al. [46], which uses similar parameters to this work. The calculations are also in excellent

agreement with results presented by collaborator L. Nuttall in his thesis [1], which were calculated

for the same structure using the open source FDTD software, MEEP [62]. The agreement of the

presented results with other works provides strong evidence of their accuracy and validity.

2.4 FDTD simulation of a photonic crystal cavity

In this section we will introduce how optical cavities can be created by modifying a 2D PhC

slab, like the PhC examined in section 2.3. It will be shown that it is possible to confine light

to extremely low-loss cavity modes on a similar scale to its wavelength. As explained in Ch. 3,

this is a highly sought-after property, which makes PhC cavities attractive for achieving enhanced

light-matter interactions with an embedded emitter.

It was shown in section 2.3.3 that a 2D PhC (with infinite z-extent) can exhibit a complete photonic

band gap between certain frequencies, inside which the optical density of states is zero and the

propagation of light is forbidden. Cavity modes can be generated in a PhC by perturbing the

lattice, so that a region is created which supports a single localized mode, or a set of modes, with

frequencies inside the band gap. The simplest perturbation to create a cavity in a PhC slab is

to introduce a point defect by altering one of the holes. Alteration of the refractive index [46],

hole radius [45], or even complete removal of the hole [63], are all effective methods of generating

cavity modes, although the latter two are more easily achieved in a real hole-in-slab type PhC. The

modes are confined by the surrounding PhC lattice, inside which the fields must be evanescent

(and exponentially decay) because they are at frequencies in the band gap: the PhC acts as a

mirror for these frequencies.

In a real PhC slab, with a finite z-span, confinement of light to a cavity mode is still possible
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: L3 cavity formed by removing 3 holes from a hexagonal PhC. (a) Basic L3 cavity, with no
alteration of the surrounding holes. (b) An optimised L3 cavity pattern, with the two holes highlighted
in red shrunk to a radius of 0.2a and shifted by 0.2a in the directions indicated by the arrows.

through the combination of index guiding in the z-direction and the in-plane photonic band gap

exhibited by the PhC. In section 2.3.4 we demonstrated that a thin slab PhC with a hexagonal

lattice of air holes can exhibit an in-plane photonic band gap for TE-like modes, so by introducing

a perturbation we expect to be able to confine TE-like cavity modes to the slab. We focus on

the L3-type cavity as a simple and highly effective example, which is formed by removing 3 holes

in a row from the PhC, as shown in Fig. 2.9(a). The L3 cavity design, which can be optimised

by shifting the radii and positions of neighbouring holes [32, 59, 64, 65], is extremely popular in

light-matter coupling experiments and has been featured in many high impact publications [19,

20, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72].

The L3 cavity will be used as an example to demonstrate the general methodology applied to

perform FDTD simulations of PhC cavities in this work. First, the basic L3 cavity design in

Fig. 2.9(a) is simulated, which we will show supports a relatively high quality factor, small mode

volume, TE-like cavity mode. This will be compared to an optimised L3 geometry [Fig. 2.9(b)],

which introduces an alteration to the position and radius of the neighbouring holes outlined in red.

In this example, the highlighted holes are shifted by 0.2a in the directions indicated by the arrows

and reduced to a radius of 0.2a. The same design is used in the experimental devices studied in

this work, which was chosen based on optimisation work by collaborator F. Brossard. It will be

shown that this fine-tuning of the geometry dramatically increases the quality factor of the cavity

mode, with minimal effect on the field distribution and the mode volume, as is expected from the

literature [32].
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2.4.1 Cavity simulation methodology

The general methodology for performing FDTD simulations of cavities in PhC slabs is detailed in

this section, using the L3 PhC cavity as an example. The recipe described here is applicable to

all other simulations of PhC cavities performed in this work. The PhC structure and simulation

region are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.10: the top-down view of the x-y plane of the PhC

is shown in Fig. 2.10(a) and the side profile is shown in Fig. 2.10(b). The FDTD simulation

region, which contains the simulation mesh, is shaded orange. The mesh is always defined so that

it has the same periodicity as the lattice and for this example resolution parameters (defined in

section 2.2.4) of ρx = ρy = ρz = 30 are used. Padding regions are inserted between the edges of

the PhC structure and the simulation edges, which are terminated by PML boundaries to absorb

the radiation propagating away from the structure, as discussed in section 2.2.3. The padding

distances are set to xpadding = ypadding = zpadding = λ0/2, where λ0 is the centre wavelength of the

source in air (which is set to match the cavity mode). PhC parameters of a = 340 nm, r = 0.27a

and a slab thickness of zslab = 200 nm are used for simulations, unless stated otherwise.

Symmetry boundary conditions are set to reduce the computation time and also to select for modes

with certain symmetries. TE-like or TM-like modes are selected by applying an S or AS symmetry

condition at z = 0, respectively. The symmetry conditions applied at x = 0 and y = 0 depend

on the geometry of the PhC and the mode of interest: for the fundamental TE-like PhC cavity

modes studied in this work (including the L3 cavity), the typical symmetry conditions applied

are S at x = 0, AS at y = 0 and S at z = 0. The appropriate x = 0 and y = 0 symmetries

are obtained by examining the field profiles of the modes from shorter initial simulations without

the symmetry conditions applied. For the full simulations, as many of these symmetry conditions

as possible are applied, except in cases when the structure does not possess the symmetry, or if

the mode of interest possesses different symmetry. Electric or magnetic dipole sources are placed

in the structure to excite the mode, which are oriented appropriately according to the symmetry

conditions (and automatically duplicated by the software to obey the symmetry). At least one

of the sources is placed near or at a local antinode of the mode to inject the fields efficiently.

As seen in Fig. 2.11, the local antinodes are typically spaced at integer multiples of a or a/2 in

the x direction, so a strategy frequently applied in this work is to use two dipoles, positioned at

(a/2, 0, 0) and (a, 0, 0), to ensure that at least one of them is positioned at an antinode.

To simulate a cavity mode, two FDTD simulations are performed. A shorter, initial simulation is
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run, with tsim = 1000 fs and broadband sources to check that a TE-like cavity mode is supported

and to record its wavelength via the Fourier transform of the fields (with apodization applied).

A second simulation is then performed with a much longer simulation time of tsim = 20 000 fs

and the centre wavelength of the sources set to the value obtained from the first simulation. The

longer simulation allows more time for the typically very high Q PhC modes to decay, which

enables accurate extraction of parameters from the simulation. It also allows for the sources to

be temporally much broader and consequently, much narrower spectrally. Typically the source

pulse length is set to ∼ 1000 fs FWHM, resulting in a spectral width of ∼ 2.5 nm FWHM. The
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of the simulation region of a PhC cavity, using the L3 cavity as an
example. The top-down view (a) and side profile (b) are shown. The FDTD simulation region is shaded
in orange, with PML boundaries (labelled 1-6) shown by darker orange planes. Padding distances in
each dimension are labelled on the diagrams.
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use of narrow sources, combined with selective symmetry conditions, is crucial to ensure that only

the mode of interest is excited in the cavity, otherwise extracted parameters (such as the quality

factor) will not be valid.

2.4.2 Cavity mode field profiles

It is often useful to visualize the field profile of a simulated cavity mode, in order to understand

its field components and distribution. Lumerical FDTD Solutions software uses frequency-domain

techniques to extract the profile: the fields are recorded in the time domain and Gaussian apodiza-

tion is applied to filter out the steady-state oscillations of the cavity (the apodization window

is centred at 0.6 tsim with a FWHM of 0.2 tsim). A Fourier transform is then performed on the

apodized signal, yielding a complex-valued field, Ẽ(r, ω) (we focus on the electric field, although

similar applies to the magnetic field), which fully encapsulates the magnitude and phase of the

field. The field profile of the cavity mode can then be extracted from Ẽ(r, ω) at the resonant

frequency of the mode, ω = ωres. Note that ωres is extracted from Lorentzian peak-fitting of the

spectrum.

To obtain a snapshot of the physical field component Ei (where i is x, y, or z), we take Re
[
Ẽi(r, ωres)

]
.

As an example, snapshots of Ex and Ey through the z = 0 plane of the L3 cavity (with no hole

shift) extracted via this method are presented in Figs. 2.11(a) and 2.11(b). Each has a normalised

magnitude between −1 and +1, represented by blue and red, respectively. The PhC air-slab bound-

aries are plotted as the contour n = (ncladding + nslab)/2, extracted directly from the simulation

region. It is necessary to take an average index as the contour because the software performs re-

fractive index averaging over boundaries (such as the PhC holes) that do not exactly align with the

rectangular simulation cells. Unless stated otherwise, the profiles of individual field components

presented in this thesis were acquired and plotted using the method described here.

The field profiles presented in Figs. 2.11(a) and 2.11(b) match those expected for the fundamental

mode of the L3 cavity [32, 73, 74], possessing local nodes and antinodes with spacing similar to

the lattice. The simulation results also confirmed that the Ez component of the field is always

zero at the centre of the slab (z = 0), as is expected from a TE-like cavity mode. It is clear that

the light is well-confined in-plane by the surrounding PhC, on a scale similar to its wavelength.

Additionally, the snapshot of the Ey profile through a cross-section of the slab [the (x, 0, z) plane]

in Fig. 2.11(d) demonstrates that the light is relatively well-localized to the slab by index guiding.
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Figure 2.11: Simulated field profile for an L3 cavity with no hole shifts applied. (a) and (b) show

snapshots of the Ex and Ey field components through (x, y, 0). (c) |E|2 field envelope of the cavity
mode through the same plane. (d) Snapshot of the Ey field component through (x, 0, z). All field
magnitudes are normalised; the Ex and Ey components are normalised between −1 (blue) and +1
(red) as shown in (d).

We choose to show Ey through this plane because it is the only non-zero electric field component.

Some leakage of the mode to the air is evident from the notable fields outside the slab region. It

will be shown in section 2.4.4 that this is due to leaky components of the cavity mode with k

vectors outside the light cone.

Another useful visualization of the field profile is to take
∣∣∣Ẽ(r, ωres)

∣∣∣, which removes the phase

dependence and provides the envelope of the field profile. This is useful because it provides infor-

mation about where the electric field is localized over a full oscillation period of the cavity mode.

It is common to plot
∣∣∣Ẽ(r, ωres)

∣∣∣2, since the energy contained in the electric field is proportional to

E2; this is shown for the L3 cavity in Fig. 2.11(c) (with normalisation applied). The field envelope

obtained from
∣∣∣Ẽ(r, ωres)

∣∣∣2, which will be referred to as the |E|2 profile in the remainder of this

work for brevity, allows the antinodes at which the field energy is concentrated to be identified.

We will see in Ch. 3 that this is a crucial consideration, as an emitter must be placed at one of

these antinodes to achieve strong light-matter interactions.
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2.4.3 Mode parameter calculations

In order to characterise and compare PhC cavity modes – in addition to determining their suit-

ability for experimental implementation – numerical parameters are required to describe their

attributes. In this section, we detail the methods used in this work to calculate two of the most

important parameters for light-matter coupling applications: the quality factor and mode volume

of the cavity mode.

2.4.3.1 Q factor primary calculation

The quality factor is a measure of how well energy is confined to a cavity mode. The primary

method applied to calculate the quality factor in this work uses the definition detailed by Englund

et al. [61]. The total quality factor of the cavity mode, Qtotal, is defined as:

Qtotal = ωres
〈U〉
〈P 〉

, (2.21)

where 〈U〉 and 〈P 〉 are the time-averaged mode energy and power radiated by the cavity, respec-

tively. The total mode energy can be found by integrating the electromagnetic energy density over

the whole simulation region:

U =

∫∫∫
Vsim

1

2

[
ε(r) |E(r)|2 + µ(r) |H(r)|2

]
d3r, (2.22)

where Vsim is the simulation volume. The total power loss from the mode, P , is calculated by

summing the power transmitted through all 6 planes at the edges of the simulation region, labelled

1-6 in Fig. 2.10. This is obtained from the surface integral of the Poynting vector, S = E×H over

each plane, which is performed by built-in functions in the software. It is often useful to decompose

the quality factor into in-plane and out-of-plane components, Qin and Qout, which represent how

well the cavity confines light in and out of the plane of the PhC. these are defined by:

Qin = ωres
〈U〉

〈P1〉+ 〈P2〉+ 〈P3〉+ 〈P4〉
, (2.23)

Qout = ωres
〈U〉

〈P5〉+ 〈P6〉
, (2.24)
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where Pi denotes the power loss through the ith plane marked on Fig. 2.10. The components of

the Q factor are related to Qtotal by:

1

Qtotal
=

1

Qin
+

1

Qout
. (2.25)

To perform the Q factor calculation, similar frequency domain techniques to those discussed in

section 2.4.2 are applied. The time-domain fields are recorded in the simulation region with the

same apodization settings as mentioned previously and a Fourier transform is then applied to

obtain the complex fields Ẽ(r, ωres) and H̃(r, ωres). From these complex-valued fields, 〈U〉 and

〈P 〉 are calculated, allowing the Q factor and its components to be calculated at the desired

resonant frequency of the mode.

2.4.3.2 Q factor secondary calculation

The calculation of Qtotal is cross-checked using a secondary calculation method (provided by the

software), which derives Qtotal from the envelope of the decaying cavity mode fields in the time do-

main. Consider that an ideal single cavity mode has an electric field of the form E(t) = Ae(iωt−γt),

where A is its initial amplitude and γ is a decay constant. This oscillator has a Lorentzian line-

shape, with a FWHM of ∆ωres = 2γ. We can therefore relate Qtotal to γ by

Qtotal =
ωres

∆ωres
=
ωres

2γ
. (2.26)

Note that Qtotal generally cannot be obtained from ωres/∆ωres in high Q factor PhC cavity simu-

lations because the fields do not fully decay in the simulation time. Consequently, ∆ωres cannot

be accurately determined from their Fourier transform. The method used to obtain Qtotal instead

uses the decay envelope of the real field |E(t)|, to find γ. Taking log10 of this envelope yields a

straight line of the form mt + c, where m is the gradient and c is the value at t = 0. It can be

shown that

log10 (|E(t)|) = − ωrest

2Qtotal
log10(e) + log10 (|A|) = mt+ c, (2.27)

and therefore Qtotal can be obtained by:

Qtotal =
−ωreslog10(e)

2m
. (2.28)
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This calculation is performed in practice by recording the time domain field between 0.6 tsim and

0.8 tsim (note that Gaussian apodization is not used). To ensure the Q factor is calculated for the

mode of interest only, the field data is Fourier transformed and a Gaussian spectral filter is applied

to the relevant peak. In most cases, the narrow source width and selective symmetry conditions

prevent more than one mode from being excited, so this filtering step was not crucial in this work.

The process is performed for multiple points in space - usually 6 points spaced by a/2 in the

region where the cavity mode is concentrated - and the absolute values of the Fourier transform

at each point are summed. The real E field is then reconstructed in the time domain from the

inverse FT and the gradient m = log10 (|E(t)|) is calculated. The value of Qtotal is then calculated

from Eq. 2.28. For every simulation performed in this work, the value of Qtotal obtained from the

primary and secondary calculation methods were checked for good agreement.

2.4.3.3 Mode volume

An equally important parameter to the quality factor of the cavity is its mode volume, V0, which

parameterizes the spatial concentration of the electric field energy. The definition of the mode

volume used is [60]:

V0 =

∫∫∫
Vsim

ε(r) |E(r)|2 d3r

max
[
ε(r) |E(r)|2

] , (2.29)

where max[f(r)] indicates the maximum value of the function f over the entire simulation region.

The smaller the mode volume, the more concentrated and localized the electric fields are. A low

loss, highly localized cavity mode is characterised by a high Qtotal/V0 ratio, which is favourable

for light-matter interactions. This is explained in more detail in Ch. 3.

Calculation of the mode volume is performed by analysis scripts provided with the Lumerical

software. The same complex field, Ẽ(r, ωres) obtained for the primary Q factor calculation is used

and the mode volume is calculated using Eq. 2.29.

2.4.3.4 L3 cavity results

Quality factor and mode volume data were extracted from FDTD simulations of the two L3

cavity designs in Fig. 2.9. The results are presented in table 2.1: ∆x and ∆r represent the

translational shift and radius change, respectively, of the two neighbouring holes [highlighted in
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∆x (a) ∆r (a) λ0 (nm) Qtotal(1) Qtotal(2) Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
0 0 1252.5 5010 5030 8.21× 104 5330 0.60

0.2 -0.07 1266.2 1.21× 105 1.22× 105 2.11× 106 1.28× 105 0.81

Table 2.1: Parameters of the fundamental L3 cavity mode extracted from FDTD simulations of two
different L3 cavity designs: with and without alteration of the two neighbouring holes.

red in Fig. 2.9(b)]. The calculated values of Qtotal, Qin and Qout are shown, in addition to V0 and

the wavelength of the cavity mode in air, λ0. The mode wavelengths are confirmed to be inside

the band gap of the PhC (between 1.31 µm and 1.07 µm). The value of Qtotal(1) was calculated

using the primary method detailed in section 2.4.3.1; also shown is Qtotal(2), which was calculated

from the secondary method in section 2.4.3.2. Good agreement was found between the two values

for both simulations. For the simulations in the rest of this work, we present Qtotal = Qtotal(1).

We first examine the L3 cavity with no alterations to the neighbouring holes (∆x = 0, ∆r = 0).

Even for this unoptimised design, the cavity mode has a high Qtotal and small V0, as is favourable

for light-matter coupling experiments. The calculated value of Qtotal is in good agreement with

theoretical results from the literature [59, 64, 75], which typically lie in the range 5000-6000. The

value of Qin = 8.21 × 104 is very high, as should be expected from the strong confinement of the

PhC band gap. However, the low Qout = 5330 indicates that Qtotal is limited by losses to the air

above and below the slab.

Considering now the optimised L3 cavity design with ∆x = 0.2a and ∆r = −0.07a, the Qtotal(=

1.21× 105) is much higher. The optimised design results in reduced leakage above and below the

PhC plane, reflected by a much higher Qout = 1.28 × 105. The reason for the large difference in

Qout between the two cavity designs is that the neighbouring hole alteration reduces the coupling

of the cavity mode to leaky modes in the light cone, which is explained in section 2.4.4. The

magnitude of Qtotal obtained for the optimised design is consistent with similar devices presented

in the literature [64, 65, 73].

Note that the simulation results presented here have not been rigorously tested for convergence.

However, the results are expected to be accurate: firstly because they match expectations from

the literature and secondly because the mesh cell size (largest dimension ∼ 11 nm) is smaller than

the hole shifts and radii alterations, which are the finest details of the structure.
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2.4.4 Leaky mode components

In most hole-in-slab PhC cavities, the Q factor of the cavity modes is limited by losses to the

air or cladding surrounding the slab, resulting in a low Qout. This is evident for the L3 cavity

results presented in table 2.1, particularly for the basic L3 design without any alterations to the

neighbouring holes. When a cavity mode is created by perturbing the PhC lattice, the translational

symmetry of the PhC is broken and the Bloch wave vector is no longer conserved. Consequently,

the defect mode can freely couple to leaky modes outside of the light cone, resulting in radiative

losses. This is possible because the photonic band gap of the 3D structure is incomplete, having

leaky regions which exist at frequencies inside the band gap (see Fig. 2.8). Fortunately, it is

possible to suppress these radiative losses without the need for a complete photonic band gap.

As shown by Akahane et al. [32], coupling to the leaky modes can be inhibited by reducing the

(spatial) Fourier components of the field which lie outside the light cone. Consider the 2D spatial

Fourier transform of the complex field component, Ẽy(x, y, ωres), in the (x, y, 0) plane with area

Asim, given by:

Ẽy(k‖, ωres) =

∫∫
Asim

Ẽy(x, y, ωres)e
−i(kxx+kyy)dkxdky. (2.30)

The absolute value of the spatial Fourier transform,
∣∣∣Ẽy(k‖, ωres)

∣∣∣, which will be referred to as

|FT (Ey)| for brevity, provides all necessary information about the in-plane Fourier components

of the cavity mode’s Ey field. Note that the Ey component is chosen because it is the dominant

component of the L3 cavity mode. We compare |FT (Ey)| for the basic L3 cavity design (∆x = 0,

∆r = 0) and the optimised cavity design (∆x = 0.2a, ∆r = −0.07a), for which a snapshot of

the real-space Ey profile is shown in Figs. 2.12(a) and 2.12(b), respectively. It is evident that the

spatial profiles of the cavity modes are only subtly different, yet their Qout differs by two orders of

magnitude (see table 2.1). The reason for this can be determined from their Fourier components,

plotted in Figs. 2.12(c) and 2.12(d), which show normalised plots of |FT (Ey)|. Marked on these

plots is the light cone contour (red circle), k‖ = ncladdingωres/c, which encircles the leaky region

for the frequency of the cavity mode. Components of the field inside this circle are able to couple

to leaky modes outside the light cone. Enlarged versions of the |FT (Ey)| plots are shown in Figs.

2.12(e) and 2.12(f) for the simple and optimised L3 cavity designs, respectively. These feature

a saturated colour scale to more clearly show the differences between the Fourier components,
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the Ey field component and its in-plane spatial Fourier transform for
simple L3 (∆x = 0, ∆r = 0) and optimised L3 (∆x = 0.2a, ∆r = −0.07a) cavity designs, in the
z = 0 plane. (a) and (b): snapshots of the spatial profile of the Ey component for simple L3 and
optimised L3 cavity designs, respectively. Red and blue represent opposite polarities of the field. (c)
and (d): magnitude of the spatial Fourier transform of the Ey field, |FT (Ey)|, for the simple L3 and
optimised L3 cavity designs, respectively. The red circle indicates the light cone contour - components
inside this leaky region are outside the light cone. The graphs are plotted using a normalised scale. (e)
and (f) show |FT (Ey)| for the simple L3 and optimised L3 cavity designs, respectively, enlarged and
with a saturated colour scale. The colour scale reaches a maximum at 10% of the maximum |FT (Ey)|
magnitude.
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especially within the leaky region.

It is clear from Fig. 2.12(e) that, for the simple L3 design, there are significant Fourier components

of Ey inside the leaky region. These are responsible for the high out-of-plane losses, which result in

a low Qout and limit Qtotal. For the optimised cavity design, shown in Fig. 2.12(f), the components

inside the leaky region are significantly reduced, resulting in a much higher Qout and allowing a

high Qtotal. Despite using different cavity optimisation parameters to Akahane et al. (who only

apply a hole shift of ∆x = 0.15a and do not modify the hole radius), the Fourier transform

results presented are consistent with those observed in their work [32]. The effect is explained

by Akahane et al. in terms of “gentle” confinement of the light: alterations of the neighbouring

holes reduce the strength of the Bragg reflections from the surrounding PhC, causing the mode

to be more delocalized and extend further into the PhC as an evanescent field. This increased

spatial delocalization of the cavity mode causes the spatial Fourier transform to be more localized

in k-space, hence reducing the components inside the leaky region. This can also be understood in

real space by considering that the increased delocalization causes the cavity mode to be closer in

character to the extended modes of the PhC, which are more effectively guided by the PhC [39].

As explained in the textbook by Joannopoulos et al. [39] (Ch. 7, pp. 149-151), the ability to

trade-off decreased localization of the cavity mode for decreased losses is an important principle

in PhC design. For the L3 designs investigated here, the mode volume only increased slightly

from 0.60(λ0/n)3 in the simple design to 0.81(λ0/n)3 in the optimised structure, enabling a huge

increase in Qtotal/V0 from 8.4× 103(n/λ0)3 to 1.5× 105(n/λ0)3. This is common for microcavities

- often the change in V0 from increasing the delocalization of the mode is insignificant compared

to the increase in Q gained. Arguably more significant than the change in mode volume is the

potential for a wider confinement volume to support additional higher order modes, which may

be undesirable. The trade-off between cavity mode localization and losses will be important for

optimising PhC cavity designs in the chapters to come.

2.5 Photonic crystal waveguides and mode gap cavities

2.5.1 Introduction to photonic crystal waveguides

We saw in section 2.4 that by removing a row of 3 holes from a hexagonal hole-in-slab PhC (known

as an L3 defect), a perturbation is introduced to the lattice which allows light to be confined to a
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cavity. Light is confined in the plane of the PhC by the photonic band gap and in the z-direction

by index guiding. In a similar manner, it is also possible to create a waveguide in the PhC by

introducing a linear defect. A common method of achieving this in a hole-in-slab PhC is to remove

a row of holes [76], as shown in Fig. 2.13. The created linear defect can then support waveguide

modes propagating along the x-direction – confined to the slab by index guiding and directed

in-plane by the photonic band gap.

Waveguides formed from linear defects in PhC slabs are frequently used for on-chip control of light.

Most applications involve either guiding the light between components, or delaying the light by

trapping it or slowing its group velocity [37, 77] - crucial operations for the realisation of on-chip

all-optical circuits. PhC waveguides can be optically coupled to defect cavity modes in the same

PhC [45, 78], allowing light to be coupled in or out of the cavity mode via the waveguide – one

potential use of this is for trapping and delaying of photons for optical processing operations. It is

possible to fabricate PhC waveguides with very low propagation losses: for example, losses as low

as ∼ 2 dBcm−1 have been achieved in Si-based slabs [79]. Therefore, the waveguides can be used to

efficiently couple light into or out of PhC cavities (or components of interest) from a considerable

distance, either through the use of grating couplers placed at the end of the waveguide [68, 80, 81]

(which are illuminated with a laser spot or collected from using a microscope objective above the

sample) or via coupling the end of the waveguide to an optical fibre [37, 45, 82]. A waveguide

can even be used to strongly couple two optical cavities over a distance as large as ∼ 80 µm [83].

CQED experiments with coupled QD-PhC cavity systems also often implement PhC waveguides

to allow the CQED system to be excited and/or collected from remotely [80] and probed by its

influence on the transmission properties of the waveguide [68, 81].

Another important aspect of PhC waveguides is their ability to support modes of light with a

significantly reduced group velocity, which is referred to as slow light [36]. This phenomenon holds

promise for all-optical storage and switching applications in optical circuits [84]. A number of in-

teresting demonstrations of slow light have been shown experimentally, including fast modification

(on a ∼ 100 ns time scale) of the group velocity of light in a PhC waveguide through the use of

localized heating [58]. Coupling of a single QD to a slow light mode in a PhC waveguide [82, 85] is

also of interest for application as a single photon transistor. We will see in section 2.5.2 that slow

light modes in PhC waveguides arise as a consequence of the dispersion relation.
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Figure 2.13: Top-down view of the PhC waveguide structure used in the photonic band structure
calculation. The FDTD simulation region is shaded orange, bounded by Bloch boundary conditions
(blue) at x = ±a/2 and PML boundary conditions (orange) at all other simulation edges. W denotes
the width of the waveguide, defined as the distance between the centres of the two adjacent rows of
holes. Note that x has been oriented in the vertical direction for ease of visualizing the structure.

2.5.2 FDTD simulation of a photonic crystal waveguide

To characterise a PhC waveguide, photonic band structure calculations were performed using the

FDTD simulation techniques detailed in section 2.3. 3D FDTD simulations were performed of

the structure shown in Fig. 2.13, which is a hexagonal PhC slab with a linear defect along x of

width W , with 12 rows of holes either side. The geometrical parameters of the slab and PhC are

the same as in section 2.3.4; the side-profile of the slab and the simulation region match the side

profile shown in Fig. 2.7. The width of the waveguide was set to W = 0.98
√

3a, based on the

width typically used for mode gap cavities created along a waveguide (which are discussed further

in section 2.5.3) [34, 86, 87]. This value of W also matches the measured devices in this work.

In this section, we will show that the PhC waveguide structure supports guided modes inside the

photonic band gap, which propagate along the x-direction.

The linear defect that forms the PhC waveguide breaks the translational symmetry of the PhC

slab in the y-direction, which means that translational symmetry in only the x-direction needs

to be considered. The unit cell of the structure, shown by the simulation region highlighted in

Fig. 2.13, is now cuboidal and is therefore compatible with the geometry of the FDTD simulation

mesh. This simplifies the band structure calculation compared to the slab in section 2.3.4, since

we do not need to consider a supercell. Bloch boundary conditions were applied at x = ±a/2 and

all other simulation edges were given PML boundary conditions. Padding distances of ypadding =

zpadding = 0.65 µm were used, corresponding approximately to half of the wavelength of light from
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the lower edge of the band gap. Resolution parameters of ρx = ρy = ρz = 30 were applied to the

slab region and an S symmetry condition was applied at z = 0 to select for TE-like modes.

The method of performing the band structure simulation was very similar to the method described

in section 2.3.4 to calculate the TE-like bands of the 3D PhC slab – the parameters and method

used were the same, unless stated otherwise. The 3 dipole sources were oriented in the x-y plane

(to excite TE-like modes) with otherwise random phase, angle and position. The time-domain

field was monitored at 10 random positions (which we refer to as monitor positions) and used to

calculate the band structure as described previously. Both the dipole and monitor positions were

restricted to focus on the waveguide. The y position was limited to |y| < W . The z position of the

sources was restricted to 0 < z < zslab/2 (and sources were automatically duplicated below the slab,

according to symmetry) to inject into the slab and the monitors were set between 0 < z < zslab.

The frequency range (FWHM) of the sources was set between 220 THz (∼ 0.25 c/a) and 290 THz

(∼ 0.33 c/a) to focus on waveguide modes inside the photonic band gap.

A simulation sweep was performed for 40 values of kx from 0 to π/a. The latter of these corresponds

to the edge of the first Brillouin zone for the PhC waveguide, which has translational symmetry in

the x dimension only and a reciprocal lattice primitive vector (2π/a, 0, 0). The TE-like photonic

band structure was calculated from peak-fitting of the simulation results and is shown in Fig. 2.14.

The TE-like bands extracted from the simulation results are mostly shown by the blue, unconnected

points – these correspond to bands outside the photonic band gap, which form part of the extended

modes of the PhC. As was the case for the band structure simulations in section 2.3, not all bands

are identified due to limitations of the method, and the points are not usually connected as we

cannot determine which band they belong to with certainty. The expected regions of the extended

modes (including the band gap edges) are bounded by dark blue lines and shaded light blue. These

were extracted from a second band structure simulation of the PhC slab for which the linear defect

was not present: 23 uninterrupted rows of holes were instead simulated. This allows us to compare

the TE-like bands with and without the waveguide present. We see that outside the photonic band

gap, the TE-like bands of the PhC waveguide slab lie mostly in the expected region, showing that

the upper and lower bands of the photonic band gap do not shift significantly when the waveguide

is introduced. However, it is clear that two bands are introduced inside the band gap, which are

labelled WM1 and WM2.

The bands WM1 and WM2 enable the linear defect to support waveguide modes: for a range of
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Figure 2.14: Simulated TE-like photonic band structure of a PhC waveguide slab. Two waveguide
bands, WM1 (connected magenta squares) and WM2 (connected navy circles), are identified, which
exist inside the photonic band gap of the unperturbed PhC slab. The region encompassing the extended
modes of the unperturbed slab are shaded in light blue and bounded by darker blue lines. TE-like modes
of the PhC waveguide that could not be definitively attributed to WM1 or WM2 are marked by blue
points. The light cone is shown by the black line; the leaky region is shaded orange.

frequencies and kx, the bands are inside the photonic band gap and inside the light cone, meaning

that the PhC waveguide can support modes which are successfully guided by the band gap in the

plane and confined to the slab by index guiding. These modes have a non-zero kx and therefore

propagate along the direction of the waveguide. The presence and dispersion characteristics of

the waveguide modes matches expectations from similar PhC waveguides reported in the litera-

ture [33, 76, 87, 88, 89, 90] and textbooks [39](Ch.8, p. 142-147), in addition to work presented by

collaborator L. Nutall in his thesis [1]. The origin of slow light in a PhC waveguide also becomes

apparent from this dispersion relation: recalling that the group velocity is defined by vg = dω/dk,

it is intuitive that, near the Brillouin zone edge, the group velocity of light propagating in the

waveguide modes is significantly reduced. Indeed, the group velocity of light in a PhC waveguide

has been experimentally shown to be reduced by a factor of ∼ 100 or more [36, 58]. Note that in the

photonic band structure we also see bands at a frequency below the lower extended modes, which

we anticipate is due to purely index-guided slab modes, as reported in several sources [36, 39].
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Figure 2.15: Transmission band (green) and mode gap (red) associated with the WM1 fundamental
waveguide mode (connected magenta squares) of the PhC waveguide. The WM2 mode has been omitted
for simplicity. The approximate regions of the extended modes of the PhC are shaded light blue and
bound with a darker blue; the extended mode regions are extracted from simulations without the
waveguide. The light cone is shown by the indicated black line.

2.5.3 Mode gap cavities

The main source of interest in PhC waveguides in this work is the ability to form cavity modes

along a defined section of the waveguide by creating what is referred to as a mode gap cavity. The

concept of the PhC mode gap cavity was first introduced and experimentally demonstrated by

Song et al. in a double-heterostructure PhC [33], and involves altering a section of the waveguide

to change the allowed frequencies of the supported waveguide modes. To illustrate the concept, we

focus on the lowest energy, fundamental waveguide mode, WM1, which is shown in Fig. 2.15. The

WM2 mode is ignored for simplicity and, in practice, is sufficiently energetically separated from

WM1 that it generally does not need to be considered. Light is transmitted (without leakage to the

air) by the waveguide mode WM1 in the range of frequencies indicated by the green transmission

band in Fig. 2.15. However, at a range of frequencies between the lower band edge of the photonic

band gap and the lowest energy point of the WM1 band at the Brillouin zone edge, propagation

of light is forbidden by a mode gap. By modifying a section of the waveguide in a way that pulls

the WM1 band down in energy, the top frequency of the mode gap is lowered relative to the rest

of the waveguide, and a confinement potential is produced.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagrams showing the principle of a mode gap cavity. (a) A PhC waveguide
slab consisting of two regions of the same parameters, PhC 1, is bisected by a region with different
lattice parameters, PhC 2 (highlighted in orange), with a lower frequency mode gap. Light is confined
to the PhC 2 region by mode gap confinement. (b) Possible dispersion relation of the two PhC regions
that would result in a mode gap cavity. The fundamental WM1 waveguide band is shown for PhC 1
(black) and PhC 2 (orange), in addition to the light cone and approximate position of the extended
modes (light blue region) and photonic band gap edges (dark blue lines).

The concept of mode gap confinement is illustrated in Fig. 2.16, which shows the general mecha-

nism responsible for creating a mode gap cavity. We consider the PhC waveguide slab shown in

Fig. 2.16(a), which consists of two regions with the same PhC lattice and waveguide parameters,

labelled PhC 1, bisected by a region of the PhC waveguide with different parameters, PhC 2 (high-

lighted orange). Note that the width of the PhC 2 region shown here is arbitrary. If the region

PhC 2 is modified in such a way that the top of the mode gap of the waveguide is shifted down in

frequency (such as by altering the lattice geometry or refractive indices of the slab and/or holes),

then optical confinement can be generated in this region of the PhC waveguide and a mode gap

cavity is formed. The principle is also illustrated in Fig. 2.16(b): a schematic showing two possible

WM1 bands associated with PhC 1 and PhC 2. If the lowest frequency of the waveguide band

associated with PhC 2 is below that of the PhC 1 band (at the Brillouin zone edge), then mode

gap confinement is possible.

The simplest method of generating a mode gap cavity is by alteration of the PhC holes around

the waveguide. The double-heterostructure example by Song et al. [33] defines a mode gap cavity
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by modifying the lattice of the PhC 2 region: the lattice spacing is increased in the x-direction,

changing the lattice from hexagonal to face-centred-rectangular. This cavity design yielded a

record-high Q factor of ∼ 6×105 reported from experimental measurements of Si slabs (at the time

of publication), and proposed a “multistep” double-heterostructure design (with several regions

of different lattice constant), with a theoretical Qtotal ∼ 2 × 107. The very high Q factors are

attributed to a more Gaussian-like field envelope of the profile, resulting from “gentler” confinement

than other designs, such as the L3 cavity. Mode gap cavities of similar design have continued to

produce the highest Q factors in PhC cavities, with experimentally-obtained Q factors of order

107 reported in Si-based PhCs [48, 91].

2.5.4 The width-modulated line defect cavity

As an example of a well-established and popular mode gap cavity, we focus on the width-modulated

line defect (WMLD) cavity presented by Kuramochi et al. [34]: a simple design that relies only

on shifting the position of some PhC holes in the proximity of the waveguide. By shifting holes

in the y-direction, as shown in Fig. 2.17(a), a section of the line defect can be made wider, which

lowers the top frequency of the mode gap associated with that section. A mode gap cavity is then

formed due to the adjacent, unaltered section of the waveguide, for which the mode gap extends

to a higher frequency. Kuramochi et al. show that it is possible to create a cavity in this manner

by moving as few as two holes, but here we focus on the design in Fig. 2.17(a), which features

tapered hole shifts for an optimal Q factor. The holes are shifted in the directions indicated by

the arrows by a distance of 12 nm (red), 8 nm (yellow) or 4 nm (green) to define the WMLD mode

gap cavity.

FDTD simulations were performed of the WMLD cavity design using the general methodology

detailed in section 2.4. The simulated PhC structure had 12 rows of holes either side of the

waveguide and 51 holes along x. S, AS and S symmetry conditions were applied at x = 0, y = 0

and z = 0, respectively. A high Q, small V0 fundamental cavity mode confined by the WMLD

cavity was identified, the |E|2 profile of which is shown in Fig. 2.17(b). As for the L3 cavity, the

field pattern has local antinodes at which an emitter would need to be placed to observe CQED

effects [20, 86]. The field of the WMLD cavity mode is evidently more delocalized than that of

the L3 cavity, which enables a higher Q factor to be achieved. The results presented in table 2.2

show Qtotal ∼ 2 × 107, 2 orders of magnitude higher than even the optimised L3 cavity design
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Figure 2.17: WMLD mode gap cavity formed by shifting holes away from the waveguide. (a)
Schematic of the hole shifts applied to create the WMLD cavity: holes are shifted in the directions
indicated by the arrows by a distance of 12 nm (red), 8 nm (yellow) or 4 nm (green). The hole shifts are

too small to be resolved by eye. (b) |E|2 profile of the fundamental mode of the corresponding WMLD
cavity from FDTD simulations.

λ0 (nm) Qtotal Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
1275.4 2.4× 107 1.7× 108 2.7× 107 1.29

Table 2.2: Parameters of the fundamental WMLD cavity mode extracted from FDTD simulations.
Note that full convergence of these results has not been confirmed.

in section 2.4. The increased delocalization is reflected by a larger mode volume of 1.29(λ0/n)3

[versus 0.81(λ0/n)3 for the optimised L3], but clearly the increase in Q factor granted outweighs

the change in mode volume when considering the Qtotal/V0 ratio. It is no surprise, then, that

the WMLD cavity (and mode gap cavities in general) are of interest in light-matter coupling

experiments [78, 86, 92].

Convergence testing was performed by running multiple simulations at different resolution param-

eter values, which we label ρxyz, since ρx = ρy = ρz in this instance. Results of the convergence

test, in which Qtotal and V0 were monitored for resolution parameters up to ρxyz = 40, are shown

in Fig. 2.18. We also define a convergence parameter, C, which is derived from the three-point

moving average. If p is the index of the data point along the horizontal axis, then the three data

points used for calculating C(Qp), the convergence parameter of quantity Q (such as the Q factor)

at point p, are Qp−1, Qp and Qp+1. C(Qp) is defined as the standard deviation of these three

values divided by their mean; a small value of C(Qp) indicates convergence of the parameter Q.

At ρxyz = 35, we find C(V0) < 1% and C(Qtotal) ∼ 30%. This indicates excellent convergence of

V0, although Qtotal does not converge as strongly as we might like. The Q factor of the WMLD
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Figure 2.18: Convergence testing results for the WMLD cavity. The values of Qtotal and V0 are
tracked as the resolution parameter, ρxyz, is varied. The convergence parameter, C, is also shown for
each quantity.

cavity mode is particularly sensitive to the mesh resolution, because the hole shifts are extremely

small. At ρxyz = 40, the y-dimension of the cells in the mesh override region is ∼ 7 nm, which is a

very high resolution, but is still larger than the finest hole shift of 4 nm. Therefore, the Q factors

presented in table 2.2, which are for ρxyz = 40, may not have fully converged and are anticipated

to be within only ∼ 30% accuracy. Nevertheless, the results are consistent with theoretical results

from the literature [34, 86] and are expected to be of more than sufficent accuracy for an order of

magnitude comparison with the L3 design. Simulations were not performed at a higher resolution

due to increasingly large and unfeasible memory requirements as the mesh resolution is increased

further.

The origin of the high Q factor of the WMLD cavity can be better understood by considering the

spatial Fourier transform of the fields, as was the case for the L3 cavity design in section 2.4.4.

We consider the Ey component of the field for ease of comparison with the L3 cavity profile and

Fourier transform (which can be found in Fig. 2.12). Snapshots of the Ey field of the WMLD

cavity mode through z = 0 and y = 0 are presented in Figs. 2.19(a) and 2.19(b), respectively.

These demonstrate a more spatially delocalized mode in the plane of the PhC for the WMLD

cavity, but which is also well-confined to the slab in the z-direction. The spatial Fourier transform,
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Figure 2.19: Ey field profile of the WMLD cavity mode and its spatial Fourier transform. (a) and (b):
snapshots of the Ey field at z = 0 and y = 0, respectively. Red and blue represent opposite polarities
of the field. (c) Spatial Fourier transform, |FT (Ey)|, in the z = 0 plane. The leaky region is marked
by the red circle. The normalised colour scale is shown below.

|FT (Ey)| (defined in section 2.4.4), in the z = 0 plane is presented in Fig. 2.19(c). We observe

that the Fourier transform is highly localized in kx, as a result of the spatial delocalization of

the mode along the waveguide. Consequently, the Fourier components inside the leaky region are

even smaller than for the optimised L3 design [see Fig. 2.12(d)], and an even higher Q factor is

achievable from further inhibition of radiative losses to the surrounding medium.

2.5.5 Alternative mode gap cavity designs

The conventional method of creating a mode gap cavity by altering the hole geometry and posi-

tioning along a section of the PhC waveguide has yielded a number of successful cavity designs.

These include alteration of the lattice shape and dimensions [33, 48, 91, 93], shifting of holes away

from the waveguide [34, 78] (as for the WMLD cavity) and even alteration of only the radii of

the air holes near the waveguide [94]. However, there have also been a number of proposed and

experimentally verified methods of generating a mode gap cavity using less conventional means,

which typically involve depositing material on the already-existing PhC waveguide or altering its

refractive index. These are of particular interest for the goal of this project – to develop and apply

a cavity that can be positioned to overlap and couple to a QD – because the majority of these

methods are applied after the e-beam lithography steps used to fabricate the PhC membranes. The

advantage of this is the potential to locate a QD embedded in the PhC waveguide (for example,
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using optical measurements) and then define the cavity to overlap with it. This is discussed in

more detail in section 3.5.

The general approach to creating a mode gap cavity in an existing PhC waveguide is to increase

the average refractive index of a section of the waveguide, at which the cavity is desired. Referring

back to the mode gap cavity schematic in Fig. 2.16, this means that we wish to increase the average

refractive index of the PhC 2 region. The increase in refractive index typically lowers the frequency

of the photonic bands associated with that section of the PhC, most notably the WM1 band, which

causes the mode gap cavity to be formed [95, 96]. Two intuitive options are to either increase nslab

or to fill in the holes of the PhC with a higher index material than the surrounding medium.

Generation of a mode gap cavity by infiltration of the holes of the PhC 2 region with fluid was

proposed by Tomljenovic-Hanic et al. [95] and shown theoretically to be capable of achieving Q

factors up to ∼ 106. The same group also proposed creating mode gap cavities in PhC waveguide

slabs made of photosensitive materials [96], such as chalcogenide glass, which exhibit a permanent

change in refractive index when exposed to light of specific wavelengths. By increasing nslab in the

PhC 2 region, cavity modes with Q factors up to ∼ 106 were also predicted from this method. Both

of these cavity types have since been demonstrated experimentally: fluid-infiltrated cavities were

achieved by drawing immersion oil across a Si PhC waveguide slab using a glass microtip, achieving

Q factors up to ∼ 5.7× 104 [97]. Even higher Q factors, up to 1.25× 105, were demonstrated in a

mode gap cavity defined in a chalcogenide glass PhC waveguide [98], which was created by negative

exposure – nslab was reduced in the PhC 1 regions by exposure.

Unfortunately, the successful fluid infiltration and photosensitive mode gap PhC techniques are

not applicable to the desired application of cavity-QD coupling for this project. As explained in

Ch. 3, the experiments take place under vacuum at a temperature of ∼ 8 K and require the PhC

waveguide slab to have QDs embedded at the centre. Under these conditions, application of fluid

to the surface of the sample is not likely to be possible, and fabrication of the PhC membrane

from chalcogenide glass is not compatible with the fabrication of the telecoms-wavelength self-

assembled InGaAs QDs required. Other methods of mode gap cavity formation from refractive

index modulation have also been proposed, such as creating an increase in nslab in the proximity

of the waveguide due to non-linear optical effects induced by a laser spot [87]. However, the strong

pump power required is likely to saturate the QDs in the sample with carriers – making single QD

measurements extremely difficult – thus, the technique is likely not suitable.
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A more promising technology for the goal of deterministic QD-cavity coupling is to create mode gap

cavities by depositing material on top of the existing PhC waveguide – another concept proposed

by Tomljenovic-Hanic et al. [90]. The authors showed that by placing a dielectric strip (such as a

polymer) on top of the PhC waveguide slab to define the PhC 2 region, a mode gap cavity can be

formed. The altered refractive index contrast between the PhC slab and the surrounding medium

(due to the presence of the polymer strip) results in the waveguide bands being shifted to a lower

frequency, thus allowing mode gap confinement. This has been realised experimentally by Gardin

et al. [89], who created a mode gap cavity by patterning a ∼ 100 nm-thick PMMA [poly(methyl

methacrylate)] strip on top of a PhC waveguide slab. Another interesting demonstration by Seo et

al. [88] defines a mode gap cavity by deposition of a carbonaceous nano-block at the centre of the

waveguide. While effective, both of these methods require additional fabrication steps which would

make positioning the cavity mode to overlap with an embedded emitter difficult: the PMMA strip

requires processing via e-beam lithography and the carbonaceous nano-block is deposited in an

SEM chamber. Another notable method demonstrated by Brossard et al. [99] is to define the mode

gap cavity by an inkjet-printed strip on top of the PhC waveguide. However, this is incompatible

with the low temperature optical methods we wish to use to search for individual QDs to couple

the cavity mode to.

For this project, we propose a novel concept for defining a mode gap cavity in a PhC waveguide

by deposition, selective exposure and development of a negative photoresist on top of the device.

FDTD simulations of this cavity design are presented in section 2.6.

2.6 The SU-8 strip cavity

In this work we study a cavity design devised to exploit the high Q/V0 ratio possible in mode gap

cavities defined on a PhC waveguide, while also having the benefit of deterministic positioning of

the cavity using optical techniques. We use a design that employs SU-8, a commercially available

epoxy-based negative photoresist, on top of a PhC waveguide to define the cavity. The proposed

cavity fabrication procedure is to spin-coat a thin layer of photoresist onto the top surface of the

PhC membrane and choose the cavity position by selectively exposing the sample to UV light at

the desired location on the PhC waveguide. The sample can then be processed to remove the

unexposed SU-8, leaving a cross-linked SU-8 structure such as a disk or strip on top of the PhC

waveguide, which defines a mode gap cavity by its alteration of the refractive-index contrast. As
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explained in Ch. 3, the potential advantage of this technique is to use all-optical methods to locate

a single QD in the PhC waveguide and fabricate a cavity at its position, to achieve coupling. In

this section we focus on FDTD simulations of a mode gap cavity defined by an SU-8 strip on top

of the PhC waveguide; cavities defined by an SU-8 disk are explored in Ch. 4. Further details of

the fabrication techniques are given in Ch. 3.

2.6.1 Band structure of an SU-8-coated photonic crystal waveguide

As was shown in section 2.5, the creation of a mode gap cavity typically relies on altering a section

of the PhC waveguide so that the WM1 waveguide band is shifted down in frequency relative to the

neighbouring sections. We therefore begin by simulating the band structure of a PhC waveguide

with a layer of cross-linked (exposed and developed) SU-8 on top and comparing this to the band

structure of the blank PhC waveguide.

Band structure simulations were performed that were identical to those for the PhC waveguide in

section 2.5.2, except for the addition of a 0.1 µm-thick layer of dielectric material placed on top of

the PhC, to represent a layer of cross-linked SU-8. Side profiles of the PhC slab with and without

the SU-8 film applied are shown in Figs. 2.20(a) and 2.20(b), respectively. In the simulations, the

layer of SU-8 is a uniform cuboid which does not infiltrate the PhC holes. The refractive index of

the film is set to 1.57, which corresponds to the refractive index of cross-linked SU-8 at the telecoms

wavelengths of interest in this project [100]. The presence of the film breaks the z-symmetry of the

structure, so it was necessary to remove the symmetry condition at z = 0 in the band structure

calculation. Note that the simulation mesh override region, defined in section 2.2.4, was extended

in the z-direction to fully cover the SU-8 film.

The WM1 band was extracted from the FDTD simulation results and is plotted in Fig. 2.20(c),

along with the WM1 band for the blank PhC waveguide (and the approximate regions of the

extended modes and band edges). We see that the presence of the film causes the WM1 band to

shift to a lower frequency: the waveguide topped with SU-8 is able to support modes at a lower

frequency than the blank PhC waveguide, near the edge of the first Brillouin zone. The WM1 band

of the blank PhC waveguide intercepts the edge of the first Brillouin zone at 0.269c/a, whereas the

SU-8-topped PhC waveguide supports a lower frequency mode at 0.266c/a. These correspond to

wavelengths of 1.265 µm and 1.277 µm, respectively. Thus, the simulated WM1 bands demonstrate

that the condition required for mode gap confinement is satisfied, implying that a mode gap cavity
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can be created by placing a layer of SU-8 on top of a particular region of the PhC waveguide.

Specifically, we replace the PhC 2 region in Fig. 2.16 with a PhC waveguide topped with SU-8, to

create an SU-8 strip-defined mode gap cavity.

2.6.2 FDTD simulations of the SU-8 strip cavity

FDTD simulations were performed of the SU-8 strip mode gap cavity, represented schematically

in Fig. 2.21. A strip of dielectric material (shown in blue) with refractive index nstrip = 1.57 is

positioned on top of the PhC waveguide to represent a strip of cross-linked SU-8. The strip has

a width wstrip = 1 µm, which corresponds approximately to the diffraction-limited spot size of

0.2 μm
z

x

0.1 μm z

x

(a) No film (b) 0.1 μm SU-8 film

(c)

Figure 2.20: Comparison of the WM1 band of a PhC waveguide with and without a layer of 0.1 µm-
thick cross-linked SU-8 on the top surface. (a) and (b): schematics of the side-profile of the simulated
structures, without and with the film, respectively. (c) WM1 band extracted from the band structure
simulations of the blank waveguide and with the SU-8 film. The band is shifted down in frequency
by the film. Approximate locations of extended modes and band gap edges are shown, extracted from
simulations of a blank PhC with no waveguide.
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Figure 2.21: Schematics of the SU-8 strip-defined mode gap cavity that FDTD simulations were
performed of. (a) and (b): side profile and top-down view of the device, which consists of a PhC
waveguide with a strip of SU-8 placed on top. The strip is a cuboid with a width wstrip and height
hstrip, which extends across the y-extent of the PhC and does not infiltrate the holes of the PhC. Note
that the z-dimension in (a) is enlarged. (c) Simple representation of the mode gap confinement resulting
from the SU-8 strip.

the laser that will be used to write the strip in practice (see Ch. 3). The height, or thickness, of

the strip is hstrip = 0.1 µm, also corresponding to an experimentally achievable value. The strip

extends across the entire y-extent of the FDTD simulation region and is a uniform cuboid; the

SU-8 does not infiltrate the holes of the PhC in the simulation. We know from the band structure

simulations in section 2.6.1 that the WM1 band associated with the SU-8-topped section of the

waveguide is at a lower frequency, due to the altered refractive index contrast at the top of the

slab. Therefore, we anticipate the structure to exhibit mode gap confinement at the position of

the strip, as illustrated schematically in the mode gap diagram in Fig. 2.21(c).

The structure simulated had 12 rows of holes either side of the waveguide and 51 holes along

x. S and AS symmetry conditions were applied at x = 0 and y = 0 respectively, but symmetry

conditions could not be applied at z = 0, due to the broken z-symmetry. The field profiles of the
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Figure 2.22: Field profiles of the fundamental mode of the SU-8 strip cavity. (a) and (b): snapshots

of the Ex and Ey field components through z = 0. (c) |E|2 field envelope of the cavity mode in the
same plane. (d) Snapshot of the Ey field component at y = 0. All field magnitudes are normalised;
the Ex and Ey components are normalised between −1 (blue) and +1 (red) as shown in (d). Results
presented are from simulations performed with a resolution of ρxy = 20 and ρz = 30

fundamental cavity mode generated by the presence of the SU-8 strip are shown in Fig. 2.22. The

Ex, Ey and |E|2 profiles through the centre of the slab, z = 0, are shown in Figs. 2.22(a), 2.22(b)

and 2.22(c), with the position of the SU-8 strip indicated by the dashed lines. Fig. 2.22(d) shows

the Ey profile at a cross section through y = 0 (the only non-zero field component). Evidently,

a cavity mode is created which is well-localized to the PhC slab and corresponds strongly to the

position of the SU-8 strip along the waveguide. The structure of the mode is very similar to that of

the WMLD cavity presented in section 2.5.4, which is promising, given the success of the WMLD

cavity design.

Convergence testing was performed to identify resolution parameters with a good balance between

accuracy and computational speed that could be applied for the remainder of the simulations

presented in this thesis. Tests were first performed for ρxyz up to 30 – good convergence was found

for ρxyz & 25. Note that the simulation mesh override region, defined in section 2.2.4, is extended

in the z-direction to fully cover the SU-8 strip in all SU-8 strip cavity simulations. A less uniform

mesh was then tested, with ρxy = ρx = ρy different to ρz, to improve the simulation speed. This

mesh was to have high resolution in z, to be able to resolve small details in the SU-8 geometry,
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Figure 2.23: Convergence testing results for the SU-8 strip cavity. Extracted results for Qtotal and
V0 for different values of ρxy are shown in the lower graph. The upper graph shows the value of the
convergence parameter, C, for these two quantities. ρz = 30 was used for all simulations.

while having a lower resolution in x and y, since positional and geometrical shifts of the PhC holes

(which demand higher lateral mesh resolution) are not applied in this structure. The value ρz = 30

was kept fixed and ρxy was varied; convergence of Qtotal and V0 was measured, the results of which

are shown in Fig. 2.23. Also plotted is the convergence parameter, C, defined in section 2.5.4,

which we wish to minimise for each quantity. Good convergence of Qtotal and V0 is observed as

ρxy is increased beyond 15, which we confirm from the low value of C for both parameters. We

note that convergence of Qtotal is obtained at a much lower mesh resolution than for the higher Q

WMLD cavity tested in section 2.5.4. Resolution parameters ρxy = 20 and ρz = 30 were chosen

to present the results for this simulation and to use for the rest of the FDTD simulations in this

project (unless stated otherwise). These correspond to mesh cell dimensions of ∼ 17× 15× 10nm

in the slab and SU-8 region. The values of parameters, such as the Q factor, extracted from

simulation results are expected to be accurate to within ∼ 5%, as suggested by C < 5% obtained

for both Qtotal and V0 at the resolution parameters chosen.

Parameters of the SU-8 strip fundamental cavity mode, extracted from the FDTD simulation, are

presented in table 2.3. As expected, the wavelength of the cavity mode, λ0 = 1270.8 nm, lies in

the mode gap confinement region calculated from simulations of the WM1 bands in section 2.6.1:
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λ0 (nm) Qtotal Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
1270.8 7000 8200 4.8× 104 1.36

Table 2.3: Parameters of the fundamental SU-8 strip cavity mode extracted from the FDTD simulation
of a strip with wstrip = 1 µm and hstrip = 0.1 µm.

between 1265 nm and 1277 nm. The mode volume, V0 = 1.36(λ0/n)3, is small and very similar

to the mode volume of the WMLD cavity [1.29(λ0/n)3], as one might expect from the similarity

of their field profiles. The SU-8 strip cavity has a moderate Qtotal = 7000, which is higher than

the simple unoptimised L3 cavity (5010), but much lower than the optimised L3 (1.21× 105) and

WMLD cavity mode (2.4× 107). The Q factor is clearly limited by Qin = 8200, which is an order

of magnitude smaller than Qout. This suggests that the Q factor is not limited by leaky mode

components outside the light cone, as with the L3 cavity (see section 2.4.4), but rather another

mechanism which causes losses in the PhC plane. The mechanism responsible for these losses is

discussed in section 2.6.3. Despite this limiting factor, the Qtotal and Qtotal/V0 ratio of the SU-8

strip cavity mode are still moderately high and expected to be suitable for CQED applications, as

explained in section 3.6.

There are relatively few examples of theoretical results for similar cavity designs to the SU-8 strip

cavity available in the literature for comparison, but perhaps the closest are those presented by

Gardin et al. [89] and Tomljenovic-Hanic et al. [90]. Gardin et al. present results from a 110 nm-

thick PMMA strip (refractive index ∼ 1.5) of width 6a on an InP membrane, which yielded a

cavity mode with Qtotal ≈ 4300 and a mode volume of V0 = 1.31(λ0/n)3. This is comparable in

magnitude to the values obtained for the SU-8 strip cavity. The lower Q reported for the PMMA

strip cavity can be attributed to the presence of silica cladding below the PhC membrane, which

is expected to reduce the Q factor [75].

The results presented by Tomljenovic-Hanic et al. [90] are less comparable to those obtained for the

SU-8 strip cavity: Q factors of order 105 or higher and mode volumes in the range 1.8−2.3(λ0/n)3

are reported for a polymer strip, with refractive index 1.45, on top of a PhC membrane. Part of

the reason for the difference in the magnitude of the Q factor is due to differences in the strip

geometry. We will see in Ch. 5 that an optimised SU-8 strip cavity design (defined by a wider

strip) can reach similar theoretical values.
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2.6.3 TE-TM mode coupling

As noted in section 2.6.2, the Qtotal of the SU-8 strip cavity mode is limited by in-plane losses. The

mechanism responsible for these losses is referred to as TE-TM mode coupling: a process which

is usually inhibited by the orthogonality of the TE-like and TM-like modes in a PhC slab cavity

which is symmetric about z = 0 (see section 2.3.4). If the z-symmetry is broken (as is the case

for a PhC waveguide with a layer of SU-8 on the top surface), the TE-like and TM-like modes are

no longer constrained to be solely TE or TM polarised at z = 0, and the orthogonality between

them is lost. The breaking of the z-symmetry therefore facilitates coupling of TE-like and TM-like

modes with the same k‖ to one another. Such TE-TM mode coupling can result in energy being

transferred from an otherwise well-confined TE-like cavity mode to a TM-like mode which is not

confined by the photonic band gap, and is free to propagate away from the cavity, along the slab.

Clear evidence of losses due to TE-TM coupling in the SU-8 strip cavity system is observed from

a snapshot of the Ez field in the z = 0 plane, shown in Fig. 2.24. In a PhC cavity with preserved

z-symmetry, the cavity mode is completely TE-polarised in this plane and the Ez component is

zero. However, for the SU-8 strip cavity with broken z-symmetry, a significant Ez component is

clearly observed, which propagates away from the cavity along the PhC slab. We attribute this

to a TM-like mode: energy is transferred from the TE-like cavity mode to the TM-like slab mode

via TE-TM coupling. The resulting losses in the plane of the PhC slab limit the Q factor.

2.6.4 Fourier analysis of TE-TM coupling

The TE-TM coupling in the SU-8 strip cavity is further understood by investigating the spatial

Fourier components of the fields. We first reproduce results from Tanaka et al. [75] to prove the

validity of the method, before applying it to the SU-8 strip cavity.

2.6.4.1 Example: L3 cavity on cladding

In their publication, Tanaka et al. [75] investigate losses of a simple L3 cavity (with no hole shifts

or radius alteration) in a Si slab, placed on top of an SiO2 cladding layer. The PhC has a lattice

constant a = 420 nm, hole radius r = 0.29a and a slab thickness zslab = 0.6a; the cladding layer

is assumed to extend infinitely below the PhC slab. We performed FDTD simulations of this

structure to check for consistency with the FDTD results published by Tanaka et al. A resolution
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Figure 2.24: Snapshot of the Ez field through the plane z = 0 obtained from exciting the fundamental
cavity mode of an SU-8 strip mode gap cavity. The dimensions of the SU-8 strip are hstrip = 0.1 µm
and wstrip = 1 µm. The strip position is indicated by the dashed lines; red and blue indicate opposite
field polarities.

of ρxyz = 20 was used, with S and AS symmetry conditions applied at x = 0 and y = 0, respectively.

The cavity was at the centre of a 22× 21 hole PhC. Refractive indices used for the materials are

not specified in the publication; we used material databases included with the Lumerical software,

which give nslab = 3.47 for Si and ncladding = 1.44 for the SiO2 cladding at the cavity mode

wavelength, λ0 = 1.603 µm (frequency 0.262c/a). The wavelength obtained by Tanaka et al. was

1.59 µm, which is in reasonable agreement. The thickness of the SiO2 cladding layer was set to

λ0/2 in our FDTD simulation – the same as the padding distances.

In table 2.4 we compare values of the Q factor and its components obtained from the FDTD

simulation to those reported by Tanaka et al. Qupper and Qlower are Q components associated with

planes above and below the slab, respectively (planes 5 and 6 in Fig. 2.10), and are related to Qout

by:

1

Qout
=

1

Qupper
+

1

Qlower
. (2.31)

Good consistency is found between the results, which suggests sufficient convergence of the FDTD

simulation results for the purposes of this demonstration.

To analyse the sources of loss, the spatial Fourier transform of the Ey field component, |FT(Ey)|

is computed in the planes z = zslab/2 and z = −zslab/2: the top and bottom of the PhC slab,
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Result Qtotal Qin Qupper Qlower Qout

FDTD 950 2700 8440 1780 1500

Tanaka et al. 750 1960 8170 1380 1180

Table 2.4: Comparison of FDTD results for the Q factor and its components with the results presented
by Tanaka et al. [75].

at the air-slab and SiO2-slab boundaries, respectively. The results obtained by Tanaka et al. are

shown in Figs. 2.25(a) and 2.25(b), while the FDTD results we obtained are shown in Figs. 2.25(c)

and 2.25(d). In general, good agreement is found between our results and those published, with

some minor discrepancies likely arising from slightly different simulation parameters (such as the

mesh resolution or refractive indices of the materials). The light cone is shown by the solid red

circle, which encircles the leaky region for out-of-plane losses. Note that the leaky region is larger

in diameter at the bottom of the slab, due to the reduced refractive index contrast at the SiO2-slab

side, relative to the air-slab side. This results in larger losses out of this side of the slab, hence

Qlower is significantly lower than Qupper.

In addition to losses to the air and SiO2 cladding, losses due to TE-TM mode coupling are evident

from the low Qin, which can be identified in the Fourier transform. Fourier components of the

TE-like cavity mode with a k‖ vector matching that of the TM-like mode at the cavity mode

frequency are able to couple to the TM-like mode. Therefore, in the first Brillouin zone, a contour

of a given k‖ exists at which the TE-TM mode coupling can occur. This contour was extracted

from band structure simulations, which found that the TM-like mode crosses the cavity mode

frequency, 0.262c/a, at k‖ = 0.434(2π/a). The method for extracting this value is demonstrated

in section 2.6.4.2 for the SU-8 strip cavity, rather than for this example. The contour is shown

on the plots of |FT(Ey)| by the dashed red lines. Strong indications of TE-TM mode coupling

are clearly visible, especially at the air-slab boundary [Figs. 2.25(a) and 2.25(c)], for which a

significant component of the field adheres to the TM contour. Also shown are copies of the TM

contour displaced by reciprocal lattice vector, G, giving k‖ vectors at which the TM mode also

crosses the cavity mode, due to the periodicity of the PhC. Some evidence of TE-TM coupling is

also seen around these contours.

From the comparison to the work by Tanaka et al. performed here, we find an effective tool for

analysing TE-TM mode coupling via Fourier transformation techniques and demonstrate that our

own FDTD simulations yield valid results, by their close agreement. This analysis is therefore
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(a) Air-slab, Tanaka et al. (b) SiO2-slab, Tanaka et al.

(c) Air-slab, FDTD results (d) SiO2-slab, FDTD results

0 +

Figure 2.25: Comparison of calculated |FT(Ey)| at the air-slab (z = zslab/2) and SiO2-slab (z =
−zslab/2) boundaries of the L3-on-cladding structure, with comparison to published results. (a) and
(b): results extracted directly from the publication by Tanaka et al. [75]. (c) and (d): results obtained
by our FDTD simulations. The light cone is marked on as a solid red circle; contours of the TM-like
slab mode, at which TE-TM coupling can occur, are marked by dashed red lines.
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Figure 2.26: Identifying the k‖ crossing point of the TM-like band and the TE-like cavity mode.
The TM-like band is plotted for the Γ-M and Γ-K symmetry directions and the typical cavity mode
frequency is marked on by the red line. The TE-like band gap is shaded green and the light cone is
indicated by the blue line.

suitable to apply to the SU-8 strip cavity, which is carried out in section 2.6.4.2.

2.6.4.2 SU-8 strip cavity

Fourier analysis of the TE-TM mode coupling was applied to FDTD simulations of the SU-8

strip cavity with wstrip = 1 µm and hstrip = 0.1 µm. Firstly, the k‖ contour at which the TM-

like mode is expected to couple to the TE-like cavity mode was estimated from band structure

simulation results. We use the calculated band structure for the PhC slab presented in Fig. 2.8 of

section 2.3.4, in which a TM-like band clearly crosses into the TE-like band gap. To find the value

of k‖ at which the TM-like mode crosses the SU-8 strip cavity mode (at a frequency of 0.267c/a

for this example), the frequency of the TM-like band along the Γ-M and Γ-K symmetry directions

extracted from Fig. 2.8 is plotted against k‖ in Fig. 2.26. The cavity mode and TM-like band cross

at k‖ = 0.358(2π/a), so we expect field components along this contour due to TE-TM coupling.

The cavity mode intercepts the light cone at k‖ = 0.267(2π/a), which defines the leaky region for

out-of-plane losses.

The spatial Fourier transform of the electric field components was obtained for the plane z =
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zslab/2, the top surface of the PhC slab; the results are presented in Fig. 2.27. On each diagram,

the light cone contour at k‖ = 0.267(2π/a) is shown by the solid red circle, which encloses the

leaky region. The TM mode contour at which TE-TM coupling is expected, k‖ = 0.358(2π/a),

is indicated by the dashed red line (along with repeated contours separated by reciprocal lattice

vector, G). In Figs. 2.27(a) and 2.27(b), |FT(Ex)| and |FT(Ey)| are shown – the two main electric

field components of the TE-like cavity mode. The distribution of |FT(Ey)| is similar to that

of the WMLD cavity, shown in Fig. 2.19 of section 2.5.4, as one would expect from the similar

spatial profile of the cavity mode. However, for the SU-8 strip cavity, additional components are

observed around the TM contours, which are indicative of TE-TM coupling facilitated by the

broken z-symmetry.

The TE-TM coupling is perhaps most apparent in |FT(Ex)| [Fig. 2.27(a)], which has intense field

components at the TM contour of the first Brillouin zone. In the example by Tanaka et al. [75]

for an L3 cavity on SiO2 cladding, only |FT(Ey)| is considered because Ey is the dominant field

component of the L3 cavity mode [32]. However, the Ex and Ey field components are of comparable

magnitude for the SU-8 strip cavity mode, so both need to be considered. For this reason, it is

helpful to visualize |FT(Ex)| + |FT(Ey)|, shown in Fig. 2.27(c), as an overview of the k‖-space

distribution of the TE electric field components, which provides an indication of the extent of the

TE-TM mode coupling in a single diagram. Therefore, we choose to present |FT(Ex)|+ |FT(Ey)|

in cases where the TE-TM coupling analysis is performed elsewhere in this thesis, rather than

plotting the components individually.

The observations of TE-TM coupling from the TE field components are also consistent with the

behaviour of |FT(Ez)|, shown in Fig. 2.27(d), which is expected to be the main electric field

component of the TM-like mode. In particular, four intense lobes are seen along the TM contour

of the first Brillouin zone, which match those observed for the TE components. k‖ components

are also seen away from the TM contours, which are likely Ez components of the TE-like cavity

mode.

The Fourier transform analysis presented here has allowed us to visualize and confirm the presence

of TE-TM coupling, which limits the Q factor of the SU-8 strip cavity due to the resulting in-plane

losses. Note that the analysis was also applied to a plane at z = −zslab/2 (the bottom of the slab),

but no significant difference in the spatial Fourier components of the fields was found. In Ch. 5,

the utility of the technique is exercised, as it is applied to help optimise the SU-8 strip cavity
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Figure 2.27: Spatial Fourier transform of different electric field components extracted from FDTD
simulations at z = zslab/2 for an SU-8 strip cavity with wstrip = 1 µm and hstrip = 0.1 µm. The
component is marked at the corner of each sub-figure (a)–(d). The light cone is marked on as a solid
red circle; contours of the TM-like slab mode, at which TE-TM coupling can occur, are marked by
dashed red lines. Each result is normalised.

design and theoretically achieve much higher Q factors through reduction of the TE-TM coupling.

2.7 Summary

This chapter has laid the groundwork required to understand the physics of PhC slabs, cavities

and waveguides, in addition to the application of FDTD methods to simulate the structures. Band

structure calculations were performed to demonstrate that the hexagonal hole-in-slab PhC, which

forms the basis of the PhC devices investigated in this work, exhibits a photonic band gap for
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TE-like modes. This intuitively led to the concept of the L3 defect cavity [32], which confines a

TE-like cavity mode to the slab. Such L3 cavities were commonly used in QD samples as alignment

and calibration markers for optical measurements in this project. The L3 cavity was used as an

example to demonstrate the FDTD simulation methodology that was applied to all PhC cavity

simulations performed for this work, including Q and V0 calculations and analysis of the spatial

Fourier transform.

The concept of the mode gap cavity [33] was introduced and examples of devices and applications

from the literature were reviewed. The WMLD mode gap cavity [34] was simulated as an example,

to show that high Q cavities can be formed by locally altering the mode gap of a PhC waveguide to

generate a confinement potential. This paved the way to the concept of a mode gap cavity defined

by SU-8 photoresist on top of a PhC waveguide, which is the focus of this project. Simulations

were performed of an SU-8 strip cavity to prove its effectiveness, with some limitations due to

TE-TM mode coupling identified, which will need to be considered going forward.

The rest of this thesis concerns the successful experimental realisation and optimisation of SU-8-

defined mode gap cavities, towards the goal of achieving CQED applications. In Ch. 3, the SU-8

cavity technology is put into context within the field of CQED and the experimental method for

implementing the technique is detailed. This is followed by results chapters which report successful

fabrication of mode gap cavities defined by SU-8 disks (Ch. 4) and SU-8 strips (chapters 5 and 6).
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3

Overview of cavity quantum

electrodynamics and experimental

techniques

3.1 Single photon sources

Single photon sources (SPSs) are highly sought after for applications in the fields of quantum

information processing and quantum communication, in which the polarization state of a single

photon is commonly used as a qubit. Single photons offer the benefit that they are robust to

decoherence relative to other media [5] and single qubit operations are easily performed using

waveplates to rotate the polarization. However, a downside to this choice of qubit is that it can

be a significant challenge to achieve strong enough interactions between the photons to perform

operations involving multiple qubits. Initially, it was believed that such interactions would need to

be facilitated by strong optical non-linearities unattainable in conventional media [7], but in 2001

Knill et al. [101] devised a linear optical quantum computing regime which enables scalable quan-

tum computing using only SPSs, single photon detectors and linear optical circuits. Experimental

implementations of this technique have seen success, including the demonstration of quantum logic

gates [6, 8] and the operation of simple quantum algorithms using on-chip silica waveguide pho-

tonic circuits [9]. Parallel to the development of these photonic circuits, work is ongoing to develop

SPSs with improved performance for these applications [102].

SPSs are also in demand for quantum communication applications, such as the well-known BB84
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quantum key distribution protocol [3]. By encoding information in the polarization states of a

stream of single photons, this protocol allows for the guaranteed security of cryptographic key

sharing, due to the inability of an eavesdropper to completely replicate the quantum state of an

intercepted photon [4]. For this application, it is important to have access to an efficient SPS,

which is preferably effective over long distances for real-life implementations. This drives the

need to develop SPSs operating at the wavelengths used for optical telecommunications: 1.3 µm or

1.55 µm, which correspond to the zero dispersion wavelength and absorption minimum, respectively,

of commercially available silica fibres.

In general, a useful SPS must satisfy three criteria. Firstly, and most importantly, the SPS should

generate exactly one single photon on demand in response to an external trigger, such as a laser

pulse or an electrical pulse. High single photon purity is crucial for applications such as quantum

key distribution, which are otherwise potentially vulnerable to eavesdropping if multiple photons

are triggered from the source [11, 103]. The test for single photon purity is to perform a Hanbury

Brown and Twiss (HBT) experiment [104], in which the stream of photons is divided by a 50:50

beamsplitter and recorded by a single photon detector in each of the divided paths. The second

order correlation function, g(2)(τ) is measured, given by

g(2)(τ) =
〈n1(t)n2(t+ τ)〉
〈n1(t)〉〈n2(t+ τ)〉

, (3.1)

where ni(t) is the number of photon counts registered at detector i at time t. τ is the time

delay between a photon measured at detector 1 at time t and a photon measured at detector 2

at time t + τ ; the angular brackets indicate a time average. For coherent light with Poissonian

photon statistics, g(2)(0) = 1, since the timing between the photons is uncorrelated. On the other

hand, a stream of triggered single photons exhibits antibunched photon statistics, for which the

timing between the photons is ideally constant and g(2)(0) < 1. Indeed, a perfect SPS would have

g(2)(0) = 0, since a single photon can trigger only one of the detectors. It can be shown that for

photon number states, g(2)(0) = 1−1/n, where n is the number of photons (see Ch. 8, pp. 160-163

of Ref. [105]). It is therefore important to be able to demonstrate g(2)(0) < 0.5 from an SPS,

implying that on average less than 2 photons are contained in a pulse, although generally a g(2)(0)

much closer to zero is sought after. Measurement of g(2)(τ) via the HBT experiment was employed

in early demonstrations of SPSs [15, 106, 107, 108] and is now a standard procedure for reporting

single photon operation [14, 102].
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The second requirement for a SPS is that for each trigger, there should be a high probability of

extracting a single photon from the device, which is generally referred to as the SPS having a

high efficiency or a high brightness. The brightness of a SPS generally determines the speed of

quantum information and communication protocols. A commonly used figure of merit to quantify

the SPS brightness is the brightness at the first lens, Blens, which describes the probability of a

single photon being output from the device per trigger pulse.

Finally, for applications which involve interactions between multiple photons (such as linear optical

quantum computing [101]), it is often a requirement that the photons must be indistinguishable:

each photon must be described by the same pure quantum state, which cannot be distinguished

by any measurement. The indistinguishability of the photons can be tested by performing a Hong-

Ou-Mandel (HOM) two photon interference measurement [109], in which two photons are fed

simultaneously into the same input of a 50:50 beam splitter. If the photons are indistinguishable,

a destructive quantum interference effect causes both photons to exit the beam splitter via the

same path.

A SPS that satisfies the three desired criteria can be achieved by utilising non-linear optical

effects with attenuated laser pulses. The most widely-used and historically best-performing SPSs

are based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) to generate pairs of photons from

higher energy photons in trains of laser pulses [6, 8, 9, 110]. The two photons in each generated pair

are then separated: one photon of the pair forms the output of the SPS and the other “heralds”

its presence when it arrives at a single photon detector. An inherent disadvantage of generating

single photons via this method is that SPDC is a non-deterministic process, which always has a

finite probability of generating more than one photon pair [14]. This limits the brightness of the

SPS, since increasing the pump power in an attempt to increase the rate of heralded single photon

production also greatly increases the probability of generating more than one photon pair per

pulse. There is therefore an inherent trade-off between brightness and single photon purity [111],

which ultimately limits the performance and scalability of the source.

An alternative approach to making a SPS is to use triggered spontaneous emission from a quantum

two-level system, which is attractive because in an ideal system, exactly one photon is emitted

upon radiative decay and no more photons can be emitted until the system is excited again.

Such a system therefore holds the potential for a more deterministic SPS, able to achieve high

brightness (with an operation rate only limited by the radiative lifetime of the transition) without
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sacrificing single photon purity. The first SPS of this kind was demonstrated using resonance

fluorescence from a low density vapour of sodium atoms [106]. Since this experiment, SPSs have

been demonstrated using a wide variety of quantum systems, including trapped ions [107], single

molecules [108, 112] and nitrogen vacancy centres in diamond [113, 114].

Semiconductor QDs are attractive candidates for SPSs because they exhibit quantum confinement

of charge carriers (electrons and holes) in all three spatial dimensions, and so exhibit quantised

energy levels. This thesis focuses on self-assembled semiconductor QDs – specifically those based

on the III-V semiconductors InAs and GaAs – which are grown in a solid state medium. As will be

covered in section 3.2.2, this type of QD has excellent optical properties and can be conveniently

incorporated into on-chip optical devices, such as optical microcavities, to achieve high single

photon extraction efficiencies. Over the past few decades, significant work has gone into developing

SPSs based on self-assembled In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs, which are now able to compete with those

based on SPDC [14].

This chapter introduces self-assembled QDs, beginning with an overview of their optical properties

and growth methods. This is followed by a review of SPSs based on self-assembled In(Ga)As/GaAs

QDs, with a focus on incorporation of the QDs into microcavity devices to exploit the effects of cav-

ity quantum electrodynamics (CQED). The fundamental theory of CQED is covered and methods

of deterministically achieving coupling between a QD and cavity, which is a significant techni-

cal challenge, are reviewed. Finally, we detail the experimental techniques used in this project,

towards the goal of achieving deterministic QD-cavity coupling for application as a telecommuni-

cations wavelength, on-demand SPSs.

3.2 Self-assembled In(Ga)As/GaAs quantum dots

3.2.1 Growth

Self-assembled QDs are typically formed via epitaxial growth of lattice mismatched semiconduc-

tors, in which layers of material are deposited on a substrate with sub-monolayer precision using a

technique such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [115] or metal-organic chemical vapour deposi-

tion [116]. For the case of InAs QDs grown on a GaAs substrate, the lattice mismatch is approxi-

mately 7%, which enables formation of self-assembled QDs through the Stranski-Krastanov (SK)

growth mode [117]. Initially, deposition of InAs on the substrate creates a planar layer, known
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as the wetting layer (WL), but due to the larger lattice constant of InAs, this layer is biaxially

compressed to the GaAs lattice. As the thickness of the WL is increased by further deposition

of material, the strain energy between the layers increases. At a critical thickness it becomes

energetically favourable for the strain to be relieved by the formation of 3D islands. These islands

form the self-assembled QDs.

The properties of self-assembled QDs strongly depend on the materials used and the growth con-

ditions, such as the substrate temperature [118] and material deposition rate [29] during growth.

For conventional InAs/GaAs QDs, the QDs form at a critical thickness of approximately 1.7 mono-

layers (ML) [119], although the precise thickness depends on the growth conditions. The islands

formed typically have a height between 3 – 10 nm and a diameter of a few tens of nm [31]: suffi-

ciently small to exhibit quantum confinement effects on charge carriers. Due to the nature of the

self-assembled growth mechanism, the QDs are formed at random positions with a distribution of

sizes, as seen from the example in Fig. 3.1(a), which shows an atomic force microscope (AFM)

image of a sample with a high density of InAs/GaAs QDs (∼ 120 /µm2), taken from Ref. [31]. The

QD density can be altered by careful control of the InAs growth rate, with densities between 1

– 1000 /µm2 typically achievable using MBE growth [29]. High density QD samples are optically

bright and are therefore useful as a light source for characterising microcavity structures [56], as

is performed in this thesis. Low density samples, on the other hand, are ideal for single QD spec-

troscopy [22, 120] and are essential for SPSs. The QD layer is often buried by overgrowth of GaAs

– a process known as capping – which enables the QDs to be embedded in microcavity devices and

improves their optical properties by preventing non-radiative recombination of charge carriers at

surface states [121]. An example of a capped QD, imaged by a scanning tunnelling microscope, is

shown in Fig. 3.1(b) (taken from Ref. [102]). The capping process can have a significant impact on

the structural properties of the QDs, such as a reduction of their height and intermixing between

the In and Ga of the surrounding capping layer [122].

The more conventional GaAs-capped InAs/GaAs QDs are usually optically active in the 900 –

1000 nm wavelength range [15, 22, 123], but a number of growth recipes can be used to extend

their emission to telecommunications wavelengths. These methods mostly involve the formation

of InGaAs/GaAs QDs with reduced strain and a larger lateral size compared to InAs/GaAs QDs.

The techniques include using one of, or a combination of, low growth rates [124], interrupted

sub-monolayer deposition [125] and/or capping the QDs with a strain-reducing InGaAs capping

layer [126]. A typical approach is to grow InAs QDs at a low growth rate and apply a thin (a few
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Images of InAs/GaAs self-assembled QDs. (a) AFM image of a 1 µm × 1 µm area of
uncapped QDs with a density of ∼ 120 /µm2, taken from Ref. [31]. (b) Cross-sectional scanning
tunnelling microscope image of a capped QD embedded in a device, taken from Ref. [102].

nm) InGaAs capping layer before the conventional capping with GaAs, which can produce QDs

which emit at 1.3 µm [29] at the cryogenic temperatures necessary for single QD spectroscopy. The

redshift of the emission wavelength is attributed to a reduction of the compressive strain in the

growth direction [116], which can be controlled by altering the In content of the InGaAs capping

layer [127]. The QD emission wavelength can be further increased by incorporating QD bilayers into

the sample: growing a “seed” layer of QDs followed by a second layer enables the strain interactions

between the two layers to be exploited to achieve optical activity beyond 1.3 µm [30, 128].

3.2.2 Optical properties

The optical activity of self-assembled QDs stems from the radiative recombination of confined

electrons and holes, which occupy discrete energy levels inside the QD. The quantised carrier en-

ergy levels are a result of quantum confinement in all three spatial dimensions, imposed by the

nanometre-scale confinement potential of the QD. This results in efficient radiative recombination

due to the delta function-like density of states [31] and strong overlap of the confined electron

and hole wavefunctions [129, 130]. Single QDs are therefore promising for integration into trig-

gered SPSs, with favourable optical properties that can be tailored by the choice of material and

growth methods. For example, while the 900 – 1300 nm (and longer) range can be covered by

In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs, single photons can be extracted from QDs operating at blue and UV wave-

lengths based on GaN [131, 132], green and red wavelengths based on CdSe and InP [133], and

the telecommunications wavelength of 1.55 µm based on InAs/InP [134].

A simplified representation of the carrier injection, capture and recombination processes in a self-

assembled InGaAs/GaAs QD is illustrated in Fig. 3.2(a) which follows the explanation in Ref. [31].

The gross electronic structure of the QD is represented, with discrete electron (hole) energy levels
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Figure 3.2: Photoluminescence from self-assembled QDs. (a) Schematic diagram demonstrating the
processes of carrier excitation, capture, relaxation and radiative recombination which lead to emission of
photons by a QD. (b) µPL spectrum collected from an ensemble of InGaAs/GaAs QDs, demonstrating
inhomogeneously broadened peaks which correspond to recombination from the GS, X1 and X2 states.
Measurements were taken at a temperature of ∼ 4.2 K; the excitation power shown was measured after
the objective lens. The expected QD density is ∼ 20 /µm2.

represented by E0 (H0), E1 (H1) and so on. We consider the case of above band-gap excitation via

a laser, which is applicable to the µPL measurements performed for this thesis. Electron-hole pairs

are injected into the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) of the bulk GaAs, respectively

(1), by the laser. These carriers are then captured into the WL (2), due to its narrower band gap.

The carriers are then captured into the QDs and rapidly relax to the ground state (3) on a ps

timescale [135]. Once the carriers reach the ground state, radiative recombination can take place

(4), emitting a single photon per pair of electrons and holes (which form an exciton inside the QD)

that recombine. Radiative lifetimes for the ground state transition in In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs are

typically ∼ 1 ns [136, 137, 138].

If the rate of carrier excitation is sufficient for multiple carriers to be captured into a QD on a

timescale shorter than the radiative lifetime, then state-filling can occur due to the Pauli exclusion

principle and carriers occupying higher energy levels can recombine. This results in emission from

excited states of the QD, as seen in the µPL spectrum, obtained from a QD ensemble excited

above band-gap with a HeNe laser, displayed in Fig. 3.2(b). The three peaks in the intensity

correspond to emission from the ground state (GS), first (X1) and second (X2) excited states of

QDs in the ensemble. Recombination takes place between electron and hole energy levels with the
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same quantum number (E0 – H0, E1 – H1, etc.) to give these transitions [139]. Evidently, as the

excitation power is increased, the emission from the excited states increases, which is due to an

increased rate of carrier excitation and therefore a higher degree of state filling in the QDs. Each of

the peaks is inhomogeneously broadened due to the distribution of sizes of the many QDs excited

by the ∼ 1 µm laser spot; the different QD sizes result in variation of the confinement potential,

which in turn leads to differences in the energy levels and therefore the transition energies. The

inhomogeneous broadening of the QD ensemble is typically ∼ 30 nm (FWHM) for the samples

studied in this work. In comparison, the single exciton linewidth of a QD is often narrower than

the resolution of the spectrometer used (see section 3.8.2) and is usually reported to be around

0.06–0.08 nm [86, 137, 140].

Emission lines from single excitonic transitions in QDs can be observed via µPL measurements of

QD ensembles with a sufficiently low areal density by using a regime of weak excitation power,

so that carriers are captured by fewer QDs. This is shown by the example spectrum in Fig. 3.3,

which was obtained from a sample containing a low density (20–30 /µm2) of InGaAs-capped InAs

QDs using a low excitation power of ∼ 140 nW (measured after the objective). A “forest” of

narrow emission lines is seen, corresponding to individual excitonic transitions in the QDs. Note

that µPL measurements of InGaAs/GaAs QDs, especially for single QD spectroscopy, typically

have to be performed at cryogenic temperatures less than ∼ 50 K, due to the detrimental effects

of non-radiative processes at higher temperatures. Thermal carrier escape [141] and non-radiative

recombination [142] reduce the emission intensity from the QDs as the temperature is increased,

while the linewidth of individual QD transitions is significantly broadened by acoustic phonon

interactions [143]. Additionally, the QD emission redshifts with temperature: the ensemble emis-

sion is typically ∼ 100 nm longer in wavelength at room temperature, compared to 4.2 K [30]. In

section 3.8.4 we will see that small increases in temperature (staying below 50 K) can be beneficial

to tune the wavelength of an exciton line via the induced redshift.

3.2.3 Excitons and biexcitons in quantum dots

In order to understand how a single QD can be implemented into a SPS, some understanding of

the excitonic states and transitions in a QD is required. A brief overview of some of the lowest

energy transitions is provided here; a more detailed discussion can be found in Refs. [144, 145].

InAs and GaAs have a zinc-blende crystal structure, which supports degenerate heavy hole and
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Figure 3.3: µPL spectrum collected from an ensemble of InGaAs/GaAs QDs using a low excitation
power (with a 532 nm CW laser diode) and 10 s acquisition time, showing a forest of single QD emission
lines. Measurements were taken at a temperature of ∼ 8 K.

light hole valence bands at k = 0. Quantum confinement in a QD lifts this degeneracy, so that the

lowest energy transition is between the heavy hole valence band and the conduction band. The

lowest energy exciton transition in an InGaAs/GaAs QD is therefore between an electron in the

conduction band with spin Se = 1/2 and a heavy hole in the valence band with spin Jh = 3/2.

Four possible exciton states are formed, which are characterised by their angular momentum

projection, M = Sz +Jz, along the growth direction (z). The two exciton states with M = ±1 are

bright exciton states, which are able to couple to a photon, whereas the two states with M = ±2

are dark exciton states. These dark exciton states are mixed by the exchange interaction and

are energetically separate from the bright exciton states, which are degenerate in a spherically

symmetric QD.

In actual self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs QDs, there is usually a structural asymmetry: QDs grown

on (001) substrates are generally elongated along the (110) plane [146]. In an asymmetric QD, the

anisotropic exchange interaction results in a mixing of the bright exciton states into symmetric

and anti-symmetric combinations: |X〉 = 1√
2

(|+1〉 ± |−1〉). The two bright exciton states exhibit

a small fine structure splitting, s, and couple to photons with orthogonal linear polarisations to

decay to the ground state, |0〉. One of the bright exciton states couples to horizontally-polarised

(H) photons, linearly polarised in the (110) plane, whereas the other state couples to vertically-

polarised (V ) photons, which are polarised in the (110) plane [147]. The fine structure splitting in

InGaAs/GaAs QDs is typically on the order of 10–100 µeV (less than ∼ 0.1 nm) [148].
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the biexciton cascade decay in a single QD.

If two electron-hole pairs are captured into the QD, a single bright biexciton state, |XX〉 is formed,

which can decay to one of the |X〉 states by radiative recombination of an electron-hole pair. This

can then decay to |0〉 by further radiative combination, in what is known as the biexciton cascade

decay, which is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.4. The two photons emitted in this cascade

have the same polarisation: either two H or two V polarised photons. Due to the Coulomb

interaction between the carriers, the energy of the |XX〉 → |X〉 transition is different to the

energy of the |X〉 → |0〉 transition (even for the case s = 0). This means that the biexciton

and exciton emission lines from a single QD are spectrally separated, typically by a few meV (a

few nm) [120, 137, 147, 149], hence they can be spectrally filtered. This is important from the

perspective of creating SPSs, as it enables single photons to be collected from a QD, even when

using non-resonant excitation [15, 150]. By applying spectral filtering to select photons emitted

either by the |XX〉 → |X〉 or |X〉 → |0〉 transition, a triggered SPS can be achieved [120], since

in theory only one photon can be collected per biexciton cascade (and therefore per trigger pulse,

for example a laser pulse).

The biexciton cascade decay can also be exploited to create a triggered source of entangled photon

pairs [151]. This is achieved by tuning s to zero (or to a magnitude much smaller than the

exciton linewidth), for example by applying electric fields [147], magnetic fields [151], controlled

strain [152] or using specific growth methods [153, 154]. The pair of emitted photons is then

polarisation entangled.
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3.3 CQED with quantum dot-microcavity systems

A common approach to creating a SPS based on an individual QD is to embed it into a microcavity

structure. By achieving spectral resonance between a QD emission line and a cavity mode, a

coupling can be achieved in which photons are emitted into the cavity mode. This can benefit

a SPS in a number of ways. Firstly, coupling the emitted photons into a cavity mode offers

the potential to more effectively direct them into the collection optics, for example by designing

the microcavity to have highly directional free-space emission [65, 155] or to couple into optical

fibres [156] or waveguides [157]. The cavity mode also modifies the optical density of states

experienced by the emitter, which enables modification of the spontaneous emission dynamics.

For the purposes of an SPS, the increased optical density of states at the cavity mode resonance is

used to enhance the rate of spontaneous emission from the QD. This benefits both the brightness

of the SPS [155], due to the increased proportion of photons emitted into the cavity mode, as

well as the indistinguishability of the photons, due to a reduced dephasing of the QD exciton

state [158]. The alteration of the spontaneous emission rate is known as the Purcell effect [18],

which is a consequence of the weak coupling regime of CQED: the interaction between a coupled

cavity-emitter system. In this section, the theory of CQED and its application to QD-based SPSs

is covered, including both the weak coupling regime and the strong coupling regime, in which

photons are reversibly exchanged between the emitter and cavity, inducing inherently quantum

phenomena.

The treatment of CQED presented here follows the methodology laid out by J. Vučković in Ref. [60].

We give the key results and steps in the derivations, but a more detailed discussion can be found

in the reference. We consider a two level emitter with ground state |g〉 and excited state |ex〉,

separated by an energy E = ~ν, where ν is the angular frequency of the transition. This could

approximate a single quantum emitter such as an atom, or, in our case, an exciton transition of a

single QD. We consider the situation in which the emitter is close to resonance with a fundamental

cavity mode of angular frequency ω, which is spectrally isolated from any other modes supported

by the cavity. We first consider a lossless system, in which the two-level emitter is coupled to

the single cavity mode without losses to the surrounding environment. The coupled system is

described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, given by:
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H = HE +HF +Hint, (3.2)

HE =
~ν
2
σz, (3.3)

HF = ~ω
(
a†a+

1

2

)
, (3.4)

Hint = i~
[
g∗(rE)a†σ− − g(rE)σ+a

]
, (3.5)

where HE is the emitter Hamiltonian, HF is the field Hamiltonian and Hint is the Hamiltonian

encapsulating the interaction between the emitter and field. σz is the population operator for

the two level system: σz = |ex〉 〈ex| − |g〉 〈g|, where the isolated emitter has energy eigenvalues

~ν/2 and −~ν/2, corresponding to eigenstates |ex〉 and |g〉, respectively. The field operators a

and a† are the photon annihilation and creation operators, respectively (a†a is the photon number

operator), and the eigenstates of the field are described by photon number states |n〉, with energy

eigenvalues ~ω (n+ 1/2). The eigenstates of the uncoupled system (Hint = 0) are denoted |ex, n〉

and |g, n+ 1〉; the corresponding energy eigenvalues are simply the sum of the emitter and field

energies.

The expression for Hint (Eq. 3.5) is derived by considering the quantum mechanical representation

of the cavity-emitter interaction under the dipole approximation: −d · E, where d is the dipole

moment of the emitter. The approximation d = er is made for a single electron atom, where e is

the charge of the electron and r is its position relative to the nucleus. For an exciton in a QD,

r can be approximated as the distance between the electron and hole. By applying a quantum

mechanical treatment, the expression for Hint in Eq. 3.5 is obtained (please see Ref. [60]). The

operators σ+ and σ− are raising and lowering operators of the emitter, respectively. The term

g(rE) is a coupling parameter between the emitter and cavity field, which is evaluated at rE, the

position of the emitter. The coupling parameter can be expressed as a product of three terms,

which encapsulate different dependencies of the system, as follows:

g(rE) = g0Ψ(rE) cos (ξ), (3.6)

where:
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g0 =

√
µ2

egω

2ε(rM)~V0
, (3.7)

Ψ(rE) =
E(rE)

|E(rM)|
, (3.8)

cos (ξ) =
µeg · ê
µeg

. (3.9)

The term Ψ(rE) summarises the dependence of g(rE) on the emitter position. It depends on

the ratio of the electric field of the cavity mode at rE relative to rM: the position at which

the energy density of the electric field is at a maximum (i.e. ε(r) |E(r)|2 is maximised). Ψ(rE)

reaches a maximum value of 1 when the emitter is positioned at the energy density maximum,

rE = rM. The cos (ξ) term encapsulates the polarization dependence of the coupling parameter: it

is dependent on the alignment between the electric field orientation, ê, at the emitter position and

the transition dipole moment matrix element µeg = 〈ex| er |g〉. A maximum value of 1 is achieved

when the dipole moment and electric field are aligned.

The g0 term (Eq. 3.7) of the coupling parameter is the maximum coupling strength for a given

system, attained when the dipole moment of the emitter is perfectly aligned with the electric field

of the cavity mode (cos (ξ) = 1) and the emitter is positioned at rM (Ψ(rE) = 1). It depends on the

properties of both the emitter (µeg) and cavity mode – the latter introduces a 1/
√
V0 dependence,

where V0 is the cavity mode volume, as defined in Eq. 2.29. It is therefore preferable to achieve

a small V0 in order to maximise g0, which is an advantage of using microcavities such as PhC

cavities.

The coupling induced by a non-zero Hint results in new eigenstates of the emitter-cavity system. It

can be shown that the coupled system supports an anharmonic ladder of eigenstates, with energy

eigenvalues given by

E± = ~ω(n+ 1)±

√(
~δ
2

)2

+ ~2g2(n+ 1), (3.10)

where δ = ν − ω is the spectral detuning between the cavity mode and emitter and g = |g(rE)|.

For zero detuning, δ = 0, this reduces to

E± = ~ω(n+ 1)± ~g
√
n+ 1. (3.11)
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of the Jaynes-Cummings model. The bare states of the uncoupled
emitter and cavity are shown (left) which, when strongly coupled, from an anharmonic ladder of dressed
states (right).

The corresponding eigenstates, termed dressed states, are denoted |n+ 1,+〉 and |n+ 1,−〉, which

are superpositions of the bare (uncoupled) states. The first and second dressed states of the ladder

are shown in Fig. 3.5: the n = 0 states, |1,±〉 have an energy splitting of 2~g and the n = 1 states,

|2,±〉, have an energy splitting of 2
√

2~g. Such splitting of the bare states is a signature of what

is referred to as the strong coupling regime between the emitter and cavity.

3.3.1 CQED with losses

We now examine the conditions required to achieve the phenomena predicted by the strong cou-

pling regime of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, by considering the effects of losses to the

environment. This again follows the methodology laid out by J. Vučković in Ref. [60]. A simple

semi-classical approach is applied, in which the effects of losses are accounted for by introducing

imaginary components to the cavity and emitter frequencies. We consider the first dressed state

(n = 0) and redefine the ground state energy as zero for both the field and emitter. Eq. 3.10 can

then be redefined to give the eigenfrequencies of the dressed states:

ω± =
ω + ν

2
±

√(
δ

2

)2

+ g2. (3.12)

We consider the cavity mode to have a field decay rate, κ to the surroundings. Similarly, the

emitter has a non-resonant decay rate γ due to spontaneous emission losses into other optical

modes and non-radiative losses. The linewidths of the cavity mode and emitter are then given

by 2κ and 2γ, respectively. The frequencies ω and ν are replaced by the corresponding complex
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frequencies, ω − iκ and ν − iγ, to represent the cavity and emitter with losses. Substituting these

values into Eq. 3.12 gives complex eigenfrequencies of the dressed states

ω± =
ω + ν

2
− iκ+ γ

2
±

√(
δ − i(κ− γ)

2

)2

+ g2, (3.13)

where the real part gives the frequency and the imaginary part describes the damping. For δ = 0,

the energy splitting between the states is therefore given by

∆E = 2~

√
g2 −

(
κ− γ

2

)2

. (3.14)

Evidently, for the strong coupling regime (in which the splitting of the dressed states is non-zero)

to be reached, the term inside the square root must be positive. The requirement for strong

coupling is therefore g � (γ, κ), where the notation (γ, κ) indicates the largest of the two values.

This represents a regime in which photons can be reversibly exchanged between the cavity mode

and emitter before escaping to the surroundings. Typically, the linewidth of an atom or QD

is significantly narrower than the linewidth of the cavity mode that it is coupled to, so losses

from the cavity mode are usually dominant (κ � γ). The target for strong coupling under these

circumstances is then g � κ. Assuming that the emitter is positioned at rM, with its dipole

moment aligned with the field, g takes its maximum value of g0 (see Eq. 3.6). It is therefore

desirable to maximise the ratio g0/κ to achieve the strong coupling regime. By combining Eq. 3.7

with the relation 2κ = ω/Q, this ratio can be expressed in terms of the properties of the cavity

and emitter:

g0

κ
=

2g0Q

ω
= η

(
µ2

eg

πε0~c

)1/2

, (3.15)

η =
Q

n

(
λ0

V0

)1/2

, (3.16)

where η has been defined as a figure of merit for the cavity parameters. Note that we have assumed

a dielectric medium, with µr = 1 and ε = ε0εr = ε0n
2. The ratio g0/κ has a Q/

√
V0 dependence,

which is an important figure of merit for the strong coupling regime [19, 159]. We also see that

g0/κ ∝ ηµeg, where η encapsulates the parameters determined by the cavity design and µeg is an
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inherent property of the emitter. Therefore, from the perspective of cavity design, η should be

maximised in order to increase the likelihood of achieving strong coupling.

It is also possible to derive the theoretical minimum cavity parameters required to reach the strong

coupling regime. For κ � γ and assuming ideal cavity-emitter alignment (g = g0), the onset of

strong coupling occurs for g0 & κ/2, as the square root in Eq. 3.14 is positive. Using Eq. 3.15, we

find that the minimum η required for strong coupling is given by

η &

(
πε0~c
4µ2

eg

)1/2

. (3.17)

Similarly, the minimum Q factor of the cavity mode, QSC, required for the onset of strong coupling

is obtained from g0 ≈ κ/2 using the relation 2κ = ω/Q. This yields

QSC ≈
ω

4g0
. (3.18)

The quantities QSC and η are useful figures of merit for the design of cavities capable of reaching

the strong coupling regime. They are further considered in section 3.6 for the case of PhC cavity

design, including application to the SU-8 strip cavity that is the focus of this work.

3.3.2 The weak coupling regime

For the case g < |κ− γ|/2, the square root in Eq. 3.14 is negative and there is no energy splitting

between the dressed eigenstates. The strong coupling regime is lost and the system approaches

what is referred to as the weak coupling regime, in which the losses dominate over the coupling

strength. We consider a system in the weak coupling regime with κ� g � γ and δ = 0, for which

it can be shown that the imaginary parts of ω± (Eq. 3.13) are given by

Im(ω±) =
κ

2
∓
√
κ2

4
− g2 =

κ

2

(
1∓

√
1− 4g2

κ2

)
≈ κ

2

[
1∓

(
1− 2g2

κ2

)]
, (3.19)

which yields values of g2/κ and κ. As a result, in the weak coupling regime, no splitting is observed

but the decay rate is modified: the two eigenstates have energy decay rates 2κ and 2g2/κ, which

are exhibited by the cavity mode and emitter, respectively. The spontaneous emission rate of the

emitter weakly coupled to the cavity is therefore altered, which is referred to as the Purcell effect.

For the purposes of SPSs, the QD is usually coupled to the cavity mode in order to enhance the
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rate of spontaneous emission relative to emitting into the bulk material. The ratio between the

two spontaneous emission rates is referred to as the Purcell factor, defined as FP = Wcav/Wbulk,

where Wcav and Wbulk are the spontaneous emission rates in the cavity and in bulk material of

refractive index n, respectively. The emission rate in the bulk material is given by Wbulk = nWFS,

where

WFS =
µ2

egν
3

3πε0~c3
(3.20)

is the spontaneous emission rate in free space. The Purcell factor for an emitter in a cavity is

therefore given by

FP =
Wcav

Wbulk
=

2g2

nWFSκ
. (3.21)

The maximum value of FP is achieved when the coupling strength g = |g(rE)| takes its maximum

value, g0. In this scenario, the Purcell factor is given by

FP =
3

4π2

Q

V0

(
λ0

n

)3

. (3.22)

This expression can alternatively be derived by considering the modification to the optical density

of states experienced by the emitter due to the cavity mode, such as in Ch. 10 of Ref. [105]. Clearly,

in order to achieve a high FP, we wish to couple a QD to a cavity mode with a high Q/V0 ratio,

which is an important figure of merit for cavity design. Typically, optical microcavities such as

micropillar and photonic crystal cavities support modes with a Q factor of at least several 103 and

a mode volume of order (λ0/n)3, making them a popular choice to enhance the emission rate from

QDs.

3.4 Literature review

SPSs which rely on a single In(Ga)As QD typically depend on coupling the emission from the

QD to the cavity mode of an optical microcavity, due to the benefits discussed in section 3.3.

Here, we present an overview of the research conducted in the field of QD-cavity coupling using

In(Ga)As QDs and its application to produce efficient SPSs. More extensive reviews of the field

can be found in Refs. [14, 102, 144]. The literature review concludes with an examination of
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existing deterministic cavity-QD coupling techniques, which are compared to the SU-8 cavity

writing technique proposed in this work.

Early work on QD-cavity coupling demonstrated the Purcell enhancement of emission from many

QDs weakly coupled to the same cavity mode, via radiative lifetime measurements of high density

QD samples [136]. Progress in growth techniques now allows reliable fabrication of low density QD

samples [29], which are suitable for coupling a single QD to a cavity mode to achieve a Purcell-

enhanced SPS. The first example of triggered single photon emission from a QD was by Michler et

al. [15], by optically pumping a QD weakly coupled to a whispering gallery mode of a microdisk

cavity [Fig. 3.6(a)]. As is now standard procedure for demonstrating a SPS, an HBT experiment

(see section 3.1) was performed to confirm antibunching of the emitted photons [Fig. 3.6(b)].

Following the seminal work by Michler et al. [15], many In(Ga)As QD-based SPSs have been

reported. A popular choice is to embed the QD in a micropillar cavity, like the one shown in

Fig. 3.6(c) (from Ref. [159]). Micropillar cavities are formed by placing distributed Bragg reflector

mirrors on either side of the QD layer and etching the structure to form a cylindrical pillar. Cavity

modes supported by micropillar cavities have highly directive emission, allowing for high photon

extraction efficiencies via collection with a microscope objective. Mode volumes are small, typically

of order a few (λ0/n)3 and Q factors usually range from 103 up to several 104, although Q factors as

high a few 105 have been reported from some designs [160, 161]. The high Q/V0 ratio of micropillar

cavities is favourable for Purcell enhancement of a single QD in the weakly coupled regime [162],

which has been used to achieve enhanced, optically-pumped SPSs [155, 163, 164, 165]. SPSs can

also be achieved using electrical injection by incorporating the QDs in a p-i-n diode and applying

a train of voltage pulses via contacts. This was first shown by Yuan et al. [166] for a QD isolated

using a µm-sized aperture. The design has since been improved upon by incorporating the QD in

a planar microcavity structure to significantly enhance the SPS efficiency [167].

PhC cavities offer smaller mode volumes than micropillar cavities, with V0 usually of order (λ0/n)3.

Q factors range from ∼ 103 to several 104 for In(Ga)As/GaAs QD samples, and can reach as

high 107 for PhCs in Si wafers, which are less fabrication-limited [91]. In addition to their high

Q/V0 ratio, PhC cavities can be integrated into on-chip optical circuits, offering the potential

for integrated SPSs by outcoupling the photons into PhC waveguides [157]. Alternatively, PhC

cavities can be designed for efficient free space emission [65]. Early examples of on-demand SPSs

based on a QD weakly coupled to a PhC cavity tend to use the H1 cavity design [23, 168, 169],
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.6: Examples of work from the literature. (a) SEM image of a microdisk cavity and (b)
measured unnormalised g(2)(τ) function from a QD coupled to the cavity mode, from Ref. [15]. (c)
SEM image of a micropillar cavity and (d) anticrossing of an exciton line (X) and the cavity mode
(C) in the strong coupling regime, from Ref. [159]. The anticrossing is performed using temperature
tuning. (e) Tuning of a QD into resonance with an L3 PhC cavity mode (in the weak coupling regime)
by application of an electric field, from Ref. [71].

in which one hole is removed from the PhC. More recent examples generally employ higher Q/V0

designs such as the L3 [32] and mode gap [33] cavities, which were covered in Ch. 2.

The strong coupling regime, g � (γ, κ), has also been demonstrated between single QDs and

microcavity modes in micropillar, PhC and other cavity types. This is more technically challenging

to achieve due to the requirement of a high Q/
√
V0 ratio of the cavity mode and generally more

stringent alignment requirements between the QD position and cavity mode, in order to maximise

g(rE) (see Eq. 3.6 in section 3.3). This is especially the case for PhC cavities, due to the non-trivial

field profile distribution of the mode, which has local nodes and antinodes spaced by ∼ a, the PhC

lattice constant (see Fig. 3.7(b), for example). Strongly coupled InAs QD-cavity systems were first

reported for a QD coupled to a micropillar cavity [159] and a QD coupled to an L3 PhC cavity [19]

by temperature tuning the QD into resonance with the cavity mode - a method which is now

commonly used in strong coupling demonstrations. The signature of the strong coupling regime is

an anti-crossing between the cavity mode and exciton line as they cross, due to the energy splitting

of the dressed states in a strongly coupled system (see section 3.3). An example of this is shown
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in Fig. 3.6(d), from Ref. [159]. Similar characteristic anticrossing has been observed from single

QDs strongly coupled to other microcavity designs [72, 81, 86, 170, 171].

Single photon emission has been demonstrated from QD-cavity systems in the strong coupling

regime [20, 25, 172], which, similar to the weak coupling regime, greatly enhances the efficiency

of the SPS. However, a unique benefit of the strong coupling regime is that single photons can

be generated by the photon blockade effect [173] when the system is pumped resonantly to one of

the first dressed states. Due to the anharmonic nature of the dressed state ladder, the probability

of absorbing a second photon is suppressed and antibunching is observed from the system. SPSs

operating via the photon blockade have been demonstrated in both atom-cavity [174] and QD-

cavity [67] strongly coupled systems.

As discussed in section 3.1, a SPS preferably has a high brightness and high single photon indis-

tinguishability, both of which are improved by coupling the emission of a QD into a cavity mode.

Further optimisation of QD-based SPSs to obtain a higher Blens and photon indistinguishability

is an area of active research. A Blens as high as ∼ 80% has been demonstrated from a QD deter-

ministically coupled to an optimal micropillar cavity design [16]; a high Blens in excess of 40% has

been reported from free-space emission of a QD coupled to an L3 PhC cavity [17]. Indistinguish-

able single photon emission from In(Ga)As QDs was first demonstrated via the HOM two-photon

interference measurement from a QD coupled to a micropillar cavity [123]. It has since been

demonstrated from QDs coupled to other planar [175] and micropillar cavity devices [176, 177],

in addition to QD-PhC coupled cavity systems [169]. Indistinguishable photons have even been

demonstrated from two remote InGaAs QD SPSs [178]. While QD-based SPSs can be pumped

above band gap, resonant excitation is preferable to achieve high single photon indistinguishability,

because it reduces the temporal uncertainty in the radiative decay which is otherwise present from

the carrier dynamics [175]. Other dephasing effects are also reduced by the increased spontaneous

emission rate from coupling the QD to a cavity mode [158]. Using resonant pumping, very high

indistinguishabilities have been successfully achieved from In(Ga)As QD-based SPSs, with photon

wavepacket overlaps greater than 95% reported [175, 177].

For quantum communication over long distances, SPSs at the telecommunications wavelengths

of 1.3 µm or 1.55 µm are preferable, both of which have been demonstrated from self-assembled

QD-based SPSs. As discussed in section 3.2, conventionally grown InAs QDs typically emit in the

900-1000 nm, but through specialised growth methods, InGaAs QDs can emit at 1.3 µm. Single
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photon emission in the telecommunications O-band (1260-1360 nm) has been demonstrated from

single InGaAs/GaAs QDs (with a strain-reducing InGaAs capping layer) embedded in micropillar

cavities [138, 179] and planar microcavities [137], including an electrically-driven SPS [180]. Kim et

al. [140] have demonstrated a bright (Blens ∼ 36%) SPS which emits at 1.3 µm from an InAs/InP

QD coupled to an L3 PhC cavity mode. InAs/InP self-assembled QDs have also been used to create

longer wavelength SPSs emitting at 1.55 µm [134], which have been used to demonstrate quantum

key distribution [13]. Biruwosuto et al. [181] have reported a 1.55 µm SPS from a QD coupled to

the mode of a WMLD PhC cavity [34], which operates on a similar mode-gap confinement principle

to the cavities studied in this work.

3.4.1 Deterministic quantum dot-cavity coupling techniques

To date, many examples of efficient SPSs based on single self-assembled In(Ga)As QDs coupled to

microcavities have been demonstrated, with a high brightness and single photon indistinguisha-

bility shown to be possible. Going forward, a challenge to be addressed is the ability to reliably

produce such devices on a larger scale, for real-world applications. This is made difficult by the

requirement for precise spectral and spatial overlap between the QD and cavity mode to create a

coupled system.

The yield of successfully coupled self-assembled QD-microcavity devices is limited by the random

nature of the self-assembled SK growth process. The QDs are randomly positioned and generally

covered with a capping layer, so are difficult to locate. Furthermore, the size and composition

variation between the QDs results in different emission wavelengths between QDs, with a typical

inhomogeneous broadening of ∼ 30 nm across the ensemble. These factors make achieving the

precise spectral and spatial overlap between the QD and cavity mode a significant challenge, since

the QD properties cannot be predetermined. Conventional techniques aim to achieve coupling

by a brute force method, in which large arrays of cavities are fabricated on a low density QD

sample [19, 86, 159]. Often hundreds of cavities are measured until a suitable device is found, for

which a QD is close to the cavity resonance and is positioned at or sufficiently near the E field

maximum of the mode. This method of finding coupling by chance to fabricate SPSs is typically

reported to have a yield of less than 1% [14]. While this is sufficient for demonstrating single

examples of SPSs, a more deterministic method of achieving coupling with a higher yield is sought

after to fabricate cavity-coupled QD SPSs on a larger scale.
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A variety of methods exist which address the requirement of spectral overlap between the QD and

cavity mode, most of which allow the QD to be tuned into resonance with a spectrally proximate

cavity mode. The simplest method of tuning the QD emission wavelength is by controlling the

temperature, since an increase in temperature causes the emission to redshift. This allows an

exciton line to typically be redshifted by up to ∼ 1 nm from 4 K to ∼ 30-40 K (see section 3.8.4).

As the temperature is increased higher than this, the line is significantly broadened and increasingly

less bright. Within the temperature range, the cavity mode shift is usually much smaller, as the

refractive index of the material has a different temperature dependency. Therefore, temperature

tuning can be used to tune a QD into resonance with a cavity mode [19, 67, 86, 159, 171], but

only over a small ∼ 1 nm range. An example of temperature tuning can be found in Fig. 3.6(d),

in which it is used to demonstrate anticrossing in a strongly coupled system [159].

The QD emission wavelength can be tuned over a larger wavelength range by applying electric

fields [71, 147, 182, 183], although these methods require that the cavity-QD system is integrated

into specialised structures, typically with the QDs embedded in a p-i-n diode with applied electrical

contacts. An example showing a single QD tuned into resonance with an L3 PhC cavity mode using

an applied electric field [71] is shown in Fig. 3.6(e). QDs have also been tuned into resonance with a

cavity mode by sophisticated optical techniques, in which an auxiliary cavity evanescently coupled

to the first cavity is used to apply a Stark shift to the QD [72, 184]. In another method, tuning

of the QD emission wavelength has been demonstrated by applying strain to the QDs [185, 186].

Alternative methods allow tuning of the wavelength of the PhC cavity mode rather than the QD

emission; these include deposition of nitrogen on the PhC to redshift the mode [171, 187] and

application of a photochromic film on top of the PhC cavity [188].

Achieving deterministic spatial overlap between a QD and cavity mode requires precisely controlled

placement of the cavity and/or the QD. Control of the QD position can be achieved by using site-

controlled growth, in which nano-scale depressions etched into the surface of the sample act as

nucleation sites for QDs [189]. Subsequent epitaxial growth results in QDs at these well-defined

locations, around which microcavity structures can be fabricated. The location of a site-controlled

QD embedded in a microcavity structure has been controlled to a precision of ∼ 50 nm in a PhC

cavity and ∼ 200 nm in a micropillar cavity [190]. A Purcell-enhanced SPS has been achieved

using this deterministic fabrication method [191], demonstrating the successes of the technique.

However, a significant disadvantage of site-controlled QDs is that their optical quality is worse

than SK self-assembled QDs due to their proximity to processed surfaces. This results in reduced
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quantum efficiencies and stronger dephasing effects, which negatively impact SPS brightness and

indistinguishability. For this reason, most deterministic SPS techniques focus on SK self-assembled

QDs and aim to position the cavity mode over a randomly located QD.

A wide range of creative techniques have been developed to position a cavity around a QD, usually

to an accuracy of order a few 10s of nm for a PhC cavity. A. Imamoğlu’s group pioneered a

technique to deterministically fabricate a PhC so that an embedded single QD is located at the

electric field maximum of the cavity mode, to an accuracy of ∼ 30 nm. The technique was first

demonstrated [23] with a sample containing a very low density of QD stacks (much less than

1 /µm2), which could be detected via SEM images of the surface (note that this is not usually

the case for more conventional capped single layer samples). The position of the QD stacks were

mapped relative to metallic markers on the sample surface, which were used as reference markers to

pattern PhC cavities around each QD. The weak coupling regime was verified. The technique was

developed further to achieve the strong coupling regime from an L3 cavity coupled to a single QD,

located via AFM measurements [20]. Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show key elements of the technique

from Ref. [20]: Fig. 3.7(a) shows an AFM image of the L3 cavity, which has a small mound

detectable at the QD location. Fig. 3.7(b) shows the |E|2 profile of the cavity mode and the

location of the QD. Evidently, accurate positioning of the QD relative to the field profile is crucial

to achieve a high g(rE) with a PhC cavity, as the central antinode (where the field maximum is

located) is . a/2 across. Using a similar technique [25], the strong coupling regime has also been

reached via deterministic coupling of an L3 cavity to a QD located via µPL mapping measurements.

QD registration for the purpose of deterministic coupling has also been demonstrated using in situ

cryogenic laser photolithography with SU-8 photoresist [192], where the QD position is recorded

by exposing markers in the SU-8 and transferring the pattern to create metallic registration marks.

A deterministic fabrication technique for creating coupled QD-micropillar cavity devices, which has

seen significant success, was introduced by P. Senellart’s group [24]. The technique relies on in situ

cryogenic laser photolithography, as follows. A sample containing low density QDs between DBR

mirrors is spin-coated with photoresist and a 750 nm excitation laser (which does not expose the

photoresist) is used to locate a single QD via µPL mapping techniques, as shown in Fig. 3.7(c). The

photoresist is exposed using a 532 nm laser at the QD location and through a series of developing

and etching processes, a micropillar cavity is created with the single QD embedded. The technique

has been applied to reach the strong coupling regime [193], create electrically-tunable SPSs [26]

and even a Purcell-enhanced source of entangled photons by coupling the exciton and biexciton
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.7: Examples of deterministic QD-cavity coupling techniques from the literature. (a) and
(b): Deterministic coupling to an L3 PhC cavity from Ref. [20]. (a) shows an AFM image of the device,
with a = 240 nm, (b) shows the |E|2 field profile and the location of the QD. (c) Schematic of in situ
cryogenic laser photolithography method for deterministic QD-micropillar coupling, from Ref. [193].
(d) Micropillar photonic molecule fabricated using the technique shown in (c), from Ref. [154]. The
pillar diameter, D ∼ 3 µm.

lines of a QD to two modes of a micropillar photonic molecule [154]. A photonic molecule refers

to a system of two optically coupled cavities [38], which is explored in more detail in Ch. 6. The

photonic molecule design from Ref. [154], which was deterministically coupled to the two exciton

lines using this technique, is shown in Fig. 3.7(d).

The novel SU-8 cavity fabrication technique presented in this thesis is inspired by the deterministic

coupling methods that make use of in situ cryogenic laser photolithography. The SU-8 cavity

writing technique presented in section 3.5 is intended as a means to obtain deterministic coupling

between a QD and PhC cavity mode using in situ cryogenic µPL techniques. It is unique in that,

to the best of our knowledge, it is the only reported PhC cavity generated by photoresist deposited

on top of a PhC waveguide to define the cavity mode. While other positionable mode gap cavity

designs have been achieved by depositing material on a PhC waveguide [88, 89, 90, 99], altering the

refractive index of a section of the waveguide [96, 98], or filling holes of the PhC [95, 97], the SU-8

cavity possesses the novelty that it can be applied to a PhC waveguide with embedded InGaAs

QDs to potentially achieve deterministic coupling via in situ cryogenic all-optical methods. The

full details of the proposed procedure are outlined in section 3.5.

3.5 The SU-8 cavity-writing technique

In this section, an overview of the SU-8 cavity writing technique is provided, including its intended

use for deterministic QD-cavity coupling.
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3.5.1 SU-8 photoresist

SU-8 is an epoxy-based negative photoresist [35] which is commercially-available and commonly

used to make a wide variety of laser-patterned structures [194]. A few notable examples include

SU-8 waveguides written on a substrate [195, 196] and laser patterning of 3D PhCs [197]. The

photoresist is generally applied to samples via a spin-coating procedure, followed by a soft bake

(which removes excess solvent) to obtain a uniform film. The SU-8 can be exposed by UV light,

typically in the 350-400 nm range, which initiates cross-linking of the exposed region by a two-step

process. Firstly, the exposure generates an acid, which is referred to as a photoacid catalyst. This

is because in the second step the acid catalyses cross-linking of the epoxy in the SU-8, which

is thermally driven by a post-exposure bake process. After the cross-linked SU-8 is formed, the

sample can be developed to remove SU-8 that is not cross-linked, leaving cross-linked SU-8 at the

exposed locations.

In this project we use MicroChem’s SU-8 2007 diluted in cyclopentanone solvent to obtain thin

(sub-1 µm) SU-8 films. Optimisation work on parameters including the photoresist concentration,

spin coating parameters and exposure doses has been performed by L. Nuttall in his thesis [1],

which we use as a starting point and build on. Exposures are performed with a 405 nm continuous

wave (CW) laser diode and propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) is used as a

developer. Details of the parameters used for each SU-8 spin-coating, exposure and development

process are provided as relevant in each chapter of experimental work.

3.5.2 Proposed technique

The proposed technique for writing an SU-8 mode gap cavity to overlap with a single QD (and po-

tentially couple) is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.8. A sample is used which contains suspended

PhC waveguide membranes with an underlying air gap, which are fabricated using conventional

e-beam lithography techniques. Full sample details are provided in section 3.7. The PhCs contain

a layer of self-assembled InGaAs QDs at the centre of the membrane. In Fig. 3.8, an ideal scenario

is considered in which a single InGaAs QD is located at the centre of the PhC waveguide.

In the first step of the process, a spin coating procedure is applied to achieve a thin SU-8 film on

the surface of the sample, as shown in Fig. 3.8(a). Next, cryogenic µPL mapping techniques are

used to locate a suitable single QD [Fig. 3.8(b)], with the desired position and emission wavelength

to couple to the cavity mode that will be created. Above band-gap excitation is used for the µPL
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the proposed SU-8 cavity writing technique. Not to scale.

measurements, with a laser wavelength that is too long to expose the SU-8. The µPL system,

which is fully described in section 3.8.2, focuses the excitation laser to a spot size of ∼ 1 µm and

is capable of determining a QD position to an accuracy of ∼ 50 nm [192].

Once a suitable target QD (positioned at the centre of the PhC waveguide) has been found, a

second laser (wavelength 405 nm) is directed onto the sample, which exposes the SU-8 at the

location of the QD [Fig. 3.8(c)]. This step is also performed at cryogenic temperatures: successful

exposure of SU-8 under these temperature conditions has been demonstrated previously [192]. The

exposure laser is used to write the pattern required to form an SU-8 mode gap cavity in the PhC

waveguide, such as the SU-8 strip cavity covered in section 2.6, centred on the QD location. In

this project, a single cavity is formed either by writing a disk of SU-8 on the waveguide, as in

Ch. 4, or a strip running perpendicular to the waveguide, as in Ch. 5.

After development of the sample, a cross-linked SU-8 structure is left on top of the PhC waveguide

[Fig. 3.8(d)], which defines a fundamental cavity mode within the waveguide at the location of the

target QD. It is hoped that through this process, successful coupling can be achieved between the

target QD and the fundamental mode of the written SU-8 cavity. A height of . 100 nm is targeted

for the cross-linked SU-8 for an optimal Q mode (see chapters 4 and 5), which is atypically thin

for SU-8 structures. However, a few groups have reported successfully written structures of similar

thickness [198, 199], so this target seems achievable.

It should be noted that the proposed technique outlined here corresponds to the ultimate goal of

the SU-8 cavity writing technique, which requires samples with a sufficiently low QD density. For

the work of this thesis, high density QD samples were used, which provide a bright light source to

characterise the cavity modes, but are not suitable for coupling experiments. The work performed
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for this project instead mostly concerns the verification of successful SU-8 cavity creation, in

addition to characterisation and optimisation of the cavity modes, with the aim to develop the

technique to a point at which it is ready for the proposed QD-cavity coupling experiments. The

procedure used for writing the SU-8 cavities therefore did not require step (b): instead, the laser

spot was aligned with the waveguide. Additionally, exposures were performed at room temperature

for convenience, but are also expected to work at cryogenic temperatures, based on previous

studies [1, 192].

3.6 Requirements for strong coupling

The typical SU-8 strip cavity design simulated in section 2.6 (with strip height hstrip = 100 nm and

width wstrip = 1 µm) was shown to support a fundamental mode with a high Qtotal/V0 ratio. If

the SU-8 writing technique detailed in section 3.5 could be used to successfully couple the cavity

mode to a QD, the spontaneous emission rate of the QD would be enhanced by a factor up to the

theoretical maximum FP = 390 (see Eq. 3.22) in the weak coupling regime. In this section, we

address the question of whether the strong coupling regime can theoretically be reached with this

cavity design, and the factors influencing this.

We first consider the case in which a QD is located at the E field energy density maximum of the

cavity mode and its dipole moment aligned with the field, so that the coupling strength takes its

maximum value g0 (see section 3.3). We assume a transition dipole moment µeg ≈ 9.76× 10−29 C m

for the QD [200] and SU-8 strip cavity parameters extracted from FDTD simulations: n = 3.33,

λ0 = 1270.8 nm and V0 = 1.36(λ0/n)3 = 0.0754 µm3. It is also assumed that the exciton linewidth

is significantly narrower than the cavity linewidth, κ � γ, which is usually the case for self-

assembled In(Ga)As QDs embedded in microcavities [20, 67, 201]. In this case, the predicted

coupling strength of the system (using Eq. 3.7) is g0/2π ≈ 15.1 GHz. For this value of g0, the

minimum Q factor of the cavity mode (QSC) theoretically required to reach the strong coupling

regime can be obtained from Eq. 3.18, which yields QSC ≈ 3900. This estimate of QSC is well

below the theoretical Qtotal = 7000 of the SU-8 strip cavity mode, which suggests that the SU-8

strip cavity is a suitable cavity design for achieving the strong coupling regime. This calculation

has also been performed by Brossard et al. [86] to predict QSC ∼ 3000 for a WMLD cavity, with

estimated parameters λ0 = 974.6 nm, n = 3.46, and V0 = 1.3(λ0/n)3. We verified that we could

reproduce this value: using Eq. 3.7 we obtain g0/2π ≈ 26.8 GHz and an estimate of QSC ≈ 2900 is
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given by Eq. 3.18.

In practice, an important factor to consider is the effect of imperfect alignment between the QD

and cavity mode, which manifests as a reduction in the coupling strength from its maximum value

g0, in accordance with Eq. 3.6. Even with the potential for improved QD-cavity mode overlap

using the SU-8 strip writing technique, exact alignment of the QD with a local maximum of the

cavity field is not expected (the µPL system does not possess sufficiently high spatial resolution), so

we would not expect to achieve the theoretical maximum coupling strength. Here we will consider

the effects of spatial misalignment between the QD and cavity mode, which alters the coupling

strength by a factor Ψ(rE) defined in Eq. 3.8. It will be assumed that the QD dipole is well aligned

with the cavity mode so that cos(ξ) (defined in Eq. 3.9) takes a maximum value of 1 and therefore

g(rE) = g0Ψ(rE).

The coupling parameter g(rE) was calculated as a function of emitter position in the z = 0 plane

of the PhC, using the |E| field profile of the SU-8 strip cavity mode to calculate Ψ(rE) and the

previously obtained value of g0/2π = 15.1 GHz. This was then used to find ∆λ(rE), the theoretical

wavelength splitting between the first dressed states, as a function of the QD position. The value

of ∆λ(rE) was calculated by first applying Eq. 3.14 to find ∆E(rE) (with γ = 0) and using the

relation |∆λ| = (hc/E2)|∆E|. The result, plotted in Fig. 3.9(a), shows the predicted spatial region

in which the QD must be located for the coupling strength to be sufficient to reach the strong

coupling regime, with a non-zero splitting between the dressed states. A QD positioned in the

unshaded area cannot strongly couple to the cavity mode and areas which coincide with an air

hole should be ignored, as the QD cannot be located here. Intuitively, the locations at which the

mode splitting is largest correspond to the local antinodes of the |E|2 field pattern of the mode

(see Fig. 2.22). The result indicates the high sensitivity of the coupling strength to the positioning

of the QD, which makes reaching the strong coupling regime difficult in practice.

An additional consideration for observing the strong coupling regime is that ∆λ must be large

enough for the two dressed state peaks to be resolved by the spectrometer. As detailed in sec-

tion 3.8.2, the spectrometer used in this work has a maximum resolution of 0.03 nm per pixel width

at 1.3 µm. Therefore, to fully resolve the splitting, we require ∆λ > 0.09 nm (3 pixel widths). The

areas in which this is the case are encircled by the blue contours in Fig. 3.9(a). Evidently, the

area is significantly reduced compared to the ∆λ > 0 case, suggesting that even with deterministic

positioning of the cavity mode, the strong coupling regime will be experimentally challenging to
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Figure 3.9: Calculated values of (a) ∆λ and (b) QSC as a function of QD position for the SU-8 strip
cavity (hstrip = 100 nm and width wstrip = 1 µm).

observe. However, even if the splitting cannot be resolved for a QD located within the shaded

area (∆λ > 0) but outside the blue contours (∆λ < 0.09 nm), the spontaneous emission rate

from the QD should still be greatly enhanced, which is beneficial for the purposes of creating an

efficient SPS. Note that the region in which strong coupling can be resolved would be reduced for

cos(ξ) < 1, so the effects of misalignment between the transition dipole moment and field make

strong coupling even more challenging to achieve.

We also computed the value of QSC(rE), obtained from Eq. 3.18 but with g0 replaced with g(rE)

to account for the effects of spatial misalignment. The result is plotted in Fig. 3.9(b). QSC(rE)

may be interpreted as the magnitude of Q required for strong coupling to be achieved, depending

on the position of the QD. Contours are shown at QSC values of 4000, 5000 and 6000 by red,

orange and yellow lines, respectively. The unshaded area represents QSC > 7000, in which the

strong coupling regime is not possible because QSC exceeds the Qtotal = 7000 of the cavity mode.

Evidently, the previously calculated value of QSC ≈ 3900 for g = g0 only applies if the QD is

positioned within a very small area of the cavity mode, at the middle of the central antinode.

Assuming that Q = 7000 can be achieved, the area in which a QD can be positioned in the SU-8

strip cavity is significantly larger than this, coinciding with most of the antinodes of the field

pattern. However, the results suggest that if the Q of the cavity mode is lower than this, for

example due to fabrication imperfections, then the area in which the QD can achieve the strong
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coupling regime is reduced (note that interpreting the results in this way assumes the other cavity

mode parameters are unchanged). This highlights why a high Q factor cavity mode is essential to

improve the chances of strong coupling.

A more general assessment of a cavity design’s suitability for strong coupling is provided by

comparing the cavity design figure of merit, η, defined in Eq. 3.16, which depends only on the

cavity properties. This quantity is particularly useful to compare cavities with different V0, λ0

and/or n, which would result in a different minimum QSC. Assuming µeg ≈ 9.6× 10−29 C m,

the strong coupling regime is predicted (using Eq. 3.17) for η & 5× 109 m−1, which provides us

with an order of magnitude estimate to surpass in our devices. Of course, this is the minimum

possible value, requiring perfect alignment of the QD and cavity that may not be realistically

achievable. In practice it is perhaps more useful to evaluate η for PhC devices which have been

experimentally verified to achieve the strong coupling regime. We estimated the value of η for

11 reported strongly coupled QD-PhC cavity systems which use self-assembled In(Ga)As/GaAs

QDs [19, 20, 66, 69, 70, 72, 81, 86, 171, 184, 201] and found that η is typically in the range

1× 1010 m−1 to 3× 1010 m−1, with a mean of ∼ 2× 1010 m−1. These values were calculated using

the experimentally measured Q of the cavity mode and the best estimate available of n and V0;

the simulated value of V0 from the article was used if provided, otherwise it was estimated using

known mode volumes for the typical cavity designs (L3, WMLD etc.). Unless provided in the

article, n = 3.4 was used as an approximation. Clearly, the examples from the literature indicate

that if we wish to target a strongly coupled system, we should aim for η ∼ 1010 m−1, which we will

use as a figure of merit when optimising the cavity design in later sections. The simulated SU-8

strip cavity (with hstrip = 100 nm and wstrip = 1 µm) possesses a theoretical η = 8.6× 109 m−1,

which exceeds the predicted theoretical minimum for strong coupling and approaches the desired

order of magnitude, but would ideally be higher to match devices in the literature. As an example,

the WMLD cavity presented by Brossard et al. [86] (which is strongly coupled to a QD) exhibits

η ∼ 1.3× 1010 m−1, so some optimisation of the SU-8 strip cavity design would be recommended

for strong coupling applications. Optimisation of the cavity design is explored in Ch. 5.

It should be noted that the the value of µeg is likely to vary depending on growth properties

of the QDs and is expected to contribute the largest source of uncertainty to the calculations

performed here. The value used was obtained from Ref. [200], which reports an oscillator strength

f = 2meνµ
2
eg/e

2~ (whereme is the electron rest mass and ν is the angular frequency of the oscillator

transition), of 10.7. This value of f is used by Brossard et al. [86] in their prediction of QSC. The
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quoted value of f is extracted from measurements of QDs which emit at ∼ 1.1 eV (∼ 1128 nm) at

4.2 K, from which we estimate ν ≈ 1.67× 1015 rad s−1 and therefore µeg ≈ 9.76× 10−29 C m. The

obtained value of µeg is in good agreement with an estimate of µeg ≈ 9.6× 10−29 C m found for

QDs emitting at ∼ 1.24 µm at room temperature [202]. However, µeg may differ for InGaAs QDs

emitting at ∼ 1.3 µm at ∼ 4 K, which the devices in this work are intended for coupling to. A

benefit of using the parameter η as a figure of merit for strong coupling is that it does not depend

directly on µeg.

3.7 Sample details

The experimental work covered in the following chapters of this thesis was performed on samples

containing a high density layer of self-assembled InGaAs QDs embedded in PhC waveguide sus-

pended membrane devices. All samples were derived from the same MBE-grown wafer made by

collaborator J. Wu at University College London, the structure of which is illustrated schemat-

ically in Fig. 3.10(a). On top of a GaAs substrate, the samples contain a 1 µm-thick sacrificial

Al0.7Ga0.3As layer, which is required to create suspended PhC membranes. A further 100 nm of

GaAs was deposited onto the Al0.7Ga0.3As layer, which makes up half the thickness of the PhC

membrane. A layer of self-assembled InGaAs QDs was grown by the SK growth mode (see sec-

tion 3.2.1) and capped with GaAs, giving a 200 nm-thick GaAs layer with InGaAs QDs (and an

InAs WL) embedded at the centre. The processing of this layer allows the formation of PhCs. The

expected density of the QDs is ∼ 100 /µm2 and the ensemble emission is centred at a wavelength

of ∼ 1220 nm at ∼ 8 K, as shown in Fig. 3.10(b).

PhC devices were fabricated on the samples using conventional e-beam lithography methods by

collaborators F. Brossard at Hitachi Cambridge Laboratory and J. Griffiths at the University of

Cambridge. A 100 kV VB6 Leica e-beam machine was used to pattern the PhCs into a layer

of positive e-beam resist, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), coating the sample surface. The

PhC pattern was transferred to the substrate by reactive ion etching, after which the PMMA was

removed. In order to create suspended PhC membranes, treatment with HF or HCl acid was used

to remove the sacrificial Al0.7Ga0.3As layer beneath the devices. This is possible because the acid

etches the Al0.7Ga0.3As at a much faster rate than the GaAs.

On a given sample, a few hundred PhC devices were typically fabricated. For the purposes of

creating and characterising SU-8 cavities, sets of PhC devices like the example shown in Fig. 3.11(a)
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Figure 3.10: (a) Schematic diagram showing the layers of material in the MBE-grown wafer used for
the samples. (b) µPL spectrum of the InGaAs QD ensemble, taken at 8 K using HeNe laser excitation
with a power of 9 µW after the objective.

were used. This consists of a PhC waveguide at the centre, which is used to make the SU-8 defined

cavity, with two L3 cavities either side. Higher magnification SEM images of the PhC waveguide

and an L3 cavity are shown in Figs. 3.11(b) and 3.11(c). The L3 cavities were included as reference

cavities for alignment and calibration purposes. Throughout this work their fundamental cavity

modes were used as alignment markers for the µPL mapping procedures, especially those performed

along the PhC waveguide. Additionally, cavity mode parameters such as Q and λ0 could be

compared to the created SU-8 cavities. An optimised L3 cavity design was used, as detailed in

section 2.4.1.

3.8 Experimental apparatus

The optical measurements in this project were performed using a µPL system with high resolution

mapping capabilities. The experimental apparatus used is shown schematically in Fig. 3.12, which

is described in detail here. A photograph of the apparatus is also shown in Fig. 3.13.

3.8.1 Laser sources

Photoluminescence measurements were performed by illuminating samples with above band-gap (∼

816 nm, or 1.52 eV, for GaAs at 4 K [14]) laser excitation, focused through a microscope objective

to a ∼ 1 µm spot size at the sample surface. A choice of three different lasers were used for µPL

measurements, which are shown in the top half of Fig. 3.12. A 632.8 nm CW HeNe gas laser
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Figure 3.11: SEM images of the PhC devices used in this work. (a) A PhC waveguide with an L3
cavity on either side. (b) A PhC waveguide. (c) An L3 cavity.

was primarily used for PhC mode characterisation, which has a power output of ∼ 1.7 mW. For

measurements, a power of order a few to a few tens of µW at the sample surface was typically

required.

A second option for CW excitation was a diode-pumped 532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser

with a power output of ∼ 60 mW. The advantage of this laser is that its wavelength is short

enough to allow it to be coupled into a single mode combiner fibre with the 405 nm laser used

for exposing SU-8, so that the two beams are co-axial. Both the 632.8 nm and 532 nm lasers are

sufficiently long wavelength to not expose SU-8 photoresist on the samples.

Pulsed excitation for time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements was provided by a

Spectra Physics Mai Tai mode-locked Ti:Sapphire (Ti:S) laser, which operates at a wavelength of

800 nm with a power output of ∼ 0.75 W, a pulse repetition rate of 80 MHz and a pulse duration of

100 fs. The Ti3+-doped Al2O3 crystal is pumped by a (diode-pumped) 532 nm frequency-doubled

Nd:YVO4 laser; mode locking is achieved via the non-linear optical Kerr effect. The Ti:S and

HeNe beams were overlapped by directing them through a polarising beam splitter (PBS). Half

waveplates were used in each of the two beam paths to rotate the polarisation of the lasers in order

to maximise the transmitted or reflected (as appropriate) power. Theoretically, this is when the

beams are orthogonally polarised.

Exposure of SU-8 on the samples was performed using a Thorlabs CPS405 405 nm CW laser diode

with an output power of ∼ 4 mW. This was always coupled into a single mode fibre and out-

coupled to free space to improve the beam profile, which was otherwise elliptical. In the ideal
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the µPL system used for optical measurements in this project.
Dashed lines represent removable mirrors or changeable paths.

set-up, the laser was coupled into a single mode combiner fibre with the 532 nm laser as shown

in Fig. 3.12, so that the SU-8 exposure laser and µPL excitation laser were co-axial, which is an

advantage for the proposed QD-cavity coupling technique (see section 3.5). However, this system

was installed in the latter stages of the project. In prior measurements, the HeNe laser was used

for µPL excitation and was overlapped with the 405 nm beam in free space using a dichroic mirror

which transmits the HeNe but reflects the 405 nm laser. The lasers used in each experiment are

detailed in the following work chapters.

Illumination of the sample was controlled using two electronically-controlled Uniblitz shutters,

which were positioned according to the lasers being used. The shutters were particularly important

to control the timing of SU-8 exposures and also useful to block the excitation when taking spectra

for background subtraction. All spectra presented in this thesis are background corrected.
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Figure 3.13: Photograph of the experimental apparatus used, with key components labelled.

3.8.2 Micro-photoluminescence apparatus

The excitation and exposure lasers are guided in free space to the µPL system shown in the bottom

half of Fig. 3.12. The chosen laser is focused onto the sample through a 100×, 0.5 NA Mitutoyo

infrared long working distance microscope objective. Emission from the sample is collected by the

same objective and directed into a spectrometer, with an 850 nm long-pass (filter) placed in the

optical path to filter out the laser. The surface of the sample can be imaged using illumination

from a white LED, which is also directed through the microscope objective using a beam splitter

(BS). The reflected light is collected and directed into a camera to form an image.

The BS before the objective, which was custom made by the University of Oxford’s Thin Film

Facility, was designed to act as an approximately 50:50 BS for wavelengths shorter than ∼ 1 µm and

to fully transmit light at longer wavelengths. This is so that the BS reflects a significant proportion

of the laser excitation into the objective, but transmits as much of the collected emission (at

∼ 1.3 µm) from the sample as possible. The transmission of the custom-made BS, as measured with

unpolarised light at a 45° angle of incidence by a PerkinElmer Lambda1050 spectrophotometer, is

shown in Fig. 3.14.

During experiments, each sample was mounted on a cold finger inside a Janis ST-500 continuous

flow liquid helium cryostat. For cold measurements, with the sample kept under vacuum, the

system is capable of reaching temperatures as low as 4.2 K. Higher temperatures are possible

by controlling a heating element inside the cryostat. Most measurements were performed at a
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Figure 3.14: Transmission of the custom-made BS as a function of wavelength, for unpolarised light
incident at 45°.

temperature of ∼ 8 K, which was found to be more stable than 4.2 K. For room temperature

experiments, the sample was usually not kept under vacuum. The cryostat was mounted on a

micrometer-controlled XY translation stage for coarse positioning. Samples were attached to the

cold finger either using Apiezon vacuum grease or Copydex glue (a latex-based rubber cement) as

an adhesive.

The spectrometer used was an Acton SpectraPro 2300i 0.3 m triple grating spectrograph with a

liquid nitrogen-cooled (−100 ◦C) 1024 pixel InGaAs array. A lower resolution 600 lines/mm grating

(blazed at 1 µm) was generally used for µPL mapping and characterisation measurements, with a

maximum effective resolution of 0.1 nm at ∼ 1.3 µm. A higher resolution 1200 lines/mm grating

(blazed at 750 nm) was used for Q factor measurements, which demand a higher resolution to

determine the cavity linewidth. The 1200 lines/mm grating has a maximum effective resolution of

0.03 nm at ∼ 1.3 µm, defined from one pixel width. To resolve the FWHM of a peak, it must be

3 pixel widths across, so the narrowest linewidth that can be resolved is 0.09 nm. Therefore, the

highest Q factor that can be resolved by the system is approximately 14,000. This resolution can

be expected as long as the entrance slit width is less than or equal to 25 µm, the pixel width. A

slit width of 20 µm was typically used for Q factor measurements.

3.8.3 Mapping capabilities

The µPL system used supports extensive mapping capabilities, all controlled via labVIEW software.

The microscope objective was mounted on a Physik Instrumente P-733.3CD piezo-actuated XY Z

translation stage, to allow fine positioning of the objective and therefore the position of the laser

spot on the surface of the sample. The stage enables a travel range of 100 µm in the X and
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Figure 3.15: (a) 2D µPL objective map of the fundamental cavity mode of an L3 cavity. (b) µPL
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temperature, T , is shown to the right, the dashed lines are to guide the eye.

Y directions with 0.3 nm resolution and a travel range of 10 µm in the Z direction with 0.2 nm

resolution. Moving the objective in theX-Y plane moves both the laser spot and the light collection

area simultaneously across the sample surface. This is particularly useful for characterising the

profile of cavity modes, by taking an objective map in which the objective position is scanned in

small steps over an area and spectra are acquired at each position. An example demonstrating the

capabilities of objective mapping is presented in Fig. 3.15(a), which shows a 2D objective map of

a fundamental L3 cavity mode in one of the high density QD samples. The map was performed

using a step size of 0.2 µm, with HeNe excitation (∼ 36 µW after the objective) and the sample at

8 K. A clear intensity peak is seen at the cavity mode location. Finer details of the field profile

are not observed because the mapping resolution is limited by the ∼ 1 µm laser spot size.

The µPL system also possesses the capability to move the laser spot independently of the light

collection area by using a piezo-controlled scanning mirror to change the angle at which the laser

enters the objective. To do this, a mirror is mounted in a Newport CONEX-AG-M100D piezo

motor driven mirror mount, which is positioned at one end of a telecentric 4f lens system, shown

in Fig. 3.16. The 4f system consists of a pair of lenses with the same focal length f , separated by

a distance 2f . The first lens is a distance f from the piezo-controlled mirror and the microscope

objective is placed a distance f from the second lens. Collimated light incident on the first lens

at an angle θ is focused to a point in the focal plane, which is collected and re-collimated by the
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Figure 3.16: Schematic diagram of a 4f telecentric lens system, from Ref. [1].

second lens. The collimated light is then incident on the objective at the same angle θ. Therefore,

the 4f lens system allows the angle of incidence of the laser into the objective to be controlled by

the mirror, while always entering the objective at the same position.

Mapping measurements can be performed by moving the laser spot using the scanning mirror

and acquiring spectra at each position. In performing these mirror maps, the scanning mirror is

moved by less than a degree, so the paraxial approximation is assumed to hold. A linear relation is

therefore expected between the change in mirror angle and the change in the laser spot’s position

on the surface. The system was calibrated for mapping using known dimensions of PhC devices

on a sample surface. Further details of scanning mirror techniques can be found in L. Nuttall’s

thesis, which uses them extensively [1].

Most of the mapping performed in this project was by moving the objective. Maps utilising the

scanning mirror are presented in Ch. 6 to investigate photonic molecules. Confocal collection

techniques were used for this mirror mapping to reduce the collection area, which was achieved by

focusing the collected PL through a multi-mode fibre. The other end of the fibre was then coupled

into the spectrometer, as shown in Fig. 3.12.

3.8.4 Temperature tuning

The proposed application of the SU-8 cavity writing technique to QD-cavity coupling depends on

the ability to spectrally tune the QD into resonance with the cavity mode. This could potentially be

achieved using the current µPL system via temperature tuning. The temperature tuning capability

of the system is demonstrated in Fig. 3.15(b), which shows µPL spectra obtained at different

temperatures from a sample with low density (20–30 /µm2) InGaAs/GaAs QDs embedded in a

WMLD PhC cavity [34]. The spectra were acquired using low power HeNe excitation (∼ 0.5 µW

after the objective) with 60 s acquisition times. As the temperature is increased from 8 K in steps of
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2 K, the QD emission line redshifts at a faster rate than the WMLD cavity mode, allowing spectral

overlap to be achieved. In this instance, however, no evidence of coupling is seen, likely due to

insufficient spatial overlap between the QD and cavity mode. Evidently, a tuning range of order

∼ 1 nm is possible via increasing the temperature up to ∼ 30 K. As the temperature is increased

beyond this, the QD emission is significantly broadened and difficult to detect. Precise control

of the SU-8 cavity mode wavelength is therefore desirable in order to maximise the probability of

achieving spectral overlap.

3.8.5 Time-resolved photoluminescence

TRPL measurements in this project were used to measure the radiative lifetime of cavity modes

and QD ensembles. An IDQ id220-FR-SMF infrared single photon counter (SPC) was used,

which operates using a cooled InGaAs/InP avalanche photodiode. The highest available detection

efficiency of 20% and a 5 µs detector dead time (to prevent after-pulsing) were used, with the

detector in free-running mode. Data were recorded using a Picoquant TimeHarp 260 PICO time

correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) card, with a 25 ps bin width. This was synchronised

with the Ti:S laser pulses by partially reflecting a weak signal from the laser onto a Becker and

Hickl PHD-400-N fast photodiode trigger module, which delivered electrical pulses to the TCSPC

card.

The instrument response function (IRF) of the detector is shown in Fig. 3.17, which was measured

using heavily attenuated 180 fs laser pulses, with the help of I. Walmsley’s group at Oxford. The

pulses were generated by a Chameleon compact optical parametric oscillator, which generated

1550 nm pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. This was pumped by a Coherent Chameleon tunable

Ti:S with an 80 MHz pulse repetition rate, generating 160 fs pulses at 830 nm. Measurement of

the IRF was necessary in order to fit radiative lifetimes to acquired data, by fitting data with the

relevant decay curve convolved with the IRF.

To acquire TRPL measurements, the spectrometer was used as a tunable spectral filter. Rather

than being directed onto the InGaAs array, the PL was directed through an exit slit in the spec-

trometer and focused into a 50 µm core diameter multimode fibre. This was coupled directly into

the SPC. Using a second spectrometer (an Andor Shamrock 0.3 m spectrometer with an Andor

iDus InGaAs array), the effective spectral filter window of the primary Acton spectrometer was

found to have a FWHM of ∼ 0.7 nm.
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Figure 3.17: Measured IRF of the SPC detector used for TRPL measurements. The IRF has a
FWHM of ∼ 130 ps.

3.9 Summary

In this chapter, an overview of SPSs and CQED with a focus on self-assembled InGaAs/GaAs

QDs coupled to PhC cavities has been given, providing the context for the experimental work in

the following chapters. The novel SU-8 cavity writing technique has been introduced, including

its proposed end goal of achieving coupling between a cavity and QD. The theoretical feasibility

of the design for the strong coupling regime has been demonstrated and the effect of spatial

misalignment considered. Through the examination of strongly coupled devices reported in the

literature, a figure of merit, η ∼ 1× 1010 m−1, has been deduced as a target parameter to aim for

in actual SU-8 cavity devices. Finally, details have been provided of the samples studied and the

capabilities of the µPL system used have been laid out.
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4

SU-8 disk cavities

The initial concept for creating a deterministically-positioned cavity defined by SU-8 photoresist

was to expose a single disk of SU-8 on top of a PhC waveguide, as shown by the schematic diagram

in Fig. 4.1. For cavity-QD coupling applications, the approach outlined in section 3.5 would be

applied, using µPL mapping techniques to locate a single QD and write a disk of SU-8 over the PhC

waveguide at its position. In this chapter, we present results from simulated and experimentally

realised SU-8 disk-defined cavities on PhC waveguides, which formed the precursor to the work

performed on the SU-8 strip cavity design in the rest of this thesis. Key parts of the presented work

on SU-8 disk cavities have been published in Ref. [203]. Additionally, much of the groundwork by

collaborator L. Nuttall leading up to and including the successful fabrication of SU-8 disk-defined

cavities is detailed in his thesis [1]. This work is extended upon in the latter part of this chapter,

in which the prospect of improving the Q/V0 of the cavity mode by writing larger SU-8 disks is

investigated.

4.1 FDTD simulations of SU-8 disk cavities

The SU-8 disk cavity is believed to operate via the same principle of mode gap confinement as

the SU-8 strip cavity, which was simulated in section 2.6. For the disk cavity, the mode gap

confinement occurs in the region of the waveguide covered by the disk. FDTD simulations were

performed using the methods outlined in Ch. 2 for an SU-8 disk with diameter ddisk = 1 µm and

height hdisk = 100 nm (with refractive index ndisk = 1.57) on a PhC waveguide with the same

parameters as for the SU-8 strip cavity in section 2.6 (a = 340 nm, r/a = 0.27, n = 3.33). The

properties of the fundamental cavity mode from the simulation are shown in table 4.1. Convergence
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Figure 4.1: Schematic 3D render of an SU-8 disk cavity, formed by depositing a disk of SU-8 pho-
toresist on top of a PhC waveguide. Figure provided by collaborator L. Nuttall [1].

λ0 (nm) Qtotal Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
1269.3 7100 7700 9.1× 104 1.44

Table 4.1: Parameters of the fundamental cavity mode, extracted from FDTD simulations (using
Lumerical FDTD Solutions [49]) of an SU-8 disk-defined cavity with hdisk = 100 nm and ddisk = 1 µm.

testing suggests that these parameters are accurate to within 5%. Electric field profiles of the mode

are also shown in Fig. 4.2. Evidently, the mode generated by the disk has a high Qtotal/V0 for

coupling applications and is similar in character to the SU-8 strip cavity mode. The order of

magnitude difference between the Qin and Qout of the mode suggests that Qtotal is limited by

the in-plane losses, which we attribute to TE-TM coupling due to the broken z-symmetry of the

structure. The concept of TE-TM coupling losses, which is also the dominant loss mechanism for

the SU-8 strip cavity, is explained in more detail in section 2.6.

The FDTD results presented in Fig. 4.2 and table 4.1, which were obtained using Lumerical FDTD

Solutions software [49], complement those performed by collaborator F. Brossard using the freely-

available, open-source FDTD software, MEEP [62]. These simulations were run for an SU-8 disk

with ddisk = 1 µm and variable hdisk on a PhC waveguide. The refractive indices of the materials

and the PhC lattice parameters were the same as for the simulations performed using Lumerical

FDTD solutions; there were minor differences in the size of the PhC and the slab thickness which

are not expected to significantly affect the results. For hdisk = 100 nm, good consistency was found

between the results obtained from MEEP and from Lumerical FDTD solutions: the Q factors

agree within ∼ 12% and V0 is consistent within ∼ 5%. The obtained values of the Q components

and V0 from the MEEP simulations are presented in Fig. 4.3 as a function of hdisk. The significant

increase in Qtotal as hdisk is reduced below 100 nm is attributed to a reduction of the in-plane TE-
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Figure 4.2: Field profiles of the fundamental mode of the simulated SU-8 disk cavity with hdisk =
100 nm and ddisk = 1 µm. (a) and (b): snapshots of the Ex and Ey field components through z = 0.

(c) and (d): |E|2 field envelope of the cavity mode through z = 0 and y = 0, respectively. All field
magnitudes are normalised. The position of the SU-8 disk is marked by a grey circle.

TM coupling losses, which is suggested by the increase of the limiting Qin component. Possible

explanations for this are explored in section 5.2 for SU-8 strip cavities, which exhibit similar

behaviour. The mode volume also increases as the height of the disk is reduced, but the order

of magnitude increase in Qtotal more than compensates to yield a high Qtotal/V0 ratio, so a thin

sub-100 nm SU-8 disk cavity is preferable in theory for QD-cavity coupling.

4.2 Fabrication and characterisation of SU-8 disk cavities

Fabrication of a batch of SU-8 disk cavities was attempted in order to test the feasibility of the

cavity design and characterise the generated cavity modes. Experiments were performed on a

sample with a high density of InGaAs QDs embedded in suspended PhC devices, as described in

section 3.7. Over 200 of the PhC devices pictured in Fig. 3.11(a) were patterned onto the surface

of a ∼ 5 × 5 mm chip. For this sample, HF treatment was used to remove the sacrificial AlGaAs

layer in order to create suspended PhC membranes.

A spin-coating process was used to apply a thin film of SU-8 photoresist to the surface of the
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Figure 4.3: Parameters of the fundamental mode of an SU-8 disk cavity with ddisk = 1 µm and variable
hdisk, extracted from FDTD simulations performed by collaborator F. Brossard using MEEP software.

sample. The recipe used was devised following optimisation work by collaborator L. Nuttall,

which is reported in his thesis [1]. The general recipe is as follows. SU-8 2007 is diluted using

cyclopentanone as a solvent with an 8:1 ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8 2007; the dilution is

performed using a 20 µL micropipette. A 20 µL drop of the photoresist solution is placed onto the

sample surface, which is spun at 2800-3000 rpm for 90 s, with an angular acceleration of 1000 rpm/s.

A pre-exposure bake is then performed for 5 minutes at a temperature of 95 ◦C on a hotplate.

Exposures of SU-8 disks on the PhC waveguides are performed using a 405 nm CW laser diode,

focused to a ∼ 1 µm spot size. These exposures are performed at room temperature, but successful

exposure of SU-8 has also been demonstrated at cryogenic temperatures [1, 192, 203]. After

performing the exposures, the sample undergoes a post-exposure bake for 5 minutes on a 95 ◦C

hotplate. This causes cross-linking of the polymer strands of the photoresist in the regions which

have been exposed, where the cross-linking is catalysed by photo-acid catalyst generated during the

exposure. The rest of the non-cross-linked SU-8 is removed by immersing the sample in propylene

glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) for 5 minutes, followed by a rinse with isopropyl

alcohol (IPA).

The results presented in this section are from SU-8 disk cavities which were fabricated from two

runs of SU-8 spin-coating, exposure and development on the same sample. A total of 40 blank PhC

devices were investigated. The first fabrication run was using a spin speed of 3000 rpm: exposure

of SU-8 disks was attempted on 20 of the blank devices, of which only 6 had a successfully written
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SU-8 disk after development. These successful disks were exposed using a 5 s exposure time at

a power of ∼ 9.4 µW, measured after the objective. A second SU-8 fabrication run was then

attempted on the sample, with a reduced spin speed of 2800 rpm (to provide more reliable SU-8

coverage). Exposures were performed on the 14 devices on which exposures failed in the first run,

in addition to 20 other devices. 24 of the devices were exposed using a power of ∼ 9.4 µW after

the objective; the other 10 were exposed with a power of ∼ 4.7 µW. The exposure time was 5 s in

all cases. 33 of these 34 devices had an SU-8 spot after developing the sample, demonstrating that

a high yield of SU-8 disks on PhC waveguides is possible using optimal fabrication parameters. In

total, 39 of the 40 devices showed evidence of an SU-8 spot on the waveguide via optical microscope

images. An example of a successful SU-8 disk cavity is presented in Fig. 4.4(a): an SEM image

which clearly shows a spot of SU-8 located on a PhC waveguide.

The SU-8 disk cavities were characterised by µPL measurements using the experimental apparatus

detailed in section 3.8. The sample was cooled in the cryostat and a HeNe laser was used for

excitation, with a power of ∼ 10 µW (measured after the objective). µPL objective mapping

measurements were performed on the sample (see section 3.8.3), which move the excitation spot

and collection area simultaneously. An example of such a map is shown in Fig. 4.4(b), which is a 2D

map of the SU-8 disk cavity in Fig. 4.4(a). The map was obtained by raster scanning the objective

in steps of 0.5 µm and acquiring for 0.5 s at each position. The 600 lines/mm spectrometer grating

(see section 3.8.2) was used with a slit width of 50 µm. The intensity collected at the wavelength

of the SU-8 disk cavity mode, λ0 = 1253.7 nm, at each spatial position, is plotted in Fig. 4.4(b), to

provide a 2D visualization of the cavity mode. Evidently, a highly localized cavity mode is present

at the position of the SU-8 disk.

To verify the creation of SU-8 disk cavity modes, 1D µPL objective mapping measurements were

performed along the waveguide of each device. The L3 cavities either side of each PhC waveguide

(see section 3.7) were used as alignment markers in order to ensure that the scanning direction was

parallel to the waveguide. The objective was scanned in steps of 0.2 µm and the same acquisition

settings as outlined previously were used. For the rest of the measurements presented in this

chapter, the sample was kept at a temperature of ∼ 8 K. For each device, 1D µPL maps were

performed along the waveguide both before and after writing the SU-8 disks, in order to test

whether new cavity modes were created by the presence of the disk on the waveguide. Examples

from three selected devices are presented in Fig. 4.5: maps taken before writing the SU-8 disk

[Figs. 4.5(a), 4.5(c) and 4.5(e)] and maps taken after writing the disk [Figs. 4.5(b), 4.5(d) and
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2 μm

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: A successfully created SU-8 disk cavity. (a) SEM image, clearly showing an SU-8 spot
on a PhC waveguide. (b) 2D µPL map of the cavity mode created by the SU-8 disk, with the sample
cooled to 4.2 K. The Q factor of the mode was 5600; the height of the SU-8 disk was (230± 30) nm.

4.5(f)] are shown for devices A, B and C. In all cases, clear evidence of new, highly localized cavity

modes is found after writing an SU-8 disk on the waveguide. The fundamental mode created, which

we label M1, is located at the position of the SU-8 disk. The (generally lower intensity) modes

present in the blank PhC waveguides before deposition of SU-8 are thought to be Fabry-Perot-like

modes supported by the waveguide [204]. 36 of the devices were confirmed to have cavity modes

created by writing the SU-8 disk – a promisingly high yield of 90%.

Measurements of the Q factor of the fundamental (M1) cavity mode were carried out on the

successful SU-8 disk cavities. Point spectra were taken using the 1200 lines/mm grating with an

acquisition time of 0.5-1 s, after maximising the collected signal from the cavity mode (by moving

the objective using the piezo-controlled stage). Examples of spectra taken from devices A, B and C

are presented in Fig. 4.6. The Q factor of each mode (shown in the corresponding sub-figure) was

estimated by fitting the spectrum with a Lorentzian peak fit plus a straight line (to approximate the

ensemble background). The Q factor is then given by Q = λ0/∆λ, where ∆λ is the FWHM of the

Lorentzian peak. The variation of the Q factor between the 3 devices is attributed predominantly

to differences in the SU-8 disk shape and size. Differences in the geometry of the SU-8 disk are

evident from the SEM images of devices A and C presented in Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b); an SEM
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and AFM image of device B can be found in Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b).

The geometry of the SU-8 disks was measured using AFM imaging and 3D profile-fitting tech-

niques. Most of the AFM measurements and techniques detailed in this section were performed

by collaborator L. Nuttall. 34 of the 36 successful SU-8 disk cavities were characterised via AFM

measurements: 2 devices were excluded due to damage to the sample that occurred after the µPL

Figure 4.5: 1D µPL maps (along the waveguide) of three selected devices taken before and after
writing an SU-8 disk on the PhC waveguide. (a), (c) and (e): maps of devices A, B, and C before
applying SU-8. (b), (d) and (f): maps of devices A, B, and C after writing SU-8 disks. All maps use
the same position (X) scale.
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Figure 4.6: High resolution spectra of the fundamental cavity mode, M1, taken from the 3 selected
devices A (a), B (b) and C (c). The estimated Q factor of the mode is labelled on each sub-figure.

Device H (nm) R (nm) Q

A 307± 49 1.2± 0.3 3100

B 147± 18 0.9± 0.2 5200

C 60± 6 0.5± 0.1 7400

Table 4.2: Parameters of the three selected devices, A, B and C. Estimated values of the disk radius,
R and height, H, extracted from AFM measurements are shown.

measurements. An example of an AFM image is presented in Fig. 4.7(c), which shows the SU-8

disk of device C. To approximate the shape, a conical frustum was fitted to each SU-8 disk, from

which an average radius, R, and height, H, were extracted. The SU-8 disks were generally found

to be slightly elliptical (possibly due to astigmatism of the writing laser spot), so the radius was

approximated as that of a circle with the same area as the ellipse. The fitting of the conical frus-

tum was performed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [205]. The dimensions of the SU-8

disks on the three selected devices are displayed in table 4.2 – clearly device C, which supports

the highest Q cavity mode, has the thinnest disk, as we might expect from the simulation results

in section 4.1. The converse is true for device A, which has the lowest Q and the thickest disk.

Data from all 34 SU-8 disk cavities characterised via AFM measurements are plotted in Fig. 4.8,

which shows the Q factor and disk radius R as a function of the estimated height of the disk,

H. Evidently, disks with a wide range of H were fabricated, which we attribute to variation of

the SU-8 film thickness between PhC devices, in addition to the variation of the exposure dose.
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Figure 4.7: SEM and AFM images of selected SU-8 disk cavity devices. (a) SEM image of device A.
(b) SEM image of device C. (c) AFM image of the SU-8 disk on device C.

Indeed, SU-8 disks written using a power of ∼ 4.7 µW had a mean height, H = (172± 28) nm

(and mean radius R = (0.58± 0.05) µm), whereas those written with a higher power of ∼ 9.4 µW

had H = (257± 15) nm (and R = (0.93± 0.04) µm). The uncertainties presented for H and R

are the estimated standard error of the mean. A positive correlation was found between R and H

(as seen from Fig. 4.8), which demonstrates that a thicker SU-8 disk is generally expected to have

a larger radius. We suggest that this is due to a larger quantity of photoacid catalyst generated

when writing thicker disks (due to a thicker SU-8 film and/or a higher exposure dose). The effects

of altering the SU-8 disk radius are explored further in section 4.3.

The SU-8 disk cavities exhibit a general trend of higher Q for thinner disks (see Fig. 4.8), which

is in agreement with expectations from the FDTD simulation results presented in Fig. 4.3. This

confirms that targeting thin SU-8 on the PhC waveguide is necessary to maximise the Q factor of

the created cavity mode. Q factors in the range 2300 to 7400 were observed, with some significant

random variation apparent for a given disk thickness. This variation is attributed to differences in

the SU-8 disk shape (and radius) between devices, in addition to random misalignment between

the SU-8 disk and the PhC waveguide. Misalignment of the SU-8 disk with the waveguide (in

the y-direction) is expected to be detrimental to the Q factor of the cavity mode, as shown in
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Figure 4.8: Fundamental cavity mode Q factor and SU-8 disk radius, R, compared to SU-8 disk
height, H, for the batch of 34 SU-8 disk cavities.

section 5.1. This was an issue because the SU-8 disks were written by manually aligning the

exposure laser spot with the PhC waveguide (while the laser was heavily attenuated, to prevent

unwanted exposure of the SU-8) using the visualization system of the µPL setup. We anticipate

that this would be less of an issue if a single QD could be used as a target to write the SU-8 disk.

Alternatively, the SU-8 strip cavity design, which is explored in Ch. 5, may be preferable due to

its less stringent alignment requirements.

We now consider the suitability of the SU-8 disk cavity modes for single QD-cavity coupling

experiments, for which a high Q/V0 ratio (or Q/
√
V0 for strong coupling) and consistent λ0 between

devices (to achieve spectral overlap with a target QD) are important. For strong coupling, we

focus on the figure of merit, η (defined in Eq. 3.16), which was estimated for each of the SU-8 disk

cavities. The obtained values of η, which are presented in Fig. 4.9(a), were estimated using the

experimentally observed Q and λ0 for each cavity mode, in addition to an approximation of V0
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Figure 4.9: Parameters extracted from the fundamental cavity modes of the 34 SU-8 disk cavities. (a)
Estimated value of η, the strong coupling figure of merit. The red dashed line indicates the predicted
minimum value of η required for the onset of strong coupling. (b) Distribution of the cavity mode
wavelength, λ0, for the devices.

obtained from FDTD simulation results. The value of V0 used to calculate η was extracted from

the FDTD results presented in Fig. 4.3 by interpolating the data to the relevant disk height. A

refractive index of n = 3.33 was used for the calculations. As discussed in section 3.6, the theoretical

onset of strong coupling is expected for η & 5× 109 m−1, but a target value of η ∼ 1010 m−1 is

recommended, based on reported cases of strongly coupled QD-PhC cavities in the literature. The

results in Fig. 4.9(a) therefore show that strong coupling may be possible using this cavity design:

the highest η device (device C) even approaches the η ∼ 1010 m−1 target for strong coupling.

However, the majority of the fabricated devices lie below the η ∼ 5× 109 m−1 estimated for the

onset of strong coupling. Hence, for strong coupling applications, improvements to the cavity

design would be recommended. Despite this, the cavities still possess a high Q/V0 ratio, so are

well suited to weak coupling: in the worst-case scenario, Q ≈ 2300 and V0 ≈ 1.48 can be expected,

giving a maximum theoretical Purcell factor of 120.

The distribution of fundamental cavity mode wavelengths, λ0, measured from the 34 SU-8 disk

cavities is shown in Fig. 4.9(b). The wavelengths are distributed about a mean of (1260.2± 0.4) nm,

with a standard deviation of 2.2 nm and a range of 9.6 nm. We attribute the variation of λ0

between devices to differences in the SU-8 disk shape, size and alignment with the PhC waveguide,

in addition to random fabrication imperfections between PhC waveguides. Given the ∼ 1 nm

temperature-tuning range of a single QD (see section 3.8.4), the distribution of λ0 is wider than
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desirable for coupling applications. We anticipate that the spread of λ0 is not so unacceptably large

that spectral overlap could not be achieved between a QD and cavity mode, but improvements to

the cavity design and/or fabrication technique would be recommended to achieve a more consistent,

more narrowly distributed λ0. FDTD simulation results suggest that for a disk with ddisk = 1 µm,

λ0 should vary by only ∼ 2 nm as hdisk is increased from 50 nm to 200 nm; therefore, if the SU-8

disks can be patterned with a consistent radius and good alignment with the waveguide, a narrow

range of λ0 should be possible.

4.3 Varying the disk diameter

Following the successful demonstration of the SU-8 disk cavity, investigations were conducted into

the optimisation of the cavity design. Specifically, we sought a design with an improved strong

coupling figure of merit, η, which would be feasible without the need for a sub-100 nm-thick SU-8

disk (which is experimentally challenging to fabricate). In section 2.4, it was shown using the L3

cavity as an example [32] that a PhC cavity can generally be optimised to achieve a higher Q,

while V0 remains of a similar size. Therefore, in order to find a more optimal cavity design with

a higher η (which is proportional to Q/
√
V0), we sought to increase the Q of the SU-8 disk cavity

mode.

The effect of altering the SU-8 disk diameter, ddisk, was investigated, which can be easily controlled

in practice by either changing the size of the writing laser spot or by writing a circular pattern

with the ∼ 1 µm diameter spot. FDTD simulations were performed to calculate the Q factor

(and its components) and V0 of the fundamental cavity mode supported by placing an SU-8 disk

with height hdisk = 100 nm and variable diameter on a PhC waveguide. The results, presented

in Fig. 4.10, show that the Qtotal of the cavity mode is theoretically expected to increase by

an order of magnitude as ddisk is increased from 1 µm to 4 µm, while V0 changes by less than a

factor of 2. Increasing the SU-8 disk diameter therefore presents a potential convenient method of

improving the cavity’s figures of merit for coupling: the theoretical η increases from 8.6× 109 m−1

to 8.2× 1010 m−1 and the Qtotal/V0 from 5000 (n/λ0)3 (maximum theoretical FP = 380) to 4.0×

104 (n/λ0)3 (maximum theoretical FP = 3000) by increasing ddisk from 1 µm to 4 µm. The proposed

mechanisms responsible for the dramatic increase in theQ factor are explored in detail in section 5.4

for the SU-8 strip cavity, for which a similar phenomenon occurs.

An example of a real SU-8 disk cavity with a large diameter is presented in Fig. 4.11. This was
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Figure 4.10: Parameters of the fundamental mode of an SU-8 disk cavity with hdisk = 100 nm and
variable ddisk, extracted from FDTD simulations performed using Lumerical FDTD Solutions software.

fabricated on the same sample as used for the SU-8 disk cavities detailed in section 4.2, using

the same SU-8 spin-coating procedure (with spin speed 2800 rpm). The SU-8 disk was written

by controlling the ∼ 1 µm writing laser spot using the piezo-actuated translation stage-mounted

objective to trace out a spiral pattern in the SU-8 film. The laser spot was initially positioned over

the centre of the PhC waveguide, and moved in a spiral pattern according to the polar co-ordinate

equation r = sθ/2π, where s corresponds to the spacing between consecutive arcs of the spiral.

This pattern was traced at a writing speed vw = 1 µm s−1 with s = 0.5 µm (the approximate spot

radius) and a laser power of ∼ 17.5 µW, measured after the objective. The spiral pattern was

traced by incrementing θ until r = Rtarget, where Rtarget = 2.5 µm was the target radius of the

SU-8 disk. Once this radius was reached, a circle of radius Rtarget was traced by the writing spot

to complete the exposure. Note that we chose to write the SU-8 disk via this method rather than

by using a stationary exposure with a larger spot size, in order to maintain a small focused spot

size for high-resolution µPL mapping. The SU-8 development process was the same as described

previously in section 4.2.

The AFM image in Fig. 4.11(a) shows that a large SU-8 disk with good height uniformity and

alignment with the waveguide was successfully fabricated using the described method. The diam-

eter of the disk is estimated to be ∼ 5 µm, with a typical height of ∼ 20 nm. As for the SU-8

disk devices discussed in section 4.1, 1D µPL mapping measurements were performed along the

waveguide of the PhC both before and after writing the disk. These measurements confirmed that
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Figure 4.11: An SU-8 disk cavity defined by writing a large disk with a target diameter of 5 µm. (a)
AFM image of the device. (b) Spectrum of the cavity modes generated by the disk, taken by optimising
on the lower energy, fundamental cavity mode. A Q of 8200 was measured from this mode.

new cavity modes were generated by the presence of the disk on the waveguide; the spectrum in

Fig. 4.11(b) shows the first and second order modes supported by the cavity. The spectrum was

acquired using the 1200 lines/mm grating with a slit width of 20 µm, 5 s acquistion time and an

excitation power of ∼ 5.5 µW after the objective.

The SU-8 disk cavity was found to support a high Q = 8200 cavity mode, which exceeds those

measured from the batch of cavities reported in section 4.2 and is the highest Q factor SU-8 disk

cavity mode that was measured in this work. The improved Q of the mode is attributed to the

increased disk diameter in addition to the narrow height of the disk, which was possible due to

better dose optimisation during the exposure procedure. The Q factor does not reach the orders

of magnitude expected from FDTD simulation results, which we attribute to limitations of the

sample wafer. This is discussed in more detail in Ch. 5. Other SU-8 disk cavities with large

diameters were successfully fabricated, but alignment of the disk with the waveguide proved to be

an issue, which we show in section 5.1 can limit the Q factor. This was one of the key reasons why

the SU-8 strip cavity design was preferred for the rest of the work in this thesis.
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4.4 Summary

The SU-8 disk cavity has been introduced as the original concept for creating a deterministically-

positioned cavity in a PhC waveguide by exposing photoresist deposited on its top surface [203].

The cavity design has been shown via FDTD simulations and practical application to success-

fully generate a high Q/V0, localized cavity mode. SU-8 disk cavities fabricated by exposing the

photoresist at a single position on the PhC waveguide exhibited Q factors in the range 2300 to

7400 and an estimated η (strong coupling figure of merit) of up to ∼ 8.4× 109 m−1, suggesting

that strong coupling may be possible between an SU-8 disk cavity mode and a single QD using

this technique (if good spectral and spatial overlap can be achieved). However, limitations of the

cavity design and fabrication technique present some issues that would likely decrease the yield of

coupling for these applications. Significant variation of the ground mode wavelength, λ0, is likely

to reduce the success rate of achieving spectral overlap between the mode and a target single QD

and the wide variation of the Q factor is expected to prevent most of the (lower Q) created cavity

modes from being eligible for strong coupling. The variation of Q and λ0 is attributed principally

to variation of the SU-8 disk shape, size and alignment with the PhC waveguide between devices.

We anticipate that achieving better consistency between fabricated devices would result in cavity

modes with a higher average Q and narrower distribution of λ0, which would be preferable for

coupling applications.

Increasing the SU-8 disk diameter has been shown theoretically as a potential convenient method

to significantly increase the Q/V0 ratio (and η) of the cavity mode and larger SU-8 disks have

been successfully fabricated in experiments. For both the small and large SU-8 disk cavities,

misalignment between the SU-8 disk and waveguide was found to be an issue in practice. In Ch. 5,

it is shown that this misalignment has the potential to be detrimental to the Q factor of the cavity

modes, which leads to the development of the SU-8 strip cavity as an alternative design which

does not require precise alignment with the waveguide.
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SU-8 strip cavities

The focus of this chapter is on the SU-8 strip-defined mode gap cavity: a cavity created by writing

a strip of SU-8 on a section of a PhC waveguide, which was introduced in Ch. 2. The FDTD

simulation work performed previously is extended upon, beginning with a comparison of the SU-8

strip-defined cavity to the SU-8 disk-defined cavity that was the subject matter of Ch. 4. We show

that the SU-8 strip cavity design is generally favourable due to inherently less strict alignment

requirements. Additional FDTD simulations of the SU-8 strip cavity are performed to further

characterise the cavity mode properties, including their dependence on the strip height. Following

this, a batch of fabricated SU-8 strip cavities is characterised using similar µPL mapping and

AFM techniques to those introduced in Ch. 4. Key results from these FDTD simulations and

characterisation measurements are published in Ref. [206]. The work of this chapter also goes

beyond this published work, presenting time-resolved µPL measurements and an investigation into

the effects of altering the SU-8 strip width.

5.1 Limitations of the SU-8 disk cavity design

In Ch. 4, we demonstrated the successful implementation of the SU-8 disk mode gap cavity, formed

by exposing a disk of SU-8 on top of a PhC waveguide. Devices were fabricated with a moderate

to high Q in the range 2300 to 7400. During this fabrication process, an inherent limitation

of the SU-8 disk cavity design became apparent, which is the potential for misalignment of the

disk perpendicular to the waveguide (in the y-direction). In a number of cases, the centre of

the developed SU-8 disk did not coincide with the centre of the PhC waveguide (y = 0) to the

desired accuracy. Some examples of this issue are presented in Fig. 5.1, which shows AFM and
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2 μm

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Example devices for which the SU-8 disk is misaligned with the waveguide. (a) SEM
image and (b) AFM image of a device with an SU-8 spot misaligned by ∼ 0.3 µm. (c) AFM image of
a device with a larger SU-8 spot, misaligned by ∼ 1 µm.

SEM images of otherwise successful devices. In Fig. 5.1(a) a device with an SU-8 disk of ∼ 1 µm

diameter is shown, which is evidently not centred on the waveguide – we estimate that the exposure

was misaligned by ∼ 0.3 µm in the y-direction. An AFM image of the same SU-8 disk is shown in

Fig. 5.1(b). In Fig. 5.1(c), we show a more extreme example of misalignment between the SU-8

disk and waveguide. In this case a disk of ∼ 4 µm diameter is significantly misaligned with the

centre of the waveguide by ∼ 1 µm. We attribute the misalignment of the SU-8 disk in both cases

to misalignment between the exposure laser spot and waveguide, which were aligned by eye using

the visualisation system of the µPL apparatus (see section 3.8).

FDTD simulations were performed to investigate the effects of misalignment between the SU-8 disk

and PhC waveguide for a disk with height hdisk = 100 nm and diameter ddisk = 4 µm. An offset

∆y was applied to the y-position of the disk, as indicated by the schematic diagram in Fig. 5.1(a)

(for an SU-8 disk of arbitrary diameter); the symmetry boundary condition at y = 0 was removed

as necessary. The results of the simulations for various offsets up to 1.5 µm are summarised in

Fig. 5.3. As the offset is altered from ∆y = 0 (perfect alignment) to ∆y = 1.5 µm, the value of

Qtotal, which is limited by Qin, falls by almost an order of magnitude. This result highlights just

how detrimental misalignment of the SU-8 disk with the waveguide has the potential to be. We
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(a) (b)
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagrams of SU-8 disk and strip cavity designs, with shifted positions. (a)
SU-8 disk shifted in the y-direction by ∆y, with approximate effective width of the cavity marked by
weff . (b) SU-8 strip cavity, shifted in the x-direction by ∆x. A y-offset is not applicable. The sizes of
the disk and strip are arbitrary.

also see that the mode blueshifts by over 2 nm, suggesting that variation in the SU-8 disk alignment

with the waveguide will add unwanted variation to the mode wavelength (which we wish to keep as

controlled as possible for coupling applications). We note that the field profile of the mode remains

localized to the waveguide for the range of ∆y examined, as expected for a mode-gap cavity.

The reduction in Q factor as ∆y is increased is attributed to a reduction of the effective width of

the mode gap confinement potential (see section 2.5). As ∆y is increased, the cross-section of the

SU-8 disk covering the waveguide decreases, which is expected to correspond to the cavity region.

The effective width of the cavity is therefore made narrower as ∆y is increased, which is consistent

with the reduction in V0 shown in Fig. 5.3. We approximate an effective width of the cavity mode,

weff , as illustrated in Fig. 5.2(a), defined by weff = 2
√
r2

disk − (∆y)2, where rdisk is the radius of

the SU-8 disk. The Qtotal and V0 of the offset hdisk = 100 nm, ddisk = 4 µm disk cavity mode are

plotted as a function of weff in Fig. 5.4. Also plotted in this figure for comparison are simulation

results for SU-8 disk cavities with hdisk = 100 nm and a range of ddisk, with no alignment offset

(∆y = 0), for which weff = ddisk. Evidently, cavities with the same weff support cavity modes with

similar Qtotal and V0, suggesting that offsetting the SU-8 disk from the waveguide is analogous to

reducing its diameter. The increased Qtotal for larger weff is attributed to a suppression of TE-TM

coupling losses, explained in section 5.4.

We predict that as weff → 0, a cavity mode would not be formed in the waveguide. Such a

situation was difficult to simulate in practice, because for large ∆y (for which weff = 0) the modes

supported by the system became too closely spaced (spectrally) to isolate. These modes appeared

to be similar in character to the FP-like modes supported by the blank PhC waveguide (see for
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Figure 5.3: FDTD simulation results for an SU-8 disk cavity with hdisk = 100 nm, ddisk = 4 µm and
variable offset ∆y from the waveguide.

example Ch. 2 in Ref. [1]); further investigation would be recommended to determine whether the

disk generates a useful (and positionable) cavity mode for large offsets such as this.

The FDTD simulation results presented here demonstrate the detrimental effect that SU-8 disk

misalignment can have on the cavity mode properties, in particular the Q factor. This issue

could potentially be avoided by applying fabrication techniques which allow more consistent disk-

waveguide alignment, such as using the combiner fibre discussed in section 3.8 to co-axially align

the excitation and exposure lasers. However, a more convenient solution is to use a different cavity

design, which does not have such strict alignment requirements. This paved the way to the SU-8

strip writing technique detailed in the rest of this chapter, which offers the significant advantage

that it inherently does not require precise alignment with the waveguide [Fig. 5.2(b)].

It should be noted that despite the alignment issues, moderately high Q factors were possible in the

fabricated SU-8 disk devices: Q = 5200 was measured from the device in Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b),

and Q = 5900 was measured from the device in 5.1(c). However, it is likely a higher Q could have

been reached if the alignment was better and disk misaligment could become a limiting factor on
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Figure 5.4: FDTD simulation results comparing Qtotal and V0 of an SU-8 disk cavity with hdisk =
100 nm, ddisk = 4 µm and variable ∆y (offset variation) to an SU-8 disk cavity with hdisk = 100 nm,
∆y = 0 and variable diameter (diameter variation). Results are plotted as a function of effective width.

the Q going forward.

5.2 Simulating the SU-8 strip cavity performance

FDTD simulations for a basic SU-8 strip cavity with hstrip = 100 nm and wstrip = 1 µm (approx-

imately the writing spot size) have already been presented in section 2.6. Here, we extend upon

these results, first comparing the performance to an SU-8 disk cavity and then examining the

effects of altering the strip geometry on the cavity mode properties. In table 5.1, we present the

fundamental cavity mode parameters extracted from FDTD simulations of comparable SU-8 disk

and strip cavity devices: an SU-8 strip cavity with hstrip = 100 nm and wstrip = 1 µm and an SU-8

disk cavity with hdisk = 100 nm and ddisk = 1 µm. We find that the performance of the two cavities

is similar: although the disk cavity exhibits a Qout almost double that of the strip cavity mode,

both are evidently limited by similar in-plane losses (attributed to TE-TM coupling) which result

in a comparable Qin and crucially almost the same Qtotal of around 7000. Given the similarly high

Qtotal and small V0 of the two cavity designs, they can be expected to offer comparable performance

for coupling applications. This, combined with the less stringent alignment requirements, presents

a strong case for the SU-8 strip cavity design, which the rest of this work will focus on.
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Design λ0 (nm) Qtotal Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
Disk 1269.3 7100 7700 9.1× 104 1.44

Strip 1270.8 7000 8200 4.8× 104 1.36

Table 5.1: Comparison of the simulated parameters of the fundamental cavity mode, extracted from
an SU-8 disk-defined cavity with hdisk = 100 nm and ddisk = 1 µm, and an SU-8 strip-defined cavity
with hstrip = 100 nm and wstrip = 1 µm .

The effect of altering the SU-8 strip height was investigated through FDTD simulations – an

important consideration, as we have seen from the work on SU-8 disk cavities in Ch. 4 that the

SU-8 thickness is critical to the Q factor of the cavity. The results for a 1 µm-wide strip are

shown in Fig. 5.5, which displays the Q components, V0 and λ0 as a function of hstrip. Similar

to the behaviour found for SU-8 disk cavities, thin SU-8 with hstrip . 100 nm is required for high

Qtotal & 104 (which is generally limited by in-plane losses due to TE-TM coupling, as shown by

the significantly lower Qin than Qout) so it will be crucial to target this thickness for experimental

applications. The results also show that for thicknesses of this order, the mode wavelength is very

sensitive to variation in hstrip, exhibiting a redshift of ∼ 5 nm as the thickness is increased from

20 nm to 200 nm. For this reason, achieving a consistent strip height is particularly important

for thin strips, in order to achieve cavities with a consistent λ0 for coupling applications. As the

strip height is increased beyond 200 nm, both λ0 and V0 are expected to remain fairly constant;

however, Qtotal falls as low as 1500, so a thin strip is certainly preferable for coupling applications.

The electric field profiles of cavities with different SU-8 strip heights are examined in Fig. 5.6,

which shows the |E|2 profile of a strip with hstrip = 400 nm [Figs. 5.6(a), 5.6(c)] and a strip with

hstrip = 50 nm [Figs. 5.6(b), 5.6(d)]; both strips have wstrip = 1 µm. The field profile of the 400 nm-

thick strip cavity is almost identical to that of a 100 nm-thick strip [see Figs. 5.24(a) and 5.24(c)],

with the local antinodes well-localized to the centre of the slab (z = 0). Clearly, this is important

for coupling experiments, as this is where the self-assembled QDs are located. We also confirmed

that the field profile of a cavity with hstrip = 1 µm, wstrip = 1 µm is almost unchanged, suggesting

that for any reasonable SU-8 strip thickness, the cavity mode is well-localized to the slab. Indeed,

for the case of hstrip = 400 nm, |E|2 decays to ∼ 5% of its maximum value along x, y = 0 at a depth

of 100 nm into the SU-8 strip, so it is unsurprising that the cavity field and parameters are not

particularly sensitive to changes in the strip height when hstrip is significantly larger than 100 nm.

Turning our attention to the cavity with hstrip = 50 nm in Figs. 5.6(b) and 5.6(d), we observe that
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Figure 5.5: FDTD simulation results for an SU-8 strip-defined PhC cavity with wstrip = 1 µm and
variable strip height, hstrip.

the mode is less localized, extending further into the surrounding PhC and waveguide, as well as

further above and below the slab. This is reflected by the increased V0 shown in Fig. 5.5. The

increased delocalization of the mode for thinner SU-8 strips may be partly responsible for their

increased Q, as it results in more localized Fourier components in k-space, which may not overlap

as significantly with the TM contours, thus inhibiting losses from TE-TM coupling. This concept is

explored in more detail in section 5.4, for cavities defined by wider SU-8 strips. Another potential

contributing factor to the reduced in-plane losses is that the z-symmetry of the structure is less

severely broken by a thinner SU-8 strip: the index profile above z = 0 is more similar to the profile

below z = 0 when the strip is thinner. As broken z-symmetry is the cause of TE-TM coupling

losses (see section 2.6.3), the less severe breaking of the symmetry by a thinner strip might reduce

these losses.

Simulations of the photonic band structure of the PhC waveguide, with and without SU-8 film

covering the top, provide another useful tool to help explain the behaviour of the SU-8 strip

cavities. In section 2.6, we showed through band structure calculations that the presence of the
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Figure 5.6: |E|2 field profile extracted from FDTD simulations of SU-8 strip-defined PhC cavities
with wstrip = 1 µm and different strip height, hstrip. (a) and (c): SU-8 strip with hstrip = 400 nm, shown
through the planes z = 0 and y = 0. (b) and (d): SU-8 strip with hstrip = 50 nm, shown through the
planes z = 0 and y = 0, respectively. Each profile shows the normalised intensity – the colour scale
used is displayed at the bottom of the figure.

SU-8 shifts the WM1 guided mode band down in energy, which we proposed as the origin of

the mode gap confinement by the SU-8 strip cavity. Here, we present additional band structure

simulation results for a PhC waveguide coated with SU-8 film of different thicknesses; the extracted

WM1 bands near the first Brillouin zone edge (where the band energy is at its lowest) are shown

in Fig. 5.7(a). Evidently, as the film thickness is increased, the band tends to shift further down in

energy, likely due to the increased average refractive index. We plot in Fig. 5.7(b) the wavelength

(in air) of the WM1 band at the edge of the first Brillouin zone, λWM1(kx = π/a) which loosely

corresponds to the anticipated λ0 of an SU-8 strip cavity of that thickness (in fact we would expect

it to be between the wavelength shown and that of the Brillouin zone edge for the waveguide with

no film, which is at 1.265 µm). We observe that λWM1(kx = π/a) exhibits a similar redshift with

thickness as the cavity mode does (Fig. 5.5), which levels off for an SU-8 thickness greater than

∼ 200 nm. This suggests that the downward frequency shift of the WM1 band as the SU-8 thickness

is increased is responsible for the redshift of the cavity mode. We will see in section 5.4 that as the

SU-8 strip is made wider, the wavelength of the cavity mode converges towards λWM1(kx = π/a)
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Figure 5.7: WM1 band extracted from photonic band structure simulations of a PhC waveguide with
varying SU-8 film thickness on top. (a) Frequency of the WM1 band close to the edge of the first
Brillouin zone, for different SU-8 film thicknesses. (b) Wavelength of the WM1 band at the Brillouin
zone edge, λWM1(kx = π/a), as a function of SU-8 film thickness. The WM1 band for a PhC waveguide
topped with 1 µm-thick SU-8 film, not shown in (a), is similar to the bands displayed for a PhC
waveguide with 200 nm and 400 nm-thick film.

for a film thickness equivalent to the strip height.

The WM1 band simulation results also suggest an intuitive interpretation of the increase in Qtotal

and V0 as the strip thickness is reduced below ∼ 200 nm, by making the approximation that the

mode gap confinement potential generated by the SU-8 strip cavity corresponds to the difference

in energy between the minimum of the WM1 band of the plain waveguide and the waveguide with

SU-8 film. As the film thickness is reduced, the difference in energy between these WM1 bands is

reduced, which corresponds a shallower confinement potential. Such a potential is likely to lead to

a more delocalized mode (higher V0) which then leads to a higher Qtotal by suppression of TE-TM

mode coupling losses (see section 5.4). This is consistent with what we observe in Fig. 5.5.

5.2.1 Additional geometry considerations

In this section we consider additional factors of the SU-8 strip geometry that may be of concern

to the function of the SU-8 strip cavities, namely, the alignment of the strip with the PhC lattice

and the possibility of hole-filling with SU-8. We do not expect to have precise control over either
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of these two factors using the current SU-8 writing method, so it will be important to account

for any random variation that may arise from this lack of control. Exploration of the effects of

altering wstrip is left to section 5.4.

We first investigated the effect of altering the alignment of the SU-8 strip with the PhC lattice on

the Q, V0 and λ0 of the generated cavity mode. FDTD simulations were performed with a shift

in the x position of the strip, ∆x, applied as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). As is necessary, the x = 0

symmetry condition was removed. The results, for a device with hstrip = 100 nm, wstrip = 1 µm

and a positional shift up to ∆x = a, are shown in Fig. 5.8. We see that in general the shift has

a minimal effect on the cavity parameters – Qtotal and V0 are expected to vary by less than 5%

– and, as expected from the symmetry of the structure, the values are approximately symmetric

about ∆x = 0.5a. Note that fewer values of ∆x were simulated between 0.5a and a due to high

computational demands of the simulation (which possesses only one plane of symmetry). Evidently,

Qtotal is maximised for ∆x = 0.5a, when the edges of the SU-8 strip intersect the high index region

between the PhC holes, rather than cutting across the holes (as for ∆x = 0). This is consistent

with the findings by Tomljenovic-Hanic et al. [90] from simulation results of a polymer strip on a

PhC waveguide. The maximum Qtotal coincides with a maximum V0, which actually results in a

lower Qtotal/V0 = 5070 (n/λ0)3 compared to 5170 (n/λ0)3 for ∆x = 0. In general, however, we can

be confident that the alignment of the strip with the PhC lattice will not have a significant effect

on Qtotal and V0. It does place a fundamental limitation on the minimum variation of λ0 between

devices of ∼ 0.3 nm, but we expect other factors to limit this in practice, such as random PhC

variation and SU-8 thickness variation.

Finally, we consider the effect of PhC hole filling with SU-8, which may be more of a concern for

the strip-defined cavity design than for the disk-defined design, since the strip lies over many of the

holes. An FDTD simulation of a device with hstrip = 100 nm and wstrip = 1 µm (and ∆x = 0) was

run as before, except any holes that were completely covered by the strip were filled in with SU-8.

Each of these filled holes was edited to contain a cylinder of dielectric material with refractive

index 1.57 to represent SU-8 [100]; each cylinder had the same radius as the hole and spanned

the depth of the PhC slab, from z = −zslab/2 to z = zslab/2. The parameters of the fundamental

cavity mode extracted from the simulation are displayed in table 5.2, from which we see that the

simulated cavity with filled holes in fact has a higher Qtotal and smaller V0 compared to the case

of unfilled holes (also shown in table 5.2). Therefore, filling of the PhC holes beneath the SU-8

strip is unlikely to be detrimental to the Qtotal/V0 of the cavity mode and is not expected to be
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Figure 5.8: Parameters of the fundamental cavity mode extracted from FDTD simulations on an
SU-8 strip cavity with hstrip = 100 nm, wstrip = 1 µm and variable positional shift along the waveguide,
∆x.

an issue for coupling experiments in this regard. Indeed, filling of the holes may even improve the

Qtotal/V0 ratio, although this could depend on the extent of the hole-filling, which may differ from

the simple model applied here.

From the simulation results, we observe that λ0 is significantly redshifted by ∼ 10 nm due to filling

of the PhC holes under the strip, which suggests that variation in the hole filling might lead to

variation of the cavity mode wavelength. As we cannot easily measure whether the cross-linked

SU-8 remains in the PhC holes, it is difficult to determine how much of an issue this is. However,

we see from the experimental results in section 5.3.2 that variation in the wavelength is typically

less than the ∼ 10 nm range suggested by these simulation results.
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Holes filled? λ0 (nm) Qtotal Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
Yes 1281.0 7900 1.0× 104 3.3× 104 1.20

No 1270.8 7000 8200 4.8× 104 1.36

Table 5.2: Simulated parameters of the fundamental cavity mode of an SU-8 strip-defined cavity with
and without filled holes under the strip. The cavity parameters are hstrip = 100 nm, wstrip = 1 µm and
for the case of filled holes, only holes which are completely covered by the strip are filled in with SU-8.

5.3 SU-8 strip cavities: experimental results

5.3.1 Fabrication and atomic force microscope characterisation

A batch of SU-8 strip cavities was fabricated in order to test the cavity design’s viability and its

performance. A high density QD sample with PhC membranes was used, as described in sec-

tion 3.7. The only notable difference to the sample used for the SU-8 disk cavities in Ch. 4 was

that the removal of the sacrificial AlGaAs layer was performed using a 32% treatment with HCl

for 5 minutes, instead of HF. A coat of SU-8 film was applied to the surface using a similar spin-

coating process, except with an additional spin phase at 500 rpm (with an angular acceleration

of 200 rpm/s) for 10 s implemented before the usual spin phase at 2800 rpm (intended to improve

adhesion of the film to the surface and PhCs). An initial spin coat with an 8:1 ratio of cyclopen-

tanone to SU-8 2007 was attempted, but was unsuccessful in coating the PhC membranes. This

coat was removed with PGMEA (and the sample rinsed with IPA) before applying another coat

with a thicker 7:1 ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8 2007, which successfully coated most of the

PhCs.

An optical microscope was used to identify regions of the sample with consistent SU-8 coverage, by

examining the thickness-dependent colouration of the SU-8 film. Two categories of coverage could

be reliably identified, which are shown by the 500× microscope images in Fig. 5.9. In Fig. 5.9(a),

9 devices are shown, which are coated in a thick layer of SU-8 film with green/purple colouration

that is not perceptibly altered by the PhC devices. In Fig. 5.9(b) a different set of 9 devices is

shown, which is likely covered by a thinner SU-8 film. Evidently, the film exhibits a significant

change in colouration from yellow to blue near the PhCs, which, as shown in the thesis by L.

Nuttall [1](Ch. 5), is expected to be due to a reduction in the film thickness over the devices.

In his thesis, Nuttall presented FDTD simulation results to predict the apparent colour of the

SU-8 film coating over a PhC membrane by measuring the reflected spectrum under white LED
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Figure 5.9: 500× optical microscope images of PhC devices in different regions of the sample, coated
with SU-8 film. (a) 9 devices coated with a thick film of SU-8 (estimated thickness 400–1000 nm). (b) 9
devices coated with a thin film of SU-8 (estimated thickness 100–350 nm). (c) Colour of the SU-8 film
predicted as a function of thickness, from simulation results presented by collaborator L. Nuttall [1].

illumination (see Ch. 5 of Ref. [1]). We are now able to use these results, which are presented in

Fig. 5.9(c), to estimate the thickness, Tfilm, of the actual SU-8 films. We predict that the thick

film in Fig. 5.9(a) is likely to have a Tfilm in the range 400–1000 nm, while the thin film shown in

Fig. 5.9(b) is likely to have Tfilm between 100 nm and 350 nm. For brevity, we will refer to these

as thick film and thin film, respectively, in the discussion of the results from this fabrication run.

Note that Tfilm is particularly difficult to estimate to a high accuracy for the thick film, because

films with Tfilm > 400 nm are predicted to have a similar purple/green colouration. The method of

SU-8 film thickness estimation applied here can also be used to distinguish more subtle variations

of the thickness, as shown in section 5.5.1.

To fabricate SU-8 strips on the PhC waveguides, the 405 nm exposure laser was controlled using the

piezo stage-mounted objective (see section 3.8) to write lines in the SU-8 film at room temperature.

The L3 cavities either side of the PhC waveguides were used as alignment markers in order to write

strips perpendicular to the waveguide. The laser was focused to a ∼ 1 µm spot size with a power

of ∼ 17.5 µW after the objective. For each device, the laser spot was moved perpendicular to the

waveguide at a writing speed, vw, selected between 0.2 µm s−1 and 5 µm s−1, to trace a single line

of length 20 µm in an attempt to write an SU-8 strip on top of the PhC. After this writing process,

the sample was developed via the usual procedure, outlined in section 4.2.
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Figure 5.10: Two examples of successfully fabricated SU-8 strip cavities: device A and device B.
(a) and (b): 3000× optical microscope images of the devices. (c) and (d): height profile of the SU-8
strip from devices A and B, respectively, extracted from AFM measurements and profile averaging
techniques. An inverse polynomial fit to each profile is shown (dashed red line).

Two examples of successfully created SU-8 strip cavity devices from this fabrication run are shown

in Fig. 5.10, which we refer to as devices A and B. Images of these two devices, obtained using a

3000× optical microscope, are shown in Figs. 5.10(a) and 5.10(b): in both cases, a well-defined,

uniform SU-8 strip is present on the PhC waveguide. The two SU-8 strips shown were written

under significantly different conditions: device A was coated in thick SU-8 film and the strip was

written with vw = 0.5 µm s−1 whereas device B was coated in thin SU-8 film and the strip was

written with a much slower writing speed of vw = 0.125 µm s−1. Despite the much higher exposure

dose applied to device B, we see from the height profiles of the SU-8 strips in Figs. 5.10(c) and

5.10(d) that the strip over device B is much thinner. This confirms that the SU-8 film covering

device B was indeed thinner (as predicted) and highlights how significantly the film thickness can

affect the strip-writing process.

The height profiles of devices A and B [Figs. 5.10(c) and 5.10(d)], in addition to other selected

devices from this fabrication run, were obtained via AFM measurements. For each device, an

average height profile of the SU-8 strip was extracted using Gwyddion software’s [207] profile

extraction tool, which performs averaging over multiple scan lines of the AFM image. Each profile

was extracted as a function of X, the distance along the waveguide, by averaging the height at each
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Figure 5.11: AFM image of a successful SU-8 strip cavity with an average strip height H = 90 nm
and a Q of 7400.

X position over a region extending at least 1 µm either side of the waveguide in the y-direction. In

order to obtain an estimate of the average height of an SU-8 strip, we apply an inverse polynomial

peak function as an arbitrary fit to the extracted height profile. The function used is given by

f(x) = c0 +
H

1 +A1(2x−xcw )2 +A2(2x−xcw )3 +A3(2x−xcw )6
, (5.1)

where H is the amplitude of the peak, c0 is the vertical offset, A1, A2, and A3 are coefficients of

the polynomial and w corresponds to the width of the peak. We see from the two examples in

Figs. 5.10(c) and 5.10(d) (devices A and B) that this inverse polynomial peak function provides an

excellent fit to the profile of the strip; this was also the case for other strip profiles fitted with this

function. We can therefore use H, the amplitude of the peak, as a reliable representation of the

approximate average height of the SU-8 strip on each successful device. For device A, we obtain

H = 350 nm and for device B, we obtain H = 80 nm. Values of H are presented to the nearest

5 nm. An example of another successful SU-8 strip cavity device is shown in Fig. 5.11, a full AFM

image of the device. This image demonstrates the high uniformity of the SU-8 strip across the

y-extent of the PhC waveguide, which was found via profile averaging to have an average height

H = 90 nm.

In Fig. 5.12 we compare the yields of successfully written SU-8 strips on PhC waveguides coated

in (predicted) thick or thin SU-8 film, as defined previously. For the purposes of these yield

measurements, a confirmed SU-8 strip is counted as one that extends across the full y-extent of

the PhC waveguide with good uniformity [such as the examples in Figs. 5.10(a) and 5.10(b)]; a
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Figure 5.12: Yields of devices with successfully written SU-8 strips (blue) and with confirmed cavity
modes after writing the strip (orange), categorised by film thickness and writing speed, vw. Yields for
regions of the sample identified to have thick SU-8 film (a) or thin SU-8 film (b) are shown separately.
The red number at the top of each bar shows the number of devices attempted.

confirmed cavity mode is determined by comparing µPL mapping measurements of the waveguide

before and after writing the strip, which is expanded on in section 5.3.2. We see that for a given

film thickness, the yield tends to increase as vw is reduced, which is to be expected, since a slower

writing speed results in a higher exposure dose. Comparing the yield for thick film in Fig. 5.12(a)

to that of the thin film in 5.12(b), it is evident that the thin film requires a slower writing speed

of vw . 0.25 µm s−1 to obtain a reliable (close to 100%) yield of successful SU-8 strips, whereas

strips can be reliably written in thick film with speeds up to ∼ 0.5 µm s−1. Overall, we found that

82% of the devices with a successfully written SU-8 strip supported a new, localized cavity mode

at the strip position, which is a reasonably high success rate for the technique.

A consideration of similar importance to the fabrication yield is the effect of film thickness and

writing speed on the height of the fabricated SU-8 strips, particularly as a thin strip is expected

to be critical to achieving a high Q factor cavity mode. In Fig. 5.13, the mean strip height, H,

is plotted for selected SU-8 strip devices (see section 5.3.2 for the selection criteria) as a function

of vw and categorised by the predicted film thickness. It should be noted that some data points

were obtained from 1 or 2 devices, so conclusions made from this data should be treated with due

caution. The number of devices measured is labelled on each data point for transparency. Where

possible, error bars are plotted to to show the standard error of H. Two intuitive observations
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Figure 5.13: Mean strip height, H, measured via AFM profiling of selected devices fabricated with
different writing speed and film thickness. Each data point is annotated with the number of devices
measured and the percentage yield of successfully written strips under the given parameters.

are immediately apparent: firstly, for a given vw, H is much smaller for strips written in thin film

than those written in thick film; secondly, H decreases as vw is increased due to a lower exposure

dose. We see that sub-100 nm-thick strips were achieved by writing in thin film, and that strips

with heights in the range 60–90 nm were reliably fabricated with 100% yields (shown in brackets

next to each data point). Thinner strips than this can be produced by increasing vw, but we see

from the results that this comes at the cost of a much lower yield. Strips as thin as ∼ 300 nm

could be written reliably in thick film without sacrificing the yield, which, while not as thin as

the ∼ 100 nm target height, is still capable of creating cavity modes with a moderate Q factor, as

shown in section 5.3.2. The ability to write cavities with sufficient parameters for coupling in thick

film is potentially very useful, as spin-coating a layer of thick SU-8 film over the PhC devices is

significantly less challenging than obtaining a thin film.

Overall, the sensitivity of the strip height to vw and the film thickness apparent from Fig. 5.13

highlights the importance of controlling the exposure dose based on the SU-8 film thickness, in

order to achieve both a reliable yield and the desired strip thickness. This is arguably the most

significant challenge in the fabrication process of SU-8-defined cavities. An exposure calibration

chart to use as a guide for writing SU-8 strips can be found in appendix A, which is intended to

help address this challenge.

It should be noted that some regions of the sample did not have consistent coverage by the SU-8

coat that could easily be categorised as either the thick or thin film presented in Fig. 5.9. In some

parts of the sample, the SU-8 film varied significantly in thickness over short distances (∼ 10 µm)
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Figure 5.14: Optical microscope images of devices with inconsistent SU-8 film coverage. (a) A device
coated with SU-8 film which varies significantly in thickness over its extent. (b) A device for which the
film has not wet the PhC membranes, resulting in no SU-8 coverage over the PhC waveguide.

or did not coat the PhC devices at all. Examples of inconsistent SU-8 film coverage are shown by

the optical microscope images of devices in Fig. 5.14. In Fig. 5.14(a), the film is predicted to vary

drastically in thickness over the device, as indicated by the presence of many different coloured

fringes. The image in Fig. 5.14(b) shows an example from the first unsuccessful coat (with an 8:1

ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8 2007), in which the SU-8 film did not wet the PhC membrane at

all. Devices with SU-8 coverage similar to the examples in Fig. 5.14 or which could not clearly be

categorised as thick or thin film (as in Fig. 5.9) were excluded from the investigation.

Similar SU-8 film coverage problems to those reported here have been investigated by collaborator

L. Nuttall in his thesis [1], but have proven a significant challenge to overcome. Inconsistent SU-8

film coverage over regions of the sample has a detrimental effect on the yield of successful devices,

which is potentially problematic for applying the technique to coupling experiments. This issue

might be solved by further optimisation of the spin-coating process, such as pre-treatment of the

sample to improve SU-8 adhesion. Another solution might be to spin-coat onto larger chips than

the ∼ 5 × 5 mm samples used in this work, which would likely result in a coat with a more even

thickness distribution due to a reduced influence from the edges of the chip. Pre-treatment of the

sample surface with an oxygen plasma ash before spin-coating was attempted on other samples,

but this did not show any evidence of improving the wetting of the SU-8 to the PhC waveguide

devices. Further optimisation work would be recommended to improve the process, but for the

purposes of testing SU-8 defined cavities, the current procedure was sufficient.

5.3.2 Micro-photoluminescence mapping and characterisation

The fabricated batch of SU-8 strip cavity devices was characterised using the 1D µPL mapping

technique applied to the SU-8 disk cavities in Ch. 4. Mapping measurements along the PhC
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waveguide were carried out both before and after writing the SU-8 strip on each device, using

HeNe laser excitation with a power of ∼ 10 µW after the objective. A step size of 0.2 µm was used

for mapping, with an acquisition time of 0.5 s. The sample was maintained at a temperature of

∼ 8 K.

Examples of µPL maps taken before and after writing the strip for three devices are presented

in Fig. 5.15. The maps shown in Figs. 5.15(a), 5.15(b), 5.15(c) and 5.15(d) are before and after

maps for the same devices A and B previously identified in section 5.3.1 (see Fig. 5.10). For

both of these devices we see clear evidence of an isolated, well-localized cavity mode (labelled M1)

generated after writing the strip, confirming that a successful SU-8 strip cavity has been fabricated.

Additional µPL measurements were taken to measure the Q factor of each cavity mode, using the

same method as for the SU-8 disk cavities. These Q factor measurements were performed using

the 1200 lines/mm grating (slit width 20 µm) with an acquisition time of 10 s. For device A (strip

height H = 350 nm), a Q factor of 4200 was measured and for device B, which has a thinner SU-8

strip (H = 80 nm), a higher Q of 8300 was measured. Some devices were also found to support a

second order cavity mode, which for typical mode-gap cavities is double-peaked [86]. This was the

case for device C, for which before and after µPL maps are shown in Figs. 5.15(e) and 5.15(f). The

ground mode, M1 and a second order mode M2, are generated by the presence of the strip, which

had a height H = 560 nm. The Q factor of the M1 mode was measured to be 3300 for this thick

strip. Note that all µPL measurements of the devices were performed before AFM measurements.

The AFM profiling techniques detailed in section 5.3.1 were applied to a selected sample of SU-8

strip cavities with confirmed cavity modes. From a total of 23 devices which were concluded to

support cavity modes, 16 were selected for measurement. Of the excluded devices, 3 were omitted

due to contamination of, or damage to, the PhCs that occurred after the µPL measurements were

performed; the other 4 were omitted because it was not as clear that new cavity modes had been

generated as for the other devices. In Fig. 5.16, we plot the measured Q and wavelength, λ0, of the

M1 cavity mode against H for all the selected devices. A strong negative correlation between Q

and H is observed in Fig. 5.16(a), as expected from the simulation results presented in section 5.2.

The values of H varied between 60–560 nm, with the highest and lowest Q of 8700 and 3300

recorded for devices with H = 110 nm and H = 560 nm (device C), respectively. In general, high

Q modes exceeding the maximum Q ∼ 7000 measured from the SU-8 disk cavities were measured

from devices with H . 100 nm. The higher Q measured from the SU-8 strip devices is expected to

result from the improved cavity design, which has less stringent alignment requirements than the
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SU-8 disk defined cavity (as discussed in section 5.1) and thus can be fabricated more consistently.

It should be noted, however, that the cavity modes generated by the SU-8 strips were ∼ 20 nm

longer in wavelength than those generated by the SU-8 disks, which we attribute to differences

in the PhC etching between the two samples (the modes of the reference L3 cavities confirmed

this). The SU-8 strip cavity modes are therefore spectrally further away from the centre of the

Figure 5.15: 1D µPL maps of three selected devices (along the waveguide) taken before and after
writing an SU-8 strip on the PhC waveguide. (a), (c) and (e): maps of devices A, B, and C before
applying SU-8. (b), (d) and (f): maps of devices A, B, and C after writing SU-8 strips. The intensity
scale is shown beside the corresponding map (in arbitrary units); all maps use the same position (X)
scale.
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Figure 5.16: Parameters extracted from the selected sample of 16 successful SU-8 strip cavities. (a)
Measured Q factor (blue circles) of the M1 mode as a function of H and predicted Q from FDTD
simulation results (dark cyan triangles) for an SU-8 strip cavity with wstrip = 1 µm and hstrip = H. (b)
Measured λ0 of the M1 cavity mode.

QD ensemble emission, which may increase the observed Q due to reduced reabsorption by the

QD ensemble [208]. Further investigation would be required to quantify the contribution of this

effect, but it is likely that the performance of the SU-8 strip cavities is at least as favourable as

the SU-8 disk cavities.

The Q factors of the fabricated SU-8 strip cavities also compare favourably to other types of mode

gap cavities formed from material deposited onto a PhC waveguide. The Q factor of ∼ 3000

reported for a carbonaceous nano-block deposited on a PhC waveguide [88] and the Q ∼ 4300 for

a PMMA strip deposited perpendicular to the waveguide [89] are exceeded by the majority of the

fabricated SU-8 strip cavity devices. The SU-8 strip cavity Q factors are also comparable to the

typical range of 6000–7000 reported by Brossard et al. [99] for similar cavity structures formed by

inkjet-printing strips of sub-100 nm thickness on a PhC waveguide.

The measured Q factors of the experimentally realised devices exhibit some notable discrepancies

from the values expected from FDTD simulations, which are also plotted in Fig. 5.16(a). The

simulation results shown are the Qtotal obtained from a device with wstrip = 1 µm and a height
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hstrip = H. For moderately thick strips with H > 200 nm, the experimentally achieved Q is

actually higher than the Q predicted from the FDTD simulation results. This is of course a

positive result, as it means that moderately high Q cavities can be created from thick strips, which

are less challenging to fabricate. For example, as noted in section 5.3.1, strips with H ∼ 300 nm

were reliably fabricated in thick SU-8 film (400–1000 nm thickness) – these devices were found to

have Q ∼ 5000, which is considerably higher than the Q ∼ 2200 predicted theoretically. The cause

of the discrepancy between the simulated and experimentally obtained Q factors is not certain, but

is likely to be due to differences in the geometry of the strip and/or PhC between the simulated

device and actual device. In section 5.3.4, a device is simulated with a more realistic SU-8 strip

profile to investigate this further.

It is clear that the Q of the SU-8 strip cavities is limited for thin strips, as it does not reach the

values exceeding 104 predicted for H < 100 nm. We attribute this to fabrication limitations of the

PhC devices etched into the wafer, for example due to hole roughness or tapering. Most examples

of PhC cavities etched into GaAs wafers (with embedded self-assembled QD layers) reported in

the literature exhibit typical Q factors in the range ∼ 10, 000 - 15,000 [19, 20, 66, 69, 86] or lower,

despite the cavity designs having much higher theoretical Q factors than this. Q factors which are

much closer to the ultrahigh theoretical values are possible in PhC cavities etched in Si [33, 48, 91]

or GaAs wafers without QD layers [209]. In order to verify that the wafer was the limiting factor,

Q measurements were performed on 18 of the reference L3 cavities distributed across the surface

of the sample. The results, presented in Fig. 5.17(a), gave a mean Q of 5200 and a maximum of

6600 – significantly lower than the theoretical Qtotal ∼ 105 predicted for the cavity design from

FDTD simulation results (see section 2.4.3.4).

We now consider the suitability of the fabricated SU-8 strip cavities for coupling applications,

which ideally requires a high Q, small V0 and consistent cavity mode properties between devices.

The wavelength of the fundamental cavity mode from each device, λ0, is shown in Fig. 5.16(b),

as a function of the strip thickness. A weak positive correlation between λ0 and H is suggested,

which is consistent with predictions from FDTD simulations (see section 5.2). Evidently, it will

be important to achieve consistent strip thickness for practical applications in order to minimise

the variation of λ0 from one device to another. The results suggest that, for a given H, λ0 can

typically be expected to be within a range of ∼ 5 nm. This variation is likely to negatively impact

the success rate of coupling an SU-8 strip cavity to a QD, as the range of wavelengths is larger than

the ∼ 1 nm temperature tuning range of a single QD (see section 3.8.4). However, we believe that
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Figure 5.17: Measured Q factors (a) and mode wavelength, λ0 (b), of 18 reference L3 cavities dis-
tributed across the surface of the sample that the SU-8 strip devices were fabricated on.
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Figure 5.18: Estimated value of η, the strong coupling figure of merit, for the selected SU-8 strip
cavity devices, as a function of their strip height, H. The dashed red line indicates the estimated
theoretical value of η required for the onset of the strong coupling regime.

the magnitude of the variation is not so unacceptably large as to make the technique unviable. For

comparison, we examined the wavelength of the same 18 reference L3 cavity modes that Q factors

were recorded from; the results are shown in Fig. 5.17(b). These L3 cavity modes also exhibit a

significant variation in wavelength, likely due to fabrication imperfections. The full range of λ0

for the measured L3 cavities was 5.3 nm and the interquartile range, which likely gives a better

representation of the typical spread of λ0, was 2.2 nm. It is promising that the range of λ0 exhibited

by the SU-8 strip cavities (provided the strip height is consistent) is not drastically wider than

that of the L3 cavities, which are typical candidates for strong coupling experiments [19, 20, 66].

Finally, we consider the suitability of the SU-8 strip cavities for strong coupling experiments, by
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estimating the strong coupling figure of merit, η, discussed in section 3.6. In this section it was

predicted that, if the cavity mode is well-aligned with a single QD, the onset of strong coupling

is expected to occur for η & 5× 109 m−1 and that a value of η ∼ 1010 m−1 should be targeted to

match PhC cavity devices for which strong coupling has been achieved in the literature. For each

of the 16 measured devices, we computed an estimate of η (Eq. 3.16). This was calculated using

the measured values of Q and λ0, together with an estimate of V0 obtained by extrapolating the

simulation results in Fig. 5.5 to the relevant strip height. n = 3.33 was used for the refractive index.

The calculated values are presented in Fig. 5.18, in which we see that the target η ∼ 1010 m−1 is

achieved for a strip height H . 100 nm. Therefore, if we target this strip thickness and successfully

achieve good spectral and spatial overlap between the cavity mode and a QD, the strong coupling

regime should be possible. Taking the theoretical minimum η & 5× 109 m−1, the results suggest

that strong coupling may even be possible for thicker strips up to 300 – 400 nm. Whether this

could be observed in practice is questionable, but such thicknesses would certainly be acceptable

for achieving Purcell-enhanced emission from a QD: the theoretical maximum Purcell factor for a

cavity with Q = 5000 and V = 1.33 (λ/n)3 (estimated for H = 300 nm) is ∼ 290.

5.3.3 Focus on a high Q device

We now focus on device B, one of the highest Q (8300) SU-8 strip cavities fabricated. An AFM

image of this device is presented in Fig. 5.19, showing the high uniformity of the strip across the

PhC, which has a height H = 80 nm (the height profile of this strip was presented in Fig. 5.10). In

this section we first present time-resolved µPL (TRPL) measurements of the device to show that

the spontaneous emission rate of the QD ensemble is altered by the cavity mode. This is compared

to an L3 cavity as a reference. Finally, FDTD simulations are performed of an SU-8 strip cavity

with a strip profile matching that of device B, to investigate the performance differences between

this realistic strip shape and the simplified cuboidal strips used in the other simulations.

5.3.3.1 Time-resolved measurements

TRPL measurements of device B were performed using the experimental apparatus detailed in

section 3.8.5 and the Ti:S pulsed laser (section 3.8.1) to provide excitation (with a power of ∼ 8 µW

after the objective). Measurements were performed with the objective position optimised over the

relevant cavity mode. The spectral filtering provided by the spectrometer (FWHM ∼ 0.7 nm)
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Figure 5.19: AFM image of device B, an SU-8 strip cavity with H = 80 nm and Q = 8300.

was tuned by moving the grating to position the centre wavelength of the filtering window, λc,

either at λ0, the wavelength of the SU-8 strip cavity mode, or ±2 nm either side of λ0. The

results, presented in Fig. 5.20, clearly show a slower radiative decay rate for QDs which are

off-resonance compared to those which are resonant with the cavity mode, which verifies that

the SU-8 strip cavity is able to alter the spontaneous emission rate of the QDs. Each of the

TRPL traces is fitted with a mono-exponential decay, convolved with the IRF of the detector,

in order to estimate the radiative lifetime. Relatively good consistency is found between the two

off-resonant measurements, which exhibit radiative lifetimes of τR(λ0 − 2 nm) = (364± 9) ps and

τR(λ0 + 2 nm) = (307± 8) ps. In comparison, the lifetime measured from QDs resonant with the

cavity mode was τR(λ0) = (162± 2) ps.

In order to find an estimate of the Purcell factor (defined in section 3.3.2), the radiative lifetime

of the on-resonant QDs needs to be compared to QDs which can be approximated as emitting into

free-space. We therefore need measure the lifetime of QDs in the wafer which are not embedded

in a PhC, since the modification to the optical density of states by the PhC typically inhibits the

spontaneous emission rate of (off-resonant) QDs, resulting in longer radiative lifetimes [210, 211].

Using a similar TRPL measurement technique, but instead exciting the QD ensemble in an off-

cavity location with no etched PhCs, the radiative lifetime of the QD ensemble at λc = λ0 was

found to be τoc ∼ 260 ps. This gives an estimated Purcell factor of FP = τoc/τR ∼ 1.6.

For comparison to the SU-8 strip cavity device, TRPL measurements were also performed on one

of the reference L3 cavities forming part of device B. The fundamental L3 cavity mode investigated

had Q = 5900 and λ0 = 1273.7 nm. As for the SU-8 strip cavity, measurements were obtained

by optimising over the L3 cavity mode and moving the spectral filter position to either the cavity

mode resonance or 2 nm either side of it. The resulting traces, along with the appropriate mono-
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Figure 5.20: TRPL results from device B, showing TRPL traces and mono-exponential fits (convolved
with the detector IRF) for collection on and off resonance with the cavity mode, λ0. The TRPL trace
is shown by unconnected symbols, according to the legend; the fits are shown by the corresponding
coloured lines, with radiative lifetimes marked by text of the same colour. The legend denotes the value
of λc, the wavelength that the centre of the spectral filter was set to. The IRF of the detector is shown
by the dashed black line.

exponential fit (convolved with the IRF), for collection filtered at λc = λ0 and λc = λ0 + 2 nm are

shown in Fig. 5.21. For λc = λ0, we find a radiative lifetime τR(λ0) = (188± 2) ps and for λc =

λ0 + 2 nm we find a radiative lifetime τR(λ0 + 2 nm) = (347± 5) ps. Note that for λc = λ0 − 2 nm

(not shown) a radiative lifetime of (353± 4) ps was found, consistent with τR(λ0 + 2 nm). Also

shown in Fig. 5.21 is the TRPL trace and fit obtained from the QD ensemble, at an off-cavity

(and off-PhC) position near device B with the filter set to λc = λ0, which gave a radiative lifetime

τoc = (309± 5) ps. We therefore derive a Purcell factor of FP ∼ 1.6 for the L3 cavity mode,

demonstrating that the SU-8 strip cavity offers similar performance to the well-established L3

cavity design in this regard.

For both the L3 and SU-8 strip cavities, Purcell enhancement of the QD ensemble has been

demonstrated at the cavity mode resonance, likely resulting from many QDs weakly coupled to the

cavity mode. The relatively low magnitude of the estimated Purcell factor (∼ 1.6) is unsurprising

given the limitations of the measurement. Most notably, measurement of the Purcell factor from

an ensemble of QDs is typically limited by the varying degrees of coupling between the QDs

and the cavity mode [212]. Typically, for a high density ensemble of QDs coupled to a cavity
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Figure 5.21: TRPL results from an L3 cavity from device B. TRPL traces and fits are shown for
collection on resonance with the cavity mode (λ0), off-resonance with the cavity mode while positioned
over the cavity (λ0 + 2 nm), and from the QD ensemble at an off-cavity location. The TRPL trace
is shown by unconnected symbols, according to the legend; the fits are shown by the corresponding
coloured lines, with radiative lifetimes marked by text of the same colour. The IRF of the detector is
shown by the dashed black line.

mode, Purcell factors in the range ∼ 2–5 have been reported in the literature [136, 212, 213, 214];

Purcell factors greater than this have been observed from single QDs weakly coupled to PhC cavity

modes [80, 168, 182, 211]. We believe that the value of ∼ 1.6 obtained for the Purcell factor here,

which is slightly lower than the typical values found in the literature for a QD ensemble, was limited

by background emission from uncoupled QDs. The width of the spectral filter window (FWHM

∼ 0.7 nm) was considerably wider than the FWHM of the cavity mode (. 0.2 nm), which likely

resulted in a significant proportion of light being collected from the uncoupled QD background.

This is perhaps evident from the shape of the TRPL trace for λc = λ0 (for either cavity), for

which a mono-exponential decay does not provide a complete fit and it is likely that the decay is

bi-exponential. We suggest that the longer-lived component of this decay is due to the contribution

of the uncoupled QD background. We note that the mono-exponential decay does provide a good

fit to the faster component of the decay, so we believe it is sufficient for the purpose of estimating

the Purcell factor. If the spectral filter window was made narrower, a shorter radiative lifetime

might be observed from QDs on resonance with the cavity mode. However, such a short lifetime

may approach the resolution limit of the detector, which has an IRF with a FWHM of ∼ 130 ps.

Issues concerning the resolution limit could be avoided by studying QDs emitting closer to the
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centre of the ensemble (∼ 1220 nm) which were found to have a much longer radiative lifetime of

∼ 1 ns.

5.3.4 FDTD simulations of a more realistic strip

In order to investigate the effect of subtle differences in the SU-8 strip geometry, FDTD simulations

were performed of an SU-8 strip device with a more realistic strip profile. The inverse polynomial

fit to the SU-8 strip profile of device B (obtained via AFM techniques), shown in figure 5.10(b), was

used as an approximation of the strip cross-section. This shape was extruded along the y-direction

of the PhC to produce a more realistic strip than the simplified cuboidal strips used in other

simulations in this work. A slice through the simulated structure at y = 0 is shown in Fig. 5.22,

which visualizes the refractive index. The strip profile is defined by the inverse polynomial peak

function given in Eq. 5.1, with parameters H = 82 nm, A1 = 0.641, A2 = −0.808, A3 = 0.944 and

w = 1.32 µm.

Parameters extracted from the fundamental cavity mode are presented in table 5.3, along with

simulation results from a simplified cuboidal SU-8 strip cavity for comparison. The geometry of the

cuboidal strip was set to hstrip = 80 nm and wstrip = 1.3 µm to correspond to the height and FWHM

of the more realistic strip profile. Both sets of results are presented for simulations performed with

mesh resolution parameters ρxy = 30 and ρz = 40 (defined in section 2.2.4). Convergence testing

(following a similar method to that laid out in section 2.5.4) performed on the realistic SU-8

strip cavity suggests that all parameters presented in table 5.3, except for Qout, are accurate to

within ∼ 5%. The value of Qout is predicted to be accurate within 17%; the poorer convergence is

attributed to the high magnitude of Qout, which is more sensitive to the mesh resolution. Similar

sensitivity was found for the high Q WMLD cavity in section 2.5.4.

Examining the simulation results in table 5.3, we see that the fundamental mode of the cavity with

a more realistic SU-8 strip profile exhibits a higher Qtotal than the simplified geometry. The results

Strip type λ0 (nm) Qtotal Qin Qout V0

[
(λ0/n)3

]
Realistic 1274.0 14, 500 15, 200 3.2× 105 1.44

Cuboid 1273.1 9400 10, 800 7.4× 104 1.36

Table 5.3: Comparison of the simulated parameters of the fundamental cavity mode, extracted from
an SU-8 strip defined cavity with a more realistic strip profile (extracted from device B) or a simplified
cuboidal strip with hstrip = 80 nm and wstrip = 1.3 µm.
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Figure 5.22: Refractive index profile in the y = 0 plane of the more realistic simulated SU-8 strip
cavity, with a strip geometry obtained from profile averaging of device B.

show that the V0 of the more realistic strip is larger, likely due to a wider mode gap potential,

but the increased Qtotal results in a higher Qtotal/V0 = 1.0 × 104 (n/λ0)3, η = 1.7× 1010 m−1 for

the realistic cavity compared to Qtotal/V0 = 6900 (n/λ0)3, η = 1.2× 1010 m−1 for the simplified

geometry. The results therefore suggest that a more realistic cavity geometry is better suited for

coupling experiments. The subtle differences in the strip geometry responsible for the higher Qtotal

in this example may go towards explaining the higher-than-predicted Q of the fabricated devices

in Fig. 5.16.

We note that the Q = 8300 measured from the actual cavity of device B does not reach either

of the simulated values of Qtotal presented in table 5.3. We attribute this predominantly to the

limitations of the wafer discussed in section 5.3.2, but differences between the theoretical and actual

geometry are also expected to play a role. Firstly, the actual PhC had target lattice parameters

a = 320 nm, r/a = 0.25a, which differ from the simulated a = 340 nm, r/a = 0.27a. Secondly, the

inverse polynomial profile used does not capture the complete geometry of the real strip, shown

in Fig. 5.19. Simulating a more detailed strip – which would be much more computationally

demanding due to removal of the symmetry planes – might be of interest for subsequent work, but

is deemed beyond the scope of this project.

5.4 Varying the strip width: simulation results

Having successfully demonstrated SU-8 strip cavities in section 5.3, we now investigate the effects

of altering the strip width. In particular, we focus on increasing the strip width to widen the mode

gap confinement potential. This is feasible experimentally either by writing multiple closely spaced
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Figure 5.23: FDTD simulation results for SU-8 strip cavities with hstrip = 100 nm and variable wstrip.
Q factor components and the mode volume of the fundamental cavity mode are shown.

strips, as will be shown in section 5.5, or by using a larger laser spot diameter for writing single

strips. Increasing the cavity width has been shown to increase the Q factor of comparable mode

gap cavity designs [90, 95]; the work presented here aimed to achieve a similar beneficial effect for

the SU-8 strip cavity design.

We first consider the effects of varying the strip width, wstrip, while keeping the strip height

hstrip = 100 nm constant. FDTD simulations were performed with wstrip ranging from 0.5 µm to

6 µm; the parameters extracted from the fundamental cavity mode are presented in Fig. 5.23. As

the strip width is increased beyond ∼ 2 µm, Qtotal increases by up to approximately an order of

magnitude, while V0 increases by only a factor of ∼ 2 over the range of wstrip simulated. This

suggests that cavities defined by a wider SU-8 strip could be preferable for QD-cavity coupling

applications.

The Qtotal of the SU-8 strip cavity mode, which is limited by in-plane TE-TM coupling losses

(see section 2.6.3), shows an increase with wstrip that is reflected by an increase in Qin. This

suggests a reduction of the in-plane losses, which is understood by considering how the cavity

mode field profile changes with wstrip. In Fig. 5.24, the |E|2 profiles for SU-8 strip cavities with

wstrip = 1 µm [Figs. 5.24(a) and 5.24(c)] and wstrip = 4 µm [Figs. 5.24(b) and 5.24(d)] are compared
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Figure 5.24: |E|2 field profile extracted from FDTD simulations of SU-8 strip-defined PhC cavities
with hstrip = 100 nm and different strip width, wstrip. (a) and (c): SU-8 strip with wstrip = 1 µm, shown
through the planes z = 0 and y = 0. (b) and (d): SU-8 strip with wstrip = 4 µm, shown through the
planes z = 0 and y = 0, respectively. Each profile shows the normalised intensity – the colour scale
used is displayed at the bottom of the figure.

(hstrip = 100 nm for both). Intuitively, the mode is more delocalized along the waveguide (x-

direction) for the cavity defined by a wider strip, due to a wider mode gap confinement potential.

This increased spatial delocalization of the mode appears to be responsible for the increased Qtotal,

which becomes apparent from analysis of the spatial Fourier components of the mode.

In Fig. 5.25, we consider the spatial Fourier transform of the main E field components of the TE-

like cavity mode, |FT(Ex)|+ |FT(Ey)|, in the top plane of the slab (z = zslab/2). This is compared

for the cavity with wstrip = 1 µm [Fig. 5.25(a)] and the cavity with wstrip = 4 µm [Fig. 5.25(b)].

As explained in section 2.6.3, the dominant source of losses from the SU-8 strip cavity is due to

coupling of the TE-like cavity mode to TM-like slab modes, which occurs along the TM contours

marked on the diagrams by the dashed lines. Such coupling is facilitated by the broken z-symmetry

of the structure, and is clearly evident for the 1 µm-wide strip by the significant field components

along the TM contour. However, for the 4 µm-wide strip, the field components along the TM

contours are much weaker. This appears to be due to the increased localization of the Fourier

components along kx, which is a result of the decreased spatial localization of the mode along the

waveguide. We propose that this inhibits TE-TM coupling, since the field components of the TE-
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Figure 5.25: Spatial Fourier transform, |FT(Ex)| + |FT(Ey)|, extracted from FDTD simulations
through the plane z = zslab/2 for a device with (a) wstrip = 1 µm and (b) wstrip = 4 µm. Both devices
have hstrip = 100 nm. The light cone is marked on as a solid red circle; contours of the TM-like slab
mode are marked by dashed red lines. Each result is normalised.

like cavity mode overlap less with the TM contours. We therefore attribute the increase in Qtotal

with wstrip to a reduction in TE-TM coupling losses, resulting from the more localized Fourier

components of the mode.

We note that an increase in Qtotal is also observed as wstrip is reduced from 1 µm to 0.5 µm. This is

likely due to similar suppression of the TE-TM coupling losses as for wide strips, since it coincides

with an increased V0 (more spatially delocalized mode) and an increase of Qin. This suggests

that reducing the strip width may also be a method of increasing the Q/V0 ratio, but in practice

the width is limited by the spot diameter of the writing laser. Note that additional convergence

testing was performed for wstrip = 0.5 µm and wstrip = 4.5 µm – good convergence was found in

both cases. For the other simulations, convergence was assumed based on testing of the device

with wstrip = 1 µm presented in section 2.6.

For coupling applications, the Qtotal/V0 ratio and η of the cavity mode should be maximised, as

discussed in section 3.3, for the weak coupling regime and strong coupling regime, respectively.

These parameters are plotted in Fig. 5.26 for hstrip = 100 nm and variable wstrip, along with λ0,

which is also important to control to achieve spectral resonance with a QD. The results confirm

that, as long as the strip height is kept constant, it is possible to increase Qtotal/V0 and η simply

by increasing the width of the SU-8 strip. Increasing the SU-8 strip width also results in a redshift
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Figure 5.26: λ0, Qtotal/V0 and η of the fundamental cavity mode extracted from FDTD simulations
of SU-8 strip cavities with hstrip = 100 nm and variable wstrip.

to the cavity mode, which could potentially be utilised as a method of tailoring the cavity mode

into spectral resonance with a target QD. We explore this possibility in section 5.5.

The work presented so far on SU-8 disk and SU-8 strip cavities has shown that the height of the

SU-8 structure on the PhC waveguide is critical to the Q factor and is challenging to control in

practice, due to fluctuations in the SU-8 film thickness. It is therefore important to consider the

effects of altering the strip height on a wider SU-8 strip cavity. FDTD simulations of a device with

wstrip = 4 µm and variable hstrip were performed, which we compare to results from an SU-8 strip

cavity with wstrip = 1 µm in Fig. 5.27. As for the 1 µm-wide strip, we see that the Qtotal of the 4 µm-

wide strip is drastically reduced as it is made thicker. We attribute this to an increase in the same

TE-TM coupling loss mechanism as for the 1 µm-wide strip, since Qtotal is again limited by Qin

(not shown). In Fig. 5.28 we plot the spatial Fourier components |FT(Ex)|+ |FT(Ey)| in the top

plane of the slab (z = zslab/2) for devices with thick strips (hstrip = 400 nm) of width wstrip = 1 µm

[5.28(a)] and wstrip = 4 µm [5.28(b)]. In both cases, strong evidence of TE-TM coupling losses is

demonstrated by the significant field components along the TM contours. This suggests that the

spatial delocalization of the wstrip = 4 µm cavity mode, which appeared to suppress the TE-TM

coupling losses for the case of hstrip = 100 nm (see Fig. 5.25), is not sufficient to strongly suppress

the TE-TM coupling losses as the strip is made thicker. Perhaps this is due to the TE-TM modes

coupling more readily, as the z-symmetry is more severely broken by increasing hstrip.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of parameters of the fundamental cavity mode extracted from SU-8 strip
cavities with wstrip = 1 µm and wstrip = 4 µm and variable hstrip. The bottom half of the figure shows
Qtotal and V0; the top half shows the calculated η. The red dashed line indicates the minimum η
theoretically required for strong coupling.

Comparison of Qtotal for devices with wstrip = 1 µm and wstrip = 4 µm in Fig. 5.27 reveals that

the 4 µm-wide strip yields a higher Q factor for any hstrip in the range simulated. However, the

larger V0, which is less favourable for coupling, should also be considered. The strong coupling

figure of merit, η, which factors this in (Eq. 3.16), calculated for each strip is plotted in the top

half of Fig. 5.27. Evidently, using a 4 µm-wide strip rather than a 1 µm-wide strip to generate the

cavity mode only offers a significant benefit to η if hstrip . 200 nm. For thicknesses greater than

this, η is similar for both strip widths and falls below the minimum theoretical value required for

strong coupling (see section 3.6). We therefore choose a target strip height of below ∼ 200 nm

for fabrication of wider strips. Note that a similar trend to η was verified for Qtotal/V0, which is

relevant to Purcell enhancement.

Additional FDTD simulations were performed to provide a more complete picture of the depen-

dence of the cavity mode parameters on hstrip and wstrip. Strip heights of 50 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm

and 400 nm were tested for wstrip in the range 1–4 µm. The extracted λ0 is shown in Fig. 5.29;

Qtotal and V0 are shown in Fig. 5.30.
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Figure 5.28: Similar spatial Fourier transform analysis to Fig. 5.25, except for SU-8 strips with
hstrip = 400 nm (instead of hstrip = 100 nm). |FT(Ex)| + |FT(Ey)|, extracted through the plane
z = zslab/2, is plotted for devices with strip widths of (a) wstrip = 1 µm and (b) wstrip = 4 µm. The
light cone is marked on as a solid red circle; contours of the TM-like slab mode are marked by dashed
red lines. Each result is normalised.

For a given hstrip, λ0 is found to redshift as wstrip is increased (Fig. 5.29), suggesting that for any

reasonable strip height the wavelength can be controlled by altering the strip width. A redshift is

also predicted as hstrip is increased, so good control of the strip thickness will be required in practice

if λ0 is to be tailored by altering wstrip. Also marked on Fig. 5.29 for each hstrip is the wavelength

corresponding to the WM1 photonic band at the edge of first Brillouin zone, λWM1(kx = π/a),

obtained from photonic band structure simulations of the PhC waveguide topped with an SU-8

film of thickness Tfilm = hstrip (see Fig. 5.7). As discussed in section 5.2, the mode gap generated

by this modified WM1 band is believed to be responsible for the generation of a cavity mode

by the strip. As wstrip is increased, λ0 appears to converge towards λWM1(kx = π/a) for the

relevant SU-8 thickness. This is expected, since the structure converges towards the situation of

a waveguide topped with SU-8 film, as simulated for the photonic band structure. This provides

further evidence that the SU-8 strip cavity operates on the principle of mode-gap confinement,

proposed in section 2.6.

A general observation from the predicted values of Qtotal (Fig. 5.30) is that thinner SU-8 strips

benefit more from an increase to wstrip. The results suggest that for hstrip & 200 nm, little benefit

is gained from a wider SU-8 strip, especially considering the larger V0. This is consistent with the

sub-200 nm thickness target stated previously. For some strip parameters, the theoretical Qtotal
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Figure 5.29: Wavelength of the fundamental cavity mode, λ0, extracted from FDTD simulations
of SU-8 strip cavities with various width and height. Also marked by each horizontal dashed line is
the wavelength of the WM1 band at the edge of the first Brillouin zone, λWM1(kx = π/a), obtained
from photonic band structure simulations of the PhC waveguide topped with an SU-8 film with the
annotated thickness (displayed at the right hand side).

exceeds 105, which is consistent with the order of magnitude found for polymer strips with slightly

different geometries [90] to those simulated here. This magnitude of Qtotal also approaches the

theoretical values for mode gap cavities which do not have broken z-symmetry (and therefore

do not have TE-TM coupling losses), such as those defined by selective infiltration of the PhC

air holes [95] or sections of the waveguide with altered refractive index [96]. The theoretical

performance is even comparable to the frequently-used optimised L3 cavity design, which was

simulated in section 2.4.3.4.

5.5 Varying the strip width: experimental results

A run of SU-8 strip cavity devices was fabricated to investigate the effects of altering the width

of the SU-8 strip. This experiment was performed with the aim of verifying the trends predicted

by the simulation results presented in section 5.4. In particular, the experiment aimed to produce

higher Q factor SU-8 strip cavities than those already reported in section 5.3 and to test whether

altering the strip width to tailor λ0 can be performed with sufficient accuracy in practice to benefit
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Figure 5.30: Mode volume (top) and Qtotal (bottom) of the fundamental cavity mode, extracted from
FDTD simulations of SU-8 strip cavities with various width and height.

QD-cavity coupling applications.

5.5.1 Fabrication and atomic force microscope characterisation

Experiments were performed on a high density InGaAs/GaAs QD sample, very similar to the one

used for the first batch of SU-8 strip cavities in section 5.3.1. A 4 minute HCl treatment was applied

to remove the AlGaAs layer in this case. A similar SU-8 spin-coating procedure was applied, but

with an 8:1 ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8 2007. Additionally, the sample was bathed in PGMEA

(and rinsed with IPA) before spin coating, to clean the surface.

The applied SU-8 spin-coat generally provided good coverage of the sample surface and coated the

vast majority of PhC devices successfully. Areas of coverage that were predicted to have highly

uniform film thickness were identified by their consistent colouration under illumination from a

white LED, as expected from thickness-dependent interference effects of the film (see section 5.3.1).

Large parts of the sample displayed one of two distinct colourations, which are shown in the 500×
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Figure 5.31: Appearance of the SU-8 film under white LED illumination compared to simulated
colouration. (a) and (b): 500× optical microscope images of three PhC devices, showing two distinct
colourations of the SU-8 film. (c) Colour of the SU-8 film predicted as a function of thickness, from
simulation results presented by collaborator L. Nuttall [1].

optical microscope images in Figs. 5.31(a) and 5.31(b). Fig. 5.31(a) shows three PhC devices

with good SU-8 film coverage, which displays a blue/green appearance; Fig. 5.31(b) shows another

three devices, well-covered by SU-8 film which exhibits a yellow/purple colouration. For brevity,

these will be referred to as blue film and yellow film, respectively. In Fig. 5.31(c), the expected

appearance of the SU-8 film, as a function of thickness (from simulation results by L. Nuttall [1]),

is shown for comparison. By comparing the optical microscope images with the simulation results,

we can predict with confidence that Tfilm, the SU-8 film thickness, is less than 400 nm. However,

the exact Tfilm of the blue and yellow film is hard to predict, due to more than one occurrence of

each colouration predicted between 0–400 nm. From the optical microscope images alone, we are

only able to infer that the blue film is predicted to be either in the range 90–160 nm or 270–330 nm

and the yellow film is predicted to be in the range 30–80 nm or 170–250 nm.

To write the SU-8 strips, a similar technique was applied to the method detailed in section 5.3.1,

with some modification to write wider strips. The same 405 nm laser was used, with a power

of 17.5 µW after the objective. For this run of experiments, the exposure laser was coupled into

the combiner fibre described in section 3.8, to make it co-axial with the excitation laser used for

µPL measurements. While this was not necessary for this particular experiment, using this set-up

served as a test of the apparatus, which is designed to be used for SU-8 cavity-QD coupling work.

The spot of the writing laser was controlled using the piezo stage-mounted objective to expose
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Writing speed
(µm/s)

Film
appearance

Sample
size

Yield
(%)

Mean strip height
(nm)

0.5 Blue 3 0 -

0.5 Yellow 4 0 -

0.25 Blue 7 43 32± 1

0.25 Yellow 10 0 -

0.125 Blue 4 100 95± 6

0.125 Yellow 5 100 38± 2

Table 5.4: Yield summary for single line (N = 1) SU-8 strips written with different speeds on PhC
waveguide devices, with blue or yellow film covering the PhC. A successful yield indicates a successfully
written SU-8 strip and a cavity mode present. Mean strip heights are presented with uncertainty given
by the standard error of the mean.

lines of SU-8, perpendicular to the PhC waveguide. Wider SU-8 strips were fabricated by writing

multiple parallel lines with the laser spot, with a separation of 0.5 µm (approximately half the

spot diameter) between each parallel line. The number of parallel lines written, N , was between

N = 1 and N = 7, targeting strip widths of approximately 1 µm to 4 µm, in 0.5 µm increments.

The length of each line was 16 µm; the development process applied after exposure was the same

as detailed previously.

5.5.1.1 Single line reference strips

We focus first on the SU-8 strips formed by writing a single line (N = 1) with the laser spot, created

as reference cavities for comparison with the single strip cavities in section 5.3. Three different

writing speeds, vw were tested: 0.125 µm/s, 0.25 µm/s and 0.5 µm/s. The results of these tests are

summarised in table 5.4, which shows the yields and strip heights for each exposure setting and

SU-8 film appearance. For both the blue film and the yellow film, vw = 0.5 µm/s provided too low

an exposure dose to successfully produce an SU-8 strip on top of the PhC. At vw = 0.25 µm/s,

the higher dose resulted in a 43% yield of successful cavities for the blue film, but the dose was

still too low to expose strips in the yellow film, which suggests it was thinner than the blue film.

This is confirmed by the strips written at the highest dose (vw = 0.125 µm/s), which exhibit a

larger mean strip height of (95± 6) nm when written in the blue film, compared to the yellow film

[(38± 2) nm].

Two examples of single lines fabricated using vw = 0.125 µm/s are shown in the SEM images in
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Figure 5.32: Two examples of SU-8 strips on a PhC waveguide fabricated from writing one line
(N = 1) in either blue or yellow film, with a writing speed of 0.125 µm/s. (a) and (b): SEM images of
the strips, written in blue film and yellow film, respectively. (c) and (d): averaged height profiles of the
strips, obtained from AFM measurements, corresponding to the strips in (a) and (b), respectively. The
height profile is shown in blue; the red dashed line displays an inverse polynomial fit (with parameter
constraints) used to extract the height (H) and width (W ).

Fig. 5.32: Fig. 5.32(a) shows a strip written on a device covered in blue film, whereas Fig. 5.32(b)

shows a device which was covered by yellow film. Evidently, the strip written in the thinner,

yellow film appears underexposed compared to the strip written in the thicker, blue film – as one

might expect. Profiles of the strip height, obtained by AFM measurements, are presented for the

two strips in Figs. 5.32(c) and 5.32(d). These profiles were extracted using the profile averaging

techniques applied in section 5.3.1, with height averaging performed over at least a span of 2 rows

of PhC holes either side of the waveguide. This was the case for all AFM profile measurements in

this experimental run. For the single line written in blue film, we obtain a height of H = 95 nm

and for the line written in yellow, we obtain H = 30 nm (to the nearest 5 nm). These parameters

were extracted using the constrained inverse polynomial fit detailed in section 5.5.1.2. The cavity

modes associated with the two example devices presented in Fig. 5.32 were found to have Q factors

of over 8000.
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5.5.1.2 Varying the strip width

Wider SU-8 strips formed by writing a number of parallel lines (N) in the range 2 to 7 (with 0.5 µm

spacing) were fabricated on 52 devices covered by blue film and 60 devices covered by yellow film:

at least 8 devices for a given N and film colouration. All of these were written using a speed of

vw = 0.25 µm/s; for the rest of the analysis, SU-8 strips written at this speed only are considered

(unless stated otherwise), to allow a fair comparison. For N = 2 to N = 7, the success rate of

writing a strip on a device was 100% for those coated with blue film and 98% (61 devices were

attempted) for those coated with yellow film.

Selected examples of wider SU-8 strips written onto PhC waveguides are presented in Fig. 5.33. In

Figs. 5.33(a) and 5.33(b), we show SEM images of strips with N = 4 (target width ∼ 2.5 µm) on

devices which were covered by blue film and yellow film, respectively. Successful fabrication of a

single, continuous strip is confirmed in both cases, although the strip written in blue film appears

overexposed compared to the yellow film. The corresponding height profiles of the strips (obtained

as detailed in section 5.5.1.1), presented in Figs. 5.33(c) and 5.33(d) confirm that the strip written

in blue film is indeed thicker and wider. Similar behaviour is observed from the two examples given

in Figs. 5.33(e) and 5.33(f), which show SEM images of wide SU-8 strips with N = 7 (target width

∼ 4 µm), which were written on a PhC waveguide with blue film and yellow film, respectively.

The strip written in blue SU-8 again appears more exposed compared to yellow film. The height

profiles of the strips, presented in Figs. 5.33(g) and 5.33(h), confirm that the N = 7 strip written

in blue film is thicker, as expected.

In order to extract parameters describing the geometry of the SU-8 strips, we apply fitting tech-

niques to the extracted height profiles. In section 5.3.1, an inverse polynomial fit was applied (see

Eq. 5.1) as an arbitrary function which provided an excellent fit to the profile shape, in order to

extract the strip height. For this experiment, we wish to also extract the width of the strip. To

do this, we modify the inverse polynomial fit, applying constraints so that the parameter w is

identical to the FWHM of the peak. By applying the constraint

A1 +A2 +A3 = 1, (5.2)

the inverse polynomial function has the value f(x) = c0+H/2 at x = xc±w/2, hence w corresponds

to the FWHM. We are free to apply this constraint, because the inverse polynomial function was

chosen as an arbitrary fit, without physical significance. This constrained function was found
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Figure 5.33: Selected examples of SU-8 strips of different widths. SEM images are shown in Figs.
(a), (b), (e) and (f); the number of lines written to create the strip, N , and the film colour over the
device are shown at the top of each figure. Profiles of each strip, obtained via AFM measurements, are
displayed below the corresponding SEM image, in (c), (d), (g) and (h). The profile is shown in blue;
the red dashed line displays an inverse polynomial fit (with parameter constraints).
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PPPPPPPPPFilm
N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Blue 3 6 8 8 7 8 7

Yellow 0 10 11 8 10 10 10

Table 5.5: Sample size for each film colouration and number of lines written (N).

to still provide an excellent fit to the SU-8 strip height profiles: the fits shown in Figs. 5.32(c)

and 5.32(d) for the N = 1 strips, in addition to the fits shown in Figs. 5.33(c), 5.33(d), 5.33(g)

and 5.33(h) are all inverse polynomial functions with this parameter constraint applied. The strip

height, H, and strip width (FWHM), W , extracted from the profiles are noted at the top of each

of these figures.

The batch of devices fabricated using a writing speed vw = 0.25 µm/s was characterised via the

described AFM measurements and profile fitting process. A total of 9 devices were excluded from

the analysis, either due to damage or contamination of the PhC, which occurred between µPL

measurements of the sample (detailed in section 5.5.2) and the subsequent AFM characterisation.

The 3 successful devices with N = 1 and vw = 0.25 µm/s, which were discussed in section 5.5.1.1,

were included in the sample set, giving a total sample size of 106 devices: 47 written in blue film

and 59 written in yellow film. The number of devices fabricated for each film colour and N are

displayed in table 5.5, for completeness.

The variation of the SU-8 strip geometry parameters, H and W , with N is presented in Fig. 5.34

for each film colouration. The mean value of each parameter, H(N) or W (N), is shown, with

error bars corresponding to one standard deviation, σH(N) or σW (N), either side of the mean.

It is clear from these results that the thickness of the SU-8 film has a significant influence on the

dimensions of the strip: for a given N , SU-8 strips written in the blue film possess a higher H and

W than those written in yellow film. Both of these differences are attributed to the thicker Tfilm

estimate for the blue film compared to the yellow SU-8 film. It is also evident that for either film

colouration, H increases with N , which we propose is due to some overlap between the regions

of SU-8 exposed by each parallel line written using the laser spot. Another possible contributing

factor is that exposing a larger area of SU-8 is likely to generate a larger proportion of photoacid

catalyst, which could lead to a thicker cross-linked strip during the development process.

The mean width of the fabricated strips, W , plotted in the lower half of Fig. 5.34, shows a strong,

positive, linear correlation with N for a given film colouration. For N ≤ 4, W is reasonably
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Figure 5.34: Dependence of SU-8 strip geometry on N and the film colouration. The mean values of
H and W (H and W ) are shown for each N ; error bars represent one standard deviation either side of
the mean value. The target W , assuming a laser spot diameter of ∼ 1 µm, is also shown.

consistent with the target width for either film colouration. However, for N > 4, only strips

written in yellow film remain consistent with the target width, as those written in the thicker blue

film tend to exceed the target width due to the overexposure effects previously mentioned. The

broadening of the strip could potentially be avoided by increasing vw as N is increased, to reduce

the exposure dose for each line written. Another approach could be to increase the spacing between

the individual lines written by the laser spot, in order to reduce the overlap of exposed regions

from each line. However, this risks creating a non-uniform strip, or even distinct single lines, if the

line spacing is too wide. Separate lines on the same PhC waveguide could form multiple cavities

– a concept which is explored in Ch. 6.

The results presented from this fabrication run show promise for the ability to consistently control

the geometry of a sub-200 nm-thick SU-8 strip on a PhC waveguide. For a given N and film

colouration, relatively small variations in W and H were observed between devices: the average

(mean) values of σH or σW were 13 nm and 0.2 µm, respectively. This demonstrates the ability to
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reproducibly fabricate SU-8 strips on multiple PhC devices with height consistent within 50 nm

and width consistent to better than 1 µm, as long as PhC waveguide devices coated with SU-8

film of similar thickness can be identified in the fabrication stage. A more difficult challenge than

achieving consistent (precise) H is to be able to control the exposure parameters to accurately

target a specific H. The exposure dose calibration data presented in appendix A is intended to

help towards this goal.

5.5.2 Micro-photoluminescence characterisation and mapping

All devices from the fabrication run which had a successfully written SU-8 strip on the PhC waveg-

uide were characterised using µPL measurements. For this experiment, comparison of µPL maps

before and after writing the SU-8 (to confirm the creation of cavity modes) was not deemed neces-

sary, as high yields found from other SU-8 strip investigations (single strip cavities in section 5.3

and the double-strip cavities in section 6.3) suggest that the majority of devices will successfully

support cavity modes.

Excitation of the QD ensemble was provided by the 532 nm CW laser, which was coupled into a

combiner fibre with the 405 nm writing laser, as described in section 3.8. A power of ∼ 60 µW after

the objective was used. Note that a higher power was necessary than for the experiments detailed

in section 5.3.2, because the typical mode wavelength was longer and therefore further spectrally

from the ensemble emission. µPL mapping measurements were acquired using the same techniques

and parameters as for the initial run of single strip (N = 1) cavities detailed in section 5.3.2, unless

stated otherwise. Measurements of the ground mode Q factor of each cavity were obtained via

the method described previously, using the 1200 lines/mm grating (with 20 µm slit width). The

acquisition time applied for each spectrum was varied between 10 s and 30 s, depending on the

brightness of the cavity mode. All measurements were performed at ∼ 8 K and were carried out

before any of the AFM or SEM characterisation detailed in section 5.5.1.

Selected examples of 1D µPL maps from successful devices with various SU-8 strip dimensions are

shown in Fig. 5.35. The measured H and W of the SU-8 strip on the device is shown inset in

each sub-figure, in addition to the fabrication parameters (N , vw and the SU-8 film colouration).

Note that the map in Fig. 5.35(a) is a typical single strip map (N = 1) obtained from one of

the devices from section 5.5.1.1, which was written with vw = 0.125 µm/s. This is intended as a

reference device for comparison, with similar SU-8 strip dimensions to the first run of SU-8 strip
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cavities in section 5.3. This map shows a highly localized single cavity mode, as expected, although

the wavelength of the mode (1303.2 nm) is considerably longer than the cavities from the previous

batch. This offset was found to be systematic: all cavities, including the reference L3 cavity modes,

Figure 5.35: Selected examples of 1D µPL maps taken along the waveguide of successful SU-8 strip
cavities. Dimensions of the SU-8 strip (W and H) are provided in the corresponding sub-figure, in
addition to fabrication parameters N , vw and the SU-8 film colouration: blue (B) or yellow (Y). The
intensity scale is shown above the corresponding map (in arbitrary units); all maps use the same
wavelength and position (X) scale.
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Figure 5.36: 2D µPL map of an SU-8 strip cavity device with W = 6.0 µm and H = 125 nm. (a)
Ground mode. (b) First excited mode. (c) Second excited mode. The intensity scale is shown above
the corresponding map (in arbitrary units); all maps use the same X and Y scale. The wavelength of
each mode is noted in each sub-figure.

were of a longer wavelength on this sample. We therefore attribute the discrepancy to differences

in the PhC etching, rather than an effect of the SU-8 strips.

All maps in Fig. 5.35 show evidence of a single-peaked, localized ground mode, which intuitively

becomes broader as W is increased. Cavities formed from a wider strip also tend to support higher

order cavity modes, as seen in Figs. 5.35(d)–(f). Figs. 5.35(d) and 5.35(e) clearly show a double-

peaked second mode, which matches that of the WMLD mode gap cavity [56]. Fig. 5.35(f) also

shows a triple-peaked third mode exhibited by a very wide (W = 6.0 µm) SU-8 strip cavity. The

three modes of this cavity are mapped in more detail in Fig. 5.36, which displays results of a 2D µPL

map of the device. The map was performed by scanning the objective in steps of 0.4 µm; spectra

were acquired for 1 s at each position. In Figs. 5.36(a), 5.36(b) and 5.36(c), the intensity recorded

at the wavelength of the ground mode (1310.7 nm), first excited mode (1307.8 nm) and second

excited mode (1303.9 nm), respectively, is shown. The maps demonstrate the local antinodes in

greater detail than the 1D map and clearly show that the modes are well-localized to the waveguide,
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as one would expect from a mode gap cavity.

5.5.3 Batch analysis

The overall trends between cavity mode parameters and SU-8 strip geometry across the batch of 106

devices are now examined. The Q factor and the wavelength of the ground mode, λ0, are compared

with the extracted strip geometry parameters, W and H. Referring back to the simulation results

presented in section 5.4 and making the approximations hstrip ≈ H and wstrip ≈ W , the general

trends anticipated are as follows. Firstly, for a given H, a redshift of λ0 is expected as W is

increased, as the cavity mode converges towards the wavelength of its associated WM1 band at

the Brillouin zone edge. For thin strips with H . 100 nm (which is true for the majority of cavities

fabricated), the Q factor should rise significantly as the strip width is increased beyond W & 2 µm,

due to the decreased localization of the mode and resulting inhibition of TE-TM coupling losses.

For a given W , as H is increased, the Q of the cavity mode is expected to decrease (attributed to

increased TE-TM coupling losses from stronger breaking of the z-symmetry) and λ0 is expected

to redshift (likely due to the increase in average refractive index).

The potential correlations between W , H, and Q are explored in Fig. 5.37, which plots H against W

for each device, with the ground mode Q represented by the colour scale. The positive correlation

between W and H is to be expected, due to the overall increase in exposure dose applied when

writing a wider strip – as discussed in section 5.5.1.2. Additionally, the majority of devices written

in yellow film possess a lower H for a given W than those written in blue film, since the yellow

film is thinner. The measured Q values suggest a weak trend: for a given H, the highest possible

Q appears more likely for a wider strip. However, the Q factors achieved clearly do not reach

the magnitude predicted by the simulation results. For example, a strip with H ∼ 100 nm and

W ∼ 4 µm would be predicted to have a Q ∼ 105, but the measured values do not exceed 1.1×104.

We attribute the restricted Q factors to similar limitations of the GaAs wafer as those discussed in

section 5.3.2; we anticipate that a much more significant increase in Q with W (for thin, constant

H) would be observed in a more perfectly constructed PhC capable of supporting Q & 105, such

as a Si-based wafer [48, 91, 93].

Despite the lack of a strong trend in Q with strip geometry shown by the results, a highly positive

outcome of the experiment is that the Q factors achieved were, in general, high, given the limita-

tions of the wafer. Taking all 106 devices, the mean Q was 7900, with a lower and upper quartile
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Figure 5.37: Strip geometry parameters and measured Q extracted from each of the 106 devices in
the SU-8 strip cavity batch. The colouration of the film covering each device before writing the strip is
indicated by the symbol shape: square symbols for yellow colouration and circles for blue colouration.
The measured Q is indicated by the symbol colour; the corresponding scale is shown to the right of the
figure.

of 6900 and 9000 – demonstrating the ability to consistently produce high Q cavities with the

SU-8 writing technique. We also observed the highest Q factors yet from our SU-8 strip-on-PhC

cavities: 6 devices (with N ≥ 4) exhibited a Q factor in excess of 10, 000, with a maximum of

Q = 10, 900. Of course, for coupling applications, the mode volume is also important, which will

be addressed later in this section. It should also be taken into account that the cavity modes were

spectrally further from the QD ensemble than the previously described batch in section 5.3, so it is

possible that the Q factor could be increased due to reduced re-absorption by the ensemble [208].

We note that higher Q factors than those measured here have been reported for mode gap cavities

fabricated using other non-conventional methods, such as microfluidic infiltration of the PhC holes

in a section of a Si PhC waveguide (Q ∼ 57, 000) [97] and refractive index modification of a section

of a PhC waveguide made from photosensitive chalcogenide glass (Q ∼ 125, 000) [98]. Both of

the cavity designs used in these methods do not break the z-symmetry of the PhC, which may

be partly responsible for the higher Q factors achieved (due to the absence of TE-TM coupling

losses). However, it is also likely the Q is not as limited by the materials used in these examples

(compared to the GaAs wafer used in this work), so we predict that Q factors approaching these
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Figure 5.38: Strip geometry parameters and measured ground mode wavelength, λ0, extracted from
each of the 106 devices in the SU-8 strip cavity batch. The colouration of the film covering each device
before writing the strip is indicated by the symbol shape: square symbols for yellow colouration and
circles for blue colouration. The measured λ0 is indicated by the symbol colour; the corresponding
scale is shown to the right of the figure.

values might be possible using wide SU-8 strip-defined cavities on a more ideal PhC.

The dependence of λ0 on the strip geometry is investigated in Fig. 5.38, which is similar to Fig. 5.37,

except the colour scale now represents the value of λ0. A positive correlation between W , H and

λ0 is suggested: cavities formed from SU-8 strips that are wider and thicker appear more likely to

support a ground cavity mode at a longer wavelength. This is consistent with the redshift expected

from simulation results as W or H are increased – a trend which, unlike the Q factor, is probably

not limited by fabrication imperfections of the GaAs PhCs.

For coupling applications, it would be desirable to have the ability to tailor λ0 at the SU-8 cavity

writing stage, which may be possible by altering the strip width. In practice, this would ideally

be controlled by choosing N to attain the desired λ0. We therefore consider λ0(N), the mean

λ0 as a function of N , which is plotted in Fig. 5.39, categorised by film colouration. A positive

correlation is found for either film colouration, demonstrating that it is indeed possible to redshift

the average ground mode wavelength of the SU-8 strip cavity by writing more parallel lines. The

correlation is attributed to increases of W and H with N (see Fig. 5.34), which are both predicted

to redshift the mode. The strongest redshift is observed for cavities written in blue film, which
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Figure 5.39: Mean quality factor, Q and ground mode wavelength, λ0, as a function of N , the number
of parallel SU-8 lines written during the exposure process. The quantities are shown separately for strips
written in yellow or blue film - denoted by the symbol used. Error bars show the standard error of the
mean.

we attribute to a larger increase in W between low and high N than for strips written in yellow

film, in addition to a larger H for high N (see Fig. 5.34). A redshift of ∼ 10 nm to λ0 is observed

between N = 1 and N = 7 for cavities written in blue film, which is much larger than the ∼ 1 nm

temperature tuning range of a single QD. Control of N therefore has potential utility for achieving

spectral overlap with a target QD over a wider range than achievable using temperature tuning

alone. A smaller redshift is observed for cavities written in yellow film, for which λ0 increases by

only ∼ 2 nm between N = 2 and N = 7. We attribute the less pronounced redshift to the less

extreme change in W over the range of N , which stayed closer to the target value than for blue

film; we also expect that a larger redshift over the whole range of N would have been observed if

cavities with N = 1 had been successful for yellow film.

The effect of N on the mean Q factor, Q(N), is displayed in the top half of Fig. 5.39: a very

weak correlation is suggested, but no significant ability to control the Q factor by changing N is

observed. The Q may partially be limited by the increase of H with N , but, as stated previously,
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is likely to ultimately be limited by fabrication imperfections of the PhC waveguide. This means

that, despite meeting the H . 200 nm target required in theory to benefit the Q/V0 and η of the

cavity mode (see section 5.4), increasing N is actually expected to be detrimental to these figures

of merit. Writing wider strips in this manner would therefore not be recommended for coupling

experiments, unless one wishes to redshift the cavity mode, or if the limitations could be overcome

(such as by using a more ideal PhC and/or perhaps by altering the exposure dose to prevent the

positive correlation between H and N).

Despite the unfavourable effect of increasing N on Q/V0 and η, it can be shown that their values

are still predicted to be acceptable for coupling. Since the Q factor is similar for all N , we expect

the worst-case scenario for the widest strips with the largest V0, which are the strips fabricated

in blue film with N = 7. Considering W ∼ 6 µm for devices fabricated under these conditions,

the mode volume is expected to be V0 ∼ 3 (λ0/n)3 from FDTD simulation results, which, using

Q ≈ 8500 and λ0 ≈ 1311.2 nm, gives a maximum theoretical Purcell factor of 215. The strong

coupling figure of merit for these parameters is η ∼ 7× 109 m−1, which does not meet the target

η ∼ 1010 m−1 of devices in the literature (see section 3.6), but is still theoretically predicted to be

high enough to achieve the strong coupling regime. We therefore conclude that, even taking the

limitations into account, increasing the strip width in order to redshift λ0 still yields an acceptable

Q and V0 of the cavity mode for QD-cavity coupling experiments.

In summary, we have demonstrated that by altering N , it is possible to achieve a redshift of up to

∼ 10 nm of λ0 – which could be beneficial to tailor the cavity wavelength to be closer to resonance

with a QD – while still maintaining an acceptable Q/V0 ratio (and η) for coupling experiments.

There are, however, severe limitations to the tuning of the cavity wavelength, which should be

considered. Firstly, we note that altering N to tune λ0 perhaps does not provide the level of

precision that one would desire for practical applications. The value of λ0 can be tuned, but

for a given N and film colouration, the standard deviation of λ0 is typically ∼ 2.3 nm, which is

larger than would be desired and is, for some N , similar to the targeted redshift. Additionally, for

moderate N between 3–6, very little difference is observed in λ0, preventing its fine control. These

limitations, in addition to the challenge of predicting λ0 based on film thickness, exposure dose

and PhC characteristics (which can vary between wafers and devices), will reduce the success rate

of setting the cavity wavelength to match a QD in practice.
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5.6 Summary

The extensive investigations into the SU-8 strip cavity design performed in this chapter, both using

FDTD simulations and µPL characterisation techniques, have demonstrated its ability to support

highly localized cavity modes with a high Q and small V0. It has been shown that the SU-8 strip

cavity can offer similar performance to the SU-8 disk cavity, but with the inherent advantage that

it does not require precise alignment with the PhC waveguide. SU-8 strip cavities fabricated from

writing a single line (N = 1) were first investigated, for which simulation results suggest that Q

factors exceeding 104 are possible for sub-100 nm-thick SU-8 strips. A batch of SU-8 strip cavity

devices was successfully fabricated with an 82% yield, using the thickness-dependent colouration

of the SU-8 film to guide the exposure dose. Successful cavities with SU-8 strips as thin as ∼ 60 nm

were fabricated, and a maximum Q of 8700 was measured, exceeding that of the SU-8 disk cavities

measured in Ch. 4. Ultimately, the Q factor is expected to be limited by fabrication limitations of

the wafer.

Variation of the Q factor and cavity mode wavelength with the strip height was verified experi-

mentally and the observed trends were generally consistent with expectations from the simulation

results. Analysis of the cavity mode properties suggested that SU-8 strip cavities with a strip

height of ∼ 100 nm or less are good candidates for achieving strong coupling to a single QD, as the

figure of merit, η ∼ 1010 m−1, is similar to devices for which strong coupling has been achieved in

the literature (see section 3.6).

TRPL measurements were performed on a selected high Q device to demonstrate Purcell enhance-

ment of the QD ensemble emission by a factor FP ∼ 1.6. The TRPL techniques applied in this

chapter would be important to confirm weak coupling of a single QD to the cavity mode, if it can be

achieved in subsequent work. Additional FDTD simulations were performed using a more realistic

height profile for the SU-8 strip, extracted from a real device. These simulations demonstrated

that the Q factor of the cavity mode generated by this strip is actually higher than a simplified

cuboidal strip of similar geometry.

Further investigations into the SU-8 strip cavity were performed to explore the effect of altering the

width of the SU-8 strip, thus changing the width of the mode gap confinement potential. FDTD

simulations showed that increasing wstrip can provide a simple method of increasing the Q factor

of the cavity mode. This was attributed to a suppression of the in-plane TE-TM mode coupling

losses due to the increased spatial delocalization of the mode along the waveguide. For strips of
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height hstrip . 200 nm, increasing wstrip is predicted to benefit the Q/V0 ratio and η of the cavity

mode, so could be beneficial for coupling applications. Making the strip wider was also identified

as a possible convenient method of redshifting the cavity mode, which could help to tailor it into

resonance with a target QD.

A batch of SU-8 strip cavities with variable widths was fabricated by using the exposure laser to

write multiple, closely spaced lines in the SU-8 film. SU-8 strips with widths up to ∼ 6 µm were

fabricated with a close to 100% success rate, with strip heights mostly in the 25–150 nm range. For

given exposure settings (and film thickness), very good consistency of the SU-8 strip geometry was

achieved, demonstrating the reproducibility of the fabrication technique. The highest Q factors

yet from fabricated SU-8 strip devices were measured from this dataset, with a lower quartile of

6900 and upper quartile of 9000. Q factors in excess of 10,000 were measured, with a maximum

Q ∼ 10, 900. However, these Q factors are believed to be limited by the wafer, so currently higher

Q/V0 ratios (and η) are achievable by writing a narrower, single line to make the cavity. A positive

correlation was found between the cavity width and mode wavelength, which could be useful to

tailor the cavity mode to a target QD. However, the results suggest that it would be challenging

to control the cavity mode wavelength precisely using this technique. Overall, SU-8 strip cavities

defined by wider strips do show promise, with the potential for a much higher Q/V0 ratio and η

than the cavities written using a single line, but the limitations of the wafer prevent much of the

theoretical advantages from being applicable in practice. Therefore, unless the limitations can be

lifted, narrower SU-8 strip cavities defined by writing a single line are likely more favourable for

coupling experiments.
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SU-8 strip photonic molecules

In this chapter, we build on work presented in Ch. 5 on single SU-8 strip cavities to investigate

the behaviour of pairs of optically coupled SU-8 strip-defined cavities on the same PhC waveguide.

This system of coupled cavities is often referred to as a photonic molecule (PM), owing to the

similarity of its modes to the bonding and anti-bonding orbitals of a diatomic molecule [38].

Properties of the PM supermodes, which arise from the interactions of individual cavity modes,

are investigated using FDTD simulations and compared to successfully fabricated devices. We

characterise the devices using µPL and AFM measurements and demonstrate varying degrees of

coupling between the two cavities according to the separation between the two SU-8 strips. This

enables us to observe the transition from independent, uncoupled cavities to strongly coupled PMs

with delocalized optical modes. Finally, we explicitly show optical coupling between two cavities of

an SU-8 strip PM device using confocal mapping techniques in conjunction with an independently

moveable laser spot, enabling independent excitation of and collection from each cavity. Key

results from this chapter have been published in Ref. [206].

6.1 Introduction to photonic molecules

6.1.1 Theory of coupled oscillators

Optical coupling between two cavities is typically achieved by placing them in close proximity so

that there is some degree of overlap between their evanescent fields. The resulting exchange of

energy between the cavities can result in the formation of so-called supermodes, which are highly

delocalized across the coupled cavity system. The similarity of these supermodes to the bonding
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and antibonding electron orbitals in a diatomic molecule led to the term ‘photonic molecule’ pop-

ularised by Bayer et al. [38]. This similarity is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Fig. 6.1(a) is a schematic

representation of the lowest order H2 diatomic orbitals, arising from constructive or destructive in-

terference of the 1s orbital associated with the isolated atoms [215]. The σ∗1s antibonding orbital is

easily distinguished from the σ1s bonding orbital by its characteristic node between the two atoms.

This antibonding orbital is typically at a higher energy and less stable than the bonding orbital,

due to the less energetically favourable configuration of the electron wavefunction. We compare

the diatomic orbitals to 6.1(b), in which the interaction between two PhC cavities separated by

6 lattice units is considered. We consider the two cavities oscillating in-phase and with π phase

difference, which result in constructive and destructive superpositions of the individual Ey profiles,

respectively. The resulting symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (AS) supermodes are analogous to

the bonding and antibonding orbitals of a diatomic molecule. The Ey field is delocalized across

the two cavities, with a more pronounced dip in the AS supermode field envelope at X = 0 than

the S supermode. This behaviour is comparable to the characteristic node of the σ∗1s orbital that

is not present in the σ1s orbital.

A wide variety of nano- and micro-scale photonic structures have been used to realise PMs at

visible and infra-red wavelengths. The first demonstration of a PM by Bayer et al. [38] utilised a

pair of micropillar cavities connected via a channel, as shown in Fig. 6.2(a). Adjustment of the

channel width and length enables control of the coupling strength between the two cavities, which

allows control over the energy splitting of the PM supermodes. Bayer et al. calculated the electric

field distributions of the 6 lowest energy supermodes supported by the PM, which are presented in

Fig. 6.2(b). The modes are labelled n, Px, Py, where n labels the energy ordering of the modes in

the uncoupled cavities and Px, Py are the parities in x and y. In analogy with a diatomic molecule,

the two lowest energy S and AS modes, 0++ and 0−+, correspond to σ bonding and antibonding

orbitals from s-like atom states. The 1 + + and 1−+ modes are the next highest in energy, which

correspond to σ bonding and antibonding orbitals from p-like atom states oriented along x. The

1 +− and 1−− modes are higher still in energy and correspond to π bonding orbitals from p-like

atom states oriented along y. Each of the pairs of modes exhibits an energy splitting dependent

on the coupling strength between the two cavities.

Following the seminal work by Bayer et al., a wide variety of PM geometries have been explored,

including coupled micropillar [154] and microdisk [216, 217] cavities, and coupled microsphere

resonators [218]. PhC cavities, with their favourably high Q/V0 ratio, soon also became a popular
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram to demonstrate the similarity of diatomic molecular orbitals to PM
supermodes. (a) Schematic representation of H2 diatomic orbitals. The wavefunctions of two indepen-
dent 1s orbitals constructively or destructively interfere to form the σ1s bonding or σ∗1s antibonding
orbitals, respectively. (b) Ey profiles of two identical single cavities (solid black and dashed blue lines)
with a separation of 6 lattice units are added/subtracted to predict the symmetric/anti-symmetric
supermodes of the resulting PM.
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Figure 6.2: The first PM structure, reported in the work by Bayer et al. [38], from which these figures
are taken. (a) SEM image of the PM. (b) Electric field calculations of the first 6 modes: (i) 0 + +, (ii)
0−+, (iii) 1 + +, (iv) 1−+, (v) 1 +− and (vi) 1−−.

candidate for PMs. Coupled cavity systems utilising the H1 [219, 220], D2 [221, 222, 223, 224],

L3 [57, 72, 74, 171, 184, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230], L5 [231] and waveguide [56, 92, 99, 232] cavity

geometries have all been investigated. The mode properties of such PM systems, including the

coupling-induced mode splitting, are typically adjustable by altering the distance between the two

cavities. This allows alteration of the inter-cavity coupling strength via control of the evanescent

field overlap. The origins of the coupling-induced mode splitting can be understood by considering

the general theory of a coupled system, which we provide an overview of here.

This overview follows the derivation set out by Cohen-Tannoudji et al. in Ref. [233] (Ch. 4, pp. 406-

415). We first consider a lossless, uncoupled system with two energy eigenstates, |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉, of

the Hamiltonian H0. The eigenvalues of |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 are E1 and E2, respectively. We introduce

a time-independent perturbation, W , to the system to represent internal interactions, so that the

total Hamiltonian is given by

H = H0 +W. (6.1)

In the {|ψ1〉 , |ψ2〉} basis of eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0, W can be represented

as a Hermitian matrix:

W =

(
W11 W12

W21 W22

)
, (6.2)

where W11 and W22 are real and W12 = W ∗21. The states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 are no longer eigenstates

of the system, because the off-diagonal terms W12 and W21 induce a coupling between the two
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unperturbed states. For simplicity, the diagonal terms that do not govern this coupling will be

assumed to be zero: W11 = W22 = 0. The total Hamiltonian for the coupled system can therefore

be represented by the matrix

H =

(
E1 W12

W21 E2

)
. (6.3)

It can be shown by diagonalising this matrix (see Ch. 4, pp. 420-423 of Ref. [233]) that the new

eigenvalues of the system, E+ and E− are given by

E± =
1

2
(E1 + E2)± 1

2

√
(E1 − E2)2 + 4|W12|2. (6.4)

The eigenstates of the system, |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉, corresponding to these eigenvalues are superpositions

of the unperturbed states, given by

|Ψ+〉 = sin
θ

2
eiφ/2 |ψ2〉+ cos

θ

2
e−iφ/2 |ψ1〉 , (6.5)

|Ψ−〉 = cos
θ

2
eiφ/2 |ψ2〉 − sin

θ

2
e−iφ/2 |ψ1〉 , (6.6)

where the angles θ and φ are defined as

tan θ =
2|W12|
E1 − E2

, 0 ≤ θ < π, (6.7)

W21 =|W21|eiφ. (6.8)

The states of the coupled system, |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉, are therefore positive and negative superpositions

of the uncoupled states, weighted by a factor which depends on the ratio of the coupling strength,

|W12|, to the detuning, E1 − E2 (and a phase factor). For the case of large coupling strength

and small detuning, |W12| � (E1 − E2), or for finite |W12| with zero detuning (E1 = E2), the

angle θ = π/2. Neglecting the phase factor, the states |Ψ+〉 and |Ψ−〉 are then made up of equal

superpositions of |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉, in an S or AS combination. In a strongly coupled PM, with a

coupling strength much larger than the detuning between the two individual cavity modes, these

correspond to the S and AS supermodes. The consequences of a more significant detuning are

considered in more detail in section 6.2.5.
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We apply the theory of the general coupled system derived here to the lowest order supermodes

of a PM, resulting from coupling between the lowest order modes of two individual cavities with

frequencies ω1 and ω2. Based on the energy levels of the coupled system expressed in Eq. 6.4, we

can expect the frequency splitting, ∆Ω, between the S and AS supermodes to be given by

∆Ω =
√

(ω1 − ω2)2 + 4g2, (6.9)

where g is the coupling strength between the two cavities. An expression for ∆Ω in a system with

cavity losses can also be obtained by replacing the frequencies of the cavity modes with complex

frequencies, in a similar manner to the approach in section 3.3.1. The frequencies ω1 and ω2 are

replaced with ω1 − iγ1 and ω2 − iγ2, respectively, where γ1 and γ2 are the field decay rates of the

two cavity modes. With these losses, the frequency splitting of the supermodes is given by [225]

∆Ω = Re
{√

[ω1 − ω2 − i(γ1 − γ2)]2 + 4g2
}
, (6.10)

where g can also be complex. Evidently, as long as the terms in the square root have a real root,

the system exhibits a mode splitting, ∆Ω 6= 0. As commented on by Lin et al. [216], the strong

coupling regime for a PM in the case of zero detuning between the cavities (ω1 = ω2) is defined as

Re(g) > |γ1− γ2|/2, for which the root in Eq. 6.10 is real and a mode splitting results. Physically,

this corresponds to the regime in which photons can be reversibly exchanged between the two

cavities before escaping the system. The weak coupling regime refers to the case in which this

reversible exchange of photons is not possible and mathematically corresponds to the case of the

terms under the square root of Eq. 6.10 being imaginary. A PM is therefore in the weak coupling

regime at zero detuning if Re(g) < |γ1− γ2|/2 and no energy splitting is present. For cavities with

equal linewidths, 2γ1 = 2γ2, the expression is the same as for the lossless system (eq. 6.9) and a

mode splitting is always present as long as Re(g) 6= 0. Interestingly, if the square root of Eq. 6.10

has an imaginary part, the frequencies of the two supermodes have different imaginary components

and exhibit a so-called loss splitting [225]. This manifests as a difference in decay rates of the two

supermodes of the PM.

In this work, the mode splitting of the PMs studied is measured in units of wavelength, rather than

frequency. It is therefore useful to define an equivalent coupling strength to g in units of wavelength.

Assuming cavities of equal linewidths, the mode splitting in units of angular frequency is given by

Eq. 6.9. We recall that a small angular frequency interval, ∆ω, can be converted to an equivalent
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wavelength interval, ∆λ, using the expression

|∆λ| =
∣∣∣∣∂λ∂ω∆ω

∣∣∣∣ =
2πc

ω2
|∆ω| = λ2

2πc
|∆ω| , (6.11)

where ω and λ are the centre frequency and wavelength of the interval. Applying this to the expres-

sion for ∆Ω in Eq. 6.9 yields an expression for ∆Λ, the mode splitting in units of wavelength [56]:

∆Λ =
√

(∆λ)2 + 4J2, (6.12)

∆λ = λ1 − λ2, (6.13)

where ∆λ is the cavity detuning, λ1 and λ2 are the wavelengths of the two individual cavity modes

(in the absence of coupling) and J is the real part of the coupling strength in units of wavelength.

J is related to g by Re(g) = (2πc/λ2)J , where λ is the centre wavelength of the splitting.

6.1.2 Photonic crystal cavity photonic molecules

The mode properties of PMs designed to be implemented in photonic devices are largely determined

by the device geometry. In theory, it is relatively straightforward to create a PM structure based

on existing single cavity technologies, usually by placing two such cavities in close proximity

to achieve coupling between them. By making small alterations to the geometry of the PM,

the coupling strength can be tailored to engineer the mode splitting and mode profiles of the

PM supermodes to suit the application. However, the process of engineering the PM properties

– particularly in a coupled PhC cavity system – can be notably complex and computationally

demanding, usually relying on FDTD simulations as an invaluable tool. The large variety of factors

involved in optimising PhC-based cavities is illustrated in the significant amount of work that has

been published on the design of PMs consisting of two coupled L3-type cavities. The simplest way

of altering the coupling strength is to change the inter-cavity distance, which generally results in

an increase in coupling strength as the cavity separation is reduced. However, the magnitude of

the coupling strength, as well as the mode properties, are also strongly influenced by the angle

between the coupled cavities [74]. Arranging the cavities at an optimal angle of 30° has been shown

experimentally to result in very large mode splittings [227] up to ∼ 20 nm (at a centre wavelength

of ∼ 900 nm), compared to typical splittings of . 5 nm measured for L3 cavities without an offset
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angle [171, 225]. Another degree of freedom that can be altered to tune the PM is the hole radius

of the PhC lattice: Haddadi et al. [228] have demonstrated that the coupling strength between two

L3 cavities at 90° can be altered without changing the inter-cavity distance by adjusting the radius

of all holes in a single row between them. Through careful engineering of the cavities, it is even

possible for the AS supermode to become the ground mode, which has been verified experimentally

in L3 cavity PMs by Haddadi et al. by imaging the Fourier plane. This phenomenon has also been

demonstrated in D2 cavity PMs [223].

PMs based on waveguide heterostructure [92, 232] or local-width-modulated waveguide cavities [56]

have been less frequently explored than the L3 PM geometry and could have more potential

for novel development and applications as a consequence. A notable application that has been

demonstrated is the ability to couple a large chain of these cavities together along a waveguide to

engineer slow light propagation with a group velocity less than 0.01c [232, 234]. Compared to other

methods of achieving slow light [58], the use of coupled resonators offers the potential of a low

group velocity dispersion [234]. This would be ideal for CQED applications, which often require

the use of pulsed light that would otherwise be unfavourably shaped by a high group velocity

dispersion. The coupling strength between two waveguide cavities is commonly tuned either by

altering individual PhC holes to engineer the tunnelling barrier between the optical wells of the

cavities [56], or by altering the distance between the cavities. The latter of these two methods is

applicable to the SU-8 defined cavity PMs studied in this chapter.

A similar concept to writing two SU-8 strips to form a PM has been presented by Brossard et al.,

in which the cavities are defined by inkjet-printed strips on a PhC waveguide [99]. However, the

SU-8 writing method offers novelty over this technique with the major advantage that it can be

used at cryogenic temperatures, offering the potential of deterministically coupling PM modes to

a QD located using low temperature µPL measurements.

6.1.3 Effects of photonic molecule detuning

While the use of FDTD methods enables the properties of PhC PM modes to be intricately

designed to suit specific applications, in practice it is difficult to precisely achieve the desired

properties in fabricated devices. The presence of minor fabrication imperfections, typically arising

from inconsistencies in the e-beam patterning and etching process, is well-known to introduce

detuning between the cavities [56, 171, 225, 227, 230, 232, 235]. This disorder-induced detuning
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has a detrimental effect on the coupling of the PM and results in mode localization towards the

individual cavities [56]. A variety of sophisticated tuning methods have been developed to correct

for the disorder-induced detuning, which require selective tuning of one cavity relative to the other.

One such technique is photo-oxidative tuning [57, 223], in which a focused laser spot can be used

to selectively induce oxidation in close proximity to one of the cavities, lowering the local refractive

index and causing a blueshift of one cavity only. A disadvantage of this technique, however, is that

the photo-oxidation is irreversible and so it cannot be applied as a dynamic tuning process. A

notable, reversible tuning process that has been successfully demonstrated is tuning via nanofluidic

deposition [221, 235]. In this process, fluid is locally injected into holes of the PhC near one of

the cavities, which raises the local refractive index and redshifts the cavity mode. By applying a

heating laser, the fluid can be evaporated in a controlled manner to fine-tune the cavity wavelength.

A major disadvantage of both the photo-oxidative and nanofluidic deposition tuning methods

is that they cannot be used under vacuum and therefore are not suitable for experiments at

cryogenic temperatures. As such, they are not suited to devices operating with few or single QDs.

A promising alternative is the use of photo-chromic tuning techniques, in which a photo-chromic

thin film is spin-coated over the sample [231]. The refractive index of the film can be locally

and reversibly modified by laser illumination of different wavelengths, enabling selective tuning

of a single cavity, even at cryogenic temperatures. Another similar possibility that has been

explored is the application of a chalcogenide glass layer to the top of the PhC, which can be locally

photodarkened to tune a cavity [236]. While these techniques have seen success for conventional

PhC cavities, it is unlikely that they are compatible with SU-8 strip cavities, since the cavity

design already relies on material on top of the PhC. It is not clear whether the cross-linked SU-8

itself could be given photo-chromic properties, but this would be an interesting prospect.

Other known tuning methods also present compatibility problems with our SU-8 PM device and

measurement system: thermo-optic (also known as photothermal) tuning [92, 237] via a focused

laser spot is possible but the heating effect may not be well-localized enough to selectively heat

one cavity, especially if the SU-8 strips scatter or obstruct the heating laser. Local variation of the

refractive index to tune cavities is also possible via carrier injection [92, 238], but again may not

be well localized enough and will also cause emission from the QDs, which could make single QD

measurements (for coupling experiments) difficult. Other reported PhC cavity tuning methods

include nano-mechanical tuning using an AFM tip [239], although this would require a highly

specialised experimental setup to implement. Similarly, the use of radio frequency surface acoustic
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waves to dynamically tune PM cavities in and out of resonance on sub-nanosecond timescales by

periodic deformation of the PhC has been demonstrated [230], but requires a highly specialised

sample structure and experimental apparatus. Furthermore, this tuning technique appears unable

to statically tune the cavities into resonance, so would not be useful for time-integrated µPL

mapping measurements.

A significant advantage of applying a tuning method is that it enables anticrossing of the two cavity

modes of a PM to be observed as the detuning is altered to zero. This behaviour proves that the

two cavities of the PM are strongly coupled to each other and enables a direct measurement of the

coupling strength, equal to half the mode splitting at the zero detuning point [57, 92, 216, 223,

230, 231, 235]. In section 6.3, we present a method of indirectly estimating the coupling strength

that does not require tuning of the cavity modes. Using µPL mapping measurements, the coupling

strength and the cavity detuning are extracted from the PM mode splitting and delocalization.

6.1.4 Applications of photonic molecules

PMs have found a number of applications relevant to the fields of quantum optics, as well as

quantum information and communication. Perhaps the highest impact application of a PM to

date was by Dousse et al. [154], who demonstrated an ultrabright source of polarization-entangled

photon pairs from a micropillar PM coupled to a single QD. The unique advantage offered by a PM

rather than a single cavity was the ability to engineer the mode splitting of the PM modes such that

two of the modes coupled simultaneously to two different energy transitions in a biexciton cascade

decay. This coupling enabled Purcell enhancement of both steps of the decay, facilitating the

brightest source of entangled photons (in terms of photon pair rate per excitation pulse) reported at

the time. The work by Dousse et al. utilized a novel technique incorporating photoresist to position

the micropillars, which the author cites as being influenced by previous work on registration of

QDs using SU-8 photoresist markers [192] and is similar to the SU-8 cavity-writing technique

employed in this work. Single QDs were identified using µPL measurements and two disks were

exposed in a photoresist to define the PM, which served as masks for etching. The success of such

a technique, which enabled deterministic coupling between the PM and QD, is very encouraging

for the potential applications of the SU-8 cavities in this work. If a similar coupled QD-PM source

of entangled photons could be achieved using our SU-8 PMs, it could benefit from the generally

higher Q/V0 ratio achievable in PhC cavities relative to micropillar cavities, which could potentially
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result in an even brighter Purcell-enhanced source.

Currently at the leading-edge of research on PMs is a phenomenon referred to as the unconventional

photon blockade [240]. First proposed by Liew et al. [241], the coupling between two microcavities

can enable a photon blockade to be achieved which suppresses the two-photon emission probability

from a system. This was shown by Bamba et al. [242] to be applicable to a Jaynes-Cummings

system (a coupled cavity structure with a single emitter) and explained in terms of a quantum

interference effect. A significant benefit of exploiting the unconventional photon blockade in a

QD-PM coupled system would be that a photon blockade can be achieved with a weakly coupled

QD, rather than the more challenging requirement of a strongly coupled system for a conventional

photon blockade [67, 174]. It has even been predicted that, under certain conditions, counter-

polarized single photon emission from the non-pumped cavity of the PM can be achieved [243].

The unconventional photon blockade has been demonstrated in the microwave domain via coupled

superconducting resonators [244] and in a coupled QD-micropillar system by Snijders et al. [245].

In the work by Snijders et al., a single QD was coupled to orthogonally polarised modes of a single

micropillar cavity, which functioned analogously to a coupled cavity system. The unconventional

photon blockade was confirmed via the detection of antibunched photons. The potential for de-

terministic dot-cavity coupling offered by our SU-8 cavity writing method could help facilitate

observation of the unconventional photon blockade in a QD-PhC cavity system if PMs can be reli-

ably fabricated. However, there would be some limitations to overcome: most notably, observation

of the effect is made easier by exploiting counter-polarized modes, which may not be achievable

in an SU-8-defined PM. Furthermore, the unavoidable coupling-induced mode splitting of the PM

modes may suppress the quantum interference effect responsible for the unconventional photon

blockade, which assumes energy-degenerate modes [242].

Another implementation of PMs has been in the dynamic control of light-matter coupling in CQED

experiments. Bose et al. [184] have demonstrated the ability to tune a single QD in and out of

resonance with a PM mode by applying a cavity-enhanced Stark shift induced by a second PM

mode that is not resonant with the QD. Later work [72] then showed that this could be applied

on ultrafast timescales with a QD strongly coupled to one PM mode and a pulsed laser used to

control the Stark shift induced by the second mode, enabling dynamic control of the emitter-cavity

coupling. Another experiment by Jin et al. [92] facilitated ultrafast control of Purcell enhancement

of QD ensemble emission, utilising a PhC waveguide double heterostructure cavity coupled to a
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Fabry-Perot cavity. By tuning the Fabry-Perot modes into resonance with the cavity mode, the Q

factor could be altered to control the Purcell factor on ultrafast timescales. Similar applications to

these works should be possible using an SU-8-defined PM architecture, with the additional benefit

of increased reproducibility due to the potential for deterministic QD-cavity coupling.

A variety of other interesting works on PMs are less inclined to benefit specifically from the

advantages offered by SU-8-defined PMs, but are detailed here for completeness. These include

the demonstration of cavity coupling over long distances via a PhC waveguide [83], for which

the cavity tuning could be turned off via optically-controlled tuning to freeze the photon state,

leaving the photons predominantly confined to one cavity. Another method with the potential

to controllably trap light is the all-optical analogue to electromagnetically-induced transparency

presented by Yang et al. [246]. PMs also offer potential as on-chip coherent light sources, with the

interesting potential for switchable lasing between the S and AS modes [247]. PM lasers have even

been used to experimentally investigate spontaneous mirror-symmetry breaking using two states

localized preferentially towards each cavity of the PM [248]. Optical switching of these states was

also demonstrated, which could be applicable to optical memories.

Overall, the development of SU-8 PMs shows promise for a number of potential high-impact

applications in the control of light-matter coupling and the achievement of single photon sources.

The ability to position the two SU-8 strips based on µPL measurements of single QDs offers the

advantage to alter the position, structure and wavelength of the PM supermodes as necessary to

suit the application and compensate for variation in the QD position and emission lines. As long

as the SU-8 cavity fabrication process can be precisely controlled, coupling between a PM and a

QD should be much more reliably achievable than with a random, brute-force approach, paving

the way towards scalable devices for practical applications.

6.2 FDTD simulations of SU-8 strip photonic molecules

6.2.1 Initial investigation

The behaviour of two SU-8 strip cavities on the same PhC waveguide was first investigated using

FDTD simulations to verify the potential for inter-cavity coupling, predict properties of the system

and identify parameters that could be measured experimentally. Simulations were performed to

model a PhC waveguide with the same geometry and parameters as the PhC waveguide described
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Figure 6.3: 3D render of a typical SU-8 strip PM structure that FDTD simulations were performed
for. The GaAs slab is shown in grey, with darker circles representing the hole locations of the PhC
lattice. The SU-8 strips are represented in blue, with a 2 µm centre-to-centre separation in this example.
Render produced using Lumerical FDTD solutions software [49].

in section 2.6.2. The waveguide is defined parallel to the x-direction, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3,

a 3D render of a typical simulated structure. SU-8 strips with height hstrip = 100 nm and width

wstrip = 1 µm were initially investigated, with a length spanning the extent of the PhC in the

y-direction and no infiltration of the PhC holes by the SU-8. As noted in section 5.2.1, the

potential for SU-8 infiltration into the PhC holes, not accounted for here, is not expected to have

a detrimental effect on the cavity modes. Unless stated otherwise, all simulation results in this

chapter are for 100 nm-thick, 1 µm-wide SU-8 strips with no hole infiltration.

The FDTD simulations of the SU-8 strip PMs were performed following the methodology outlined

in section 2.4. Simulations were run with resolution parameters ρx = 20, ρy = 20 and ρz = 30.

Symmetry conditions were carefully selected to isolate modes of interest: applying a symmetric

or anti-symmetric boundary condition at x = 0 enabled selection of the S or AS supermodes of

the PM, respectively. An anti-symmetric boundary condition was applied at y = 0 to reduce the

computation time, while no symmetry condition could be enforced at z = 0 due to breaking of the

z-symmetry by the SU-8 strips.

FDTD simulations were performed for a range of SU-8 strip separations to investigate the effect on

the mode structure and coupling-induced mode splitting. The resulting Ey field profiles presented

in Fig. 6.4 demonstrate clearly the hybridization of the individual cavity modes into the supermodes

expected for a PM. This is perhaps most evident for a strip separation of 2 µm, for which the S

supermode is highly delocalized over the PM, extending across the two strips and the gap between

them. Additionally, the AS supermode possesses a sharp local minimum in intensity in the space
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between the strips. As explained with the aid of Fig. 6.1 in section 6.1.1, these characteristics

are analogous to the σ1s and σ∗1s orbitals of a diatomic molecule. We observe that as the SU-8

strip separation is increased beyond 2 µm, the modes become more localized towards the individual

cavities. This indicates a weaker coupling strength between them, which is to be expected from

the reduced overlap of the evanescent fields of the individual cavity modes. As the strip separation

is reduced below 2 µm, the modes approach the S ground mode and AS excited mode expected

from a single cavity [56]. A strip separation of 1 µm corresponds to a 2 µm-thick SU-8 strip, for

which we observe these single cavity modes.

Figure 6.4: Simulated Ey field profiles of the S and AS modes for SU-8 strip PMs of varying separation,
with a thickness of 100 nm and strip width of 1 µm. Boundaries of the SU-8 strips are indicated by the
dashed lines; the mode type and strip separation are labelled in the bottom left and right corner of
each diagram, respectively. A separation of 1 µm corresponds to a single strip of 2 µm width. Red and
blue correspond to opposite polarities of the field.
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Figure 6.5: Wavelengths of the symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric (AS) modes predicted by FDTD
simulations for SU-8 strip PMs of 100 nm thickness (and 1 µm width) with varying strip separation.
Also plotted in magenta is the real part of the coupling strength, J , calculated from the simulations.
A separation of 1 µm corresponds to a single strip of 2 µm width, for which the coupling strength is not
applicable.

In order to quantify the coupling strength, the wavelengths of the S and AS modes were extracted

from the simulations. These are plotted in Fig. 6.5 and clearly demonstrate increasing mode

splitting as the SU-8 strips are brought closer together, gradually approaching the characteristically

large mode splitting expected for a single cavity [56]. We observe that the S supermode is always the

ground mode, although in general an AS ground state is possible in PM structures [223, 224, 228].

As shown in section 6.1.1, the predicted mode splitting, ∆Λ, of a PM formed from cavities with

equal linewidths can be related to the coupling strength, J , using Eq. 6.12. This expression can

be simplified even further for the PMs simulated, which are composed of two identical cavities

and therefore possess zero wavelength detuning (∆λ = 0). Hence, the coupling strength can be

extracted from the mode splitting via

J = ∆Λ/2, (6.14)

for which the simulated values are plotted in Fig. 6.5. The trend displayed by the numerical values

of the coupling strength match our expectations from the behaviour of the S and AS field profiles

in Fig. 6.4.
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6.2.2 Q factor and mode volume

The Q factor and mode volumes of the S and AS PM modes were extracted from the FDTD

simulations for each SU-8 strip separation. In addition to confirming that a high Q/V0 ratio

is achievable, this revealed some interesting and unexpected behaviour exhibited by the coupled

cavity system. The total quality factor, Qtotal, of the S and AS modes is plotted as a function of

strip separation in Fig. 6.6(a). The magnitude of Qtotal for each mode clearly exhibits an oscillation

with strip separation: when one of the S or the AS modes exhibits a local maximum in Qtotal,

the other mode is at a local minimum. The full period of these oscillations is approximately 6a.

Additional simulations were performed with strip separations that were an integer multiple of a,

in order to check that finer details in the pattern were not being missed. Data for strip separations

of 5a (1.7 µm), 6a (2.04 µm), 7a (2.38 µm) and 8a (2.72 µm) are included in Fig. 6.6(a), which do

not reveal any additional behaviour.

We propose that the oscillatory behaviour of the Q factor is due to a subtle interference effect

between the two cavities, which results in variable cancellation of losses as the separation is al-

tered [74]. Further investigations beyond the scope of this work would be recommended to fully

characterise the effect. However, it is not expected to be of major significance for the purposes

of this work, as the effect is likely to be destroyed by cavity detuning in a real system due to its

significant influence on the mode structure (see section 6.2.5). For this reason, the effect is not

examined further here and we expect that the Q factors of real devices will lie towards the lower

end of Qtotal simulated here. More details on the effects of field cancellation on Q factors of single

cavity modes can be found in Ch. 8 of the textbook by Joannopoulos et al. [39].

The mode volumes extracted from the SU-8 PM simulations are shown in Fig. 6.6(b), which

demonstrate behaviour that would be expected for a coupled cavity system. For a single, 2 µm-wide

cavity (strip separation 1 µm), the double-peaked AS mode has a significantly larger mode volume

than the single-peaked S ground mode. As the strip separation is increased, the S mode volume

initially increases more sharply than the AS mode volume, as the S mode shape changes more

dramatically. For moderate strip separations of ∼ 2 µm–3 µm, the S mode volume is noticeably

larger than the AS mode volume. This is due to the constructive interference of the constituent

cavity modes for the S mode, versus the destructive interference for the AS mode. As the strip

separation becomes wide enough that the coupling strength approaches zero (& 3.5 µm), the system

tends towards two uncoupled cavities. The mode volumes of the S and AS modes converge to a
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Figure 6.6: Total Q factor (a) and mode volume (b) of the S and AS modes extracted from FDTD
simulations of an SU-8 strip PM with varying SU-8 strip separation.

value of ∼ 2.7(λ0/n)3 – approximately double the 1.36(λ0/n)3 mode volume of the ground mode of

a single SU-8 strip cavity with hstrip = 100 nm and wstrip = 1 µm, which is what would be expected

intuitively. As with the Q factors, the mode volume is expected to be significantly affected by

the effects of detuning which, as shown in section 6.2.5, can have a dramatic effect on the mode

profiles.

6.2.3 Energy transfer between photonic molecule cavities

Additional simulations were performed to confirm coupling between the cavities of the PM, by

monitoring the transfer of electromagnetic energy. For these simulations, the symmetry condition

at x = 0 was removed and the PM was excited asymmetrically by placing a dipole source in

the right-hand cavity. This technique, which has been applied in the literature to optimize PM

design [83, 225, 229], excites both the S and AS supermodes simultaneously. A magnetic dipole

source, polarised along the z-direction, was positioned at an antinode common to the S and AS

modes in the right-hand cavity, to excite both modes efficiently. The x position of this antinode

was selected as the closest integer multiple of a from the origin to the centre of the SU-8 strip.

The electric field was then monitored at equivalent positions in both the left and right cavities.
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Figure 6.7: Envelope of the electric field magnitude recorded at antinodes of the left and right cavity
of SU-8 PMs with different separations, excited at the right hand cavity. (a) SU-8 PM with 2 µm
strip separation, showing strong evidence of reversible photon transfer indicative of the strong coupling
regime. (b) SU-8 PM with 4 µm strip separation, showing no evidence of reversible photon transfer.
The dashed dark cyan line marks a time at which the source has fully decayed.

Results for a PM with a 2 µm strip separation (coupling strength 0.53 nm) in Fig. 6.7(a) clearly

demonstrate picosecond-timescale oscillations of the field between the two cavities. This is signif-

icantly slower than the oscillating fields of the individual modes, which occur on a fs timescale,

hence only the field envelopes are plotted. The oscillations result from beating of the S and AS

modes, enabling energy transfer back and forth between the two cavities. We interpret this as the

reversible transfer of photons anticipated in the strong coupling regime, discussed in section 6.1.1.

The timescale of these oscillations is far too short to be observed experimentally with the equip-

ment available, so unfortunately cannot be used as an indicator of strong coupling for real devices.

However, it is interesting to note that by coupling cavities through a waveguide over much longer

distances (∼ 80 µm), Sato et al. were able to slow the oscillations down sufficiently to measure

them experimentally [83].

It is evident from Fig. 6.7(a) that the energy oscillations between the cavities are incomplete –

that is, the field at one cavity does not oscillate to zero when the field is at a maximum in the

other cavity. This is attributed to a non-zero imaginary part of the coupling strength, Im(g) [225],

which results in a loss splitting of the S and AS supermodes radiative decay rates. This prevents
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complete energy transfer between the cavities, but can usually be accounted for by structural

optimisation, typically by fine-tuning the geometry of specific holes in the PhC [229]. Complete

energy transfer is desirable for potential applications of a PM as an optical switch. Unfortunately

such optimisation is not compatible with the SU-8 strip PM system, as requiring specific holes to

be tuned relative to the cavity positions would negate the main advantage of the technique, which

is the freedom to position the cavity modes at the desired location along the waveguide. Given

the variation of the Q factor with cavity separation, shown in Fig. 6.6, it could be possible to tune

the loss splitting to zero by choosing the appropriate strip separation. However, this would come

at the cost of significantly altering Re(g). The inability to correct for the loss splitting is therefore

an inherent disadvantage of the SU-8 strip technique for fabricating PMs, unless post-fabrication

tuning methods can be developed to overcome this issue. Such methods are beyond the scope

of this work, but are not believed to be necessary for key applications such as achieving Purcell

enhancement of multiple excitonic transitions of a QD [154].

The energy transfer in a PM with negligibly small coupling strength was also investigated by

selecting a strip separation of 4 µm. The coupling strength for this separation approaches zero

(within error) and this is reflected in the results shown in Fig. 6.7(b). We no longer see evidence

of reversible photon transfer between the cavities, as in Fig. 6.7(a). Instead, the field in the right

hand cavity decays as we would expect a single cavity to, while only a small amount of energy is

transferred to the left cavity. This would suggest that the two cavities are very weakly coupled at

this separation, which is consistent with the imperceptible mode splitting (since weakly coupled

cavities do not exhibit a mode splitting). We note that the definition of the strong coupling regime

as Re(g) > |γ1 − γ2|/2 is slightly problematic in this instance, as both the Re(g) and |γ1 − γ2|

tend to zero for this simulation. However, in a physical system, a realistic value of |γ1− γ2| would

result in the system being categorised as weakly coupled.

6.2.4 Predictions for micro-photoluminescence measurements

In order to prove that experimentally realised SU-8 double-strip devices optically couple to form

PMs, it was necessary to predict trends in parameters that could be consistently measured by

the µPL experimental system. The PM supermode profiles expected from µPL mapping measure-

ments along the PhC waveguide were estimated by convolving the |E|2 profile along y = 0 with

a 1 µm FWHM Gaussian to represent the excitation spot. The predicted mode profiles from this
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Figure 6.8: Simulated |E|2 profile (red) through (y, z) = 0 for the S (a) and AS (b) supermodes of an
SU-8 strip PM with 2 µm separation. The convolution of each profile with a 1 µm FWHM Gaussian is
shown (black) to represent the mode profile resolved by the µPL system. All profiles are normalised.

method for a PM with 2 µm strip separation displayed in Fig. 6.8 demonstrate a characteristic su-

permode shape that is analogous to the bonding and antibonding orbitals of a diatomic molecule.

The AS supermode [6.8(b)] is easily characterised by its significant antinode, whereas the central

dip in intensity of S supermode [6.8(a)] is not easily resolved by the µPL system. As indicated by

the field profiles in Fig. 6.4, the spacing of the S mode peaks increases with the SU-8 strip sepa-

ration, enabling the two peaks to be resolved at larger cavity separations. However, the AS mode

can always be resolved as two peaks, regardless of the strip separation. The spatial positions of

the AS mode peaks are therefore a useful parameter to quantify and compare the mode behaviour

of the PMs.

We define the AS peak separation as the centre-to-centre distance between the two peaks, which

is plotted as a function of strip separation in Fig. 6.9, in addition to the S-AS mode splitting

predicted by the FDTD simulation results. At large strip separations (around 4 µm), the behaviour

of the system tends towards what we would expect for weakly coupled or uncoupled cavities, with a

negligibly small mode splitting and an AS peak separation that closely matches the strip separation

(corresponding to modes highly localized at each cavity position). As the strip separation is

reduced, the increase in coupling strength is indicated by an increased mode splitting, in addition

to an increase of the AS peak separation beyond the strip separation. For short separations, the

system gradually evolves from a PM to a single cavity, which can be distinguished from a PM

by its characteristically large mode splitting and significant divergence of the AS peak separation

away from the line of equality with strip separation.

Together, the mode splitting and AS peak separation provide a summary of the PM mode behaviour
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Figure 6.9: Simulated values of the S-AS mode splitting and AS peak separation for 100 nm
thick, 1 µm-wide SU-8 strip PMs of varying separations, to be compared with µPL measurements.
The dashed blue line is to guide the eye. A separation of 1 µm corresponds to a single strip of 2 µm
width.

that can be easily measured experimentally and compared with simulation results to verify suc-

cessful fabrication of SU-8 PMs. However, the additional effects of cavity detuning, not present in

the simulations so far, must be accounted for. This is considered in section 6.2.5.

6.2.5 Theory and modelling of detuned photonic molecules

The effects of cavity detuning, which have not been accounted for so far, are a significant factor

to consider in experimentally-realised PhC-defined PM devices. As discussed in section 6.1.3,

minor imperfections in the PhC geometry, resulting from e-beam patterning and etching process

inconsistencies, introduce random variation to cavities that would otherwise be identical. This

commonly results in wavelength variation of up to several nm between cavity modes, even if they

are in close proximity on the chip [57, 171, 227]. Without the use of sophisticated tuning techniques,

detuning effects in coupled PhC cavity PMs are unavoidable and need to be accounted for. For the

SU-8 PM cavity system, we must also make the consideration that inconsistencies and variations

in the SU-8 strip geometry may introduce additional detuning effects beyond the anticipated PhC

geometry imperfections.

To investigate the effect of detuning on the PM supermodes, FDTD simulations were performed

with non-identical coupled cavities. A simple method was applied to tune the wavelength of one

of the cavities: by increasing the thickness of the SU-8 strip, the cavity mode is redshifted, as

was shown in section 5.2. The symmetry condition at x = 0 was removed and the left cavity
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Figure 6.10: FDTD simulation results for a single SU-8 strip cavity of 1 µm width. The mode
wavelength is shown by black circles and Qtotal is represented by orange squares.

was detuned from the right cavity by altering the thickness of the left SU-8 strip. The mag-

nitude of the wavelength detuning, ∆λ, between the two cavities was estimated from separate

simulations of single SU-8 strip cavities of the corresponding thickness, the results of which are

shown in Fig. 6.10. A strip separation of 6a (2.04 µm) was used so that both strips had the same

alignment relative to the PhC lattice as in the single strip simulations, with a local field antin-

ode exactly at the centre of each strip. The right strip thickness was kept as 100 nm and left

strip thicknesses of 100 nm, 110 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm were used to simulate estimated detunings

of 0 nm, 0.3 nm, 0.8 nm and 1.3 nm, respectively. Both strip widths were kept as 1 µm.

The effects of detuning on the Ey field profiles of the S and AS supermodes are demonstrated in

Fig. 6.11. We observe that as the detuning is increased, the modes become more localized towards

the individual cavities: the S ground mode is localized towards the lower energy cavity mode

defined by the thicker SU-8 strip, whereas the AS excited mode is localized towards the higher

energy cavity mode defined by the thinner SU-8 strip. This effect has been characterised for a

similar PM system by Brossard et al. [56], which explored coupled WMLD cavities in a waveguide

generated by hole shifts of the PhC lattice. For the SU-8 PMs, we utilise and extend upon the

theory applied by Brossard et al., which is derived from the coupled system theory covered in

section 6.1.1. It follows from Eqs. 6.5 and 6.6 that the modes of the coupled system, Ψ+(r) and

Ψ−(r), are given by linear combinations of the isolated cavity modes, ψ1(r) and ψ2(r):
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)
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(
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θ

2

)
ψ1(r), (6.16)

tan θ = 2J/∆λ, (6.17)

where θ is a weighting factor. We confirm the validity of this model by applying the semi-analytical

approach used by Brossard et al. and comparing the results to full FDTD simulations. In the semi-

analytical approach, the Ey mode profile of a single, 100 nm-thick, 1 µm-wide SU-8 strip cavity

was obtained from FDTD simulations and used to represent ψ1(r) and ψ2(r). The S mode and

AS mode profiles predicted by the model were then calculated from the expressions for Ψ+(r) and

Ψ−(r) (Eqs. 6.15 and 6.16), respectively. In Fig. 6.12, the |Ey|2 profiles (along x = 0) of the modes

calculated using the two approaches are compared for a range of detunings. We choose to compare

|Ey|2 as an approximation of the mode intensity, from which the mode profiles observable by µPL

Figure 6.11: Simulated Ey field profiles of the S and AS modes for SU-8 strip PMs of 2 µm separation,
with varying degrees of detuning. All detunings, ∆λ, are in units of nm. The right strip has a thickness
of 100 nm in all simulations; detuning estimates of 0 nm, 0.3 nm and 1.3 nm correspond to thicknesses
of 100 nm, 110 nm and 200 nm of the left strip, respectively. Red and blue correspond to opposite
polarities of the field.
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6.2. FDTD SIMULATIONS OF SU-8 STRIP PHOTONIC MOLECULES

mapping were predicted by convolving the |Ey|2 profile with a 1 µm FWHM Gaussian. In general,

the semi-analytical model is in relatively good agreement with the full FDTD simulation results,

which supports the use of coupled mode theory as an approximation to the system. The two

approaches offer the closest match for zero detuning and large detunings (such as ∆λ ≈ 1.3 nm),

with some more significant (but still small) discrepancies arising for small non-zero detunings, as

seen for ∆λ ≈ 0.3 nm. This is important to consider in the analysis that follows, although it

should be noted that this will focus on the AS supermode, which exhibits a smaller discrepancy

than the S supermode at small detunings. It is also important to note that the detuning has no

significant effect on the AS peak separation, so the values of this in Fig. 6.9 are still applicable

for PMs with finite detuning. An additional factor to consider is the significant effect on the Q

factor that altering a single strip’s thickness has, which is evident from Fig. 6.10. This may also

contribute to the discrepancy between the two models, as the semi-analytical approach assumes

identical individual cavities and does not account for different linewidths.

In order to characterise the effect of detuning on a physical system, we require a parameter that

can be measured via µPL measurements. It is clear from Fig. 6.12 that the relative height of the

two AS mode peaks measured by µPL mapping can provide information about the detuning of a

PM, as a measure of the mode delocalization. As noted by Brossard et al., it is useful to define the

delocalization factor, F , of a given mode as the ratio of the electric field energy at the centres of

the two cavities of the PM. It is always defined as the lowest divided by the highest of the two field

energies. By considering the field intensities predicted from coupled mode theory, an expression for

F can be derived. We consider the AS supermode, with mode intensity represented by |Ψ−(r)|2.

The delocalization factor of the mode is defined as:

F =
|Ψ−(r1)|2

|Ψ−(r2)|2
, (6.18)

where r1 and r2 are the positions of the centres of cavities 1 and 2, respectively. Substituting

Eq. 6.16 into this expression gives:

F =

∣∣(cos θ2
)
ψ2(r1)−

(
sin θ

2

)
ψ1(r1)

∣∣2∣∣(cos θ2
)
ψ2(r2)−

(
sin θ

2

)
ψ1(r2)

∣∣2 . (6.19)

Assuming that the isolated cavities have relatively well confined modes, ψ1(r2) and ψ2(r1) are

small and cross-terms can be neglected when expanding Eq. 6.19. Considering also that for isolated
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of results from FDTD simulations and the semi-analytical approach for
detuned SU-8 strip PMs with 2 µm strip separation. For both methods, the |Ey|2 field profiles of the S
and AS modes along x = 0 are shown, in addition to the convolution of these with a 1 µm Gaussian to
represent the mode profiles resolved by the µPL system. All detunings, ∆λ, are in units of nm. The right
strip has a thickness of 100 nm in all simulations; detuning estimates of 0 nm, 0.3 nm, 0.8 nm and 1.3 nm
correspond to thicknesses of 100 nm, 110 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm of the left strip, respectively. All plots
are normalised.
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cavities of equal amplitude, |ψ1(r1)|2 = |ψ2(r2)|2, we obtain

F =
sin2(θ/2)

cos2(θ/2)
= tan2(θ/2). (6.20)

Therefore, the delocalization factor is dependent on the ratio J/∆λ, which is related to θ by

Eq. 6.17. For an ideal PM with identical cavities and zero detuning, the AS supermode peaks have

equal amplitude and therefore F will have its maximum value of 1. For finite detuning, F decreases

as the ratio of coupling strength to detuning decreases, which predicts a mode profile increasingly

localized towards one of the individual cavities. We now build upon the analysis by Brossard et

al. [56], and show that it is possible to relate J and ∆λ directly to experimentally measurable

properties. Firstly, we show that the J/∆λ ratio can be obtained from F , which can be estimated

for real devices from the fitting of µPL maps. Rearranging Eq. 6.17 for θ and substituting into

Eq. 6.20 yields

J

∆λ
=

1

2
tan

[
2 tan−1

(√
F
)]
, (6.21)

which can be simplified using the tangent double angle formula to obtain

J

∆λ
=

√
F

1− F
. (6.22)

Using Eq. 6.12, which relates ∆Λ to J and ∆λ, individual expressions for the coupling strength

and detuning can be derived:

J =

( √
F

1 + F

)
∆Λ, (6.23)

∆λ =

(
1− F
1 + F

)
∆Λ, (6.24)

which enables J and ∆λ to be estimated from experimental measurements of the mode splitting

and AS mode delocalization, ∆Λ and F . It should be noted that these expressions only apply for

the assumption of similar individual cavities, with equal linewidths (2γ1 = 2γ2) and well-localized

modes. This is expected to be a reasonable approximation for the SU-8 strip system, as long

as the SU-8 strips are uniform (as linewidth correlates with SU-8 thickness) per device and the
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cavities are not placed too close together. To our knowledge, this method for calculating J and

∆λ has not been applied in the literature before, and provides a relatively straightforward method

of measuring the coupling strength without the need for sophisticated tuning techniques to remove

the detuning effects. In section 6.3, this method is applied to experimentally-realised SU-8 strip

PMs.

6.3 Fabrication and characterisation of SU-8 strip PMs

6.3.1 Fabrication of SU-8 strip photonic molecules

An experimental investigation was performed with the aim to successfully fabricate and characterise

SU-8 strip PMs on PhC waveguide structures. A high density InGaAs/GaAs QD sample was used,

as detailed in section 3.7, to enable easy observation of the cavity modes. The sample used was

etched with a 4 minute 32% HCl treatment. The spin coating parameters used were the same

as listed in section 5.3.1. After an initial coating with an 8:1 ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8

2007 failed to adhere to the surface uniformly and was removed with PGMEA and an IPA rinse,

a thicker coat of 7:1 ratio was chosen which successfully wetted the PhCs. Given the sensitivity

of PMs to cavity detuning that could arise from fabrication imperfections in the SU-8 and PhC

(see section 6.2.5), the spin-coating and exposure parameters were selected for reliable fabrication

rather than the highest Q, thinnest possible strips. As a result, the Q factors were typically in the

range 3500-5500.

Fabrication of SU-8 double strips was attempted on 104 clean, undamaged PhC waveguides. Strips

were written by piezo-controlled movement of the microscope objective to move the focused 405 nm

laser spot (as outlined in section 5.3.1), with target separations in the range 1 µm to 5 µm by 0.5 µm

increments. A power of 17.5 µW after the objective (and before the cryostat window) was used and

the writing speed was selected between 0.25 µm/s and 0.50 µm/s to control the dose. The dose was

selected based on the desired SU-8 strip thickness and predictions of the SU-8 film thickness over

each PhC device, estimated from the thickness-dependent appearance of the film (see section 5.3.1).

SU-8 strips were successfully written on all but 1 of the 104 attempted devices - a yield greater

than 99%. However, this does not represent the yield of successful coupled cavity modes, which is

analysed in more detail in section 6.3.2.

An example of a successfully fabricated double SU-8 strip structure with a target separation
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2 μm

Figure 6.13: SEM image of two SU-8 strips written on a PhC waveguide at a separation of 2.5 µm.
The mean thickness of the strips was determined from AFM measurements to be 0.55 µm, obtained by
averaging the thickness of the strips over the width of the PhC.

of 2.5 µm is shown in the SEM image in Fig. 6.13, which clearly shows well-defined, uniform SU-8

strips. The average thickness of the strips was determined to be 0.55 µm from profile averaging of

AFM measurements - the averaging was performed across the y-extent of the PhC. The SU-8 strips

of this selected device were thicker than average for the sample (see section 6.3.4 for more details of

the thickness distribution), but the majority of strips on other devices were similarly well-defined

for target separations of 2 µm or larger. As the separation approached 1 µm, we observed the SU-8

strips merging together to form a single strip. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6.14, which shows SEM

images and profiles from AFM measurements of devices with target strip separations from 1 µm

to 2 µm. For a separation of 2 µm [Figs. 6.14(c) and 6.14(f)], two clear, distinct strips are written,

whereas for a separation of 1.5 µm [Figs. 6.14(b) and 6.14(e)], the strips partially merge together.

As the separation is reduced to 1 µm [Figs. 6.14(a) and 6.14(d)], the geometry approaches that

of a single strip. This merging of the SU-8 strips places a lower limit of approximately 2 µm on

the separation of two individual strips and is an important consideration for narrower separations

than this. However, as explored in section 6.2, the system is expected to converge towards the

behaviour of a single strip cavity for separations approaching 1 µm. This means that hybrid single

cavity-PM behaviour (with some characteristics of both systems) would be expected for such small

separations even if the two strips were distinct, so the merging of the strips is not a cause of great

concern.
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Figure 6.14: (a)–(c) SEM images of two SU-8 strips written on PhC waveguides with target separa-
tions of 1 µm (a), 1.5 µm (b) and 2 µm (c). (d)–(f) Height profiles of the respective devices, obtained
from profile averaging performed on AFM measurements. AFM profiles were averaged over approxi-
mately a 4 µm extent perpendicular to the waveguide. The two strips are fully distinct for a separation
of 2 µm.
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It should be noted that all AFM and SEM measurements presented in this section were performed

after the µPL measurements taken in subsequent sections, to avoid any potential damage to the

sample.

6.3.2 Micro-photoluminescence mapping of SU-8 strip photonic molecules

The modes of the fabricated double SU-8 strip cavities were characterised using µPL measurements

and mapping techniques. To verify the creation of new cavity modes, 1D µPL maps were performed

by scanning the objective along the waveguide before and after the placement of the SU-8 strips, as

was carried out for the single cavities in chapters 4 and 5. Maps were performed at ∼ 8 K, using a

HeNe CW laser (632.8 nm) focused to a ∼ 1 µm diameter laser spot to provide an excitation power

of ∼ 50 µW, measured after the objective. This relatively high excitation power was necessary due

to the large spectral separation between the centre of the QD ensemble and the cavity modes, which

were situated at wavelengths of approximately 1220 nm and 1280 nm, respectively, at ∼ 8 K. The

mapping step size was 0.2 µm with an integration time of 0.5 s. The 600 lines/mm spectrometer

grating was used, with a slit width of 50 µm. Unless stated otherwise, the parameters detailed here

were used for all µPL mapping measurements in this chapter.

Some typical examples of 1D maps taken before and after the fabrication of the SU-8 strips are

presented in Fig. 6.15. In all cases shown, two new lower energy modes are clearly created by the

SU-8 strips [Figs. 6.15(b), 6.15(d) and 6.15(f)] that are distinct to the waveguide modes observed

from the corresponding blank PhC waveguide [Figs. 6.15(a), 6.15(c) and 6.15(e)]. We label the

lowest energy mode created as M1 and the second-lowest energy mode created as M2. For the

device with 1 µm strip separation (which forms a single SU-8 strip) in Fig. 6.15(b), modes M1 and

M2 correspond to ground and first excited states of a single cavity, characterised by the large mode

splitting and large spacing of the M2 peaks relative to the strip separation. The map in Fig. 6.15(d)

shows evidence of strongly coupled cavities with a small detuning (J > ∆λ): the M1 and M2 modes

match the expected profiles of detuned PM S and AS supermodes, with peaks corresponding closely

to the positions of the 2.5 µm-separated SU-8 strips. For larger strip separations approaching 5 µm,

it was typical to see behaviour similar to Fig. 6.15(f), which shows evidence of uncoupled cavity

modes. In this case, M1 and M2 appear to be single cavity modes localized at the individual cavity

positions, suggesting that ∆λ� J and the effects of coupling are lost at this separation.

Selected examples of µPL maps from successful devices with a range of strip separations are
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Figure 6.15: Typical 1D µPL maps taken before and after writing SU-8 strips on PhC waveguides,
showing creation of new cavity modes. (a) Before and (b) after strips were written with a separation of
1 µm, resulting in a single strip with characteristic single cavity modes. (c) Before and (d) after strips
were written with a separation of 2.5 µm, showing evidence of (detuned) coupled cavity supermodes. (e)
Before and (f) after strips were written with a separation of 5 µm, showing evidence of two independent
single cavity modes.
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shown in Fig. 6.16, which demonstrate evidence of increased coupling as the distance between the

cavities is reduced. At a large separation of 4.5 µm [Fig. 6.16(a), device D1], M1 and M2 are two

independent, highly-localized cavity modes corresponding to two uncoupled cavities. In this case,

the wavelength splitting between the two modes is dominated by the cavity detuning. As was

discussed in sections 6.1.3 and 6.2.5, the most likely source of this detuning is from fabrication

imperfections in the PhC and variation in the SU-8 strip geometry. The effects of detuning are also

evident for device D2 in Fig. 6.16(b), with a 3.5 µm strip separation. This device exhibits coupled

PM modes which are moderately localized towards either cavity, as expected for a PM with ∆λ

of similar magnitude to J . The device D3 in Fig. 6.16(c) displays clear signatures of a strongly

coupled PM, with M1 and M2 taking the form of highly delocalized S and AS supermodes. The

modes are nearly symmetric about X = 0, indicating a high J/∆λ ratio. An AFM image of this

device is also included in Fig. 6.16(d).

The devices were further characterised by estimating the delocalization factor, F (as defined in

section 6.2.5), of the M2 mode from the µPL maps. The M2 mode was chosen here, as it corresponds

to the AS supermode for strongly coupled PMs, which consists of two easily resolvable peaks to

compare. The value of F was estimated from the amplitude ratio of the two peaks of the M2 mode,

with the calculation method as follows: the X positions of the M2 mode peaks were identified by

applying a double Gaussian fit to the spatial profile of the mode and using the centres of the

two Gaussians, XGA and XGB. For each XG position, the spectrum obtained at the nearest

X position of the map was fitted with a Lorentzian plus a straight line, to fit the peak of the

mode on an ensemble background (approximated by the straight line). Note that in some cases, a

double Lorentzian (plus straight line) fit was instead applied, if the M1 and M2 modes were close

spectrally. The ratio of the amplitudes of the Lorentzian fits to M2 at XGA and XGB was then

taken as an estimate of F , such that F ≤ 1. For cases such as device D1 in Fig. 6.16(a), for which

the M2 mode is spatially localized in one cavity and a double Gaussian fit is not possible, the X

position of the second cavity was approximated as the X position of the centre of the M1 mode

(from a single Gaussian fit to the spatial profile) instead.

The values of F estimated for the coupled cavity devices D2 and D3 were 0.33 and 0.77 respectively,

while the uncoupled cavities of D1 yielded an F of less than 0.01. These measurements of F not

only provide a convenient indicator of the degree of mode delocalization in the devices, but also

enable us to estimate the coupling strength and detuning of the devices: estimates of J and ∆λ

can be obtained from F and ∆Λ through Eqs. 6.23 and 6.24. Applying this analysis, we estimate
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Figure 6.16: (a)–(c) µPL maps from selected SU-8 double strip devices, showing increasing coupling
as the strip separation is reduced. (a) Device D1, separation 4.5 µm. (b) Device D2, separation 3.5 µm.
(c) Device D3, separation 2.5 µm. Device D1 shows uncoupled cavity modes, whilst D2 and D3 show
coupled cavity modes with moderate and small detuning, respectively. (d) AFM image of device D3.
Note that the full size of the holes in the PhC is not resolved by the AFM tip, so they appear smaller
than their true size.

coupling strengths of JD2 ∼ 0.4 nm and JD3 ∼ 1.1 nm for devices D2 and D3, from mode splittings

of ∆ΛD2 = 0.97 nm and ∆ΛD3 = 2.33 nm. Detunings of ∆λD2 ∼ 0.5 nm and ∆λD3 ∼ 0.3 nm are

estimated for these devices. We find that D3 yields a particularly high J/∆λ ratio, which correlates

with its highly delocalized mode profiles, whereas the detuning of D2 is of similar magnitude to the

coupling strength, resulting in the slightly more localized modes. For device D1, J tends to zero

and we estimate a detuning of ∆λD1 = 1.27 nm from the mode splitting of the uncoupled cavities.

The differences in the detuning magnitudes are anticipated to result predominantly from random

variation of the disorder-induced detuning caused by e-beam fabrication imperfections, although

minor fluctuations of the SU-8 strip thickness may also contribute.
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6.3.3 SU-8 photonic molecule batch analysis

Comparative µPL maps before and after the SU-8 strip fabrication were acquired for all 103 devices

with successfully written SU-8 strips. In all cases, changes to the observed modes were confirmed.

In 87 of the devices, clear M1 and M2 modes could be identified. In this section, analysis is

performed on these 87 devices. The most common reason for excluding devices from the analysis

was due to the creation of only a single mode, M1, by the SU-8 strips. This was more frequent for

small strip separations (less than 2 µm), for which the SU-8 strips begin to merge and approach

the behaviour of a single cavity. In some instances, as with single SU-8 strips, the resulting single

cavity only supported the ground mode and not the first excited mode. Despite the exclusion of

some devices, a reasonable number of cavities were still examined for each strip separation: an

average of 10 cavities was sampled at each separation, with a minimum sample size of 7 devices

(for a 1 µm separation).

Several parameters were extracted from the µPL mapping data for each device, in order to char-

acterise their modes. The mode splitting, peak spacing and delocalization factor were obtained

for every device and their mean value at each strip separation was calculated. The results of the

analysis, plotted in Fig. 6.17, display trends that provide further evidence of the successful creation

of SU-8 PMs, with coupling strength tunable by altering the strip separation. The mean mode

splitting between the M1 and M2 mode, presented in Fig. 6.17(a), decreases (as we would expect)

as the strips are brought further apart. The trend observed is in good agreement with predictions

from FDTD results (Fig. 6.9), except for the additional effects of fabrication imperfection-induced

cavity detuning not accounted for in the simulation. Instead of converging to zero as in the zero

detuning case, we expect from Eq. 6.12 that the mean mode splitting should converge towards

the mean value of ∆λ (which is expected to be independent of the strip separation) as the strip

separation is increased and J tends to zero. At large separations, the cavity detuning is ex-

pected to be the sole source of the mode splitting. Therefore, we estimate a mean cavity detuning

of ∆λ = (1.15± 0.13) nm from the mode splitting of the PMs with a strip separation of 4 µm or

more. The magnitude of this detuning is comparable to e-beam defined PhC PMs reported in

the literature [56, 171, 227, 230], which supports this novel SU-8 writing technique as a reliable

method for creating PMs and suggests that the additional optical cavity fabrication step is not a

significant source of cavity detuning beyond the PhC fabrication imperfections.

The spacing between the peaks of the PM modes was also recorded, defined as follows. If possible,
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the peak spacing was measured as the spatial separation of the two peaks of the M2 mode. However,

if the M2 mode did not have two clearly defined peaks, such as in the case of a large detuning, the

peak spacing was instead measured as the separation of the M1 and M2 peaks. The mean values

of the measured peak spacing are plotted in Fig. 6.17(b) as a function of SU-8 strip separation.

The observed trend is consistent with the predicted behaviour of the AS peak separation obtained

from simulation results [Fig. 6.9], which the peak spacing is intended as an analogue to. At a

large strip separation, for which the inter-cavity coupling is weak, the modes are well-localized at

the cavity positions. As the strip separation is reduced and the coupling strength increases, the
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Figure 6.17: Mean values of the (a) mode splitting, (b) peak spacing and (c) delocalization factor
obtained for each SU-8 strip separation in a batch of successful devices. Error bars represent estimates
of the standard error of the mean at each separation. The dashed orange line in (a) represents the
estimated mean detuning, ∆λ = 1.15 nm from strip separations of 4 µm or more. The dashed blue line
in (b) is included to guide the eye, showing equality of strip separation to peak spacing.
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peak spacing diverges from the strip separation, approaching the behaviour of a single cavity with

characteristically larger peak spacing than the width of the SU-8.

Delocalization factors were estimated for every device using the method outlined in section 6.3.2.

The mean delocalization factor for each strip separation is shown in Fig. 6.17(c). At large separa-

tions, the modes are highly localized to the individual cavities, indicating a low J/∆λ ratio. For

intermediate separations of ∼ 2–3 µm, moderate to highly delocalized PM modes were observed,

providing a clear indication of strongly coupled PMs. However, due to the significant average

detuning, it was not common to observe near-symmetric (F ∼ 1) PM supermodes, hence the mean

F of ∼ 0.5 for these strip separations. For short separations, the system approaches a single cavity

and F is less relevant as the coupled cavity model somewhat breaks down. In this case, F can be

seen as a measure of the symmetry of the M2 mode corresponding to the first excited single cavity

mode, which is still likely to be affected by fabrication non-uniformities so does not converge to 1.

In combination, the trends displayed by the three parameters in Fig. 6.17 provide substantial

evidence that we have successfully created double SU-8 strip cavities of variable (and controllable)

inter-cavity coupling strength. At large strip separations of & 4 µm, the cavities are typically

uncoupled or minimally coupled, with a detuning-dominated mode splitting and highly localized

cavity modes indicated by a low F and peak spacing close to the strip separation. The measured

parameters are all consistent with a low J/∆λ ratio. To create strongly coupled PMs, a target

range of ∼ 2–3.5 µm strip separation would be recommended for which, on average, the mode

splitting typically exceeds the detuning and the modes exhibit moderate delocalization. The peak

spacing begins to increase above the strip separation, indicating significant overlap and interaction

of the modes of the constituent cavities. For these separations, all parameters are consistent with

a moderate to high J/∆λ ratio. For separations less than 2 µm, the results suggest that the system

approaches a single cavity, with its characteristically large mode splitting and peak spacing of the

double-peaked excited mode. This is especially anticipated considering the merging of the SU-8

strips reported in section 6.3.1. For CQED applications, the convergence of the system to single

cavity behaviour for short separations is not necessarily an issue. As an example, the experimental

implementation of the unconventional photon blockade by Snijders et al. [245] was achieved using

two modes of a single micropillar cavity, rather than strongly-coupled PM modes.

Q factors of the PM modes were measured for each device using the 1200 lines/mm spectrometer

grating (slit width 20 µm) and an integration time of 10 s. The Q factors of both the M1 and M2
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Figure 6.18: Estimated mean coupling strength for each SU-8 strip separation, calculated using
methods A and B. The data points have a small artificial horizontal offset either side of the true strip
separation for ease of reading. The mean coupling strength could not be calculated using method B
for the case of ∆Λ < ∆λ, which is the reason for the missing data points. Error bars for method A
represent the standard error of the mean and the errors for method B were propagated appropriately
from the parameters used in the calculation.

modes were typically in the range 3500-5500. No evidence of the Q factor oscillations with strip

separation, observed in simulation results in section 6.2.2, was found, which we attribute to the

presence of random cavity detuning that was not accounted for in those simulations.

We next sought to estimate the magnitude of the coupling strength for different SU-8 strip separa-

tions, which was obtained using two different methods. In method A, J was calculated separately

for each of the 87 devices from the measured values of ∆Λ and F , using Eq. 6.23. The mean

coupling strength at each separation was then extracted from these results, which is plotted in

Fig. 6.18. As a consistency check, the mean coupling strength was also calculated using method

B. For this method, Eq. 6.12 was rearranged to estimate the mean coupling strength, J , at each

separation using the mean mode splitting, ∆Λ and mean detuning, ∆λ from Fig. 6.17(a):

J ≈ 1

2

√(
∆Λ
)2
−
(

∆λ
)2
. (6.25)

Making the assumption that the average detuning is independent of strip separation, a value

of ∆λ = (1.15± 0.13) nm was used for all separations (calculated from the mode splitting of

devices with a strip separation of 4 µm or more). The values of ∆Λ used for each separation were

the same as those presented in Fig. 6.17(a). The results of this method are also plotted in Fig. 6.18.

It is important to note that method B cannot be used to calculate J for individual devices, since

the disorder-induced detuning per device can vary significantly from this estimate. The method is
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only valid to calculate the mean, J , at each separation.

The estimates of the coupling strength from methods A and B (Fig. 6.18) are in good agreement,

within error. Both methods confirm the expected trend of decreasing J with increasing strip

separation. We note that method B is not as effective at larger strip separations, for which ∆Λ

and ∆λ are similar. When this is the case, uncertainty in these two quantities is propagated

to a large uncertainty in J , as is evident for the value calculated for a strip separation of 5 µm.

Additionally, ∆Λ was marginally smaller than ∆λ for strip separations of 4 µm and 4.5 µm, meaning

that method B could not be applied as the root in Eq. 6.25 became negative. Fortunately, method

A can be used to estimate the coupling strength in these cases and yields sensibly small values.

Devices with a strip separation of 1 µm gave excellent agreement between methods A and B, but

were excluded from the presented results as the system forms a single strip cavity, hence J is not

relevant.

It is evident that the estimated mean values of J that have been obtained for the fabricated devices

are generally larger than those predicted by the simulation results for 0.1 µm-thick, 1 µm-wide SU-8

strips in Fig. 6.5 of section 6.2.1. The reason for this is not clear, but may be due to differences in

the SU-8 geometry between the simulated structure and the fabricated devices. This could include

the strip width and thickness (the typical thickness was 0.25 µm, as detailed in section 6.3.4), in

addition to filling of the PhC holes by the SU-8, which was not accounted for in the model. These

differences in the real devices may have resulted in altered mode behaviour with increased coupling

strength, for example if the modes had an increased evanescent field overlap. For a given strip

separation, the magnitude of the estimated mean coupling strength is comparable to similarly

spaced PhC-based PMs in the literature [171, 225, 230], especially those operating at a similar

wavelength to the SU-8 PMs presented here [56, 57]. This supports the validity of the results

despite their discrepancy with the simulated values, and confirms that the PM devices perform as

they would be expected to.

We note that the accuracy of method A could potentially be improved by implementing confocal

light collection in the µPL mapping system. The reduced light collection area may enable the M2

mode profiles to be more accurately determined and therefore be beneficial for the estimation of

F . However, since method B was used to predict the mean coupling strength independently of the

measured values of F , the close agreement between the two methods supports the effectiveness of

the measurements of F obtained using the non-confocal collection area. Still, it is worth considering
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that there may be a small systematic error, as method A appears to slightly overestimate the

mean coupling strength relative to method B. We identify two potential contributing factors to

this: firstly, the non-confocal light collection area may result in an overestimate of F , which

results in an overestimate of J through Eq. 6.23. Secondly, limitations of the coupled mode theory

model applied as an approximation to the physical system may apply: in section 6.2.5, a small

discrepancy between the semi-analytical implementation of coupled mode theory and full FDTD

results of detuned PMs was identified. A consequence of this is that applying the coupled mode

theory model may be liable to over-estimate the value of F and, by extension, the estimated

value of J . In the worst-case scenario, for a strip separation of 3 µm, the mean coupling strength

estimated from method B is 26% smaller than estimated from method A. Therefore, we estimate

that the coupling strength extracted from a device using Eq. 6.23 should differ from the true value

by no more than this factor, in the majority of cases.

6.3.4 AFM characterisation of SU-8 strip photonic molecules

AFM characterisation measurements were performed on a selected sample of the fabricated devices

to check the thickness of the SU-8 strips. A selection criterion was applied to select for devices with

two distinct cavities and modes corresponding closely to the SU-8 strip locations. Devices were

chosen that had a measured peak spacing within ±1 µm of the target strip separation, as expected

from FDTD simulation results in section 6.2.4. AFM profiling was performed on the 37 devices

which met this requirement (all with a strip separation larger than 1.5 µm), and the SU-8 strip

thicknesses were extracted using profile averaging with inverse polynomial fits, as was performed

for single strip cavities in section 5.3.1. The average thickness of the two strips per device, plotted

in Fig. 6.19, demonstrates relatively good repeatability of the technique. The majority of strip

thicknesses are tightly distributed about a median thickness of 0.25 µm, with an upper and lower

quartile of 0.32 µm and 0.25 µm (rounded to the nearest 0.01 µm), respectively.

The moderate thickness of the SU-8 strips is a consequence of the optimisation of the fabrication

process for reliability rather than the thinnest possible, highest Q cavities. The extreme values

of thickness observed for some devices are predominantly due to variation in the thickness of the

applied SU-8 thin film – the exposure dose was adjusted for each device to attempt to correct for

this, but cannot compensate completely for the thickness fluctuations. It is important to note that

the SU-8 film does not vary significantly over the length scale of a single PhC device, which is
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Figure 6.19: Distribution of average SU-8 strip thickness per device, as measured from AFM profiling
of a selected sample of devices.

proven by the uniformity of the strips on a per device basis: we found on average only 5% variation

in thickness between the two SU-8 strips of a device. The high uniformity of the pairs of strips

suggests that the individual cavities of the coupled cavity devices would have approximately equal

Q factors in the absence of coupling, since the Q factor of a single strip cavity highly correlates

with the SU-8 strip thickness. This supports an assumption that is vital to the theory developed

and applied in this chapter, which is that the two cavity modes would have equal linewidths in the

absence of coupling: 2γ1 = 2γ2. Most pertinently, this assumption is necessary for the calculation

of J and ∆λ from Eqs. 6.23 and 6.24 to be valid, in addition to the validity of methods A and B

to calculate the mean coupling strength. These AFM measurements therefore support the validity

of these results, as it is implied from the strip uniformity per device that this assumption is

approximated well by the system.

6.4 Confocal measurements of SU-8 strip PMs

In this section, confocal techniques are applied to facilitate improved mapping of the SU-8 PM

devices. We show that the smaller light collection area achieved by confocal methods enables

finer details of the cavity modes to be resolved and compare the results to measurements obtained

using a non-confocal collection area. Combined with piezo-controlled movement of the microscope

objective and a scanning mirror, the confocal technique allows individual cavities of the PM to be

probed and we apply this to explicitly demonstrate coupling between the two cavities of an SU-8

PM. Details of the scanning methods used are provided in section 3.8.3.
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6.4.1 Comparison of mapping with and without confocal techniques

Confocal light collection from the sample was achieved by focusing the light collected by the

100× microscope objective into a multi-mode optical fibre with a core diameter of 25 µm. A

5× microscope objective was selected to focus light into the fibre core, targeting a collection

area on the sample of similar size to the diffraction-limited laser spot. The confocal collection

was characterised by performing µPL mapping measurements on a reference L3 cavity, which we

approximate as a point source on the sample surface (relative to the size of the laser spot and

collection area). Measurements in this section were performed on the same high density QD

sample as other work in this chapter, mounted in the cryostat at 8 K. A HeNe excitation laser

was used, with a power of ∼50 µW after the objective. Figs. 6.20(a) and 6.20(b) show the result

of a 1D objective map performed over the L3 cavity mode. As the excitation spot and collection

are moved simultaneously when moving the objective, we expect this map to yield approximately

the convolution of the Gaussian spatial profile of the laser spot with the spatial profile of the L3

cavity mode. Since the L3 cavity mode is approximately a point source in this instance, the profile

observed is predicted to be approximately that of the HeNe laser spot. Indeed, the profile is very

well fitted by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 1.4 µm [Fig. 6.20(a)], which is close to the diffraction-

limited spot size of 1.2 µm expected for this 0.5 NA objective. The discrepancy between the two

may be due to effects of the cryostat window or because the L3 cavity is not an exact point source.

Collection maps were performed to estimate the size of the confocal collection area achieved, shown

in Figs. 6.20(c) and 6.20(d). In a collection map, the objective and scanning mirror are moved in

combination so that the excitation spot remains at a fixed (X,Y ) position on the sample surface

and the collection area is moved. The laser spot was kept fixed over the L3 cavity and the collection

area was scanned along a line, passing over the cavity mode. Since the L3 cavity is approximately

a point source, the obtained map is expected to be an estimate of the confocal collection spatial

profile. We approximate that the confocal collection achieves a ∼ 2.2 µm collection area in the plane

of the sample surface, obtained from the FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the profile in Fig. 6.20(c).

This collection area should be sufficiently narrow to selectively collect from individual cavities of

an SU-8 PM – especially those with strip separations larger than 2 µm – in addition to improving

the spatial resolution of µPL mapping.

The improvement to the spatial resolution granted by confocal mapping is demonstrated by the µPL

maps of an SU-8 strip PM shown in Fig. 6.21. 1D objective maps (excitation and collection moved
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Figure 6.20: µPL mapping measurements taken of an L3 cavity to characterise the confocal collection
area. (a)–(b) Intensity profile recorded from an objective map, which moves the overlapping excitation
spot and collection area simultaneously. (b) shows a 1D scan, passing over the single cavity mode, and
(a) shows a cross-section though this map at a wavelength of 1271.50 nm. The cross-section is fitted
by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 1.4 µm, corresponding approximately to the size of the laser spot.
(c)–(d) Intensity profile recorded from a collection map, which keeps the laser spot fixed over the L3
cavity, while moving the collection area. (d) shows a 1D scan of the collection area and (c) shows a
cross-section though this map at the same wavelength as (a). The cross-section is fitted by a Gaussian
with a FWHM of 2.2 µm, corresponding approximately to the size of the confocal collection area. A
step size of 0.2 µm was used for mapping, with an integration time of 0.5 s at each step.
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Figure 6.21: 1D µPL objective maps obtained along the waveguide for the same SU-8 PM device with
a strip separation of 3 µm using (a) non-confocal and (b) confocal light collection. The confocal light
collection enables finer details in the M1 and M2 mode profiles to be resolved, including the ability to
resolve the two peaks of the M1 mode. A step size of 0.2 µm was used for mapping, with an integration
time of 0.5 s at each step for (a) and 1 s at each step for (b).

simultaneously) performed along the waveguide of the same device either without or with confocal

light collection are displayed in Figs. 6.21(a) and 6.21(b) respectively. The M1 and M2 modes are

mapped in both cases, which correspond to detuned S and AS PM supermodes. It is immediately

clear that the spatial width of the peaks is narrower as a result of the narrower collection area

for confocal mapping in Fig. 6.21(b). Additionally, the improved resolution enables the two peaks

of the M1 mode to be resolved, which were otherwise observed as a single peak in Fig. 6.21(a)

due to the large collection area when not using confocal techniques. It follows from the FDTD

simulations in section 6.2 that these two peaks of the M1 mode are expected when the strip

separation is sufficiently large and the spatial resolution is sufficient to resolve them.

We can compare the delocalization factor, F , and coupling strength, J , from the confocal measure-

ments of the device in Fig. 6.21(b) to the non-confocal measurements of the same device in 6.21(a)

to investigate the significance of the light collection as a source of error. We find a value of F = 0.45

for confocal measurement, compared to a value of F = 0.50 without confocal techniques, which

suggests that a large collection area may result in an overestimate of F (as would be expected

intuitively). This discrepancy has little effect on the calculation of J , which was estimated to be

J ∼ 0.6 nm for both light collection methods. This supports the validity of the coupling strength

estimates performed in section 6.3 without the use of confocal techniques. It is also possible for
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this particular device to estimate F from the M1 mode, since the two peaks are resolved in the

confocal map. Applying the same calculation method as for the M2 mode, this yields a higher

value of F = 0.74, suggesting a coupling strength of J ∼ 0.7 nm. The differences in the param-

eters obtained for the two different modes is not surprising given the number of approximations

made in the coupled mode theory model (section 6.2.5), which is an incomplete description of

the physical system. However, it is reassuring that the calculated coupling strength is reasonably

consistent for all methods applied to this device. It should be noted that the estimate of the

detuning, ∆λ, is more strongly affected by the deviation in F , yielding values of ∆λ ∼ 0.2 nm

and ∆λ ∼ 0.5 nm from confocal mapping of the M1 and M2 modes respectively. This is compared

to a value of ∆λ ∼ 0.4 nm estimated from M2 without confocal techniques. As the values obtained

from the M2 mode using both collection methods still agree well, the discrepancy from the M1

mode is likely to be due to limitations of the model.

The results for confocal and non-confocal mapping were compared for 8 selected devices (including

the example in Fig. 6.21) with 2.5 µm and 3 µm strip separations (4 of each separation), which

all had moderate delocalization of F > 0.4 when measured initially without confocal techniques.

Devices were selected with relatively narrow strip separation and moderate F as this is the regime

for which the resolution of the light collection technique is likely to have the most influence.

Parameters measured and estimated using confocal maps will be denoted with the subscript C,

while those from non-confocal maps will be denoted by NC. The change in delocalization factor,

∆F = FNC − FC observed when switching to confocal mapping was a mean of −0.1 ± 0.3, with

uncertainty represented by the sample standard deviation. Theoretically, we would typically expect

a slight decrease in the value of F (and therefore a negative ∆F ) when the light collection area is

reduced, as a large collection area can artificially increase the measured F. While on average this

was the case, ∆F exhibited significant variation between devices and was positive in some cases.

This may suggest that some devices experienced physical changes between the initial non-confocal

measurements and the confocal mapping, causing a physical change to F . Such a change is possible,

as the sample was cooled down to 8 K and warmed up to room temperature multiple times (while

stored under vacuum) between the sets of measurements. The expansion and contraction of the

sample resulting from this could have introduced additional random detuning of the PM devices,

which we would observe the effects of here, in addition to the effect of the reduced confocal light

collection area. Given the good agreement of parameters estimated from the confocal and non-

confocal maps of the device in Fig. 6.21, which supports good consistency between the confocal and
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non-confocal method, this is a plausible possibility. Indeed, the change in the estimated detuning

between the methods, ∆λC−NC = ∆λNC−∆λC was found to have a mean of (0.3± 0.5) nm, which

exhibits very large variation between devices. The mean change in the estimated coupling strength

going to the confocal method, ∆J = JNC − JC, was (−3 ± 20)% relative to the estimate without

confocal techniques.

Overall, while clear benefits of the increased spatial resolution granted by confocal techniques have

been shown for the device in Fig. 6.21, in general it is difficult to quantify the influence that

confocal techniques have on the estimates of the parameters F , J and ∆λ due to the possibility of

additional detuning effects introduced in other devices studied by cooling and heating processes.

If the example given in Fig. 6.21 is in fact representative of the differences between confocal and

non-confocal techniques, then we would expect similar accuracy from both methods. More work

would be recommended to quantify ∆F , ∆λC−NC and ∆J , with measures taken to eliminate the

possibility of physical changes to the sample between the measurements. This may require the

ability to easily switch between confocal and non-confocal light collection, which is experimentally

challenging due to the stringent requirements of the confocal alignment (and limits our ability to

perform these tests).

6.4.2 Independent probing of photonic molecule cavities with confocal tech-

niques

A significant advantage of using confocal techniques is the potential to collect selectively from one

of two closely spaced cavities of a PM. We demonstrate that this is possible from confocal mapping

of the double SU-8 strip device shown in Fig. 6.22 with a large strip separation of 4 µm. The 1D

objective map in Fig. 6.22(a) shows the profile of the modes along the waveguide, which consist

of two highly localized peaks corresponding to the constituent cavities, A and B. This suggests

that these two cavities are uncoupled; it follows that when one cavity is pumped we do not expect

to observe emission from the other cavity of device. This is confirmed by the 1D mirror maps

in Figs. 6.22(b) and 6.22(c), which show mapping of the laser spot along the waveguide with the

confocal collection fixed at either cavity A or B, respectively. In the discussion that follows, we

refer to the cavity that the confocal collection is centred on as the primary cavity and the other

cavity of the device as the secondary cavity. In both Figs. 6.22(b) and 6.22(c), we observe that light

collected from the secondary cavity is heavily suppressed by the confocal collection. The majority
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of (non-background) light is collected from the primary cavity, which allows it to be investigated

individually. We see that emission is not observed from the primary cavity mode when the laser

spot is positioned at the secondary cavity, which confirms that the two cavities are uncoupled.

2D confocal mapping (with a step size of 0.5 µm) of a strongly coupled SU-8 strip PM was per-

formed to explicitly demonstrate optical coupling between the two cavities. We focus on the M2

mode (a detuned AS supermode) of a device with a strip separation of 3 µm and a peak spacing

of 3.3 µm – sufficiently far apart to enable independent probing of the cavities. The objective map

in Fig. 6.23(a) shows the mode profile, which has a brighter peak at cavity B than cavity A due
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Figure 6.22: 1D confocal µPL maps obtained along the waveguide for a double SU-8 strip device
(separation 4 µm) with uncoupled cavities. (a) Objective map (collection and excitation scanned simul-
taneously along the waveguide) showing two highly localized modes corresponding to cavities A and B.
(b) and (c): mirror maps with collection fixed at A or B, respectively. The excitation spot is moved
independently of the collection; its X position is presented relative to the collection. All maps use the
same colour scale displayed in (a). An integration time of 1 s was used.
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to the effects of detuning. From this map we estimate a coupling strength J ∼ 0.5 nm and cavity

detuning ∆λ ∼ 0.5 nm from a measured mode splitting of 1.14 nm and F = 0.36. Mirror maps of

the device are plotted in Figs. 6.23(b) and 6.23(c), with the confocal collection positioned at cavity

A or B respectively. Again we refer to the cavity at which the collection is centred as the primary

cavity and the other cavity of the device as the secondary cavity. The observations from these maps

clearly demonstrate coupling between the cavities: emission is observed from the primary cavity

when the laser spot is positioned at the secondary cavity in either case. Additionally, the intensity

collected from the primary cavity is approximately equal whether the primary or secondary cavity

is pumped, with a dip in intensity clearly visible when neither cavity is strongly pumped. The

appearance of two peaks with a pronounced dip in intensity between them demonstrates that the

excitation spot and the effects of carrier diffusion are sufficiently small to not strongly pump either

cavity when the spot is positioned between them. This is important, as it provides reassurance

that the cavities can be pumped independently. In both Figs. 6.23(b) and 6.23(c), the maximum

intensity collected from the primary cavity correlates well with the peak of the corresponding cav-

ity measured in the objective map, Fig. 6.23(a). This correlation provides strong evidence that the

confocal technique adequately excludes light from the secondary cavity and therefore the technique

is sufficiently successful at selectively collecting light from the primary cavity.

Collection maps were also performed on the strongly coupled device, for which the laser spot was

fixed at cavity A [Fig. 6.23(d)] or B [Fig. 6.23(e)] and the collection was scanned over a 2D area,

using a combination of mirror and objective movement. The maps observed are approximately

equivalent, with only a translational shift between them due to the definition of the co-ordinate

system relative to the pumped cavity. It follows that the emission from the device is largely

independent of which cavity is pumped, as would intuitively be expected for a well-coupled system

for which light can easily pass between the two cavities. Therefore, the collection maps provide

further evidence of the coupling between the cavities of the SU-8 strip PM.

6.5 Summary

The work of this chapter has demonstrated the successful application of the SU-8 cavity-writing

technique to PMs. First, an overview of the field was given, with a focus on identifying what

benefits the SU-8 method can offer for the fabrication of PMs. Perhaps the most promising aspect

of the ability to position the PM cavities after e-beam fabrication steps is the potential to tune the
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Figure 6.23: Confocal 2D µPL maps of the M2 mode of a strongly coupled SU-8 PM with a strip
separation of 3 µm, recorded at a wavelength of 1281.3 nm. All maps use the same colour scale for
intensity. (a) Objective map showing local maxima of the mode labelled as A and B, which correspond
to the two cavities of the PM. (b) and (c): scanning mirror maps with the confocal collection fixed
at A or B, respectively. The laser spot is scanned independently of the collection area; its (X, Y ) co-
ordinate is defined relative to the collection position. (d) and (e): collection maps with the excitation
fixed at A or B, respectively. The excitation remains fixed over one cavity and the confocal collection
is scanned independently. The (X, Y ) position corresponds to the position of the collection relative to
the excitation spot.
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6.5. SUMMARY

PM mode splitting and structure to match multiple excitonic transitions of a QD located using µPL

measurements. This could facilitate the realisation of a PhC PM-based source of entangled photons

similar to the micropillar PM device reported by Dousse et al. [154]. The potential for deterministic

QD-PM coupling could also help achieve the unconventional photon blockade in a QD-PhC cavity

system, which allows a photon blockade with only a weakly-coupled emitter [242].

FDTD simulations were performed to characterise the modes of double SU-8 strip devices, which

clearly demonstrated their viability as a coupled two-cavity system. Simulations of detuned PMs

were performed and coupled mode theory was applied from work by Brossard et al. [56] to explain

the supermode behaviour. This theory was developed further to enable the coupling strength and

detuning of devices to be estimated from their mode splitting and the delocalization factor of the

modes. This enables the coupling strength and detuning to be estimated from a µPL map of a

PM device – a simple and convenient method that does not require the detuning to be reduced

to zero in order to measure the coupling strength. Therefore, the sophisticated tuning techniques

discussed in section 6.1.3, often applied to other systems, were not required in order to estimate

the coupling strength using this method.

A large batch of double SU-8 strip devices was fabricated with a close to 100% rate of successful

strip writing and an 84% yield of devices with modes that could be attributed to a coupled cav-

ity system (including its convergence to a single cavity for small strip separations). The devices

were characterised using µPL mapping measurements; trends in the mode splitting, peak spacing

and delocalization factor with strip separation were found to be consistent with trends predicted

by FDTD simulations and from coupled mode theory, providing strong evidence of the successful

creation of PMs. A trend of decreasing coupling strength as the separation between the cavities

is increased was observed, evident from the decreasing trend in mode splitting and delocalization

factor with increasing strip separation. This trend is attributed to a reduced evanescent field over-

lap as the cavity separation is increased and enables moderate control over the mode splitting by

altering the strip separation, although this is somewhat limited by random variation due to fabri-

cation imperfections. The mean coupling strength for a given strip separation was approximated

using two methods, which gave consistent results and showed the expected trend of decreasing

coupling strength with increasing strip separation. The estimation of the coupling strength from

method A relied on measurements of the delocalization factor for each device, the determination

of which could potentially be made more accurate by implementing confocal techniques with a

reduced light collection area. This would be recommended for subsequent investigations. The
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6.5. SUMMARY

magnitude of the coupling strength was found to be consistent with similar devices from the liter-

ature [56, 57, 171, 225, 230].

Further investigations were conducted, implementing confocal techniques to reduce the light col-

lection area. Improved mapping resolution was demonstrated, including the ability to resolve the

two peaks of a detuned S supermode of a PM device. The effect of confocal collection on the es-

timates of parameters such as the coupling strength and delocalization factor was investigated for

a selected sample of devices, but results were inconsistent. The possibility of physical changes to

the sample (resulting in changes to the cavity detuning) between sets of non-confocal and confocal

measurements was proposed as a contributing factor to this inconsistency. The difference made

by switching to confocal collection could therefore not be quantified with certainty and further

investigation would be recommended. Finally, confocal techniques were applied to explicitly show

optical coupling between two cavities of a strongly coupled PM, using decoupled collection and

excitation. This technique possesses the capability for applications in which different cavities of the

device are pumped and collected from, such as an implementation of the unconventional photon

blockade in which single photons are generated from the secondary (non-pumped) cavity [243].

Overall, the SU-8 strip PM technique is promising for novel applications and has relatively good

reliability considering the level of technical challenge involved in consistently achieving strongly

coupled PMs [56]. The method could benefit further from more refined SU-8 spinning processes

to allow for more reliable fabrication of thin (. 100 nm) SU-8 strips, which would result in higher

Q factors and likely larger coupling strength for a given strip separation due to an increased mode

volume for very thin strips. The strips investigated in this work were instead optimised for reliable

fabrication, with a median thickness of 0.25 µm determined from a selected sample. It would also

be highly recommended to implement a method of independently tuning the cavities of the SU-8

PM, so that the detuning could be manually altered. This would require further investigation:

perhaps the SU-8 could be altered to give it photo-chromic properties [231] or a method of tuning

via localized photo-thermal heating could be applied [92, 237].
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7

Conclusion

If quantum technologies based on single photons are to be utilised in real world applications, a

challenge which needs to be addressed is the ability to fabricate SPSs on a larger scale. SPSs based

on single self-assembled In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs coupled to microcavity modes can offer excellent

performance, with high efficiencies, single photon purity and indistinguishability [14], but the

limited yield of conventional brute-force fabrication methods (which rely on coupling by chance)

has driven the need for more deterministic methods of achieving QD-cavity coupling. The SU-8

cavity writing method has been designed with this in mind, which, through the theoretical and

experimental work presented in this thesis, is now sufficiently developed to be applied to attempts

at achieving coupling.

The FDTD simulation investigations presented in Ch. 2 laid the groundwork required to under-

stand the physics of the 2D PhC slab devices that the SU-8 cavity is based upon. The photonic

band structure calculations and simulations of mode gap cavities [33, 34] performed were crucial

to understanding the mechanisms by which the SU-8 cavity confines light. A proof-of-concept sim-

ulation of a 100 nm-thick SU-8 strip defined PhC waveguide cavity was performed, which supports

a cavity mode with Qtotal = 7000 and V0 = 1.36(λ0/n)3. The generated cavity mode is attributed

to a local alteration of the mode gap in the section of the PhC waveguide covered by SU-8, due to

the local increase in refractive index contrast. Fourier analysis of the cavity mode revealed that

the Q factor is limited by in-plane TE-TM mode coupling losses due to the broken z-symmetry of

the structure, which is an important factor to consider in optimising the cavity design.

The first successful experimental demonstration of SU-8-defined cavities was by writing a disk of

SU-8 photoresist on a PhC waveguide, which was covered in Ch. 4. It was shown via µPL mapping
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of the PhC waveguide, before and after writing the SU-8 disk, that cavity modes were created by

the presence of the disk, with a 90% yield. FDTD simulation results suggested that the Q factor of

the mode strongly depends on the height of the disk, with hdisk . 100 nm yielding a much higher

Q. The fabricated disks had heights in the range 60-400 nm and the cavity modes exhibited a Q

in the range 2300-7400. A negative correlation between height and Q was verified, as predicted by

the FDTD simulations. From these results, it was evident that thin SU-8 structures are necessary

to achieve a high Q for a laser spot-sized disk (∼ 1 µm diameter); however, increasing the disk

radius was also shown as a method of increasing the Q.

The technique for writing single cavities using SU-8 was refined in Ch. 5. The SU-8 strip cavity

design was favoured because it supports a mode with a similar Q and V0 to the SU-8 disk mode,

but offers less stringent alignment requirements. A method of predicting the SU-8 film thickness

via evaluation of its thickness-dependent colouration was introduced, which is a valuable tool for

adjusting the exposure dose (via the writing speed) to achieve the desired SU-8 strip thickness.

A large batch of SU-8 strip cavities was fabricated; 84% of the devices were confirmed via µPL

mapping to support new cavity modes. Strips as thin as ∼ 60 nm were achieved and higher Q

factors were measured than for disk cavities, up to a maximum of 8700. The targeted cavity

figure of merit for strong coupling, η ∼ 1010m−1, derived in Ch. 3, was met by some of the devices,

suggesting that these cavities would be suitable for the observation of strong coupling if sufficiently

well-coupled to a QD. A cavity mode wavelength variation of ∼ 5 nm was observed, which is larger

than desired for coupling experiments (we ideally target . 1 nm), but is not considered unfeasibly

large and could potentially be improved with more consistent fabrication. TRPL measurements

on a high Q example demonstrated Purcell enhancement of the QD ensemble emission, with an

estimated FP ∼ 1.6.

SU-8 cavities defined by wider strips were also investigated, which were shown theoretically to

have a significantly higher Q/V0 ratio and η. Increasing the width of a 100 nm-thick strip by just a

few µm is theoretically predicted to increase the Q by an order of magnitude, while V0 increases by

only a factor of ∼ 2 or less. The increased Q was attributed to a suppression of TE-TM coupling

losses due to increased localization of the mode in Fourier space. Altering the strip width was also

proposed as a method of controlling the cavity wavelength.

SU-8 strips with a variety of widths were fabricated on PhC waveguides, with thicknesses mostly

in the 25-150 nm range. Strips were successfully written with close to 100% yield; however, the
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yield of cavity modes was not explicitly measured (a high yield was assumed based on the previous

experiments). The highest Q factors from an SU-8 cavity were recorded from these devices: the

lower and upper quartiles were 6900 and 9000 respectively and the maximum Q was 10,900.

However, it is expected that the Q factors were fabrication-limited due to imperfections in the

PhC waveguides, which prevented the higher Q factors predicted by FDTD simulations from being

achieved. Due to these limitations, writing wider SU-8 strips on the current wafers is unlikely to

increase the Q/V0 ratio or η, as a result of the increased V0 for wider strips. Therefore, narrow

SU-8 strip cavities are likely preferable for QD-cavity coupling experiments.

In Ch. 6, PMs formed from two SU-8 strip cavities on the same PhC waveguide were theoretically

and experimentally investigated as an application of the SU-8 cavity technique. It was shown that

the coupling strength between the two evanescently-coupled cavities can be adjusted by controlling

the separation between the two strips, which alters the splitting between the supermodes of the

PM. Fabricated devices, which exhibited modes with an 84% yield, were characterised using µPL

techniques, principally to measure the mode splitting and the delocalization factor of the super-

modes. This allowed estimation of the coupling strength and cavity detuning. Confocal mapping

measurements with an independently movable collection area and laser excitation spot were used

to explicitly demonstrate optical coupling between two cavities of a PM.

Going forwards, the obvious next step would be to attempt the proposed SU-8 cavity-QD coupling

technique, which the SU-8 strip cavity design has proven to be well-suited for. This would require a

low density QD sample with PhC waveguide devices on the surface, which was not available during

this project. If a cavity mode can be placed with sufficent spatial overlap and spectral proximity

to a single QD, then we could test for the strong coupling regime by looking for the signature

anticrossing as the QD is temperature tuned into resonance with the mode. If anticrossing is not

observed, the weak coupling regime could be tested for by using TRPL measurements to search for

Purcell enhancement of the QD emission. If a coupled system is achieved at the target wavelength

of 1.3 µm, its performance as a telecommunications wavelength SPS could be tested. The first step

would be to perform an HBT experiment and look for the characteristic g(2)(0) < 1.

If coupling is successful with the SU-8 cavity technique, it could also be desirable to couple a QD

to an SU-8 PM. This could potentially enable some interesting configurations, such as the Purcell

enhancement of two exciton lines from the same QD, which has been used in another PM system

to generate a Purcell-enhanced source of entangled photons [154]. Another interesting prospect is
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the unconventional photon blockade, which could allow a photon blockade with a QD only weakly

coupled to the PM [242, 245].

Another avenue would be to further improve the SU-8 cavity design and performance. According to

FDTD results, cavities formed from wide SU-8 strips could potentially reach a much higher Q/V0

and η than the devices fabricated for this thesis. If cavities were created on a less fabrication-

limited PhC capable of reaching higher Q, such as a Si wafer [48], much higher Q factors might be

observed. Additionally, a stronger trend between strip width and Q might be observed than the

weak trend observed in Ch. 5. The Q factors of the thinner strips (. 100 nm) presented in this

work may have also been limited by the wafer, so would benefit from PhCs capable of a higher Q.

Further optimisation of the SU-8 writing process would be desirable, to achieve higher consistency

SU-8 structures. This could help to reduce the variation of the cavity mode wavelength, which

would be preferable for coupling techniques. More uniform coverage of the PhCs would help to

improve the process, which could perhaps be achieved with surface treatment to improve adhesion

of SU-8 to the PhC membranes or by using larger chips, which may spin-coat more uniformly.

An interesting prospect might also be to alter the properties of the SU-8 itself. For example, if

the SU-8 could be given photochromic properties [188, 231], the cavity mode wavelength could be

tuned by exposing it to certain colours of laser light. Another attractive prospect might be to dope

the SU-8 with emitters, which could then potentially couple to the cavity mode.

Overall, the SU-8 cavity writing technique has shown reproducible success and considerable promise

for future applications. The technology is ready to be applied towards the goal of deterministic

fabrication of telecoms wavelength QD-cavity coupled SPSs and perhaps beyond.
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Appendix A

Exposure dose calibration summary

This appendix summarises the yield data from 3 runs of SU-8 strip fabrication, in order to provide

a tool for calibrating the exposure dosage. Run 1 refers to the first batch of fabricated SU-8 strips,

reported in section 5.3. Run 2 refers to the reference (N = 1) SU-8 strips of the fabrication run

detailed in section 5.5. Run 3 refers to double SU-8 strip devices reported in section 6.3: for the

purposes of this analysis, devices with a strip separation of 2.5 µm or more were analysed (for which

the SU-8 strips are distinct – see section 6.3.1) and each individual strip was recorded separately.

For each run, AFM profiling measurements were performed (as detailed in section 5.3.1) on devices

to obtain the mean SU-8 strip height, H, for given exposure settings. In Fig. A.1, data are

plotted from all three runs, grouped by run number, SU-8 film thickness (Tfilm) estimated from

its thickness-dependent colouration (see section 5.3.1) and ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8 2007

used in the spin-coating mixture. H is plotted against vw, the writing speed, which determines

the exposure dose, as all strips were written with the same 405 nm laser, with a power of 17.5 µW

after the objective. Each data point is annotated with a yield (and sample size) for those settings.

Fig. A.1(a) shows the full range of the data, whereas Fig. A.1(b) shows the thinner strips in more

detail. The figures are intended to guide choice of vw used for SU-8 strip exposures, based on the

Tfilm estimate and spin-coating parameters, in addition to the target H and yield.

It should be noted that all SU-8 exposures were performed at room temperature, with the sample

mounted inside the cryostat (so that the effects of the window are accounted for), but not under

vacuum. Based on previous studies, the SU-8 writing technique is expected to work at cryogenic

temperatures [1, 192], but the required exposure dose may require some adjustment to those

detailed here.
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Figure A.1: Charts summarising data from 3 SU-8 strip fabrication runs, to be used as a guide to
calibrate the required exposure dose for SU-8 strip writing. For each data series, the run number, Tfilm

estimate and spin-coat ratio of cyclopentanone to SU-8 2007 is shown in the legend. For each writing
speed, vw, the mean strip height, H, obtained from AFM profiling is shown. The full range is shown
in (a); Fig. (b) displays the thinner strips in more detail. Each data point is labelled in the format
(NAFM, Y ), where NAFM is the number of devices measured by AFM techniques and Y is the yield
of successfully written strips for those parameters. Error bars show the standard error of the mean,
where applicable.
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